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Early 2000s: (unspecified) 
Following the business suspension order issued to Umbrella, the U.S. Government begin to 
receive reports of an alarming increase in unverified illicit dealings between the corporation 
and various terrorist organisations, drug lords and corrupt nations. 
 
In the Russian Caucasus, the village home of the Church of the Great Bones are suddenly 
greeted by an envoy from the Umbrella Chemical factory. This is a surprise to the residents of 
the village as nothing had been heard from the factory since extensive renovations began in 
1998. The envoy wishes to recruit workers and the offered salary is exceptionally generous. But 
this offer sparks embittered controversy in the impoverished village community. Talks continue 
for several weeks and the village priest is invited over to the factory to dine with Sergei Vladimir 
on several occasions, leading to rumours amongst the villagers he is being bribed by the owners 
of the factory. Eventually after many discussions and heated arguments it is agreed that half the 
male villagers will be recruited to work at the factory. 
 
Fong Ling, an agent for the Chinese Ministry of State Security, is  
part of an operation in China to track down and arrest a group of  
political activists fighting for democracy. One of these individuals is  
her own brother and she is given assurances he will be allowed to  
live if she is successful in apprehending him. Fong Ling completes  
her objective with complete impartiality and hands him over where  
he is executed the very next day. Despite this action, she holds no  
animosity towards her superiors or her country, instead focusing  
her hatred on the ideology and actions that had changed her  
brother in the first place. This cold, detached emotion is what  
makes her one of the top agents in the Chinese government. 
 
Without William Birkin, Umbrella’s G-Virus research stalls. With the virus now in possession 
of Umbrella Europe they have attempted to utilise it for B.O.W. development but its 
unpredictable nature and difficultly to control makes development of any stabilised creatures 
impossible. This is because the virus was still incomplete when Birkin was killed. With no 
other choice, B.O.W. research using the G-Virus is suspended indefinitely. 
 
Following the closure of Umbrella USA in 1999, all research now takes place through 
Umbrella Europe. Although the European 6th Laboratory and the Paris branch facility are at 
the forefront, a majority of clandestine projects and cloned mass-production of B.O.W.s takes 
place at the Caucasus Lab in Russia. 
 
Excella Gionne breezes through school and begins university at a young age. The Gionne 
family is well known and respected throughout Europe for their successful import-export 
business. Excella's grandmother was part of the famed Travis family, the original descendants 
of Tricell Inc. This connection has endowed Excella with a noble and storied lineage. She is 
blessed with model-like beauty and her background of being part of such an aristocratic family 
leads to her being arrogant and haughty to those around her, especially men. She has a keen 
intellect and is already showing signs of inheriting her father's astute business acumen. Her 
skills have allowed her to enrol into university earlier than most others and upon graduation 
she will be able to apply for a position at Tricell at the tender age of 18. 
 
Leon Kennedy continues working for the Secret Military Agency under Adam Benford and is 
developing a growing respect for him. He is able to utilise the vast intelligence networks of the 
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U.S. Government to research much of the past history of Umbrella and their links to emerging 
cases of bioterrorism. He studies the background of the Ashford family and what is known of 
the t-Veronica virus as well as uncovering all known information on Albert Wesker and the 
cryptic organisation he now belongs to. During this intensive research he uncovers proof that 
Ada Wong is still alive and had been working with Wesker’s organisation. 
 
Several government officials who know Leon as a survivor of Raccoon City, ask him about what 
happened to him there, curious to know the circumstances of the incident. But Leon avoids 
the subject, preferring to keep his thoughts to himself, including the notion he contemplated 
suicide on more than one occasion whilst trapped inside the zombie-infested city. It was only 
the thought of protecting Claire, Sherry and Ada that kept him going. 
 
Former military man Morgan Lansdale is a consultant to the Global Pharmaceutical 
Consortium and highly respected. Through his contacts at the GPC he develops close ties with 
Tricell. 
 
Pharmaceutical Corporation WilPharma emerge as a leading candidate to overtake Umbrella 
Corporation as the industry leader following the latter’s plight after the Raccoon City incident. 
 
ORGANISATION PROFILE: WILPHARMA 
WilPharma was a major drug and pharmaceutical  
corporation that quietly rose to prominence towards  
the end of the 20th century as a major competitor in  
the field - second only to the Umbrella Corporation  
itself. They were a member of the Global Pharmaceutical Consortium and took advantage of Umbrella’s 
business suspension and stock collapse following Raccoon City to take over as the world’s leading 
pharmaceutical company. They attracted major investment and political leverage with Senator Ron Davis who 
was a major WilPharma stock holder and special advisor. Davis was part of the special committee chaired by 
Derek Simmons that took the final decision to bomb Raccoon City and was also a friend of the President of the 
United States. But Davis’ relationship with WilPharma often attracted criticism as it was often seen as a 
conflict of interest with his political duties. WilPharma’s rise to power coincided with an exclusive relationship 
with the U.S. Government, who themselves were trying to regain public trust following the Raccoon incident.  
Although WilPharma had no convert biological weapons program of its own, their acquisition of former 
Umbrella researcher Frederic Downing gave them exclusive access to the t-Virus several years before it was 
released illegally onto the black market. Downing had also stolen a sample of the G-Virus but this was shared 
with only a select few and its existence remained a secret within the company and even Ron Davis was unaware 
of its existence. But instead of creating biological weapons, WilPharma had honourable intentions and set 
about using their t-Virus samples to create a definitive t-Vaccine, a project with the potential to safeguard 
millions of lives. It would also win the corporation massive public support in an era of paranoia with the 
general public living in fear about the possible existence of illegal bio-organic weapons and deadly engineered 
virus strains. But despite this honourable goal, the hierarchy of WilPharma remained unaware of Frederic 
Downing’s true intentions. His plan was to sell the t-Virus on the black market, but he believed the virus would 
gain substantially more value if he could sell it as a set alongside a viable vaccine, and he needed WilPharma’s 
vast resources to create it. Once the t-Vaccine was complete, he planned to do the same for the even deadlier  
G-Virus.  
In 2002 WilPharma announced plans to develop a major new headquarters in the American mid-western town 
of Harvardville, a move they promised would generate thousands of jobs and revitalise the ailing economy of 
the town that had struggled financially throughout the 1990s. Ron Davis used his political influence to get the 
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project approved which involved construction of a corporate headquarters and adjoining research facility in 
the surrounding valleys well away from any residential areas. However, the move attracted criticism from many 
local residents and also through TerraSave, a non-government affiliated organisation that campaigned for 
victims of bioterrorism. TerraSave’s activities against WilPharma was mainly restricted to peaceful protests 
and articles published on their website, but when the corporation’s move to Harvardville was formalised, Dr. 
Curtis Miller, a TerraSave member who lost his wife and daughter in Raccoon City, became more aggressive in 
his tactics and was eventually arrested for obstruction of business and expelled from the NGO.  
As work on the t-Vaccine continued, Frederic Downing secretly became a black market broker and had the idea 
of showcasing a demonstration to show the effectiveness of the t-Virus. He made contact with General Miguel 
Grande, leader of the Republic of Bajirib and a major sponsor of terror operations in India. After staging 
several small outbreaks across India, the American government aided Indian authorities by authorising use of 
the in-development WilPharma vaccine. By administering it to neighbouring regions, they were soon able to 
minimise the spread of infection. The success of the t-Vaccine, even at this early stage, won WilPharma the 
trust of the American government and they signed a secret agreement with the Pentagon as part of a one billion 
dollar anti-bioterror program. These funds would be used to complete the t-Vaccine and pay for the new 
research facility in Harvardville.  
Over the next several years, WilPharma officially  
became the world’s leading pharmaceutical  
conglomerate following the bankruptcy of  
Umbrella and they continued secret clinical trials  
of the t-Vaccine in India, where labour costs were  
cheaper and they could guarantee an abundance  
of human resources. The research led to inevitable  
human losses, but the U.S. Government covered  
up these incidents at the encouragement of Ron  
Davis who viewed the situation as a ‘necessary evil’  
and declared there could be no future prosperity without sacrifice. Throughout this time WilPharma faced 
constant criticism from TerraSave who demanded the corporation release details of their secret clinical trials.  
By 2005 the t-Vaccine was completed and only awaited federal approval. That same year also saw the 
completion of the research facility at Harvardville and a major press campaign was issued with the company 
CEO assuring the public that every possible precaution had been taken to ensure a catastrophe like the one 
suffered by Raccoon City was never repeated. The new headquarters was state of the art and located in the 
mountainous region some distance away from the city’s residential zones. Its distinguishing feature was a large 
Air dome. This new research complex would see WilPharma researchers work daily on many deadly viral 
strains including Ebola, Marburg, Smallpox, and Yellow Fever. Once settled, the company gained good local 
political standing and anyone looking to investigate WilPharma were politely warned off by the Chief of Police. 
The residents of Harvardville now admired the company and would not publicly criticise them through 
recognition they had brought hope and wealth to the once dying town. Accusing WilPharma of misdeeds in 
Harvardville was not a good idea. Likewise it was not a good place to live for those who dared to fight against 
them. 
As the t-Vaccine awaited approval by the Food and Drug Administration, WilPharma stocks reached record 
levels. But in August that year, TerraSave obtained photographic evidence of WilPharma’s clinical trials in 
India and published the pictures on their homepage, showcasing innocent human suffering. They later 
appealed to the U.S. Government and warned that if they did not begin immediate investigations into 
WilPharma’s activities, they would appeal to the International Criminal Court. WilPharma’s stock took a 
sudden nose dive in the face of the accusations and the government began to hesitate about approving the  
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t-Vaccine. As a compromise, WilPharma donated their supplies of the vaccine to the Strategic National 
Stockpile. In order to dodge the brunt of public opposition, Senator Davis desperately tried to hold a National 
Pharmaceutical Conference through the American Drug Association, but TerraSave were planning a major 
demonstration upon his arrival into Harvardville. Just as he was landing at the airport, a mysterious terrorist 
contacted the United States Government with a threat. The terrorist demanded that President Graham himself 
announce the truth behind the Raccoon City incident and the collusion with Umbrella that the government 
had concealed seven years before. If this demand was not met, the t-virus would be released all over the United 
States. 
Taking the situation seriously, the government sent Agent Leon Kennedy to investigate, a person in whom the 
President had total trust ever since the Ashley Graham abduction incident. Events culminated in the airport 
being sealed off after a t-Virus biohazard was confirmed. At the same time, Frederic Downing had planned a 
unique demonstration of the G-Virus exclusively for General Grande using Curtis Miller as a pawn. The 
staging ground was WilPharma’s new research facility, but even Downing underestimated the power of the  
G-Virus and his own identity as the terrorist mastermind was revealed in the aftermath of G’s rampage. 
WilPharma stock tanked in light of these incidents and shortly afterwards Senator Davis was found dead in his 
office. With the company vulnerable and devoid of all public support, WilPharma were immediately bought 
out completely by mega-conglomerate Tricell Inc. 
 
Former Umbrella researcher Morpheus D. Duvall establishes a cult of followers sharing his 
own obsessed thoughts on beauty. He views himself as a messiah chosen to establish a 
revolutionary world order of beauty. His plan is to create his own kingdom somewhere in the 
heart of Africa by amassing an army of mercenaries from a military state and using them to 
overthrow the local government.  Morpheus has chosen Africa not just for its natural beauty 
but because it holds a unique 'symbol of power' in reference to the Progenitor Virus. However, 
the location of the exact source is unknown to him. 
 
Morpheus returns to the defunct Umbrella Waste Disposal Facility in the Northern Atlantic to 
set up his base there. Despite the facility formally closing down waste treatment operations in 
1998, a skeleton staff still remains on site to monitor the long-discarded B.O.W.s left to roam 
free. Morpheus bribes these lowly employees and brings them round to his way of thinking, 
ensuring he can essentially take control of the facility without Umbrella's knowledge. He brings 
in technicians, workers and architects loyal to his cause, ready to enact the first phase of his 
revenge plan by converting the abandoned undersea biosphere into a missile launching bay. 
The biosphere was long ago abandoned by Umbrella and sits on the sea bed 100 metres off the 
coast of the island. Such an endeavour to convert and modify the facility to install missile 
launching capability will take considerable time and cost, but Morpheus is patient. 
 
Umbrella’s resources are becoming severely stretched thanks to the business suspension order 
and astronomical legal costs fighting the Raccoon Trials. Newly sanctioned illicit research 
projects are having to take place away from mainland areas and outside the United States. The 
three ‘Queen’ ships employed by Umbrella subsidiary ‘Paraguas Line’ contain fully operational 
laboratories and are constantly on the move to ensure sensitive research material is not traced 
by the authorities. Spencer also hatches future plans to use his own luxurious cruise liner, the 
Spencer Rain, as a mobile auction house for selling B.O.W.s. to coveted clients. In addition, a 
majority of Umbrella’s illegal dealings are still conducted through dummy corporations. 
 
As part of Umbrella’s revival plan, Spencer also sanctions several new research projects he 
hopes will bring in substantial future income for his ailing company. These include an exciting 
project put forward by the Paris Lab to create a new virus base by fusing the G-Virus with the  
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t-Virus, designed to hopefully stabilise runaway mutations brought on by the G-Virus as well as 
generating an electro-magnetic field around the host to act as a shield from harm. This 
potential new virus and the T-A.L.O.S. project are Umbrella’s main hopes for revival. 
 
The Hunter series also comes under review. Despite being one of Umbrella’s most successful 
B.O.W.s, the product line suffered a major setback when development data was stolen by 
Albert Wesker and delivered to the rival company who then started producing their own 
variants. But Umbrella executives believe the Hunter program still has value and two new 
model types are commissioned. The first is the Hunter Delta; a larger version of the original 
MA-121 Alpha model which will be developed at the Russian base under Sergei Vladimir. The 
second is the Hunter Elite; a hybrid model emphasising superior agility and attack power to be 
supervised by Umbrella Europe. 
 
Despite these new endeavours, Spencer is realistic when it comes to the chances of Umbrella’s 
survival. Since closing the African lab he has been busy eliminating any employees who worked 
there and all former executives who knew of its location, including Brandon Bailey. He is 
determined more than ever to protect the secret of the Progenitor Virus source. So long as it 
remains preserved, he can one day continue his goal of building a new race of advanced human 
beings, regardless of whether Umbrella survives or not. 
 
In Russia, work continues on the classified T-A.L.O.S. project under the supervision of Sergei 
Vladimir. This new weapon is to be the pinnacle of the entire Tyrant program; computer 
controlled, improved stability and equipped with heavy artillery and armour. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: TYRANT ARMOURED LETHAL ORGANIC SYSTEM (T-A.L.O.S.) 
The T-A.L.O.S. project was designed to represent the absolute pinnacle of the Tyrant Program and was named 
after the legendary Greek guardian of Crete. It was originally a proposal by Umbrella U.S.A. and placed in the 
hands of the research team situated at Arklay Laboratories in early 1998 whilst development was ongoing on 
the T-002 Type. Whilst a Tyrant clone was used for the base, a  
chip was developed and implanted in the brain which allowed  
remote control via a computer. This element was referred to as  
a Tuning Control Synapse Connector and designed to counter  
the lack of control brought on by the t-Virus. Because sudden  
cellular mutations resulted in the halting of functionality,  
impairment of judgement, and various other reported defects, a  
more stable solution was imperative to enable safe transport  
and deployment of this weaponry. Whilst Umbrella Europe had  
created more efficient control for the Nemesis T-Type through  
the use of organic parasites, American researchers obtained a  
more consistent result by using chip connections to brain cells.  
These chips allowed for specific orders to be relayed to the Tyrant via a powerful wireless connection. When 
development of T-A.L.O.S. was transferred over to the Caucasus base in Russia, it was synchronised to the Red 
Queen AI which was able to interface with the Tyrant and obtain complete control over its motor functions, 
thought patterns and decision making. The AI was also able to upload weapons and combat training programs 
to allow the creature to assess and excel during tactical and live combat situations. Its cardiovascular system 
was artificially improved to give it mobility unthinkable in a natural organism and the base flesh underwent 
strengthening surgery, resulting in a pale blue pigmentation effect on the skin. Following that its body was 
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armoured in a special metallic alloy that helped protect it from heavy weapons fire and also restrained runaway 
t-Virus mutation. The spinal column was also strengthened with additional cybernetic implants. 
But where T-A.L.O.S. really differed from previous Tyrant models was the implication of specialised weaponry 
to allow it to respond to mobile targets from a distance. Although analysis of the T-103’s performance in 
Raccoon City allowed researchers to conclude the Tyrant boasted  
combat prowess and survivability that far surpassed that of even  
the best-trained combat troops, it was still only theoretically  
capable of successfully deterring only one military division.  
Senior researchers suggested that when facing AFVs or military  
grade helicopters, the Tyrant’s kill ratio would falter. This was a  
serious drawback when trying to market Tyrant-based weapons  
to buyers willing to go against governments and military factions  
with high-spec equipment. Although the original vision for the  
Tyrant super solider was to leave the creature unhindered by  
additional equipment so it could maximise its two strong points  
of motor performance and response reflexes, it was agreed that the use of enhanced armour modules, internal 
reinforcement implants, long-distance homing weaponry could preserve the natural abilities of T-A.L.O.S 
while maximising its options in field manoeuvres. Its primary weapon was a specially designed rocket launcher 
and to counter balance this excessive weight the creature’s left arm was enhanced. It underwent a number of 
top-secret combat tests where it took out an entire platoon of Spetznaz soldiers in less than 3 and half minutes 
without incurring any damage and two armoured vehicles in less than seven. Its ultimate test was a face-off 
against an armoured attack helicopter. Whilst T-A.L.O.S. sustained minimal damage, the Tyrant successfully 
destroyed the chopper in a time of 32 minutes and 13 seconds.  
If T-A.L.O.S. sustained enough damage, it mutated by shedding its armour and weaponry to trigger secondary 
mutation. Control from the Red Queen was severed and it swelled up in muscle bulk and mass. The outer layer 
of skin would stretch and split, exposing weakened soft tissue underneath. Its lower body could no longer 
support itself and the legs disappeared. To compensate, its spinal cord enlarged, ripped out of its back and 
latched onto the ceiling. Its arms developed massive claws and six other clawed tentacles sprouted from its 
body. Many of these tentacles contained cybernetic implants and were able to fire laser beams. Because of its 
massive size, the mobility of the T-A.L.O.S. was massively hindered when in this form. 
By 2003 Umbrella were ready to market the T-A.L.O.S. as the ultimate all in one combat package until the raid 
at the Caucasus facility by the B.C.U. put paid to the project. 
 
As development continues, Sergei conducts a number of simulated battle tests to assess the 
capability of T-A.L.O.S. Its competitors include a group of former Spetznaz Special Forces 
soldiers, several armoured vehicles and an attack helicopter. Thanks to direction from the Red 
Queen AI, T-A.L.O.S. is able to calculate their individual weaknesses and destroy them all 
within a matter of minutes. The results are remarkable. Once complete, the T-A.L.O.S. will be 
a very desirable weapon and could be the answer to all of Umbrella’s financial problems. 
 
"T-A.L.O.S. Simulated Battle Results 
{Top Secret} 
CASE 12 
T-A.L.O.S. vs. 1 Special Forces Unit, 12 Soldiers {former Spetznaz} 
Time Elapsed: 3m 28s 
Kill Ratio: 100:0 
CASE 13 
T-A.L.O.S. vs. Armoured Vehicles, 2 Vehicles 
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Time Elapsed: 6m 40s 
Kill Ratio: 89:2 
CASE 14 
T-A.L.O.S. vs. Attack Helicopter, 1 Helicopter 
Time Elapsed: 32m 13s 
Kill Ratio: 48:10" 
-REUC: T-A.L.O.S. Simulated Battle Results; Undated. 
 
As the Raccoon Trials continue, the influence of Spencer and his defence lawyers continue to 
make the case drag endlessly on without sight of conclusion. But a turning point arrives when 
the prosecution brings to light that Umbrella conducted much of their illegal research using 
resources purchased legitimately from other leading pharmaceutical companies. They 
commissioned each of the respective companies to only partially develop certain medications 
so that they could not be traced to what was ultimately being developed. The responsible 
companies thus unwittingly contributed to the development of bioweapons and therefore were 
indirectly linked to the deaths of everyone in Raccoon City. This unexpected development 
presents a huge problem for the Global Pharmaceutical Consortium who have already suffered 
huge public criticism. The companies linked to Umbrella suddenly now face the possibility of 
sharing blame for the deaths of hundreds of thousands of innocent people, and if Umbrella 
lost the lawsuits, they would face bankruptcy as well. Even if Umbrella was found not guilty of 
any wrongdoing, the negative publicity would not only be disastrous for sales, but the 
governments of the world would revoke the companies' permits to sell their products and not 
having permission to distribute their products worldwide would effectively dismantle their 
businesses. 
 
In the days that follow the implicated pharmaceutical companies hold a confab and decide to 
take drastic measures to counter their dismal prospects. The Global Pharmaceutical 
Consortium turn their back on Umbrella, striking a deal with the prosecutors to put all their 
efforts into assisting with the case against Spencer’s company in return for any proposed legal 
action against them being dropped. The prosecution agree to this deal and the GPC hands 
over stacks of internal company documentation to aid their case against Umbrella. 
 
A small Private-Biohazard Containment Unit is formed as a military response to the Umbrella 
Corporation. It is funded by many of Umbrella’s competitors in the pharmaceutical industry 
through their membership in the G.P.C. It is an international organisation split into regional 
units and many of its members are direct or indirect victims of their illegal experiments, 
making up small teams of elite individuals packing military grade weaponry. The funding 
provided by the various pharmaceutical companies allows the B.C.U. to purchase weapons, 
equipment and multi-purpose terrain vehicles. There is speculation that this funding has been 
provided as an opportunity for those to steal the research results of Umbrella. One of the 
B.C.U.’s sponsors is the rival company and the vehicles they have provided are bugged and 
rigged with surveillance devices, allowing agents to listen in on the B.C.U’s activities. Because 
they are privately funded, they can work anywhere in the world provided they receive 
permission from that country’s respective government. This differentiates them greatly from 
the likes of the F.B.C., which is a much larger organisation but only has jurisdiction within the 
boundaries of the United States and its territories. This unit will be the precursor to what will 
eventually become the B.S.A.A. The American B.C.U. is formed by Chris Redfield. 
 
Frederic Downing takes a job at WilPharma having completely erased his past as a former 
Umbrella researcher but still has in his possession the stolen t and G-Virus samples he took 
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from Raccoon City only days before the outbreak. He becomes influential with Ron Davis, a 
local senator and major stockholder and spokesperson for the company. Ever since the 
Raccoon City tragedy Davis has been using his political influence in Washington to put 
pressure on the Government to attack Umbrella whilst in the meantime helping WilPharma 
quietly take over as the new industry leader. Downing wants to create a vaccine for the t-Virus, 
convincing Davis that a working antidote for the viral weapon used in the Raccoon disaster 
would bolster public support for WilPharma and elevate their status and share prices 
exponentially. Whilst this appears to be good business practice, in reality Downing’s 
motivations are much more sinister. He believes a working antidote will increase the value of 
the t-Virus dramatically, wanting to sell them as a combined set to terrorists in exchange for 
financial splendour. Ron Davis is taken in by his lies and uses his influence to get Downing a 
prominent research post with access to state of the art facilities to go about his work. Downing 
urges complete secrecy for nobody can know WilPharma have access to the t-Virus. 
 
In Southern Europe, Osmund Saddler, a preacher  
of the ancient religion practiced by the age-old Los  
Illuminados, enacts a plan to bring power back to  
the cult once more. He strikes upon this idea by  
remembering stories and reading old texts left  
behind by his predecessors documenting their  
long-running battles with the feudal Salazar family.  
Through these readings he learns of the Las Plagas  
parasites, the source of great power the  
Illuminados used to try and gain control of the  
region centuries ago. According to the books, when the royal guards under the command of 
the first Lord Salazar defeated the Los Illuminados, they seized the parasite and sealed them 
away underneath the foundations of their castle where they have seemingly remained ever 
since. If he can somehow get his hands on Las Plagas, he can raise the Los Illuminados from 
the ashes. He conducts research into the current Castellan, Ramon Salazar; the 8th Generation 
head of the family. Salazar is only a teenager born with a number of genetic birth defects likely 
due to years of in-breeding. He possesses a diminutive stature with a wrinkled face and grey 
hair giving the appearance of an old man. He currently lives alone in the castle, with only his 
butler and a team of attendants for company. He seems the type to be easily manipulated and 
so Saddler decides to pay him a visit. He asks Bitorez Mendez, a local priest and himself a life-
long member of the Los Illuminados, to arrange him an audience with Salazar. 
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Saddler travels to Castle Salazar and speaks with Ramon. He manipulates the gullible castellan 
into believing the history of his ancestors was a dark lie and they had committed sin by 
banishing the Los Illuminados and taking away Las Plagas. Salazar becomes fascinated by these 
revelations and is easily taken in by Saddler’s manipulation. He visits the castle library and 
reads hundreds of texts and parchments of his family history and their on-going battles with the 
Illuminados, his mind slowly becoming warped to the notion that his family were the ones 
responsible for evil practices. Eventually, Saddler persuades him to atone for the sins of his 
ancestors by undoing the seal on Las Plagas and giving the power back to the cult. By doing this 
and revealing the ‘secret art’ his family had utilised to control the parasites, Salazar believes this 
will atone for the sins of his ancestors and that Lord Saddler will make good use of this power 
to make the world a better place, cleansing those who have sinned. 
 
Using Mendez and an assortment of workers from  
the local village, Salazar ventures down into the  
foundations of the castle and breaks the sealed  
barricade in order to get inside. The place is a  
tomb with no sign of life, suggesting that the  
parasites have either died out or settled into  
hibernation. Over several weeks, lighting and  
mining equipment is installed and excavations into  
the rocks begin. Within days they find evidence of  
the Plagas being fossilized into the rocks, but no  
live specimens are found. Despite these initial  
disappointments, Saddler urges work to continue  
and Salazar expands the mining operation which will remain active for the next several years. 
But unbeknownst to everyone involved, the parasites are not dead, and whilst in hibernation 
they are constantly emitting microscopic spores being inhaled by the miners. This will allow the 
parasite eggs to form over a long incubation period of several years before eventually hatching 
into live Plagas. 
 
Young Jake Muller struggles to help his ailing mother from a very early age. Her debilitating 
illness means she cannot work and they barely have enough money to cover their daily needs. 
She is still enamoured with Wesker; the man who abandoned her and this makes Jake hate his 
father even more for what he did. But for his own protection, Jake’s mom never tells him who 
his father is. 
 
Mary Gray, the young daughter of a prominent Umbrella employee, is diagnosed a terminal 
blood disease. 
 
Despite their ongoing plight, Umbrella's extensive bio-weapons program continues and a new 
variation of Plant 43, otherwise known as ‘Ivy’, is developed. This latest version is designated 
Ivy-XY and developed to be specifically utilised in hot and humid climates. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: IVY-YX 
The Ivy-YX was Umbrella’s attempt to improve the commerciality of the original Ivy that itself was created 
following data analysis of Plant 42 at the mansion. Whilst the Ivy demonstrated impressive attributes, 
including the complete assimilation and adaption of the P-Epsilon gas to create a poisonous sub-species, its 
inherent flaw was its exceedingly slow movement and obvious weakness to fire. The Ivy-YX was the attempt to 
rectify these faults. Despite several design proposals, the idea of increasing its resistance to fire was quickly 
shelved because the base body of the organism was still a just plant ensuring it was always going to be 
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vulnerable to flammable substances. There was little the researchers could do to change this. Instead they 
focused on improving mobility and did this by incorporating human genes into the plant’s development. This 
resulted in a significant change to the lower half of the plant’s body  
with changes in shape to resemble that of a human’s legs. As a  
result the movement speed of the creature was increased compared  
to the original Ivy. Prototype tests showed that although the Ivy- 
YX’s attacking methods remained unchanged, a huge improvement  
was observed in the endurance, offensive ability and mobility of the  
plant. However, mass-production was ultimately not considered  
after it soon became apparent that sufficient capabilities could not  
be demonstrated in environments other than warm climates. In  
2002, South American drug kingpin Javier Hidalgo purchased  
several prototype specimens from Umbrella and were used as  
substitutes for guard dogs in his private residence. 
 
Another new B.O.W. based on a South American spider is also created. Javier Hidalgo 
purchases several batches for the Sacred Snakes. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: JUMPING MANEATER 
The Jumping Maneater was a low-budget product created by  
Umbrella to capitalise on the high adaptability of the t-Virus in  
arachnids. The base organism was a South American jumping  
spider because the goal of the project was to create a spider- 
B.O.W. optimised for hot and humid climates. Like other  
spiders, the virus had a profound effect on size, with the adult  
spider growing hundreds of times bigger than it normally  
would. It retained its ability to spin webs and proved to be a  
worthy alternative to the Web-Spinner. The Jumping Maneater was mass-produced and several batches were 
purchased by Javier Hidalgo and sent to Amparo where they were able to thrive in such a hot jungle 
environment. But like all arachnid based B.O.W.s, its intelligence was low and it could not be controlled. 
During the 2002 Amparo incident, a number of specimens were released into the Waterside village of Mixcoatl 
where they killed a number of villagers. 
 
At their family home in Canada, Barry Burton  
forgets to lock up his guns and whilst playing in  
the house, his two daughters Moira and Polly find  
the unlocked cabinet. Curious, Moira takes picks  
up a gun only for it to accidentally go off in her  
hand and shoot Polly in the chest. Barry arrives  
on the scene moments later and screams at Moira  
to call an ambulance. Although Polly is eventually  
fine, the incident causes a deep rift between Barry  
and Moira and their relationship sharply  
deteriorates. Barry’s reaction to the incident and  
subsequent lashing out causes his daughter to  
become rebellious and antagonistic towards him. 
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Neil Fisher quickly rises up the ranks as a dedicated and committed member of TerraSave. He 
is also a fierce supporter of Morgan Lansdale and promotes the work he is doing to warn the 
world’s governments about the rising danger of biological weapons. The two form a close 
working relationship and Fisher will become one of Lansdale’s trusted ‘Silver Fox’ operatives. 
 
At the small village home to the Worshippers of the Church of Great Bones in the Russian 
Caucasus, many men working at the nearby chemical plant fail to return home. This leads to 
many rumours spreading that the factory is home to a nest of heretics who worship evil pagan 
gods. These rumours suggest the inhabitants of the village are being brought to these heretics 
and offered as sacrifices to their gods. The relatives of those who have disappeared join forces 
and visit the factory to demand an explanation, but nothing is proved and the rumours remain. 
The owners of the factory remain civil to the villagers and do not take offence at the 
accusations. The village priest, friends with Sergei Vladimir, exhorts the villagers against trying 
something similar a second time. In reality these missing people have been used as guinea pigs 
for developmental B.O.W. projects at this secret Umbrella facility. 
 
The Connections’ experiments with the Mold in the few years since they acquired it have so far 
yielded a number of failures. The human embryos infected have either not made full term or 
survived birth. And those few that were born did not live long. Each subject has a grading 
category from A-C, representing the least and most compatible with the Mutamycete. However, 
nothing produced so far has lived long enough to be considered a working prototype. 
 
CIA agent Glenn Arias in the Special Activities Division conducting covert black ops work. 
Over a number of years he will develop a global network of underworld contacts. 
 
APRIL 200X 
In Dulvey, young Lucas Baker is experiencing tough times at school and is often taunted by the 
others kids about his eccentric and bizarre behaviour. Despite being very intelligent for his age, 
enough concerns have been raised about his mental health for Marguerite to take him to 
Dulvey General Hospital for a CT scan. Afterwards Marguerite buys him a puzzle as a treat. 
 
“April, th 
Mommy took me to the hospital in town. They took a photo of my head with a weird machine. 
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Then mommy bought me a 259-piece puzzle from the toy store.” 
-RE7: Lucas’ Journal; undated. 
 
However, Lucas’ problems continue and he continues to be bullied, taking exception to a boy 
named Oliver who teases him relentlessly. 
 
“April, st 
Stupid Oliver keeps teasing me. "You're a crazyhead!"” 
-RE7: Lucas’ Journal; undated. 
 
Lucas decides to get his revenge on Oliver by pretending it is his birthday and inviting him over 
to the Baker farm for a party. Whilst in Lucas’ bedroom, he entices Oliver up into the attic and 
later locks him inside via remote control, trapping him inside. 
 
“April, th 
I lied to Oliver. I told him to come over for my  
birthday party, then shut him in the attic from  
outside by remote control. 
He kept crying. "Let me out, Lucas!"” 
-RE7: Lucas’ Journal; undated. 
 
Lucas decides to leave Oliver trapped inside,  
enjoying his torment. As he shares the bedroom  
with Zoe, he changes the remote control for the  
attic door so his sister cannot get inside.  
 
“April, th  
I changed the remote control so stupid Zoe can't just go into the attic. 
I melded it with one of my inventor's contest trophies. 
Now she'll never find it.” 
-RE7: Lucas’ Journal; undated. 
 
It is presumed that Oliver is reported missing and a large search gets underway in Dulvey. 
Lucas denies all knowledge of ever seeing him outside of school.  
 
After several days, Oliver begins to suffer from a lack of food and water and goes quiet. But he 
is still alive as Lucas can hear the odd noise coming from up above. He takes all necessary 
precautions to ensure Zoe, Jack or Marguerite never become aware of his secret. But secretly 
he is thriving about what he has done. 
 
“April, th 
Oliver's stopped his yelling, but sometimes I hear knocking from above.” 
-RE7: Torn Page from Journal; undated. 
 
MAY 200X 
Oliver dies and his body begins to decompose. Bodily fluids drip down from the ceiling via 
cracks in the floorboards and when Lucas goes to investigate the stench of decay is 
overpowering. 
 
“May, nd 
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It REALLY stinks! 
And some weird juice is dripping from the ceiling. 
Anyway, since I had time, I changed the remote control trophy again. 
Now it'll be shiny even at night.” 
-RE7: Torn Page from Journal; undated. 
 
Presumably, Lucas disposes of the body and cleans up the attic to get rid of the smell and any 
traces of the crime. Whatever he does, somehow it does the trick and his family seem to be 
none the wiser. But back in Dulvey, Oliver continues to be listed as missing and his 
disappearance will be forever linked to Lucas due to their problems. This horrible incident 
only further adds to the speculation about Lucas and his mental state. Although the Bakers are 
respected as a quiet and peaceful family, they cannot shake persistent rumours spreading 
around town that Lucas is a ‘bad seed.’ 
 
Despite gaining increasing influence in the rival company,  
Albert Wesker still prioritises abstract thinking over  
emotions with no qualms about using or betraying anyone  
for the sake of his own objectives and profit. Whilst  
studying the prominent bio enhancements of the t-Virus,  
he envisions future situations where enemies will be  
equipped with t-Virus based products and begins to  
explore possible countermeasures. He believes that bio- 
organic weapons will one day replace conventional  
weaponry in modern warfare and that inevitably there will  
be developments of high-powered weapons, armaments  
and viruses that will surpass the t-Virus. Corporations and  
governments will become involved in a cyclical arms race  
and Wesker wants to be at the head of it all by secretly  
researching and crafting a vast array of sublime  
countermeasures and tactics against a variety of viral  
weapons, with the goal of total neutralisation. He considers not only neutralising one side’s viral 
weapons in combat, but also situations where all sides have their weapons neutralised. The 
basis for his research was to prepare effective countermeasure weapons under any 
circumstances. He already has the t-Virus, G-Virus and t-Veronica from which to work from 
and explore. By developing and possessing these countermeasures, Wesker will be able to 
control the very flow of global conflict. This secret research he conducts is for his own personal 
profit and not shared with his peers at the rival company. This work is ongoing and he will seek 
to develop countermeasures for each viral agent he acquires over the next decade.  
 
Glenn Arias works for the Central Intelligence Agency. For reasons unknown he eventually 
leaves the employ of the U.S. Government and goes underground. He later joins a respected 
research group specialising in theoretical science. 
 
The Connections continue researching the vicariant evolution Mutamycete and finally four 
successful prototypes are born from human embryos. These are the D-Series and are named 
D-001 Dana, D-002 Dahlia, D-003 Darlene and D-004 Dorothy. Their growth cycles are 
manipulated artificially to have the appearance of a 10 year-old girl and they grow up in total 
isolation, interacting only with themselves and the in-house research team. The aging process is 
halted by regular serum injection but if any treatments are missed the subjects will age 25x 
faster than normal. Once ready, the D-Series will be able to control the thoughts of others by 
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making them ingest a mold-like secretion. The initial symptoms of the D-Type Mutamycete are 
visual and auditory hallucinations. As the infection progresses, the target develops strong 
feelings of friendship towards the girls, and actively seeks to serve them. Researchers also note 
the D-Type secretions erode the targets cerebral pathways and if fused with the somatic cells, 
the target body’s physical structure will mutate. But despite this breakthrough, the Mold is still 
not fully compatible with the human genome and further improvements will need to be made. 
D-002 Dahlia is lost after just 319 days when her body becomes decrepit. However, the D-
Series is deemed successful enough for further research and four more D-Series prototypes are 
eventually created. These are D-005 Dolores, D-006 Diana, D-007 Daniella and D-008 Doris. 
 
Sometime later another female is also born and she will show a natural compatibility to the 
Mold on a scale hitherto unseen. She will eventually be named Eveline and be the first of the 
E-Series.  
 
2000: 
Albert Wesker begins conducting intelligence operations in South America and learns of 
feared drug kingpin Javier Hidalgo and his criminal empire. His ‘Sacred Snakes’ organisation 
controls a large region of Amparo in the Amazon Delta and a background check reveals Javier 
has his own covert bioweapons program and has long been one of Umbrella’s customers. A 
closer look reveals Javier’s B.O.W. program to be primitive by comparison with no high-level 
research facilities. Basic human zombies are their weapon of choice and mainly used against 
hostile oppressors and communist insurgents. Wesker continues to monitor from afar and 
when the time is right he plans to make contact with Javier. The rival company have several 
new B.O.W.s in development that will need testing in the near future. 
 
Since Wesker joined their ranks and supplied them with development data and samples stolen 
from Umbrella, the rival company have become extremely active in the B.O.W. market. 
Already they have monopolised Umbrella’s Hunter program with the Hunter II and Sweeper, 
both of which have proved very popular with customers. Thanks to Ada Wong they also have 
access to the G-Virus, but perhaps most significantly of all they are currently the only 
organisation to possess the t-Veronica virus. Plans are already in place to create a new 
generation of B.O.W.s with Veronica as a base and research for the first of its type is already 
underway. Codenamed ‘Jabberwock S3’; the base organism will be human, incorporated with 
Veronica and data stolen from Umbrella’s Bandersnatch B.O.W. This new organism is 
scheduled to be completed around 2001. 
 
With the ongoing pressure of the Raccoon Trials, Umbrella have been transferring many of its 
operations underground and out of public sight, setting up hidden storage units in various 
remote locations across the world. This is to safely disperse and conceal their various assets, 
including developmental B.O.W.s and viral samples preserved in stasis. One example of these 
isolated outposts is beneath a huge grain silo in a small, unimportant village in the Russian 
Caucasus. This particular site is located only a few miles away from the Chemical Plant run by 
Sergei Vladimir. The hangar beneath the grain silo is monitored by the village chief who works 
for Umbrella. 
 
Alex Wesker travels to a Sushestvovanie Island in the Baltic Sea to scout out a possible site to 
lay down her future plans well away from Oswell Spencer and Umbrella. The island originally 
had a flourishing mining industry during the golden age of the Soviet Union but has since fallen 
into steep decline, leaving it almost abandoned and practically forgotten. The mines are 
depleted, the sterile land cannot grow satisfactory crops because of the severe climate, and 
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there are no good fishing grounds in the surrounding waters. Sushestvovanie, also known as 
‘Seym’ – the forgotten island, has its existence charted in just a single history book and seems 
the perfect place to for Alex to work in secret where Spencer could never find her. Armed with 
the vast wealth of Umbrella’s funds, Alex appeals to what is left of the island’s residents, 
promising to revitalise industry and prosperity to their home. She wins their support by 
financing improvements to the mine, as well as promising development of a new facility 
beneath the main mining levels for the purpose of developing pharmaceuticals. These 
endeavours create new jobs and jumpstarts the economy of the island. Soon Alex is hailed as a 
saviour and benefactor by the locals. As they get their plans underway, Stuart will oversee the 
development of their operations on the island whilst she returns to Umbrella and Spencer. She 
still has some use for him yet and needs to bide her time a little while longer.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Javier Hidalgo looks to expand his own 'Code: Remnants' program by purchasing a number of 
B.O.W.s from Umbrella to assist his never-ending quest to gain control of the entire 
Amazonian ecosystem. Up till now his program consisted mostly of zombies and the odd t-
based B.O.W. used as weapons of terror against his aggressors over the last decade. Despite 
his mistrust with Umbrella over what happened with Hilda, he still has a contract with them to 
purchase low-cost B.O.W.s. and his off-shore accounts wire money directly to Umbrella's 
Russian branch where the B.O.W.s are produced and transferred from. Budget restraints 
mean high-end products such as Tyrants are not available to him, but Javier is content to invest 
in cheaper products such as Plague Crawlers and Hunter Gammas. He always sends his right-
hand man, Sergio, to negotiate with the corporation. Plague Crawlers are cheap because 
Umbrella never sought to put them into mass production due to their gaping lack of 
intelligence. The specimens purchased are cloned from James Marcus’ original development 
data. Several specimens were captured by investigation teams following Marcus' death and 
brought back to Arklay Labs for study where William Birkin evaluated them as unsuitable as 
biological weapons. Likewise Hunter Gammas are cheap because they were deemed the least 
successful Hunter model, mainly due to their limited intelligence and weakness to dry air and 
sunlight. Javier looks past these flaws believing the smaller, more agile Hunters will thrive in the 
tropical environments of Amparo due to the high levels of water and moisture in the area. 
 
The Connections enlist the help of the rival company for the continuing study of the 
Mutamycete genome. Technical assistance is provided on the project by the H.C.F. division. 
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WEDNESDAY JULY 19TH 2000 
On Sushestvovanie Island, Evgeny Rebic updates his journal once again, documenting Irina’s 
development into a young teenager. She takes after her mother and only really shows any 
interest in him if she needs some money. He also comments on Alex Wesker’s recent arrival 
on the island. Thanks to her he now has a new job helping to build the new facility underneath 
the mine. All the island residents love her but Evgeny is cautious; his mother always told him 
never to trust rich people. 
 
“19-07-2000 
Irina now 12 years old. Already rebellious. More like mother every day. I don't understand 
women. Now I am embarrass to her. Until she needs money or a request. 
Speaking of women and money, a woman comes to our island. She promises to bring back 
industry. I have job now, to help build new facility in the mine. I thought mine was finish, but 
she has a use for it. 
She is loved by all. They call her saviour, our benefactor. My mother always said never trust 
people with money. The poor worker is more reliable than rich capitalist. Is good advice. But 
the rich woman is helping us.” 
-REREV2; The Old Man’s Journal; 19/07/00. 
 
2001: 
Natalia Korda is born. She will go on to develop a unique immunity to fear after experiencing 
and surviving the horrors of the Terragrigia Panic at a young age. She will eventually be 
captured and used in the t-Phobos fear experiments by Alex Wesker. 
 
CHARACTER PROFILE: NATALIA KORDA 
*Born: 2001 Died: NA Height: 137cm Weight: 32kg Blood Type: UK. Nationality: Hungarian. Affiliation: None. 
Natalia Korda was a young girl living with her parents and when she was 3 years-old they relocated to the 
recently completed megafloat city of Terragrigia in the Mediterranean. The family were trapped inside the city 
during the terrorist attack by Il Veltro that dispersed the t-Abyss Virus across  
the whole area and triggered a biohazard. Although her parents were killed  
during the disaster, Natalia herself was rescued by TerraSave member Neil  
Fisher. She had seen the deaths of her mom and dad and witnessed first-hand  
the final destruction of the city by the Regia Solis satellite. Natalia was  
administered medical treatment and had clearly suffered extreme emotional  
trauma. She was always thankful to Neil Fisher for rescuing her and he  
bought her a teddy bear as a companion which she named ‘Lottie’. Natalia  
was carefully questioned by specially trained officers following the  
Terragrigia Panic and there was one answer in particular that was surprising  
to everybody. In regard to the ultraviolet radiation that was used to  
ultimately destroy the city, Natalia described it as ‘pretty.’ The interviewers were surprised that she could find 
beauty despite being surrounded by death as her home sank to the bottom of the sea. Neil Fisher took this 
response, and combined with her other answers, concluded that Natalia had an adverse immunity to fear. It 
was speculated that what she experienced in Terragrigia gravely traumatised her, and robbed her of the ability 
to feel frightened. Natalia was placed in a special facility under the jurisdiction of TerraSave and was brought 
up and educated in care. Her best friend remained her bear, Lottie, and she never left her side.  
Natalia remained with TerraSave until early 2011 when Neil Fisher made arrangements for her to be captured 
alongside several other prominent personnel as part of his clandestine deal with Alex Wesker. Wesker was 
looking for subjects with a strong resistance to fear as part of an audacious mind and memory transfer 
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procedure. Fisher had selected TerraSave members such as Claire Redfield who had experienced the horrors of 
Raccoon City and Rockfort Island and others such as Pedro Fernandez and Gabriel Chavez after they witnessed 
the aftermath of Kijuju and the Las Plagas outbreak of 2009. But Natalia was a special case. At 11 years old her 
mind was not yet accustomed to the horrors of the modern world but it was clear by now that her experiences 
in Terragrigia had made her so desensitised to such extreme situations that she could be the perfect candidate 
for Wesker’s needs.  
Natalia awoke in a rundown penal colony having been injected with the t-Phobos virus and equipped with a 
sensor bracelet. She spotted Moira Burton and Claire Redfield several times and tried to run away from them 
until she eventually realised they were not trying to hurt her. Claire and Moira reassured her and Natalia struck 
up a bond with Moira in particular. But a short time later Natalia was abducted by Fisher whilst Claire and 
Moira were distracted in the aftermath of Gabe’s helicopter crash. Fisher delivered Natalia directly to Wesker 
after evaluations showed she was the perfect candidate for the mind transfer ceremony. She was placed into a 
stasis pod and a digitised copy of Wesker’s consciousness was uploaded into her brain before she was isolated 
in a chamber beneath the monument tower. Her stasis pod would keep her asleep for a period of six months to 
allow the mind transfer to stabilise and Wesker’s brainwaves to imprint  
onto her own.  
Once the process was complete, a disorientated Natalia awoke in a haze  
of confusion and for the first time since Terragrigia she was without  
her Lottie bear. She couldn’t remember anything about her history on  
the island but was surprised to come across another Natalia. Her twin  
promised to help her remember and together they traversed the island  
looking for Lottie who was seemingly leaving them postcards. But  
although initially friendly, Natalia’s twin soon began to show a dark  
side and unsuccessfully tried to gain Natalia’s trust so she would lower  
her mental barriers and let her inside. It transpired ‘Dark Natalia’ was a  
mental imprint of Alex Wesker’s personality trying to take over  
Natalia’s own. But Natalia’s psychological toughness prevented Wesker from gaining full access and she 
eventually gave up in frustration, allowing Natalia to fully come to her senses and realise she was now standing 
on the beach of the island. It was here that she saw Barry Burton’s tug boat approaching. She teamed up with 
Barry as he traversed across the island looking for Moira. Fragments of Natalia’s memories began to return 
along the way but these memories were now corrupted by those of Wesker, leading to her false assumption that 
Moira was already dead. Eventually they came across a photograph of Alex and Albert Wesker together. Whilst 
Barry was shocked to find his old nemesis once again, Natalia’s eyes were fixed firmly on Alex, and for a girl 
that felt no fear, she fully admitted she could not stand Alex because she was so scary. They soon ran into Alex 
herself, now horribly mutated and disfigured after the transfer procedure had seemingly failed and the t-
Phobos Virus had revived her following injuries from a self-inflicted gunshot wound to the head. She began to 
stalk them across the island and branded Natalia as the ‘false one’ after realising that a duplicate of her own 
personality had been transferred into the little girl. This led to a final confrontation in the laboratories beneath 
the mine where Alex was finally killed. 
Following the incident, Natalia was formally adopted by Barry Burton as his daughter. She moved back to 
Canada with him and lived out a happy and content existence. But there still remained signs that her 
personality had become corrupted. She suddenly found herself studying the works of Franz Kafka with no 
apparent reason for doing so. She also became interested in B.O.W.s and bio-terrorism, eagerly reading 
newspaper reports on the 2013 Tall Oaks disaster which killed President Adam Benford. These strange traits 
displayed clear evidence that some part of Alex Wesker still remained inside Natalia and was slowly coming to 
the surface, growing stronger with each passing day. 
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In Africa, the anti-government guerrilla faction Sheva Alomar has been living with for the last 
seven years plan to stage a coup to overthrow the local government with a violent attack. In 
order to help achieve this, the group make discreet enquiries with Umbrella to purchase a 
number of B.O.W.s. But soon the local American embassy become aware and the U.S. 
Government begin an investigation into the claims. Representatives and local agents are sent to 
the area to gather intelligence on the guerrillas and determine their membership. This is how 
they learn of Sheva, a 15 year-old girl whose parents were killed by Umbrella when she was just 
a little girl. Her animosity towards the corporation means she could become a useful ally. 
Shortly afterwards, the U.S. Government confirm the guerrilla group are in contact with a 
senior Umbrella official, someone high up on their list of wanted targets, and they begin to plan 
an operation to apprehend him. 
 
Umbrella Europe complete development on their first Hunter model for three years. Code-
named 'Delta', a scheduled battle test will need to be carried out before a decision is made to 
mass-produce them. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: HUNTER DELTA 
The Hunter δ (Delta) was a low-cost prototype experiment by Umbrella to  
extend the productivity of the Hunter series. The original MA-121 Alpha  
model was created by Umbrella U.S.A, but production was hampered  
following the business suspension order imposed by the U.S. Government  
in 1999 which forced the Chicago branch to close. The development data 
was transferred to the Russian branch under the supervision of Sergei  
Vladimir. By this stage the Hunter Program was no longer a priority  
because the rival company had essentially hijacked the market by creating  
the more effective Hunter II and Sweeper variants thanks to stolen data.  
Whilst Umbrella looked at a replacement program with the Anubis, several  
Hunter Delta models were created using the old Alpha model as a base.  
Extra hormones and body strengthening was applied to make them slightly larger whilst also increasing 
ferocity and attack power. But their basic physical appearance and combat ability remained unchanged. The 
Hunter Deltas were never deployed in a practical capacity because the entire Hunter program was shelved 
completely and instead what specimens were created were frozen and stored in a remote hangar underneath a 
grain silo in a nearby village. They were eventually set loose in early 2003 when Albert Wesker and Chris 
Redfield came to blows once again. Most of the specimens were destroyed when the floor of the grain silo 
collapsed and Wesker was unsuccessful in acquiring a live subject. 
 
The rival company successfully create the first B.O.W. to be mass-produced created 
exclusively from the t-Veronica virus. The Jabberwock S3 is a highly durable and dangerous 
organism, completely unique thanks to Veronica being the base template. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: JABBERWOCK S3 
The Jabberwock S3 was developed by the rival company and was a breakthrough B.O.W. through being the first 
stabilised creature created using the t-Veronica virus as a base. The creature was greatly influenced by 
Umbrella’s Bandersnatch creature which itself was developed using data from the Tyrant Program. The main 
development process was similar to the Tyrant but the chosen human subject was injected with t-Veronica 
instead. It was then secured in a cold storage pod to allow its cells to disseminate to sufficient levels. But like 
the Bandersnatch, no attempt was made to preserve the human look so there was no requirement for artificial 
body strengthening, hormones or additional surgeries which kept the development cost of the project within 
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acceptable levels. The resulting creature was grotesque-looking with clear insectoid features. It developed up to 
seven sickle-shaped appendages of varying sizes that possessed an unparalleled strength. This immediately 
rectified the core fault of the Bandersnatch predecessor because it allowed the Jabberwock to use its arms to 
cover its body and protect its head, making bullets  
useless against it. These sickle-shaped arms were  
created by reinforcing it with t-Veronica and they  
boasted the same strength and intensity as steel,  
allowing them to sheer through rock and reinforced  
doors. The Jabberwock had leathery green skin with  
numerous splits revealing bulbous, blue sacs  
containing a noxious internal fluids. Its skin  
appeared green thanks to an infusion of chloroplasts  
resulting in the chlorophyll absorbing light in red  
and blue regions of the visible spectrum but reflecting green. It also developed an elongated head with a 
distended mouth and mandibles. Its heart also became exposed due to the utilised Tyrant development process 
but the creature retained enough intelligence to use its three main arms to shield this obvious weakness. The 
creature was quite large and bulky and had a curved spine with an almost hunched back meaning its 
movements were quite slow and cumbersome. It also had a special implant embedded into its head for extra 
control and provide the ability to follow direct commands. Because the Jabberwock was created using the 
Tyrant development process, it retained more intelligence than a standard infectant and was able to be trained 
to follow even complex commands. Although the potential of the Jabberwock was huge, they needed to be 
tested in the field before mass production could begin. In order to do this, Albert Wesker made arrangements 
with Javier Hidalgo to sell several specimens to the Sacred Snakes for use in combat situations. They were 
deployed during Leon Kennedy and Jack Krauser’s incursion mission in 2002 and displayed several impressive 
attributes. Its intelligence levels surpassed even that of the Hunter II when it was found Javier was able to 
instruct them to capture Manuela and bring her back to him alive rather than just kill. The creature could 
clearly understand the difference. The creature is termed after the ‘Jabberwocky’ from the literary tales of 
Through the Looking Glass and What Alice Found There, the same as its Bandersnatch counterpart. 
 
Now in her seventh year with the guerrillas, 15 year-old Sheva Alomar makes one of her 
regular trips to the local town to gather up supplies. Due to her teenage status none of the 
locals ever suspect her affiliation to an anti-government terrorist sect, despite the supplies she 
brings back being used to manufacture weapons and ammunition. But on this day a foreign 
man approaches Sheva and cryptically hands over a piece of paper. Although he looks like a 
local he speaks with a French accent, asking Sheva to read the message and meet him in two 
hours’ time at the town church if she wants to hear more. Once he has gone, she turns the 
paper over and reads one word; Umbrella. The message goes on to say that the guerrillas are 
planning on using bioweapons to conduct a large-scale terrorist attack that would overthrow the 
local government. Umbrella are going to make a deal with the guerrillas to provide them with 
bioweapons and the man wants Sheva’s help in stopping the deal from going through.  
After thinking things over, Sheva goes to the church where the man waits with another U.S. 
Government agent. They carefully explain they have been monitoring Sheva’s guerrilla group 
for a number of months now and have gathered intelligence suggesting they have struck a deal 
to purchase biological weapons from Umbrella. The transaction is due to take place in three 
days’ time and the representative from Umbrella co-ordinating the deal is high up on the U.S. 
Government’s most wanted list. They want Sheva’s help to prevent the deal from taking place 
and apprehend the Umbrella officer. From what they describe, this particular person holds the 
key to causing an irreparable blow to the business giant. But in order to arrest him they need 
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her help and as long as they get their man, they won’t do anything to her or her fellow 
guerrillas. Even if they do not succeed in arresting the man in question, they promise not to 
turn her or her companions ever to the authorities. Their offer seems credible, but could she 
betray those who had been like a family to her?  
The American agent in particular seems to  
understand Sheva's apprehension so he asks  
her one simple question and wants to know if  
she wants to see Umbrella punished for what  
they’ve done. Sheva nods her head and the  
man affirms that is why they reached out to her.  
But if she wants to help them fight Umbrella  
she will have to leave her so-called friends  
behind. Sheva wonders what will happen to her  
afterwards and the man tells her to open her  
eyes. The guerrillas she is with are not doing this for some greater good. They will do anything 
to topple the government, including many things Sheva will know are wrong. But if she helps 
the U.S. authorities with their sting operation, she can finally do some good for the people of 
her country. Little Sheva wonders how a 15 year-old girl can help but the man smiles and 
reassures her that one day she will learn that age matters very little. A person’s life is not 
defined by age, but by the choices they make. Right now Sheva has the chance to fight for 
something that goes beyond her and will affect the entire world. He asks if she can really walk 
away from that when so much is at stake. Sheva is speechless and will never forget his words. 
 
THREE DAYS LATER: 
Sheva and the guerrillas are at the building where the deal is to take place. Unbeknownst to her 
comrades, she wears a wire linked to a U.S. Special Forces team lying in wait nearby. Once the 
Umbrella official turns up, Sheva deliberately leaves the door to the building unlocked so that 
the team can breach on her signal. Just as the transaction gets underway, the team burst into the 
building and surround them all with automatic weapons. The Umbrella officer is arrested and 
taken away immediately. Sheva and the guerrillas are rounded up and transported to the 
American Consulate. 
 
TWO DAYS LATER: 
The guerrilla members are released without charge and recognising Sheva’s talents, the 
American agent offers to finance a new life for her in America. She has the opportunity now 
for a fresh start and a chance to pursue a very different life than the one she is used to. With no 
ties keeping her in Africa, Sheva takes him up on his offer. 
 
ONGOING 2001: 
The U.S. Government are tracking a list of known Umbrella officials that are wanted for 
questioning. Following the successful sting operation in Africa where a leading officer was 
successfully apprehended, Umbrella have taken further security measures to avert the 
authorities. One such man the U.S. Government have in their sights is a former Umbrella 
researcher seemingly working for himself now. This man has been spending much of his time 
in South America and is likely in contact with a major drug cartel Adam Benford’s Secret 
Military Agency/AUPIT are still trying to identify. 
 
G.P.C. advisor Morgan Lansdale campaigns in U.S. Congress about the lack of specialised 
agencies trained to deal with biological weapons. With Umbrella in the midst of legal 
investigation and employees defecting to other organisations, a repeat of the Raccoon City 
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incident seems inevitable and this time the government will need to be fully prepared with strict 
contingency plans and countermeasures in place. His fierce campaigning gains a swell of public 
support and in response Congress pass the 2001 National Biological Defence Act. In turn this 
leads to the creation of the Federal Bioterrorism Commission; an enforcement agency for 
domestic biological defence across the United States. Lansdale himself is elected FBC 
Commissioner and as National Biological Defence Community Director by the National 
Security Council. 
 
ORGANISATION PROFILE: FEDERAL BIOTERRORISM COMMISSION (F.B.C.) 
In the years following the Raccoon City incident the world was swept up in mistrust and paranoia over what 
really caused the city to be quarantined and ultimately destroyed. Although formal existence of engineered bio-
organic-weapons would not be definitively revealed publically until 2004, the world lived in fear of a biological 
or chemical attack similar to that what befell Raccoon. In private circles,  
the threat of emerging bioterrorism loomed large when the U.S.  
Government discovered that Umbrella’s financial plight following the  
numerous lawsuits and business suspension orders had led to them  
brokering deals with many rogue states and terrorist organisations.  
Likewise many researchers fled the company and stole vital assets and  
samples which soon found their way onto the black market. Morgan  
Lansdale, a former military man with years of experience in foreign  
espionage, repeatedly appealed to U.S. Congress about the serious lack  
of countermeasures in place should a second Raccoon City incident  
occur. He believed the only way to win back public trust was not only to prevent such events from happening, 
but also to show they could be handled efficiently and quickly contained before they spiralled out of control. 
His position as an advisor to the Global Pharmaceutical Consortium lent significant weight behind his cause 
and he soon gathered significant public backing. This led to Congress passing the 2001 National Biological 
Defence Act and the creation of a biological defence enforcement agency known as the Federal Bioterrorism 
Commission, or F.B.C. for short. The F.B.C. had exclusive jurisdiction of protecting the United States and 
other areas and nations related to U.S. interests from all biological threats. Additionally it would work closely 
and co-ordinate with public health and biological defence agencies of other countries. The overall goal of the 
F.B.C. was to ensure the biological safety of the United States and the public at large. 
The F.B.C. established a system framework that was deemed necessary for support, training, and biological 
defence research and development related to the execution of duties by officials and other activities. The F.B.C. 
also had the authority to draft action plans and budgets under the approval of the National Security Council. 
The F.B.C. Chair was elected by the National Security Council and their role was not only to supervise F.B.C. 
staff, but also to serve as the Community Director for National Biological Defence. They were responsible for 
unifying government biological defence department coordination and strategic formulation. The National 
Security Council elected Morgan Lansdale for this position and he became the first and only F.B.C. 
Commissioner. Regarding the implementation of their policies and actions, the F.B.C. had the right to request 
assistance from the Secretary of State, the Defence Secretary, the Director of National Intelligence and the 
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff amongst others in the National Biological Defence Community. In all 
matters of national biological defence, priority co-operations was obliged.  
As well as senior authority and political influence, the F.B.C. occupied a significant slice of the defence budget 
and possessed military applications equal to that of a small country. It operated out of private installations 
located out in the desert and possessed fleets of trucks, helicopters and armoured vehicles. Its front line 
personnel included specialists with previous experience in military and combat occupations and its support 
staff included researchers, scientists, virology experts and medical personnel. F.B.C. researchers worked with 
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Level 4 toxins to create viral countermeasures and likewise developed many defence projects including 
specialist firearms designed specifically to combat biological weapons. This was known as the ‘Sentinel Project’. 
The F.B.C. Small Arms Research Group studied and analysed every weapon in the world and narrowed down 
the standard issue firearm to one of either the M92F Beretta, the IMI Corporation’s ‘Desert Eagle’, and the SIG 
Corporation’s ‘P226R.’ They also comprehensively tested customised firearms used by previous defunct 
organisations, including the Samurai Edge used by the S.T.A.R.S. Its agents employed a variety of firearms, 
including the ‘PC356’ Smith and Wesson 3566 handgun and the Glock 18. Standard F.B.C. armed response 
agents were typically equipped with an FNP90 machine gun. 
The first few years of the F.B.C.’s existence was largely uneventful although Lansdale was still not happy with 
his position and constantly lobbied for an expansion of the F.B.C.’s charter despite them already boasting the 
most expansive powerbase of any comparable organisation in Europe. They retained the full support of NGO 
TerraSave thanks to Lansdale’s close working relationship with Neil Fisher but attracted some criticism of the 
media when they accused the F.B.C. of suffering from encroaching ideology and the possibility of being used in 
politically motivated mobilisations to other countries. They also endured a frosty relationship with the B.S.A.A 
whom Lansdale viewed as a threat rather than an ally. But a tolerable working relationship was maintained 
thanks to a mutual respect between Lansdale and the B.S.A.A.’s director, Clive O’Brian. At that stage the 
B.S.A.A. were only a small organisation with a limited power base and were no match for the endless resources 
of the F.B.C.  
The 2004 Terragrigia Panic was the defining moment for  
the F.B.C. Terragrigia was an aquapolis developed jointly  
by U.S. and European teams to research and develop  
alternate energy sources. It was administrated by both  
sides and was seen as a model of successful U.S. –  
European cooperation. But this all changed when Il  
Veltro launched a bio-terror attack by spreading the  
t-Abyss Virus across the city and releasing B.O.W.s into  
the area. Although the U.S. and Europe had equal  
authority during a conventional terrorist attack, the stipulations outlining Terragrigia’s governance declared 
that any incident bio-terrorism related must he handled by the F.B.C. This one ruling completely degenerated 
relations between the U.S. and European defence communities after Lansdale announced that that E.U. 
involvement would not be tolerated whilst his organisation dealt with the crisis and commanded the task force. 
The F.B.C. completely blockaded the city and suffered many casualties thanks to the B.OW.s set loose by 
Veltro. Their handling of the incident was largely criticised in the media and too many innocent lives were lost. 
The Europeans would still not back down and pressed Lansdale to respect their rights over Terragrigia. They 
persuaded him to allow the introduction of Clive O’Brian and a small team of support staff from the B.S.A.A., 
but their influence was limited and Lansdale still held de-facto control over the situation. The Terragrigia Panic 
lasted three weeks in all until Lansdale withdrew the F.B.C. and appealed to the European Security Council for 
use of the Regia Solis Satellite; the solar energy matrix in orbit that supplied energy to the numerous solar 
panels across the city. The satellite scorched the city and wiped out all traces of the virus and the remaining 
B.O.W.s. But like Raccoon before it, the city was completely lost and the loss of life was insurmountable. It also 
meant any crucial evidence behind the true cause of the incident was gone forever. 
The ruins of Terragrigia were completely sealed off to the public but remained visible as a silent and potent 
reminder of the threat bioterrorism posed to people around the world. Lansdale and the F.B.C. faced many 
tough questions in the aftermath and he acknowledged too many lives were lost in the disaster. He declared 
that the F.B.C. had successfully disbanded the Veltro terrorist group completely but lingering questions still 
remained. Some of his own agents questioned his judgement and others such as Parker Luciani and Jessica 
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Sherawat left the F.B.C. altogether and transferred across to the B.S.A.A., although the latter was a purposeful 
move by Lansdale so he could have an informant inside O’Brian’s organisation. Lansdale used the incident as 
an example of why the F.B.C. needed even more power and authority to handle such extreme situations. 
In 2005 strange carcasses began to wash up on the beach near the site of Terragrigia and the F.B.C. immediately 
cordoned the area off and launched an investigation. Morgan Lansdale authorised a top-secret incursion 
mission down to the wreck of the sunken Queen Dido after the B.S.A.A. leaked false reports of a possible 
Veltro revival. A team led by Dario Barioni was charged to locate the wreck and recover video evidence of 
Lansdale’s collusion with terrorist leader, Jack Norman. When this failed, Lansdale used the F.B.C. to try and 
cover up his tracks by ordering Jessica to plant explosives on the Queen Semeramis and trying to use the Regia 
Solis to destroy the Queen Zenobia. All this was done to impede an investigation by the B.S.A.A. to find the 
truth behind the Terragrigia Panic. The F.B.C. also air-striked Valkoinnen Mokki airport after Quint Cetcham 
successfully hacked into their servers. In a last throw of the dice, the F.B.C. raided the offices of the B.S.A.A. 
and Lansdale had O’Brian arrested on false charges of collaborating with the Veltro terrorist group. But 
Lansdale was unaware that O’Brian had already sent Chris Redfield and Jill Valentine down to the Queen Dido 
where they successfully recovered the video evidence.  
Lansdale was later arrested and the F.B.C. shut down,  
with many of its resources and personnel transferred  
across to the B.S.A.A. which itself was restricted and  
reformed as a public organisation under the auspices  
of the United Nations. Although now defunct, the  
F.B.C. retained one loyal supporter in the form of  
TerraSave official Neil Fisher. He was sympathetic to  
Lansdale’s plight and fully believed he had sacrificed  
himself for the greater good of protecting the people.  
Fisher vowed to do all he could to resurrect the F.B.C. but his plan ultimately failed when he was betrayed by 
Alex Wesker in 2011. It was later revealed by Fisher as he was dying that his goal to revive the F.B.C. was just an 
illusion. In reality he wanted the Uroboros Virus to rule through the power of fear as he believed that was the 
only way to truly save the world.  
 
Neil Fisher of TerraSave again pledges his full support to Morgan Lansdale and the two form 
an alliance and share the same goals. He will later be inferred into an elite group of Lansdale’s 
most trusted advisors referred to as the Silver Foxes. 
 
Umbrella take the decision to suspend the Hunter program indefinitely. Despite the recent 
completion of the Hunter Deltas, the series is no longer profitable following the leak of 
development data to the rival company. The Hunter Elite is still in development by Umbrella 
Europe and will proceed as planned with completion set for 2002. But as of now, the program 
is scrapped. The prototype Delta models will not be mass produced and will instead be kept in 
storage at the secret hangar located beneath the village in the Russian Caucasus. 
 
Umbrella scientists begin planning a new B.O.W. with similar traits to the Hunter but aim for 
something smaller, more vicious and more agile. It goes under the title of Anubis; a reference 
to the ancient Egyptian God of Death. This project is a natural successor to the Hunter 
program. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: ANUBIS 
The Anubis was created by Umbrella and designed to replace the Hunter as their flagship B.O.W. The base 
organism was a bat and developed by injecting insect genes into the fertilised ovum using the t-Virus as a 
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retroviral vector. In order to maintain the strength of its physique its digestive organs were removed to make it 
thoroughly lightweight. This gave the resulting creature extraordinary agility and jumping power although it 
lost its natural ability to fly. It was able to move quickly and cling to vertical surfaces or ceilings before using its 
claw-like talons to fiercely attack from above.  
The Anubis did not live for long periods as  
the removal of its organs led to an inability to  
reproduce and sustain body energy levels.  
This was deemed a purposeful move to  
ensure live specimens did not fall into the  
wrong hands. Despite possessing immense  
skeletal strength, the Anubis remained easily  
vulnerable to gunfire due to a lack of muscle  
and body mass. Their intelligence levels  
remain undetermined although they can seemingly communicate with each other by releasing a peculiar 
chirping sound not usually found in bats. They possess sharp teeth but their main method of attack was the 
enlarged claws on each hand. During production researchers had toyed with using the name ‘Predator’ but 
eventually went with Anubis after the Egyptian God of the Dead. Several batches were purchased by the Sacred 
Snakes from Umbrella’s Russian facility although their resulting failure ensured it was never mass-produced on 
a large scale. 
 
Javier Hidalgo moves quickly to purchase several Anubis batches for the Sacred Snakes. He 
also procures the V-ACT strain of the t-Virus from Umbrella as part of the transaction, 
planning to infect prisoners to generate aggressive Crimson Head zombies. They will be used 
as ‘guards’ for Javier’s mansion estate and be secured in chains and shackles until released. 
Because Crimson Heads are naturally so aggressive they are kept in a state of suspended 
animation to render them inactive until needed. 
 
The F.B.C. begin the Sentinel Program to develop custom-made firearms designed to be 
effective against B.O.W.s. 
 
SUMMER 2001 
Over the years Javier’s daughter, Manuela,  
has grown up into a beautiful and good- 
hearted girl. She doesn't know much  
about her father's business dealings and  
resides in his jungle residence far away  
from the HQ of the Sacred Snakes. She  
has free reign of most of the estate yet  
there is an elevator in the main courtyard  
that Javier tells her never to go down. This  
leads down to the warehouse and  
containment cage for the Hilda Hidalgo  
aqua creature. But as far as Manuela  
knows, her mother has been in paradise for ten years now. She attends school in the waterside 
village of Mixcoatl, one of several hamlets on the border of Amparo situated alongside the 
Amazon River. Recently Manuela has been felling unwell and has several consultant sessions 
with her private doctors. Within weeks she is diagnosed as having the same rare form of cancer 
that ravaged her mother ten years ago. Javier is distraught and feels his world crashing down 
around him once again. Despite spending a fortune consulting the best medical experts and 
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specialists, all they can determine is that this form of extremely rare cancer seems indigenous to 
the Amparo region. Desperate, Javier prepares to turn to Umbrella once again and arranges for 
his trusted aide Sergio to set up a meeting to save his daughter. This time he wants to know all 
about the t-Veronica virus which he first enquired about a decade ago, unaware Umbrella do 
not possess it. They also need to see about extending their contract with Umbrella in regards to 
purchasing more B.O.W.s. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Still watching from behind the scenes, Albert Wesker learns of the illness to Javier's daughter 
and decides the timing is right to make first contact. Through several telephone conversations 
with Javier, Wesker explains that he has access to t-Veronica and that the virus could save 
Manuela's life. Javier is very interested in what he has to say and they arrange to meet. Wesker 
proposes selling Javier a t-Veronica sample with instructions for use as a medical treatment for 
Manuela in exchange for a substantial financial sum and percentage of Javier's business empire. 
He also explains his personal history with Umbrella and suggests Javier sever his ties with them 
and sign a contract with the rival company to purchase biological weapons instead. 
 
Sergio meets with Umbrella officials on behalf of the Sacred Snakes to begin talks over 
extending their contract to obtain more bio-weapons for the Code: Remnants program. 
Umbrella have sent an Asian broker along to mediate the deal. Officially they are impartial and 
hired externally by Umbrella to facilitate any transaction, but in reality they are an actual 
company employee in place to make sure the agreement swings favourably to Umbrella. The 
negotiations will take place at a classified location. 
 
Meanwhile after much deliberation, Javier agrees to pay for the t-Veronica sample from 
Wesker. He goes over the properties of the virus and explains that Manuela must be subjected 
to regular organ transplants otherwise the virus will erode her brain, take over her body, and 
she will mutate. This process needs to be repeated on a regular basis for the next fifteen years. 
By 2016, her body will have evolved enough to co-exist with the virus and she will harness an 
incredible power. Wesker’s motivations for selling the exclusive Veronica virus to a third party 
remain unclear, though it may be experimental to see the virus thrive in such a hot tropical 
environment as South America. Confiscated reports from Umbrella suggest that the original 
Veronica strain was purposefully developed in Antarctica because the sub-zero temperatures 
helped keep the virus in check. 
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THURSDAY 1ST AUGUST 2001 
10:00AM 
Wesker sends Javier a fax containing new account details to pay the deposit. He again urges 
Javier to sever his ties with Umbrella by terminating the funds he has been wiring to Sergei 
Vladimir in Russia for his Umbrella contract. 
 
"08 01 10 00 
I changed the deposit accounts. Terminate all Russian routes." 
-REDC: Communications from Wesker (Faxed Documents); 01/08/01 
 
WEDNESDAY 7TH AUGUST 2001 
10:01AM 
Wesker informs Javier he will send a list of B.O.W.s developed by the rival company for sale 
before the end of the month which include two new experimental creatures, one being the 
Jabberwock S3. Wesker is eager to get the Jabberwock S3 into the field so that combat data can 
be obtained to further enhance future models. 
 
"08 07 10 01 
I will send a list of the merchandise this month. Two new types of stationary B.O.W.s have 
been added." 
-REDC: Communications from Wesker (Faxed Documents); 07/08/01 
 
TUESDAY 13TH AUGUST 2001 
Negotiations between the Sacred Snakes and Umbrella break down when the Asian broker 
informs Sergio that his clients are raising the price of the viral samples by 50% for a new 
contract. This is a fixed price and with no room for re-negotiation. Umbrella's reasoning is that 
they have a list of other potential buyers and are looking for the most competitive price. But 
Sergio has reservations, believing this is more about Umbrella being desperate for funds due to 
their legal troubles.  
 
18:20PM 
Sergio sends Javier an encrypted message to ask  
his opinion on Umbrella's offer. 
 
"20XX.08.13 PM6:20 
From: Sergio 
To: Javier 
Umbrella is making a fuss over the sale price of  
the samples. They want 50% more than they  
did for the old ones. Do you want to extend the  
contract?" 
-REDC: Javier's Private Messages; 13/08/01 
 
18:28PM 
Javier responds angrily that he will not pay any more and won't be made a fool of. Umbrella 
tried the same trick when he was buying the t-Virus back in 1991 and he is not fooled by their 
claims of having a big list of potential buyers. Because of their indefinite business suspension 
and rising legal costs they are desperate for any income. Javier also harbours suspicions about 
the 'independent' Asian broker Umbrella hired and asks Sergio to put them under pressure for 
more information. He suspects the broker has a more direct link to the corporate giant. 
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"20XX.08.13 PM6:28 
From: Javier 
To: Sergio 
Get the same price as before. Don't let them scam you into thinking they have other buyers. 
Also, I want you to check out the background of the Asian broker who approached us before." 
-REDC: Javier's Private Messages; 13/08/01 
 
Negotiations between Sergio and the Asian broker continue over the next six and a half hours. 
 
WEDNESDAY 14TH AUGUST 2001 
Post-midnight: 
After some pushing from Sergio and a few verbal threats, the Asian broker finally comes clean. 
They admit their clients have asked for more money because Umbrella’s financial books are 
out of control due to the various business suspension orders and court costs. They also barter 
that since they passed this confidential information on to Sergio, they should get something 
back in return about Javier's empire. Sergio is suspicious as to why an independent broker 
would want this information. 
 
01:09AM 
Sergio sends Javier another text with this new information. 
 
"20XX.08.14 AM1:09 
From: Sergio 
To: Javier 
The broker talked. It looks like Umbrella was cooking their books. He says that they were 
overcharging for those samples. But now he's spouting this nonsense about how we should give 
him information about our sales turf in exchange for the info he gave us." 
-REDC: Javier's Private Messages; 14/08/01 
 
01:12 
Javier responds promptly, his suspicions raised further. He will do some checks on his side to 
try and uncover the truth. This Asian broker definitely is not who they say they are and he 
intends to ask Albert Wesker to uncover the  
truth. 
 
"20XX.08.14 AM1:12 
From: Javier 
To: Sergio 
Find out more. I'll do some research on this  
side." 
-REDC: Javier's Private Messages; 14/08/01 
 
Javier contacts Wesker and passes on the  
details of the Asian broker. Wesker agrees  
to look into it to solidify their relationship.  
The provisional agreement they already have in place will allow the rival company to expand 
their operations in South America and Wesker has plenty of personal agendas of his own that 
Javier could prove useful for. Using his resources, Wesker discovers the Asian broker is an 
Umbrella spy working undercover to gain more information on Javier's organisation and to sell 
him B.O.W.s and associated samples at over-inflated prices. 
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10:05AM 
Wesker faxes Javier with the information on the Umbrella spy, suggesting caution when dealing 
with them. 
 
"08 14 10 05 
I have an answer to that question you asked on the phone. Just as you thought, that Asian is 
from Umbrella. They’re not just a rat that got away. They’re a bat, still sucking the blood. You 
could do well if you take advantage of them.” 
-BIODC: Communications from Wesker (Faxed Documents); 14/08/01 
 
11:24AM 
Wesker's information confirms the suspicions Javier had all along. He tells Sergio the news and 
orders him to kill the broker then look for other evidence of Umbrella spies. He will not allow 
anyone to try to deceive him.  
 
"20XX.08.14 AM11:24 
From: Javier 
To: Sergio 
I've obtained some interesting information. That Asian, they’re a spy for Umbrella. Get them 
to trust you, and send them back. Then find their hotel and eliminate them, tear the place 
apart. There could be other spies. I will crush anyone who tries to deceive me without 
exception." 
-BIODC: Javier's Private Messages; 14/08/01 
 
After receiving his orders, Sergio meets once again with the Asian and offers to suspend 
negotiations for now, suggesting they meet up the following day to conclude their deal and 
hinting Javier will agree to the price hike. Satisfied, the broker leaves. Sergei later tracks them 
back to their hotel with the intention of eliminating them only to find they have disappeared. 
 
WEDNESDAY AUGUST 21ST 2001 
10:00AM 
Wesker gets back in touch with Javier to confirm the payment for the t-Veronica sample has 
been received. He also confirmed the Umbrella spy was suspicious of his intentions and fled. 
He urges caution, suggesting Umbrella, despite in their weakened state, are still a very 
formidable enemy to make. 
 
"08 21 10 00 
Payment confirmed. 
Regarding the bat, they’ve become cautious. Don’t frighten it too much.  
-REDC: Communications from Wesker (Faxed Documents); 21/08/01 
 
In the following days, Wesker meets up with Javier in person to hand over the t-Veronica 
sample alongside a detailed set of instructions. He also provides a list of B.O.W.s ready for 
sale. Javier studies the list extensively, deciding to purchase several specimens of the Veronica-
based Jabberwock S3. Their high intelligence and ability to follow orders is a key factor in his 
decision. 
 
Manuela is taken out of school to begin her treatment and is injected with the t-Alexia strain of 
the Veronica virus. Her cancer soon heads into remission but the effects of the powerful virus 
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on her fragile body are tough and painful. She soon has to undergo the first of what will be 
many internal organ transplants to keep the virus in check. 
 
At the same time as Manuela’s treatment, Javier infects a plant in his botanical garden with the 
t-Veronica virus as an experiment. Over time it will be secretly cultivated in the mansion 
greenhouse and grow to a massive size. 
 
SECONDARY INFECTANT PROFILE: VERONICA PLANT/V-COMPLEX 
The Veronica Plant was a result of secondary experimental infection at the time Manuela’s initial treatment 
with t-Veronica began. It was far stronger than any t-Virus based B.O.W. and had a much lower operating cost. 
It was cultivated in secret in the botanical garden inside Javier’s  
mansion estate and thrived in the hot and humid temperatures. It  
had many similar qualities to the Alexia-Pod although it was not 
under anybody’s control because there was no other t-Veronica  
carrier to form a symbiotic relationship with. By dispersing its spores,  
it had the power to transform neighbouring vegetation into Veronica  
Plants as well. The speed at which they could spread was astounding.  
Presumably, in only 48 hours, it could invade 60% of the Amazon.  
Practically speaking, this extremely dangerous organism could  
destroy a continent's entire ecological system within a matter of days.  
Once it started to spread its spores, there was practically no effective  
method of containment. Even Javier considered this B.O.W. to be his  
trump card and only to be used as a last resort, and kept it under lock 
and key. In 2002 Javier allowed himself to be consumed by the plant  
where they merged and became the V Complex. Unlike the t-Virus or  
G-Virus, the true fear of t-Veronica was in evolving and propagating  
whilst absorbing surrounding ecosystems. Since its diffusion speed was fast and effective, there were precious 
few countermeasures available meaning Veronica was potentially the most dangerous virus. The extreme cold 
and isolation in the Antarctic helped control Veronica’s proliferation capacity to a certain extent, but the high 
temperatures and humidity in South America rendered it harder to control in Javier’s case, especially with so 
many thriving eco-systems nearby. 
V-COMPLEX: 
The V-Complex was created when Javier was absorbed by the Veronica Plant and joined with it. This bonding 
caused the plant to go out of control and it began absorbing surrounding organisms to make itself grow even 
larger. Like the Alexia-Pod, it was capable of producing offspring that were able to fly around and protect it. Its 
huge legs were also powerful and became weapons in themselves. There is a sac in its abdomen containing 
sporangium and when this explodes, spores are scattered and cause all the surrounding plants to mutate into 
Veronica Plants. If the V-Complex remains active, it's believed that approximately 60% of the Amazon will be 
contaminated within 48 hours due to the birth of a "Veronica Ecosystem." It's thought that a Veronica 
Ecosystem would cause the worst biohazard by absorbing surrounding creatures without limits and continuing 
to spread relentlessly. 
FIRST FORM V-COMPLEX: - The figure in which the Veronica Plant fused with Javier and surrounding 
organisms and became gigantic. Javier fit into the part believed to be its head and controlled the virus' power 
while retaining his sense of self. Through fusing with the Veronica Plant, Javier turned himself into a monster 
which could absorb everything around into its body. Under this form, Javier could control the power of the 
virus to slaughter his enemies, and his head was covered by a hard mutated crust. 
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SECOND FORM V-COMPLEX: - The state, with the hind leg destroyed, from which Javier became enraged 
and further released t-Veronica's power. The virus began to go out of control and absorbed the body of Javier 
settled in its head, and acted as a monster out of even  
Javier's control. After one of the legs was destroyed, an  
enraged Javier further unleashed the virus' power.  
Because the virus was out of control, Javier's head was 
 exposed from the body of the V-Complex, and he  
made it become an uncontrollable and raging  
monster. 
V-COMPLEX FRONT LEG: - A part of the  
V-Complex that attacked Leon and the others in the  
warehouse of Javier's private residence. Specifically,  
it's the tip of a forelimb and you can imagine the  
body's tremendous size. It brandishes tentacles and catches creatures which it then attempts to absorb into its 
own body, and can also spit out a toxic solution from the tips of its tentacles. 
 
15 year-old Sheva Alomar excels at life in America. She has been in the country for just over 
six months now and already mastered the language. Once she finishes her schooling, she 
intends to enrol at university. Her drive and intelligence quickly become apparent. 
 
2001 FURTHER UNSPECIFIED DATE 
As part of Project Ada, researcher Carla Radames begins work on the C-Virus as part of her 
devotion to Derek Simmons. Although just theory at this stage, Carla envisions creating a new 
life from encased within a chrysalis before being birthed as a complete mutation. If a large 
enough DNA sample of the desired subject was found, a clone of the original could 
theoretically be created. This project is not affiliated with the U.S. Government and will be 
conducted solely under the resources of The Family. 
 
Following her graduation from a top university with a first-class degree in genetic engineering, 
Excella Gionne lands a position with Tricell at the age of just 18 and is assigned to the 
Pharmaceuticals Division. But out of dozens of in-house research teams, Excella is given 
control over just one. She sees this as an act of humiliation because of her family name being 
an offshoot of the more respected Travis name. But soon her talents are noticed by Wesker. 
Her progress at such a young age is promising and her naivety and lack of experience should 
make her easy to manipulate. He decides to keep an eye on her as a possible future contact. 
 
SEPTEMBER 2001 
The third annual memorial service for the 1998 Raccoon City tragedy is held. 
 
DECEMBER 2001 
By the end of the year the estimated number of bio-terrorism victims worldwide now stands at 
over 230,000. 
 
2002: 
Manuela Hidalgo has been out of school for several months now and her classmates in 
Mixcoatl send her a get-well card, hoping she will be back in time for the school festival this 
coming month. However, they are unaware just how serious her condition is.  
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"To our dear friend, Manuela. Are you feeling any better? Yesterday the whole class made a 
flowerbed, we planted seeds for all kinds of flowers. 
Hopefully in the spring, there'll be lots of flowers blooming. We left a spot open in the 
flowerbed just for you when you get back. 
We all know how strong and brave you are. We know that you will get better soon. We are all 
looking forward to you coming back to school, and seeing your smiling face again. Next month, 
is our school festival. We hope you can join us for the gift exchange.  
Class Representative, Delsey" 
-REDC: Get Well Card; undated. 
 
Manuela is very frightened. Although the cancer invading her body has reduced, this fear is 
replaced by nightmares she may turn into a monster and lose her humanity. She feels as 
though she has no one to turn to, including her own father. 
 
Oswell Spencer continues planning Umbrella’s recovery from behind the scenes. Later this 
year the Spencer Rain cruiser will set sail and host a private auction showcasing exclusive new 
products in the field of biological weaponry. His trump card is the prototype t+G-Virus; a 
fusion of the t and G-Viruses designed to offer better protection to B.O.W.s with an 
electromagnetic field to protect the assets from conventional firearms damage. The first 
prototype, version 0.9.1., has been completed at the Paris Lab and is ready for testing. 
 
VIRUS PROFILE: T+G-VIRUS 
The t+G-Virus was an experimental hybrid pathogen developed by Umbrella Europe and created via a unique 
fusion of the t and G-Viruses. The primary aim was for an infectant to develop an external defence 
characteristic via a unique high-voltage electromagnetic field that would surround and protect the host from 
conventional firearms and other projectile ordinance.  
Following William Birkin’s death in 1998, work on the G-Virus stalled as there was no one skilled enough to 
finish his work and the virus remained incomplete. At that time t-Virus weaponry was still proving very 
successful despite the lack of intelligence in most subjects and severe necrosis of the body. Although various 
developments had been made to retain the intelligence of the host subject, there still remained the problem of 
t-Virus B.O.W.s being extremely weak to standard weapons because of the degradation of muscle and skin 
tissue brought on by the virus. Over the next few years’ scientists looked for a way to counter this problem by 
studying bioelectromagnetics and looking at the interaction between electromagnetic fields and biological 
entities. The nerve impulses within an organism are just electrical energy signals and they created energy fields 
around the body and electromagnetic energy waves that could travel away from the body. Umbrella’s goal was 
to take this property and artificially amplify it to the point where it could generate a high voltage barrier 
around the entire body. The fusion of the t and G was a concept to somehow apply the G-Virus as a secondary 
application to an already infected t-Virus B.O.W., but this proved unsuccessful because of the volatile and 
unpredictable nature of G. Instead the G-Virus’ nucleoprotein complex was broken down on a genetic level and 
certain genes and proteins that triggered the more unpredictable properties of the virus were selectively 
removed and replaced with their less volatile counterparts from the t-Virus. This essentially resulted in the  
t-Virus becoming an ‘antibody’ to the G-Virus and keeping it under control. This new variant restrained the 
runaway mutation properties of the G-Virus and also bypassed its reproductive qualities. The heightened 
electromagnetic field boosted electrical currents in conductive tissue such as the brain and amplified 
transcranial magnetic stimulation leading to changes in neuron activity that allowed the body to fight off the 
virus from eroding intelligence and reduce cellular necrosis. In essence, a perfect adaptor to the t+G-Virus 
would retain full intelligence and full sense of self. Because bioelectric signals improved cardiac function and 
changing natural electrical signalling in non-neural cells improved innate immune response to injury, the host 
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body became much tougher to break down. However, a minor side effect of this could result in patches of skin 
across the body suffering from internal burns. 
By 2002 the first t+G-Virus prototype was completed and labelled as ‘v.0.9.1.’ It was tested on a Tyrant but 
proved to be a total failure when only a minor bio-electrical current was generated and the subject suffered 
severe skin depredation and a total breakdown of intelligence. Traits of the G-Virus were also clear when the 
creature developed a nest of tentacles on its hands rather than the trademark Tyrant claws. Nevertheless, the 
resulting data allowed Umbrella to create a more refined variant dubbed ‘V.0.9.2.’ which was much more 
successful. Initial tests showed that the infectants created a substantial high voltage current capable of repelling 
and reflecting gunfire. This greatly protected the creature from harm but once the t-Virus creature was 
damaged past a certain point, the electrical field was lost and the G-Virus would completely take over, 
beginning an endless mutation cycle resulting in a substantial swelling of body mass and a complete loss of 
control. The t+G-Virus V.0.9.2. was due to be showcased on the Spencer Rain in summer 2002 when it was 
stolen in a terrorist attack led by former Umbrella employee Morpheus D. Duvall and his band of loyal 
followers. It is thought the project was scrapped shortly afterwards. 
The best way to eliminate organisms infected with the t+G-Virus was the specially designed ‘Charged Particle 
Rifle’. Originally designed to cope with biohazards brought on by the t-Virus, it was based on a particle 
acceleration device which virus researchers used for gene manipulation and decomposing molecules. By 
launching particles at high speeds to cause damage at a molecular level, it is possible to penetrate barriers of 
electrical discharge and cause damage to a target. The weapon was further modified by followers of Morpheus 
Duval to attack beings electrically-charged through the new form of the t+G-Virus.  
 
There is a small setback when the prototype t+G-Virus is administered to a mass-produced 
Tyrant as an experiment but fails to generate an electrical charge and the Tyrant’s muscular 
structure degenerates. This is enough for researchers to immediately begin work on an 
improved variant of the virus known as version: 0.9.2. Spencer is given assurances it will be 
completed for showcase later this summer. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: TYRANT 091 
This creature was created purely for experimental purposes  
to test out V.0.9.1. of the t+G-Virus in early 2002. A T-103  
Mass-Produced Type was used as the base and injected  
with the new type virus in the hope the Tyrant would  
develop an electromagnetic field with high voltage current  
that could act as a shield from firearms. But whilst the  
subject did produce a small electrical field, it was not at all  
substantial enough for their required needs and the  
experiment was a failure. Because the base organism was an  
already completed Tyrant, a second application of a virus  
caused further cellular breakdown and the exterior body partly degenerated and vital organs became exposed in  
areas where the skin failed to form. Its mouth became enlarged and deformed and curiously the heart was 
pushed back into its body and was exposed through the Tyrant’s back. Additionally the G-Virus traits in the 
new virus caused the Tyrant to develop fleshy tentacles on its arms rather than the standard claws of previous 
models. But it compensated by using these tentacles as whips and allowing for a more agile form of attack. Its 
skin necrosis also caused its eyes to sink back into its sockets and its mouth became deformed, leaving a bizarre 
and grotesque appearance. Its movements were also hampered and it lost much of its natural agility including 
the ability to run. It walked with an almost stilted, robotic movement and had poor coordination when it came 
to pivoting and turning around. But despite these faults, the Tyrant remained agile enough and possessed 
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remarkable jumping power and attacking attributes. Its codename ‘091’ relates to the virus variant used as 
opposed to batch or model number. Data recorded from the Tyrant 091 was used to refine and create the  
t+G-Virus V.0.9.2. 
 
In South America, the Sacred Snakes step up operations in black market organ trafficking in 
order to supplement Manuela's condition. Although the t-Veronica virus has kept her cancer at 
bay the risk of mutation is still incredibly high, especially with her under-developed body. As 
well as acquiring organs illegally, the organisation also kidnap young girls from local towns and 
villages. Posters of the missing are stuck on the walls in town squares, appealing for 
information. The recent spate of disappearances soon make the news and local radio. It is 
dangerous times in Amparo right now. 
 
Javier’s Code: Remnants program continues with his men capturing a school of local Piranha 
and injecting them with the t-Virus. Over time they increase in size and become more 
aggressive. They are stored in a contained pool at the Dam on the border of Amparo and 
remain ready to be released should anyone threaten his empire. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: PIRANHA 
These creatures were originally not a purpose-made B.O.W. but  
instead injected purely as an experiment. They were initially  
bred as fighting fish before being injected in a controlled  
environment which led to a growth spurt and increased  
aggression. Their skin badly decayed and left them with a  
sinuous-veiny affliction across their skin with small tumour- 
like growths. As a result of virus infection the Piranhas gained  
the ability to survive out of the water for a short period of time  
and could leap out and launch an attack once they found other  
creatures passing by. They hunted in packs and demonstrated  
phenomenal speed to glide across the surface of the water and attack with a heightened ferociousness. Because 
of their terrifying attack power, the Piranhas were used to execute traitors within the Sacred Snakes 
organisation. In 2002 Javier Hidalgo purposefully flooded the entire town of Mixcoatl and dozens of infected 
Piranha came in through the water. They were one of the main catalysts for the village’s complete destruction. 
 
WilPharma’s t-Vaccine project begins with Frederic Downing in charge. The company have 
taken giant strides in recent years, capitalising on Umbrella’s downfall. 
 
WilPharma also announce plans to set up a new research facility in the town of Harvardville in 
the mid-western United States. The move is largely down to Senator Ron Davis, a stock holder 
and special advisor to the company. This announcement is controversial as on several 
occasions Davis has been accused of insider trading due to his cosy ties with the company. But 
he fights back by using the move as a positive boost for Havardville’s ailing economy, providing 
new jobs and revitalising the area. He manages to win some public support from the locals but 
has to rely on his powerful political influence in Washington to get the WilPharma move 
sanctioned. Davis is on speaking terms with the President and is an associate of Derek 
Simmons. 
 
When a formal announcement is made, opposition in the form of bio-terror victims and those 
affected by the still very recent tragedy in Raccoon City make their voices heard. The biggest 
and most public protestors are from TerraSave, whom Claire Redfield now belongs to. Their 
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activities mainly take the form of peaceful demonstrations and on-line protests, however one 
member goes too far. Curtis Miller, a doctor who sadly lost his wife and child in the Raccoon 
City biohazard, mounts an aggressive information  
campaign against WilPharma, resulting in his arrest  
for obstruction of business practices and extortion.  
His arrest during a corporate event makes the national  
news. 
 
"Doctor Curtis Miller, a long-time opponent of the  
WilPharma research facility was arrested and charged  
with obstructing business and issuing threats to  
proponents of WilPharma." 
-REDEG: News Report; 2002. 
 
The extreme actions of Curtis Miller cause a major scandal for TerraSave who always pride 
themselves with peaceful protesting and he is expelled from the group indefinitely. 
 
"Our organisation has disassociated itself with Dr. Miller." 
-REDEG: TerraSave News Conference; 2002. 
 
Following his release from prison, Curtis becomes a recluse and breaks off all contact with his 
sister, Angela, before disappearing completely and abandoning his home in Harvardville. His 
goal is to avenge his family's death by somehow finding evidence revealing the truth behind the 
Raccoon City incident and prove the U.S. Government was directly involved with the Umbrella 
Corporation. Until that time, he plans to stay off the grid completely. Even Angela and her 
resources in the police force cannot track him down. 
 
WilPharma estimate the Harvardville research facility will be completed by 2005. 
 
Back in the Amparo region of South America,  
more teenage girls continue to disappear,  
leaving for school and failing to return home.  
Parents are becoming too scared to send their  
kids out alone. The local authorities are  
clueless as to why this is happening and why  
only girls are being taken. Their lines of  
enquiry relate to the perpetrators possibly  
being gang-related or a criminal organisation  
grooming girls for employment in the sex  
industry or a slave ring. 
 
At the closed down Waste Disposal Facility on the isolated North Atlantic Island, Morpheus 
Duvall continues building up his Umbrella-revenge plan. Work on the missile base in the bio-
sphere is coming along nicely, although the architect completing the work is privately 
concerned Umbrella has no knowledge of what is being done. Morpheus also has his followers 
conduct bioelectrical experiments in the undersea laboratory. He seems to be aware of the in-
development t+G-Virus and has a keen interest in its progress. The main lab is full of 
schematics and a biological breakdown of the virus and a special bio-electrical chamber and 
generator has been installed inside.  
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With the t-Vaccine program up and running, Frederic Downing begins the next phase of his 
plan which remains completely oblivious to the rest of WilPharma. Disguising himself as a 
black market broker, Downing contacts General Miguel 
Grande; leader of the Republic of Bajirib and a known 
sponsor of terrorist activities in India. He sells Grande  
small quantities of the t-Virus, telling him to test it on  
his enemies whilst knowing full well WilPharma will be  
given the opportunity to test out their in-development  
vaccine. 
 
Within days, a bioterrorist incident occurs in India and  
before long the U.S Government receive an official request for aid from the Indian authorities. 
Following consultation the Government decide to distribute the in-development t-Vaccine to 
the Indian people, just as Downing had planned. A convoy of medical experts from 
WilPharma travel to India and begin administering the vaccine to the neighbouring regions. 
The vaccine is effective and soon they are able to minimise the spread of infection. 
 
The U.S. Government are impressed with the apparent success of the t-Vaccine, even at this 
early stage, and they declare their public trust in WilPharma which is a bold move in times 
where the entire pharmaceutical industry is under close scrutiny. WilPharma make a case to 
remain in India to conduct clinical trials to strengthen the vaccine. Labour costs will be cheaper 
and will guarantee an abundance of human resources. The U.S. Government agree and make 
the necessary arrangements with their Indian counterparts. The vaccine is still far from 
complete and there will still be plenty of casualties, but the government are willing to overlook 
these failures for the greater good. Eventually an agreement is made that these trials must be 
performed in complete secrecy as the government cannot afford to be implicated in another 
scandal involving a biohazard agent whilst the Raccoon Trials are ongoing. To help with the 
research, WilPharma sign an exclusive contract with the Pentagon. 
 
Rani Chawla’s parents are killed during the Indian t-Virus outbreaks, and she is adopted by her 
Aunt who is a member of TerraSave. 
 
Javier Hidalgo adds to the Code: Remnants program by  
experimenting with the t-Veronica Virus on a colony of ants.  
Although very similar to the ants created by Alexia Ashford,  
their natural aggressiveness is further increased and they attack  
indiscriminately whenever they detected other living things.  
Additionally they have strong fertility and become a source of  
severe virus infection. Because t-Veronica is created via an  
ancient virus found within a Queen Ant, these insects are the  
only organisms to perfectly adapt to Veronica right from initial  
infection. However, the age-old problem of control is still a problem. Unless a ‘Veronica 
human’ like Alexia is found, there can be no ‘commander’ to control the ant-type B.O.W.s for 
actual combat. 
 
A man claiming to be a former Umbrella employee makes contact with Javier Hidalgo with a 
view to selling him some of the corporation’s biggest secrets. This is one of the men the U.S. 
Government have been tracking and both the target and Javier suddenly disappear from public 
sight. This individual is the same actually the same man who sold Javier the t-Virus 11 years ago 
and former aide to the Ashford family. 
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At Umbrella's Paris Branch facility, the latest and final model Hunter is completed before the 
production line is ceased and replaced by the Anubis program. This model is named ‘Hunter 
Elite’ and is alleged to be faster, stronger and more powerful than previous models. In 
addition, researchers at the Paris Lab report they have successfully completed version 0.9.2. of 
the t+G-Virus and this time the virus generates a required high-voltage electro-magnetic field. 
Both products will be showcased at an upcoming B.O.W. auction and a report is published 
briefly commenting on the new Hunter and explaining the failure of the Tyrant 091 and 
confirmation of the V0.9.2. t+G-Virus. 
 
“RESEARCH REPORT #220329 
The "Elite" version of this organism has been specially adjusted for presentation. 
Compared to the conventional product, it has swift movement and superior offensive strength. 
This experimental organism was adjusted using a newly developed virus. 
It uses its enormous arms to attack objects. Its agility and attack power are superior, but the 
body is imperfect since half of it has deteriorated. 
Part of the back epidermis wasn't formed, and the fatal  
defect of an exposed vital organ was reported, further  
improvements to prevent further body decay are expected. 
【TOP SECRET】 
Viewing of this file is forbidden to general researchers. 
We fused the "G-Virus" and its antibody the "t-Virus" at the  
gene level and succeeded in adding electrical properties.  
However, progress on the "091" prototype has many  
imperfect features and could be improved. 
Now with the newly-created v.0.9.2, our original target of  
yielding a high-voltage current has finally been achieved.  
Subjects injected with this version form an electromagnetic  
barrier, and it is hypothesized that it is able to repel  
physical attacks. 
For confirmation, we have decided to perform experiments on humans as soon as subjects 
meeting the criteria are found.” 
-BIOGS4: Research Report 220329; undated. 
 
B.O.W PROFILE: HUNTER ELITE 
The Hunter Elite was another product from Umbrella Europe  
and designed to be the pinnacle of the Hunter Program,  
although its budget was substantially reduced following the  
termination of the program in favour of the Anubis. The  
main difference between the Elite and previous models was  
the incorporation of both reptile and amphibian DNA into a  
fertilised human ovum using the t-Virus as a retroviral vector.  
This fusion proved successful and the resulting organism  
developed faster movement and reflexes over previous  
Hunters coupled with superior attacking power. But the  
splicing of amphibian and reptile DNA left the creature with  
a curious appearance. Its face resembled that of a fish and its body a lizard with its overall skin texture a 
curious mix of scales and jagged, hardened flesh. They possessed almost elongated arms with enlarged hands 
that evolved into three pincer-like claws. The prototype specimens were specially modified for presentation on 
board the Spencer Rain in 2002 where they were eventually set free and went on the rampage following 
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Morpheus’ attack. Their most impressive trait was lightning fast reflexes and the ability to pivot and dash from 
side to side in the face of gunfire. But despite all of their promise, the Hunter Elite was never mass-produced. 
 
As part of an ongoing measure to track the movements of former company employees who 
may be leaking secrets, a spy with the alias of P.T. infiltrates Morpheus Duvall’s cult under 
orders of Umbrella’s International Intelligence Department. He will make frequent reports 
back to the corporation regarding Morpheus’ movements. But although Duvall is welcome of 
new followers he keeps many matters, such as his business constructing the missile bay, a strict 
secret to only a select few subordinates. 
 
SUNDAY APRIL 7TH 2002 
At the North Atlantic facility, a researcher conducts a survey report on some of the B.O.W.s 
roaming free across the facility. These creatures were left to run loose following the waste 
disposal plant’s closure after Morpheus Duvall’s sloppy supervision caused a serious biohazard. 
These creatures have been left to their own devices for almost 5 years and the workers are 
keen to record any eco-systemic changes and keep a record of approximate numbers. Today, 
one worker is monitoring the B3 waste facility waterway and observes some previously 
unknown water creatures they do not have on record. 
 
“This is a survey report on the changes to the B.O.W.s, which have been considered failures 
and have been disposed of in this facility. 
April 7 
An aquatic creature of unknown nature that propagates abnormally around the waterways. 
It looks like a small lump of flesh, but it swims in the waterways autonomously, and has a habit 
of coming together regardless of moving things. 
Even slight stimulation explodes it very easily, and its body tissue scatters a body fluid in the 
area. This body fluid takes on a strong acidity and is very dangerous when touched. 
I likened the swimming figure to a torpedo, and named it "Torpedo Kid." 
-BIODA: Biological Report 1; 07/04/02 
 
TUESDAY APRIL 9TH 2002 
The researcher learns that all the creatures stem from a queen. The waterway level B3 has 
become infested with the creatures so she must be giving birth at a rapid rate. He needs to find 
and eliminate the mother to stop the infestation on this level. 
 
“April 9 
I discovered the mother of the "Torpedo Kid." 
The critters are produced one after another by this mother's body. 
Since the life of the flesh lumps themselves is very short, if the mother's body is found, it will be 
possible to exterminate this organisms from within the area.” 
-REDA: Biological Report 1; 09/04/02 
 
The researcher will spend the next week trying to hunt down the Queen and kill it. 
 
IRREGULAR MUTANT PROFILE: NAUTILUS AND TORPEDO KID 
The Nautilus was a unique mutation of a strange, immobile filter feeder that usually dwelled on the ocean 
floor. It is believed the original base organism was an Ascidiacea which is more commonly known as a Sea 
Squirt. It has an almost plant-like appearance and are more related to vertebrates rather than invertebrates 
such as sponges and coral. Several specimens accidentally filtered into the Waste Treatment facility on Benthic 
Island through natural channels connected to the ocean. Over time it is believed they fixed themselves to the 
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floor in the shallow canals of the underground waterways and became secondarily infected by the t-Virus. 
Although most Ascidians are characterised by a tough outer shell made of polysaccharide cellulose, this was 
severely necrotised by the t-Virus thanks to a breakdown  
of cells. The creature reproduced asexually and rapidly  
proliferated small offspring christened by observing  
researchers as ‘Torpedo Kids’ thanks to the rapid way they  
glided through the water. The Torpedo Kids possessed an  
almost human-looking face and they were fiercely  
protective of the mother creature. Their body tissue was so  
fragile that they burst easily upon contact and spray out a  
strong acidic fluid. In contrast the Nautilus was completely 
immobile and if exposed was extremely vulnerable. 
 
TUESDAY APRIL 16TH 2002 
The researcher locates the mother Torpedo Kid in the drainage ditch but her offspring 
become very protective when he tries to get near and as a result he is badly injured. To make 
matters worse, over the last week the Torpedo Kids have extended their territory to his work 
area making this whole level practically uninhabitable.  
 
“April 12 
Although extermination of the "Torpedo Kid" was planned and I searched the waterway in 
order to dispose of the mother's body, there was too many and the flesh lumps attacked as if 
protecting the mother's body, and I received severe burns on my back. 
The critters have extended their influence to the area of my living space. 
They have become a hindrance to the research and I want to get rid of them somehow, but...” 
-BIODA: Biological Report 1; 16/04/02 
 
SUNDAY MAY 18TH 2002 
Meanwhile the researcher working on the waterways surveying the B.O.W.s gives up on the 
Torpedo Kids as there are now too many of them to handle on B3 Level. He decides to move 
his work area underground to B4. This area has limited lighting and he surmises creatures 
sensitive to light and sound will occupy this level. He sets out his recording equipment and 
begins to observe. 
 
"Today I will relocate the observation area to the underground. This area is low on power and 
so most areas are very dark. I assume creatures fond of dark places must inhabit this area." 
-REDA: Biological Report 2; 18/05/02 
 
MONDAY MAY 19TH 2002 
Still in the observation areas beneath the waterway network, the researcher and his colleagues 
discover another uncatalogued creature but it is so dark down here they cannot make anything 
out except its glowing red eyes. They decide to name it 'Glimmer’ and hastily make 
preparations to capture a specimen, arranging for some workers to go out the next day. 
 
"We saw red shining objects. They look like the eyes of some creature but we have not 
confirmed the entity yet. It moves extremely quickly and runs away as soon as we approach. I 
named this creature ‘Glimmer,’ for its glimmering eyes." 
-REDA: Biological Report 2; 19/05/02 
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On the same day, a newly hired Freight Crewman takes up his job aboard the Spencer Rain 
which due to leave on its maiden voyage tomorrow. Final preparations for launch are now well  
underway. The ship is owned by Oswell Spencer and will be the location of a Secret auction to 
showcase new Umbrella B.O.W.s and the t+G Virus to a select group of exclusive clients. 
 
TUESDAY MAY 20TH 2002 
Several armed workers go out into the knee-deep water in the darkened recesses of Level B4 in 
a bid to capture a Glimmer. But the dark and evolved eye sight to their advantage means the 
creatures are able to get the better of the men and two of them are killed. The others barely 
make it back alive. 
 
"In order to collect samples, I had some workers go out and try to capture a Glimmer. 
However, the plan did not work out and instead, the target attacked them and two people are 
now dead." 
-REDA: Biological Report 2; 20/05/02 
 
The Spencer Rain cruiser sets sail on its maiden voyage across the Atlantic Ocean. On board is 
a contingent of celebrities, TV personalities and influential foreign nationals. Safely stored away 
in the ship’s hold are a number of biological weapons in suspended animation ready to be used 
in the secret B.O.W. auction that will take place in September. Some of these products include 
the Hunter Elite and viral samples of the v: 0.9.2. t+G-Virus. Until then the façade on deck will 
continue to be a luxury pleasure cruise for those wealthy enough to afford it. Hidden amongst 
the guests are a number of Umbrella’s influential business clients including government 
employees and representatives from morally questionable organisations who are all on board 
the ship exclusively for the auction. When the time comes they will be given special 
instructions on how to attend the presentation which will take place in a secret room off limits 
to regular guests and crew members. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LOCATION PROFILE: THE SPENCER RAIN 
The Spencer Rain was a grandiose luxury cruise liner owned and operated by Umbrella. Unlike the three 
Queens, this ship was not under the banner of the Paraguas Line and was not based off designs by George 
Trevor. There were no hidden laboratory facilities on board and originally the vessel was used as a retreat for 
corporate VIPs and wealthy clients. It was named in honour of Umbrella’s last living founding member, Oswell 
E. Spencer. Following the business suspension imposed on Umbrella by the U.S. Government and the 
subsequent closure of Umbrella U.S.A., the corporation built up a revival plan behind the scenes using front 
companies and began conducting research and development on many off-shore facilities well away from the 
prying eyes of the authorities. But whilst the Queens Semeramis, Dido and Zenobia focused on viral research, 
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the Spencer Rain retained its status as a luxury cruiser and was instead used as a floating auction house for 
Umbrella to market its latest products.   
The ship was built over four floors with two main  
decks and two basement levels. The 2F level  
contained the first class cabins and the VIP rooms.  
There was also a grand ball room with stairs  
leading down to the lower levels. The décor was  
lavish and no expense was spared on the design.  
The first floor housed the second and third class  
passenger cabins. There was also a dining hall,  
cafeteria and a kitchen. The highlight of 1F level  
was the ‘Seven Seas’ lounge and bar which also doubled as a casino. The first floor also contained the Captain’s 
quarters and the main bridge. Access was available out onto the exterior decks which contained a swimming 
pool and Jacuzzi. Using a valve handle on the exterior deck allowed access to the basement levels and engine 
compartment. The first basement level was split into three sub-areas. The first contained the boiler rooms and 
a small service elevator down to B2. Further down was also the Cargo Room, the ship’s main hold and the 
Presentation Room where the B.O.W.s were showcased in secret. The Presentation Room contained a hidden 
staircase and entrance back up to the main ballroom via a retracting floor. Also here was the Monitor Room 
and Ship Crew berths. B2 level at the bottom of the ship contained the main engine rooms and the cramped 
crew quarters. All four decks were connected by a grandiose spiral staircase in a central atrium at the heart of 
the ship running from the top of the ship right down to the bottom.  
In 2002 the Spencer Rain set sail on a luxury cruise and contained many famous V.I.P.s and wealthy 
individuals. But the party atmosphere and sophistication of the upper decks were all a façade to hide a secret 
B.O.W. auction that went on behind the scenes underneath. Products such as the t+G-Virus and the Hunter 
Elite were to be showcased and marketed to prospective buyers from across the world. The ship was eventually 
hijacked by former Umbrella researcher Morpheus D. Duvall. All the passengers and crew were killed in a  
t-Virus outbreak and the Spencer Rain eventually ran aground and sank off the coast of a small island in the 
North Atlantic that housed a disused Umbrella Waste Disposal Plant. 
 
THURSDAY MAY 22ND 2002 
After bringing down more workers, the researcher and his crew manage to kill one of the 
glimmers and bring its body back for study. According to one worker, the Glimmer opens itself 
up before it attacks. The body is taken away to the lab for dissection and further study. 
 
"I increased the number of workers in order to try and capture a ‘Glimmer.’ This time they 
succeeded in shooting down one of them. According to the workers, the ‘Glimmer’ will open 
itself up just before it goes to attack. Although it is dead, I have gained valuable samples.” 
-REDA: Biological Report 2; 22/05/02 
 
IRREGULAR MUTANT PROFILE: GLIMMER 
The Glimmer was a medium-sized organism with  
compound eyes akin to arthropods living in groups in  
the dark. These ocular clusters were bright red and  
glowed in the dark, giving off a menacing appearance  
when spotted from distance. These creatures were  
timid by nature but would attack if they could seize the  
advantage and will often hunt in packs. Their physical  
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form suggested a sub-species of Hunter but this hypothesis remains purely theoretical. They were very 
amphibious in nature and had a distinct look of a Hunter Gamma, though they are much smaller and far less 
ferocious. Additionally they do not possess claws like a standard Hunter and attack by jumping at their prey 
and expelling acidic fluids to burn and incapacitate, not unlike the capabilities of a standard zombie. Glimmers 
preferred dark places, suggesting a highly evolved form of instinct and sensory capacity. Their reaction to 
bright light remains unknown but it is presumed to be harmful to them. This alone made them unsuitable for 
viable B.O.W. deployment purposes. 
 
SUNDAY JUNE 1ST 2002 
After a week of study, the researcher concludes the Glimmer is a sub-species of Hunter and 
decides to look into the matter further. 
 
"I have been examining the collected samples but I don’t have any idea as to how the 
‘Glimmer’ evolved and transformed into this figure. It seems to be a subspecies of Hunter, of 
which several types already exist. I, however, need to research this further." 
-BIODA: Biological Report 2; 01/06/02 
 
SUMMER 2002 
The American former Umbrella researcher the US Government has been tracking has not 
been seen for some time now. His last known location was crossing into Amparo, the small 
country in South America controlled by Javier Hidalgo and his Sacred Snakes. Since that time, 
Javier himself has disappeared from public view. The U.S. Government’s intelligence sources 
have drawn a blank and conclude the Umbrella’s agent’s disappearance coinciding with Javier’s 
is no coincidence. Fearing a possible bioterrorism plot, the Pentagon give their approval to 
launch an operation to apprehend the Umbrella agent. But because they will be entering 
foreign soil, the mission must be top secret and be only a small incursion operation. This will 
fall under the remit of Adam Benford and the Secret Military Agency/A.U.P.I.T. Leon 
Kennedy is chosen as the lead field agent due to his past experiences with fighting biological 
weapons. He will be joined by a seasoned U.S. SOCOM operative named Jack Krauser. But 
Krauser is told only what he needs to know about the mission and is not part of Benford’s 
organisation. Benford relays instructions in the operational order and warns both operatives 
that if they are captured by the Sacred Snakes they will be left on their own and no rescue or 
negotiation will take place. 
 
"This is a special mission which is not in accordance with normal operational regulations. 
Consent of the operative to the following must be given prior to the beginning of the mission. 
1. Release of protective responsibilities. Neither the government nor the person{s} in charge of 
operational command shall be held responsible for injury, illness or death to the operative 
during the execution of their duties. 
Also, in the case that said operative is captured by hostile forces, neither the government nor 
the person{s} in charge of operational command shall be compelled to negotiate with the 
operative’s captors in any way on their own behalf. 
2. If during the execution of the operative’s duties, there is no contact from the operative for a 
period of more than 24 hours, the mission will be considered a failure, and the directorate of 
operations will be withdrawn and dispersed. 
From the operation starting point, the operative will begin their mission, following the steps 
below. 
1. Make contact with local coadjutant. 
2. Secure local transportation. 
3. Infiltrate the private residence of the target. 
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Also, give procedural directives to full time operator as necessary. 
This substance of this mission is subject to gradual revision based on the local situation. The 
operative will always do as instructed.” 
-REDC: Written Orders; undated. 
 
Because of his experiences in Raccoon City and background knowledge gained during his four-
year tenure with the government, The President issues Leon with a secret protocol designated 
‘Anti-Virus Weapon Protocol 7600’ and he is charged with tracking down and eradicating the 
viruses created by Umbrella. This directive affords Leon a number of special privileges in 
terms of personnel, jurisdiction, finances and equipment. The U.S. Government's long term 
aim through this protocol is to prevent any form of recovery by Umbrella to further their 
biological weapons development and to prevent further biohazard incidents. 
 
Leon and Krauser will be sent separately into a neighbouring country on the borders of 
Amparo and guided together by respective intelligence analysts via radio codec. Leon is 
apprehensive about the mission but has studied the brief extensively. The latest reports suggest 
Javier Hidalgo contacted this Umbrella researcher just months before he went AWOL. Added 
to that are the increasing numbers of young girls that have gone missing from the region. It is a 
mystery Leon is determined to solve and with Krauser by his side he is convinced they will be 
successful. Although there have been no reports of any public biohazard incidents since 
Raccoon City, he fears the next outbreak is inevitable.  
 
“When will I be free of this burden? I knew the loose ends left by the quick collapse of 
Umbrella Corp. would come back to haunt me. This time it leads me to South America where 
Javier Hidalgo, boss of the notorious drug cartel known as the ‘Sacred Snakes’, has potentially 
contacted one of the few remaining Umbrella researchers. He has now disappeared and it’s my 
job to figure out what happened to him. This time though, I’m bringing a Special Forces 
operative named Jack Krauser. Together we’ll chase this snake out of paradise, once and for 
all.” 
-REDC Official Website: Leon S. Kennedy narration; undated. 
 
Their contact during this mission is a local school teacher working in  
Mixcoatl. He was formerly an exchange student working in the United  
States for an NPO but became a teacher when he returned home,  
wanting to raise educational standards across the region. He was hired  
by the U.S. Secret Military Agency after they took note of his high-level  
information gathering skills and reliability to work as their informant  
into Javier’s dealings in the area. He knows that spying on the Sacred  
Snakes is extremely dangerous, but after seeing Javier’s tyranny take the  
lives of so many of his countrymen he readily agreed to the U.S.  
Government’s proposition. 
 
Mixcoatl is one of the more influential villages in the region and full of  
people with ties to local government, many of whom are oppressed to  
Javier's dictatorship rule. The upcoming operation is the result of a  
coalition between these people, the local government, and the United  
States and have been amassing military strength behind the scenes.  
 
The number of missing girls in the Amparo region now totals over fifty. 
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LOCATION PROFILE: AMPARO 
Amparo was a small country located in South America and its territory included sections of the Amazon 
rainforest and river. There was nothing significant about the area but it was prone to disease, with many locals 
falling victim to an extremely rare form of cancer that medical experts believed was indigenous to the region. 
Ampar0 was also under the rule and dictatorship of Javier Hidalgo and his Sacred Snakes crime syndicate. His 
organisation had taken de-facto control over a large area of jungle by the Amazon River and he ruled the entire 
area absolutely. The small government was unable to do anything about Javier's control of the drug trade. The 
merchandise produced by the Sacred Snakes had been contaminating surrounding countries, as well as finding 
their way into America. Javier was amassing a fortune in drug money, building up his own private army, and 
fortifying his operations. He was a wanted criminal in many countries, and was an uncommonly cruel man. 
Amparo itself was very beautiful and home to a diverse haven of flora and fauna under a tropical climate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTABLE LOCATIONS: 
MIXCOATL VILLAGE: A small village constructed on the basin of the Amazon River. Although originally a 
peaceful place, by the early 21st Century there was growing animosity toward Javier’s cold and merciless 
organisation and many locals were waiting for the opportunity to rebel. The influential and powerful people of 
Mixcoatl village (affectionately known as Waterside Village), as well as the United States and the local 
government formed a coalition to expel Javier, and had been amassing military strength behind the scenes.  
The village was small and home to only several hundred people. The main square was very sparse and a large 
well provided the main fresh water supply. Ramshackle buildings ran throughout town and the village 
boundary was marked by a heavy wooden fence depicting messages and photographs of recently missing girls. 
The main marketplace contained a number of small stalls and shops, each selling local produce and delicacies. 
There was also a butcher’s stall selling fresh, locally-sourced meats. The houses were located to the rear of the 
village, all built upon constructed wooden walkways running just a few feet above the surface of the water 
below. There was also a small school and a church located here. 
JAVIER’S DAM: A large dam built under the direct order of Javier. It had a total reservoir storage capacity of 
20 billion tons and provided a solid power source to the surrounding region. Inhabitants of this remote area 
who previously didn’t have adequate electricity felt indebted to Javier for having brought them the power 
generation facility. It was also touted as having contributed to raising the standard of living and financial status 
of his organisation. Originally it was built to secure a large source of electricity to be used solely by the Sacred 
Snakes and also as a nonverbal threat to districts under its control. The dam had a complex floodgate allowing 
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Javier the ability to release and induce a massive flood disaster on areas downstream whenever he pleased. One 
such documented example had Javier cause an intentional water discharge “accident” in an area inhabited by a 
defiant tribe. The entire village of 80 people was killed. 
JAVIER’S MANSION: An expansive compound in Amparo nestled deep within the jungle. This place was only 
Javier’s private residence; the base of his criminal organisation was located elsewhere. But even so, this 
compound was very well-protected against invasion by guerrillas and government forces. Although its standing 
mercenary garrison was small, numerous B.O.W.s, traps, and defence systems were deployed all around. Rather 
than “residence”, the term “fortified castle” would be a more appropriate descriptor for this well-guarded 
compound. There was also a bomb shelter in the basement to which Javier could retreat to in an emergency. 
The compound was also built to withstand such extraordinary situations as floods and natural disasters. 
A t-Virus outbreak was documented in Amparo in 2002 when all of the above locations were reported as 
infected. The source of the infection was down to Javier Hidalgo himself. His daughter had ran out on him and 
in his rage he had unleashed the virus across the local area with no regard for the local populace or wildlife 
ecosystems.  
 
At Javier’s Mansion, Manuela is having yet another examination with her consultant and private 
team of doctors. They have already informed Javier that nothing medically can be done in a 
conventional sense and that the only thing keeping the cancer at bay is the Veronica Virus 
already inside her. All Javier can do now is place his trust in the promise Albert Wesker made 
to him; regular organ transplants for the next fifteen years. In 2016 she will be free of the 
disease and be at one with the virus. She will be able to control it and potentially become a 
devastating weapon in the process. At the 
conclusion of the meeting, Manuela  
overhears her doctors talking with her father.  
They mention the regular organ transplants  
and afterwards she confronts the medical  
team and makes them tell her the truth  
behind her treatment. She is overcome with  
horror upon the realisation of her situation.  
All the girls that have been going missing  
from the local villages had been taken by her  
father’s organisation so that their organs  
could be harvested for her. At the beginning  
she had never questioned it, but knowing now that her organs needed to be replaced regularly 
over the next fifteen years makes her feel physically repulsed. She is to blame for all the 
missing girls and is worried about what the virus will do to her. Overcome with grief, Manuela 
plots to escape from her father’s mansion. 
 
"A frightening vision has become a reality. 
I have lost sense of who I am. 
I do not know what I am or what I am becoming.” 
-REDC: Note {Manuela’s Realisation} undated. 
 
In the dead of night, Manuela slips past security  
and out of the house. She reaches the sanctuary of  
the jungle and breaks down once more. After  
Javier realises she is missing he goes berserk and  
executes her entire team of doctors for revealing  
the true nature of her treatment to her. He then  
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launches an operation to find her and sends out his men to bring her back home. 
 
For the next three nights and days, Manuela sleeps and treks through the jungle, wanting to get 
as far away from her father as she can. She makes her way through the dam, managing to slip 
unnoticed past the workers stationed there. On the third day, she reaches the waterside village 
of Mixcoatl. 
 
After almost collapsing with exhaustion, Manuela is found by the teacher at the local school 
who just happens to be the guide working as an informant to the U.S. Government. 
Javier Hidalgo remains seething at the misplacement of his daughter. He knows one of the 
surrounding villages has likely taken her in and their failure to inform him only increases his 
anger. In a fit of rage, he lets Monster Hilda loose and orders her to attack Mixcoatl village 
where Manuela is enrolled at the local school. He also infects his own men working at the dam 
by sending his zombies in, then opening the watergates to flood the village and allowing the 
Piranha to infect the populace with the t-Virus. 
 

THE AMPARO INCIDENT: SUMMER 2002 
 
The village is attacked that night. Hilda kills many people and the Piranha claim many more. 
Then the first villager zombies begin to show up. The teacher who has been helping Manuela 
soon believes that she is the cause of the mishap that has befallen the village. It all started 
shortly after she arrived and that she is a devil that has brought down a curse upon them all. 
 
As the water level continues to steadily rise thanks to the opened floodgates, the villagers are 
slaughtered by the zombies and the school teacher is badly injured in the melee. The survivors 
of Mixcoatl make a bid to reach the church and pray for their lives. The Hilda creature 
surrounds them and Manuela sings her lullaby to help keep it at bay. For reasons not known to 
her the song her mother used to sing to her is enough to distract the creature and it falls into an 
almost hypnotic trance. 
 
After hours and hours of singing, Manuela  
eventually collapses with exhaustion and the  
monster attacks once more. Everyone barring  
Manuela is soon killed or infected. In the  
sanctuary of the small church Javier’s daughter  
remains asleep as the water levels continue to  
slowly rise all around her. The only other  
survivor in Mixcoatl is the U.S. Government’s  
informant who lays badly wounded in the  
village school. 
 
As the biohazard gets out of control, many local species are secondarily infected by eating 
virus-ridden plant life, including bats who suck the nectar from infected flowers. The viruses 
causes a swelling of the head, drooped ears and protruding blood vessels. Like the bat seen on 
Rockfort Island, they have a habit of attacking their prey in groups. 
 
Meanwhile both Krauser and Leon travel into South America separately and are due to meet 
up at a designated location. Leon is flying in via Cessna aircraft and Krauser will hitchhike over 
the border. Krauser is operating under the code name Two-Zero: Silverdax and they are both 
to follow set checkpoints along the border of Amparo before arriving at the rendezvous point at 
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a local town. Their only point of contact with HQ from here on in is via intelligence analyst 
Hannah who will ensure everything runs smoothly until they make contact with each other. 
After that all communications will be scrambled and they will be on their own until the mission 
ends. Hannah first makes contact with Krauser just as he is negotiating a lift with a local. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
"“Hannah: This is CQ1 to Two-Zero. Please provide your code name and location. 
Krauser: This is Two-Zero, Silverdax. My location is 52-10-12-09. 
Hannah: Code name confirmed. I don’t believe we’ve met before, Jack. I’m Hannah. I’ll be 
your support for this mission. It’s nice to make your acquaintance. 
Krauser: Are you sure it’s OK to be using our names?  
Hannah: Yes, but just until it’s time for the operation to begin. You can also use your cell 
phone until you arrive in town. When you meet up with Leon, he’ll give you a wireless headset.  
Krauser: We’re going to pick up the car. If we follow this road south, it’ll take us about 40 
minutes.  
Hannah: How much do you know about Leon?  
Krauser: I read his file. And according to that, he witnessed the Raccoon City outbreak.  
Hannah: Yes, he’s a survivor, and his skills are first class. You two should get along well.  
Krauser: You never can tell. But as long as he does his job right, I won’t complain. If your 
people recommend him, I trust him. (Do you drive long distance?)  
Man: It’s your money, mi amigo! Get in!  
Krauser: I need to get to the south side.  
Man: I can take you there for 80. 
Krauser: I’ll give you 50.  
Man: OK, OK.  
Krauser: I brought plenty of money and ammo with me. Here, they seem to work better than 
talking.  
Hannah: Give my thanks to the US Military.  
Krauser: Sure thing. It’s nice having them as a sponsor.” 
-REDC: Communication from Krauser 1; undated. 
 
Soon, things begin to get complicated. The plane carrying Leon is shot down by anti-
government troops and crash-lands in the wetlands. Thankfully Leon survives the crash 
unharmed and manages to escape. He makes his way on foot and later hitches a ride to ensure 
he still makes the rendezvous point in good time. He keeps Hannah informed of his progress. 
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Krauser also runs into trouble when the route he is on is cut off abruptly with a roadblock 
involving a riot with locals. The local military have been called in to quell the trouble. He is 
currently about three miles away from the town where he is due to meet Leon and informs 
Hannah of the situation. The soldiers eventually begin shooting at the civilians gathered at the 
roadblock and Krauser wants permission to help the innocents, but Hannah denies his request. 
He cannot afford to get dragged into any domestic troubles that may blow his cover, no matter 
how extreme the situation. With his planned route blocked, Krauser eventually spots a railway 
line a bit away from a road and catches a lift on a passing freight train. This enables him to get 
past the roadblock and take him straight into town. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
"Krauser: This is Silverdax to CQ1.  
Hannah: I’m running 10 minutes late.  
Krauser: What’s going on? There’s a roadblock up ahead. I’m about 3 miles from the 
rendezvous point.  
Hannah: It’s on the news. There’s some kind of riot. It looks like the local military has been 
mobilized.  
Krauser: A riot? It’s more than that. They’re opening fire on people.  
Hannah: This makes the situation a little more problematic.  
Krauser: Do I have permission to return fire?  
Hannah: Negative. Until you get to the rendezvous point, we can’t risk getting involving the 
military or police. If you can’t use the main roads, you’ll have to take a detour through the 
mountains.  
Krauser: This is one lousy tour. No way! There’s a river up ahead. How the hell am I 
supposed to get across? ... Wait, wait, what’s that...? A freight train?  
Hannah: A train ... That line goes right past the rendezvous point.  
Krauser: I hope they don’t mind that I don’t have a ticket.  
Hannah: Be careful. Your ETA is going to be about 20 minutes later than scheduled. I’ll 
inform Leon.  
Krauser: Roger that.” 
-REDC: Communication from Krauser 2; undated. 
 
Krauser’s train soon pulls into the town and he provides Hannah with a sit-rep. She confirms 
Leon has already arrived and is waiting at the rendezvous point. Thankfully the delays both 
agents have suffered during their arrival has only put the start time of the operation back by 
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about half an hour. With everything in place, Hannah and Krauser have one last conversation 
before the mission officially begins and she jams the radio channel. They are now on their own. 
 
“Krauser: I can see the town. I’m almost there.  
Hannah: The checkpoints are located mainly along the border. You should be fine.  
Krauser: So where’s this Leon guy?  
Hannah: He arrived at the scheduled time. The rendezvous point is the same.  
Krauser: Did he fly in?  
Hannah: Yes. He was on a tour chartered Cessna, but it got shot down. It crash-landed in the 
wetlands, and he made his way on foot from there. He may have hitched a ride on the way 
though.  
Krauser: Uncle Sam must really like him.  
Hannah: Don’t you both work for the same people?  
Krauser: I don’t know about Leon, but my loyalties lie not with any one given organisation. At 
the end of the day, all they want is results. And that’s what I provide. For the right price.  
Hannah: So you’re a gun for hire.  
Krauser: Hmph, you got a problem with that? Look, I don’t care what people think of me. I 
get the job done and then I’m gone. And if we work together again someday, then so be it.  
Hannah: Without yours and Leon’s remarkable abilities, this mission could not succeed. That 
I can say for sure. You were both chosen because you’re not it for publicity or pay-offs.  
Krauser: You give people more credit than they deserve. Regardless, I don’t intend to fail. So 
just sit back and leave the man’s work to me. Looks like we’re arriving at the station. I’d better 
get out.  
Hannah: Time to begin your mission. I’m going to jam this channel, so you’ll be on your own 
from here on out. Be careful.  
Krauser: Alright, see you around.” 
-REDC: Communication from Krauser 3; undated. 
 
The events of RESIDENT EVIL: THE DARKSIDE CHRONICLES – OPERATION 
JAVIER begin. 
 
“The Umbrella Corporation, creator of the spreading t-Virus, has practically collapsed and no 
cases involving B.O.W.s have been reported since the Raccoon City incident. According to 
information we recently retrieved, a former Umbrella researcher contacted a man by the name 
of Javier Hidalgo in a small South American country. Javier, an ex-drug lord with political ties, 
disappeared shortly thereafter.” 
-REDA: Operation Javier Leon’s Opening Narration; 2002. 
 
The jungle is sweltering and sweat pours down Leon's  
face. Despite the thick canopy of trees surrounding  
them, it provides little shade from the heat as the  
sunlight pierces through and illuminates the path  
ahead. They have been trekking for hours now  
through the thick jungle, but this is still the safest way 
to reach Mixcoatl given the circumstances. The  
rainforest is an abundance of colour and beautiful to  
look at, but the souring temperature and seemingly  
never-ending undergrowth is fast making it lose its  
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appeal. Amidst the relentless chirping of the local wildlife, Leon stops for a moment and 
removes his cap to let his hair breathe. He takes out the black and white photographs of Javier 
from his pocket and studies them once again. 
 
"Javier Hidalgo...A man equally famous for his extravagant lifestyle. Following his sudden 
disappearance we found out that he had attempted to approach Umbrella. Just what are you up 
to now Javier?" 
-REDC: Leon narration; Operation Javier; 2002. 
As he peruses the pictures, he fails to notice a venomous snake creeping up on him from 
behind. The jungle is a relentlessly loud place thanks to the excessive amount of exotic wildlife, 
making it hard just to hear their own feet crackling on the leaves on the floor. A small, orange 
butterfly flies past his vision and lands on his right  
shoulder. Leon admires its beauty as behind him  
the snake creeps ever closer, coiling its body back  
ready to pounce. But just before it can strike, a  
sharp blade suddenly cuts through its head,  
killing it instantly. Leon spins round to see  
Krauser lift up his combat knife with the limp  
body of the dead reptile hanging from the blade.  
Casually, the big man takes a drink from his water  
bottle and asks Leon if he believes B.O.W.s  
actually exist before smirking and sarcastically  
adding that he forgot he has already faced them before. Leon says nothing as Krauser walks 
past, getting the uncomfortable feeling he isn't taking this mission entirely seriously. But then if 
he hadn’t witnessed the horrors of Raccoon City, his own attitude would no doubt be similar.  
 
"This is my first mission with Krauser. He's a solider with the U.S. Special Operations 
Command and has quite the resume of accomplishments in the field. But to him, after all he's 
been through, B.O.W.s, cryptid...They're all the same." 
-REDC: Leon narration; Operation Javier 1; 2002. 
 
Leon takes a long, cooling drink to refresh his parched throat while Krauser scopes out the 
area ahead with his map, reaffirming that their guide is at the village up ahead and will take 
them to Amparo where Javier is hiding out. He lowers the map and urges Leon to move. 
Krauser takes the lead and they still have several miles of trekking before they reach the 
waterside village. 
 
Eventually they arrive at Mixcoatl only to find it  
mysteriously deserted. The village square is  
empty and the buildings all stand motionless as  
a light breeze kicks up small clouds of dust  
from the golden, sand covered floor. There is  
no sign of life and the atmosphere is a little  
eerie. Krauser mutters about how quiet it is and  
Leon wonders where all the villagers are.  
Looking around in every possible direction, this  
whole place is seemingly a ghost town. They  
spot many posters appealing for information  
over missing girls that have been hastily plastered onto a wooden wall to their right.  
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A radio left outside begins to play a warning notice, stating that the number of missing teenage 
girls from this area has now risen to over 50, marking an increase in disappearances this year. 
The local authorities are warning parents to be cautious. Looking at the posters, all the missing 
girls are aged between 10 and 20 years-old. Leon remarks that it’s more than just girls that have 
gone missing. There is no one left here at all. Krauser nods and admits he doesn’t like the 
situation. Something is wrong and the atmosphere smells like a battlefield. Like death itself. 
 
Leon takes a few steps forward and peers down the well in the middle of the town square only 
for murky blackness to stare back up at him. Ahead is a small cart and beyond that is a passage 
leading further into the village. Looking back, he spots a man who has suddenly appeared by a 
building to their left. He is dressed in rugged black shorts and a faded green t-shirt. He is 
staggering and appears to be struggling with injury. Krauser makes his way over immediately, 
noting that the man looks hurt but Leon urges caution and warns that something is not right 
with this guy. The man’s tilted head and shuffling movements are all too familiar and suddenly 
he lunges at Krauser only for Leon to open fire and hit him square in the chest. He staggers 
back and attacks again and this time Leon shoots a bullet squarely between his undead eyes, 
taking him down for good. Krauser admits he didn’t see that coming and asks if this man’s 
condition is the result of what Umbrella’s virus can do. Leon nods, but states there is 
something different about this one. 
 
Suddenly they sense movement behind them  
and whirl round in time to spot two more  
zombies approaching, arms outstretched and  
moaning hungrily for fresh meat. The bright  
sunshine and heat makes their rotting skin and  
sinewy flesh look even more repulsive than  
usual as the two agents manage to kill them  
with accurate headshots. But there is no time  
to contemplate their situation as three more  
zombies come at them from the right, and  
another two behind. It seems as though the  
gunfire has drawn the virus carriers out from their hiding places and Leon and Krauser quickly 
decide their best plan is to retreat further into the village and conserve ammunition.  
 
Krauser reloads and suggests they find their contact before it’s too late. Leon agrees and takes 
point as they jog down the passageway. The path soon forks to the left and round the corner 
where two more zombies are waiting for them. They are now in a marketplace with fruit and 
trinket stalls either side offering local collectibles, fresh fruit and produce. Several stray bullets 
split fruit baskets and sacks of grain left on the floor. Krauser advises to aim for their heads as 
three more zombies appear from the way they just came. He is impressed with Leon’s 
marksmanship skills and confidently suggests that if these zombies are the toughest these bio-
organic weapons get then they will have nothing to worry about. 
 
There is a door to the left, but they ignore it for now and spot a huge fresh bloodstain on the 
floor as the path ends at a junction. Right is a dead end and a body lays slumped in the corner. 
To the left the path continues round beyond a number of fruit stalls and shops. Baskets and 
sacks of various perishable goods are strewn all over the place on either side and the market is 
quite cluttered. As Leon takes point he suddenly hears Krauser scream behind him. Looking 
back, the slumped body by the fence has risen up and is now attempting to bite into the neck of 
the SOCOM agent. Leon takes careful aim and manages to shoot the zombie in the head. 
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Krauser pushes the body to the floor and admits he owes Leon for that. But the younger man 
is certain he will get the opportunity to pay him back soon and turns to see three more virus 
carriers lunging towards them. Two go down with headshots and the third buckles with two 
bullets to the chest before its eye socket is blasted out. Moving on, they find more bloodstains 
and another body slumped against a door to the left. Leon is getting a bad feeling inside but 
Krauser insists they keep moving forwards. 
 
There is a butcher's shop ahead of them; the  
Carmiceria Butchery. No one is inside but  
fresh meat has been prepared recently and  
several slabs hang from hooks on the ceiling.  
There are two ways forward for them to  
consider; a small passageway that adjoins the  
butcher's shop and the adjacent house, or the  
main path running down the right hand side.  
But before they can make up their minds, two  
zombies came running out of the passageway.  
One gets so close to Krauser he elects to slash it away with his knife. Another zombie then 
comes from the other side of the butchery, closely followed by two more. 
 
The two agents look towards the main path but it is suddenly blocked by three more of them 
so Leon heads for the small passageway down the side of the butcher's shop but it only leads to 
a dead end. Krauser quickly jumps onto a crate and props himself up onto the high fence, 
preparing to jump down onto the other side. Leon glances back and sees the first of the 
zombies advancing up the passageway. Krauser waves him on and jumps down the other side. 
Leon soon follows with the zombies hot on his tail. 
 
On the other side they find themselves in a small back alleyway with gates on either end of the 
high wooden fencing. The first of the zombies begins to bash on the fence in frustration behind 
them and Krauser comments that this is one hell of a mess they’ve got themselves into just as 
fence gives way. Leon takes care of the first zombie which is a balding man with an unfortunate 
moustache. He is quickly followed by a female virus carrier. Krauser remarks that these 
zombies sure are hungry before shooting her in the face.  
 
With a moment’s respite Leon takes point  
once again and leads them through the  
gate. The alleyway now runs down either  
direction and the left path is blocked off  
by another gate with the right path leading  
down some steps to the main residential  
area. Krauser ejects his spent clip and  
reloads. The zombies are all over the  
village no matter which direction they take. 
 
As they make for the residential area two huge spiders appear from nowhere. These are 
Jumping Maneaters; B.O.W.s developed based on a South American spider and able to thrive 
in the high temperature and moisture of the jungle. In initial shock at witnessing such a sight, 
the two agents no longer worry about conserving ammo and unload entire clips at the beasts 
until eventually they crumble to the floor. Krauser asks if these spiders are B.O.W.s too but 
before Leon can answer, the gate opens behind them and they turn to see three more zombies 
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running at them. These man are naked from the waist up and wear combat trousers. After they 
are dispatched Krauser peers at their bodies and notices the snake tattoos on their chests, 
recognising the symbol as the mark of Javier's men; the Sacred Snakes. This prompts Leon to 
wonder what Javier is doing with the virus considering he’s even infected his own men. 
 
Pressing on, they step onto a wooden platform leading down to the residential area above the 
water. Down a small set of steps, wooden walkways are erected above the river flowing 
underneath. However, something is wrong and half of the buildings are partially submerged. 
This place has been deliberately flooded. Krauser peers into the depths and comments that the 
water keeps rising and Leon notes this must be Javier’s doing. Krauser agrees and concludes he 
must have purposefully opened the water gate. Leon wonders if this was a ruse because he 
knew the U.S. Government were coming for him. Krauser can’t say, but he now has serious 
reservations about their guide still being alive.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Continuing forward, the area appears clear of any hostiles for the moment. Washing is pegged 
up on lines outside the primitive wooden shelters and dwellings. There is no sign of any 
survivors and perhaps more unnervingly, no trace of any bodies. Suddenly, Leon spots 
movement in a building to their right. He leads Krauser down the small wooden gantry to the 
house and looks through the open window. It appears empty inside, furnished sparsely with 
wooden tables and benches but nothing else. There is another door leading to the side which is 
open and Krauser calls out to anyone who may be lurking within. But suddenly there is a low 
moan as a hiding zombie rushes at them from the right. It must have left the building via the 
side door and Krauser reacts first to shoot it down. 
 
They retreat back to the main walkway and see that two more zombies have appeared. Leon 
can see more of them at the top of the stairs back the way they have come. He urges Krauser to 
fall back and the big man agrees and is right by his side. They run down to the edge of the 
walkway only to find a gaping hole in the structure and Krauser moans that the river took the 
bridge out. Several dead villagers float upside down on the surface. Instead, Leon indicates a 
building behind them to the left and spots movement in the river behind Krauser, shouting a 
warning there is something in the water. Krauser looks closer and sees what appears to be 
enlarged piranha. These are creatures Javier infected with the t-Virus and used to execute 
traitors in his organisation. Opening the dam floodgate has unleashed swarms of them into the 
village. As they watch, the piranhas glide across the surface and actually begin to jump out of 
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the water to snap at them both but Krauser expertly shoots them back. He ejects his spent clip 
which clatters on the walkway and spins off into the water. He slaps a fresh one home and 
chambers the first round, his adrenaline surging. 
 
They gaze back up the jetty and see that whilst  
they had been distracted by the piranhas, the  
zombies who earlier had been at the top of the  
stairs have advanced down the gantry and are  
now almost upon them. Krauser indicates the  
nearest building and shouts at Leon to quickly  
get inside. They both run and dive through  
the open window, quickly checking the  
interior of the hut to make sure it is secure. A  
hammock is hung up against the back wall and  
a table and chairs dominate the centre of the room with some shelves on the left wall. It is all 
pretty basic but the important thing is it is free of enemies. The exit is a door on the left wall 
leading to an alternate walkway over the river. But as they move, a Jumping Maneater suddenly 
drops down from its hiding place on the ceiling where it had been all along and raises its fangs. 
They both shoot at it until it flips over onto its back and kicks its legs up in the air in the throes 
of death. 
 
Moving on, they leave through the door and step back out into the bright sunshine. Krauser 
picks up a noise from somewhere ahead and it sounds like someone is injured. Cautiously they 
advance up the walkway towards the next building which is the village school. Krauser leads the 
way inside and they emerge into a classroom  
with a large blackboard on the wall and a  
teacher’s desk with a laptop computer.  
Numerous maps and children’s drawings  
decorate the walls and it is soon apparent  
the school has taken something of a  
pounding. One of the walls has caved in and  
there is a gaping hole in the floor next to the  
teacher's desk, exposing the fast-flowing river  
beneath. The water level is now dangerously  
high, and the school will likely flood within  
the next hour. Sprawled in front of the desk is a badly wounded man and Krauser dashes over, 
recognising him as their guide. The schoolteacher is in some pain and sits in a pool of his own 
blood. He mutters something about a girl that brought devils to this village. He gasps through 
the pain and explains that she escaped from Javier’s mansion. He tried to help her but he 
succumbs to his injuries before he can say any more, leaving Leon and Krauser with many 
unanswered questions. 
 
Krauser ponders what the man said about the girl escaping from Javier’s mansion and Leon 
wonders if she is one of the many missing girls that have been abducted from this area. Krauser 
believes this theory makes sense as the Sacred Snakes have been known to traffic organs on the 
black market so it could have something to do with one of them, but according to their 
intelligence reports there is no conclusive evidence linking the two. He suggests the only way 
they will know for sure is to track down this runaway girl. Leon agrees as now that their guide is 
dead, she could be their only chance of locating Javier’s mansion. He mentions there should be 
a boat moored up by the church so they should check it out. But as they leave the school they 
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hear a splashing sound and commotion in the water below. Krauser yells as they catch a brief 
glimpse of a reptilian-like tail appendage snake back under the surface via the hole in the floor. 
The body of the guide is gone. Something in the water took him. 
 
Suddenly a monster jumps out of the depths and lands in the room with them. This is not the 
creature that took the guide, but a Hunter Gamma; one of several B.O.W.s purchased cheaply 
by Javier for his Code: Remnants program. Because of the large quantity of water present in the 
Amazon, the Hunter Gamma thrives in this environment. Leon and Krauser open fire and 
although agile, the Hunter goes down surprisingly easily, serving as a reminder why Umbrella 
considered them a failure and never took them forward as a potential weapon.  
 
They head back outside and come to a  
junction with walkways leading off in opposite  
directions above the still-rising waterline.  
Krauser points to a half-submerged building  
directly ahead and suggests the church is  
probably over there. Leon takes the lead and  
they step off the edge and into the brown  
water which comes up to their knees. They  
move forward cautiously, keeping an eye out  
for potential threats and soon two undead rise  
up from beneath the surface, their rotting  
bodies glistening wet in the bright sunshine. 
 
As they move on, the rising water has caused the foundations of several wooden structures to 
collapse and numerous dwellings are badly damaged. They are attacked by more Hunters and 
soon find themselves climbing along the thatched roof of a hut to get away. Up ahead they can 
see the entrance to a cave and are forced to jump back down into the muddy water and wade 
towards it. Inside the cave they spot the church. The water level hasn’t quite yet reached the 
large wooden platform supporting it and they are able to climb back out of the river and back 
onto dry land. But water still swills up around the edges and it is apparent the church will be 
flooded very soon. Suddenly, something huge leaps out of the water to their left and they both 
instinctively dive out of the way. Whatever it was is way too fast for them to get a good look at 
it. They spot several more Hunters swimming up the river towards them and Krauser shoots 
back just as Leon can hear something coming from inside the church. 
 
Inside they find a girl, no more than 15 years  
old and wearing a blood-stained, tattered  
white dress. She sits on the floor surrounded  
by shafts of sunlight beaming down from  
holes in the church roof and is singing a  
lullaby. ‘Sleep my love as the trees above  
protect you from the dark. Our great river  
will watch you as you dream until dawn.”  
Krauser directs Leon towards a hole in the  
floor where the water is visible at the far end.  
The water creature is here, the same one  
that had attacked them earlier and took the guide’s body. Its eyes are fixated on the girl and as 
Leon tries to aim down at the creature, the singing stops abruptly as the girl spots the two agents 
and passes out. This causes the creature to come out of its trance and squeal with rage when it 
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spots the intruders. With immense force, it leaps out of the water to confront them. The 
monster is huge and they both cannot work out where the best place is to shoot before Leon 
suggests they have a better chance of fighting it out in the open.  
 
They both move back out of the church and the water-creature jumps down below the surface 
and swims back outside and circles them, waiting for the right moment to attack. Eventually it 
jumps out onto the wooden platform to confront them and Krauser shouts at Leon to shoot 
the church bell situated right above it. Both men concentrate their fire until the aged, 
weathered concrete wall gives way and crashes down right on top of the monster’s head. With a 
painful howl, it leaps back into the water and does not resurface.  
 
As they run back into the church to check on the  
girl, Krauser demands to know just what the hell  
is going on here. He wants to know seriously if  
Leon has fought these kinds of creatures before  
and asks to be filled in on exactly what he has  
been through. He wants to know every last detail.  
Leon sits down, wipes the sweat from his  
forehead and starts from the beginning. It was  
September 1998, his first and only day as a  
police officer. He then proceeds to tell Krauser  
everything, about Claire, Sherry, Ada, and all  
about Umbrella and the G-Virus. It is a story he will never forget and something burned into 
his very soul. The nightmare will never leave him, and he knows it. 
 
With the girl still unconscious, they gently load her onto a small boat and set off upriver as 
Leon continues to tell his tale. 
 
“I told Krauser everything about the Raccoon City incident. He just listened, quietly. But the 
situation in the village was different from Raccoon. There were controlled B.O.W.s amongst 
the rest. What happened there? We made our way upstream towards Javier Hidalgo's 
mansion. The man who could hold the key to uncovering this mystery." 
-REDC: Leon Narration: Operation Javier 2; 2002. 
 
As they continue up the Amazon, the girl  
eventually regains consciousness and recoils in  
terror at the sight of the two Americans travelling  
in the boat with her. Leon tries to reassure her  
that she is absolutely fine and they are not going  
to hurt her. Krauser adds that they are the ones  
who saved her. He is keeping watch ahead and  
doesn’t bother to turn around to look at her. The  
girl winces at her injured arm which Leon notices  
is bandaged up from wrist to shoulder. He is  
concerned and asks if she is okay but she doesn’t reply. Krauser asks if she is the girl from 
Javier’s mansion but she ignores the question and wants to know what happened to all the 
people in the village. Krauser is bluntly cold with his response when he replies they are all 
dead. He resumes his lookout post with his binoculars as Leon carefully explains they are on a 
mission to look for an American man who contacted Javier Hidalgo about a virus. They need 
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to find Javier and are hoping she will be able to take them to Amparo. After a moment’s 
thought, the girl simply nods. 
 
Javier Hidalgo is informed by the Sacred Snakes that Krauser and Leon are heading for the 
dam. Their movements inside will be tracked by CCTV and they will wait for the right 
opportunity to snatch Manuela back. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sometime later they arrive at their next destination. The river has narrowed considerably as the 
thick jungle closes in around them once more. Standing before them is a colossal dam blocking 
their way, a huge structure owned and operated by the Sacred Snakes. The girl confirms this is 
Javier’s dam and points to the water channel up ahead. That is where she escaped from and 
they have no choice but to enter the dam and work their way up to the top if they want to 
continue onwards.  
 
They moor up the boat and locate an access hatch that gets them inside the lower sewer level. 
The tunnel before them appears clear and Leon suggests they follow this water channel and 
they should be able to get out of here. The circular tunnel they are in slowly slopes downwards 
and small pipes run along either side of the walls. A dozen or so yards ahead and the tunnel 
opens up into a larger chamber. 
 
Leon tries to make conversation with the girl who  
seems very nervous in their presence and she  
says her name is Manuela. Leon is pleased to  
meet her, glad the ice is broken. She looks so tiny  
compared to Krauser’s massive frame walking  
alongside her and Leon explains that from here  
on out, he needs her to be more careful and that  
she must do as they say, no matter what. Krauser  
feels the need to chime in and simply tells her  
that means stay close if she wants to stay alive.  
Manuela understands what is required of her and they continue forward.  
 
They soon leave the water channel and step into a circular room with a large pool of water 
rising up to their knees. It is an atrium of some kind with the sky visible some 500 metres or so 
upwards. Krauser gazes up and concludes this must be the discharge channel for the dam. 
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Leon suddenly shouts a warning that he can see something moving in the water. It is another 
school of piranha and this time they don’t have the luxury of being safely on dry land. Krauser 
opens fire to ward them off, seeming amused that these little guys don’t waste any time trying to 
find their next meal. Leon yells as a zombie appears behind them, rising up out of the water 
and wearing the remnants of a worker’s uniform and hard hat. It has a gaping wound in its 
chest and he shoots it at point blank range, taking half its head clean off. The piranhas circle 
hungrily in the spreading blood and Leon is dismayed that they just keep on coming. Krauser 
suggests they’d better stay clear of the water and leads the way by circling the edge of the pool 
and heading for the door on the far side. 
 
Suddenly they hear a distant chirping sound and  
a scared Manuela asks what it going on. Krauser  
turns and catches a glimpse of something  
skeletal leaping off the back wall. It lands  
gracefully on the opposite side and drops into  
the water in front of them. Krauser wonders  
what the hell this thing is as it looks like a cross  
between a bird and a lizard that has been  
deprived of its skin. This is the Anubis; a new  
B.O.W. developed by Umbrella as a  
replacement for the now obsolete Hunter  
program. This was one of a batch purchased by Javier during his dealings with the ailing 
pharmaceutical company. Leon tells Manuela to stay back and the creature shrills and flaps its 
claws at them until a shotgun blast from Krauser silences it for good. He tries to make a 
humorous remark about the Anubis taking its weight loss plan too seriously only for Leon to 
warn the cavalry is arriving as more reanimated corpses stand up out of the water, their skin all 
bloated and blotchy. Krauser reloads and says to hell with the zombies, they just need to keep 
moving. He shoulders his shotgun and switches back to his pistol, providing cover as Leon and 
Manuela scramble up out of the water and through the door.  
 
Once they are all through, a concrete shutter slides shut behind and seals them off from the 
pool, offering some respite and they take a moment to regroup and reload their weapons. 
Krauser calls this place a menagerie of freaks and suggests Javier must not like unexpected 
visitors. The air is cooler in here and the walls are all slimy and damp. Leon asks Manuela how 
she managed to make it past all the monsters unscathed but she seems unsure how to respond. 
He tries to rephrase but Krauser butts in and tells her to just answer the question. Manuela isn’t 
sure and all she can say is that she didn’t see any creatures when she passed through here the 
first time. Leon says that’s good to know but sounds a little uncertain. 
 
After a few moments walking, Manuela asks them both why they want to find Javier so badly 
and Krauser replies she has seen first-hand all the traps he set with these monsters and asks if 
she believes someone like that should be allowed to walk free. She concedes he has a point. 
Suddenly two zombies appear out of nowhere in the tunnel ahead of them and one takes hold 
of Krauser, grappling with the big man and trying to bite his neck. The other lunges for Leon 
who shoots it down before helping out his partner. Leon says they can talk later and suggests 
they keep moving.  
 
Manuela steps out in front. It is like a maze ahead and they will need to follow her. A body is 
slumped against the left-hand wall with a huge blood splatter above. Two further bodies lay at 
the end of the passage and awaken when they get closer, soon followed by a third from round 
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the corner wearing a yellow hard hat. Manuela gasps and makes way for Leon and Krauser to 
shoot them all down. They quickly break into a jog and the passage turns to the right before a 
silver door leads into a larger room with a metal stairwell leading up several floors.  
 
Leon asks where they are and Manuela confirms she came down these stairs. She moves 
towards them when they hear the familiar chirping of an approaching Anubis hunting them 
down. Leon takes aim as the creature first appears on the left wall before dropping to the floor 
beside them. Krauser blasts the monster and comments on how these creatures sure like to 
make a grand entrance. Leon prompts them to keep going and they sprint up the stairs only for 
another Anubis to attack. They ignore it and keep going only for Leon to pause at the next 
level and look up. There is still a long way to go and this dam is huge. They continue onwards 
and the next level ends at a silver door. The Anubis is still following and clasps itself onto the 
wall behind them. Krauser kicks open the door and they barge inside. Leon closes it behind 
them and shuts the Anubis out. They brace themselves for the door to start buckling but the 
creature makes no attempt to follow them inside. 
 
They are now in another tunnel network and  
several worker zombies lurk within. But their  
movements are slow and jaded and do not  
cause any trouble. They ignore a door on the  
right and approach a second door on the left  
only for it to be forced open by two Hunter  
Gammas. Manuela screeches in fright but  
Krauser steps in to take care of them with his  
shotgun. Leon asks Manuela if she’s okay  
and she replies that she is fine. The  
maintenance corridor soon forks to the right  
and breaks off into multiple branching paths. Krauser peers through the door the Hunters 
came through and spots a walkway stretching across the atrium to the other side. It is the same 
room with the metal stairwell they have just climbed up and two zombies guard the platform 
with their backs turned so they have not been seen. 
 
Staying in the tunnel, the branching pathways soon connect and Krauser tries a door which is 
unlocked. Suddenly Manuela shouts a warning as two Jumping Maneaters crawl around a blind 
corner towards them and as they back away more Hunters join the fray. The roar of Krauser’s 
shotgun is deafening in the confines of the concrete tunnel and Leon’s shouts that these 
bastards just don’t give up. Krauser agrees and suggests Javier really doesn’t want them getting 
past this dam. Once clear they move on.  
 
The corridors are damp and the air is dry and moist. They are so narrow and dimly lit it feels 
almost claustrophobic. Moss and lichen cover the stone walls and water drips constantly. The 
passage soon ends at a T junction. Krauser checks left and it is clear, ending with a closed door 
at the far side. They choose the right path, leading to a blind corner to the left and another 
corridor beyond with more branching paths off to the right. The layout is almost identical to 
the tunnels they had just come through. Everything looks the same. Krauser asks Manuela 
which way and she points to the right. 
 
Further down the tunnel four zombies lay in ambush and they are forced to back up, taking the 
long ray round. Krauser urges them to hurry as the virus carriers close in on their position and 
they bolt for a door that leads onto a narrow walkway suspended across a large atrium. Looking 
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down over the edge they see they are now five levels up and the metal stairs they originally 
began climbing look a long way down now. More walkways are visible and zombies prowl them 
both. The interior of this place is like a maze and Leon patiently asks Manuela where they are 
going as they seem to be moving in an endless circle. She reassures them that there is a passage 
up this way that will take them outside and that prompts Krauser to ask if Javier’s mansion is 
close. She ignores him but when they get to the door she begins to ask what Javier has done to 
make them come after him but then stops herself. This door is actually an elevator that ascends 
up a further two levels. 
 
After a minute or so the lift stops and the doors  
open, bringing them out into another tunnel  
which slopes down with a water channel  
running down the centre towards a drain at the  
bottom. Krauser observes the rushing water and  
says he doesn’t like the situation because it is  
too quiet. Leon indicates a CCTV camera on  
the top right hand wall and points out they are  
being watched. A small metal gantry crosses the  
water and Krauser leads the way across. The  
water gushes out of a barred grate to their right  
and in the blackness beyond they can make out more glinting eyes of infected piranha fish. He 
quickly shouts out a warning and opens fire as the deadly creatures jump out to snap at them. 
Manuela shrieks and topples backwards off the edge and into the water. Both Leon and 
Krauser immediately jump in after her and slide down towards the bottom. It becomes difficult 
to see because of the spray but Leon can just make out the skeletal form of another Anubis 
leap over him and feels the gust of wind generated by its talons only just missing his face. He 
shouts at Krauser to grab Manuela and the big man who is several yards ahead reaches out for 
her. He grasps her arm and uses his other to grab hold of a ladder leading out of the water 
channel. He hauls himself and Manuela out of the water but Leon misses the ladder and slides 
right past. He is almost at the drain at the very bottom when he grabs hold of another ladder 
and climbs out onto the side, avoiding the piranhas snapping all around him. 
 
Manuela and Krauser are both watching him and fail  
to notice a Jumping Maneater stealthily creeping up  
on them from behind but Leon is there to take it  
out. Krauser then shoots another off the ceiling.  
Manuela expresses her gratitude to them both for  
saving her and they begin the climb back up the  
walkway. They soon come to a door on the left and  
Krauser is surprised by a stealthy zombie that  
manages to grab hold of him. They grapple for a few  
moments before Leon comes to his aid enough for  
Krauser to push the virus carrier away. Two more  
zombies suddenly converge on Manuela but just as Leon goes to her aid he is set upon by a 
Jumping Maneater. Krauser moves to help just as Manuela squeals and disappears through the 
door into the Machine Room. By the time Leon and Krauser clear their lines and follow, there 
is no sign of her. Large machinery and rotating cogs fill the room connected to turbines, 
generators and pressure valves. Several bodies of former workers litter the floor and one by 
one they all reanimate like suddenly possessed demons. They converge to attack only for 
several bursts of gunfire to send them back down to the floor. 
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Moving on they soon hear the same lullaby Manuela sang back at Mixcoatl. Leon calls out her 
name and she steps out into sight, clutching her bandaged right arm. She appears a little dazed 
but Leon is pleased she is still okay. She apologies again and says she got scared. Krauser asks 
what she was singing for as it will only draw attention to herself and allow the creatures to find 
her. She explains that at night time whenever she got scared of the dark, her mother would sing 
to her. Leon recognises it as the same song she was singing inside the church. Krauser reloads 
his weapon and insists they keep moving as it’s not safe here.  
 
Suddenly a rasping voice fills the room from speakers located in each corner. It is Javier, and 
he is watching them on camera. He appeals to his daughter to come home and both Krauser 
and Leon are dumbfounded when she refers to him as ‘father’. Suddenly she runs off and 
Krauser cannot believe that Javier has a daughter and that they have been travelling with her 
this whole time. Leon insists this revelation doesn’t matter right now and that they need to find 
her again quickly. 
 
They battle past another large group of worker  
zombies before emerging into a large sewer tunnel  
for water discharge. Manuela is stood alone with her  
back to them and is looking up at the gantry on the  
upper level. On the opposite side stands Javier  
Hidalgo himself. His is an impressive-looking man  
with long, slicked-back hair and a beard. He is  
dressed impeccably and wears sunglasses and a gold  
chain around his neck. Leon recognises him  
instantly. Javier ignores the two Americans and  
addresses only Manuela, insisting everything he has done, he has done for her. She need only 
follow his directions for 15 years and this will prevent the transformation in her body. She must 
be patient but Manuela shakes her head and backs away. Krauser seems pre-occupied with a 
rising noise gathering slowly in the background, slowly increasing in intensity and filling the 
whole tunnel. Javier continues and in a reference to Wesker, says he received assurances from 
the man who gave him the Veronica virus that this process would work. Leon pipes up at the 
mention of the t-Veronica virus, recognising the name from accounts Claire Redfield told him 
of her experiences on Rockford Island with the Ashford family. 
 
Suddenly, one of Javier’s men appears out of the  
doorway behind them and snatches Manuela,  
holding Leon and Krauser at gunpoint. Javier  
tells his daughter that these two Americans  
cannot save her and that only he, her father, can  
help her now. Suddenly the incessant rumbling  
sound becomes louder and a huge torrent of  
water rushes into the room as the upper  
floodgates of the dam are opened. The deluge  
sweeps both Leon and Krauser off their feet and  
both are washed away down the tunnel by the crushing force. However, Manuela manages to 
break free of the guard and plunges into the water after them. Javier looks on horrified and 
calls out her name, but she is immediately swept away by the current and into the darkness 
beyond. 
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"Veronica... The dreadful horror that Claire had encountered... Why did Javier give it to his 
own daughter? I believe Manuela is infected with the Veronica virus. Which means it could 
spread throughout this land. But why would Javier infect his own daughter? And how can she 
maintain her human form? How does she sustain it without transforming into something 
horrific like Steve?" 
 -REDC: Operation Javier Chapter 2 Leon S. Kennedy narration; 2002. 
 
Javier takes the opportunity to deploy several Jabberwock S3 specimens he purchased from the 
rival company into the dam. As they are intelligent enough to follow complex commands they 
are ordered to track down Manuela and bring her back to him. 
 
Somewhere near the bottom of the structure,  
Leon opens his eyes to find Krauser standing  
over him and he rolls over to see he is lying  
on a metal gantry. Water seeps through the  
holes in the grilles and he looks over the edge  
to see the water level has risen considerably  
and is now almost upon them. The lower  
levels they passed through earlier are now  
completely submerged and the water is still  
rising. He tries to get his bearings and it  
seems they are at least two levels down from  
their previous position. Krauser asks if he is okay and Leon indicates he isn’t but insists they 
keep moving regardless. They need to pick up the pace and stay ahead of the rising water line 
otherwise both of them will be heading for a watery grave. Krauser tries to poke fun at their 
situation by referring to their ride down the main discharge channel as a ‘nice, refreshing dip’ 
but Leon says they need to find Javier. Looking up, water still pours into the basin from four 
giant holes up above. They need to move quickly. 
 
They begin to make their way around the circular gantry of the atrium and towards the door at 
the far end, their feet sloshing in water that is now up past their ankles. A couple of bodies are 
on the floor and one comes alive and grabs Leon’s ankle, toppling him over into the water but 
he recovers quickly enough to blast it in the face. Krauser remarks that their environment is 
dark, wet, and full of monsters and how today is turning out to be one hell of a day, but he is 
thankful he has ‘boy scout’ Leon backing him up. Leon retorts by asking Krauser if he wants to 
hold his hand and the big man chuckles and wishes Leon’s aim was as good as his jokes. Soon 
they reach the door, passing underneath waterfalls generated by the overflowing outtake pipes 
above.  
 
The tunnel beyond is dark and Leon switches on his flashlight, suggesting they had better be 
careful. He is still in shock that Manuela is actually Javier’s daughter. Krauser is thoughtful and 
admits it wasn’t in the pre-mission report. He theorises she may be the product of one of 
Javier’s many mistresses and Leon remarks she must really hate her father if she came through 
all this just to get away from him. Krauser says they can ask her when they find her again but 
stresses Javier is their true target, not his daughter. Leon agrees and they move on. 
 
Krauser takes point once again and Leon probes the darkened corners of the claustrophobic 
tunnel with his flashlight, illuminating the ghastly scene of a bloodied worker slumped against 
the damp, lichen-speckled wall on the left hand side. Krauser moves for a closer look when a 
hidden Anubis launches a surprise attack. It swipes at them both but two shotgun blasts soon 
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has it dead on the floor. A silver door at the end of the tunnel leads out onto a metal gantry 
overlooking a large chamber. Peering over the side, they can see the metal stairwell they 
climbed up earlier which is now mostly submerged. Up above is another walkway leading to the 
elevator. They are only one level down from  
where Javier sprung his trap and flushed them  
down through the pipes. Krauser looks  
uncertain and asks if they are anywhere near  
the entrance with Leon admitting this place  
does look familiar. A Hunter Gamma suddenly  
jumps up onto the walkway and another swims  
across in the water nearby. Both Leon and  
Krauser take on one each and soon both  
B.O.W.s are down and out. Krauser is still unsure of their position and hopes Leon has a good 
memory because he doesn’t have a clue where they are. Leon replies that there is only one way 
to find out and moves to open the door on the opposite side. 
 
Passing through the door presents another network of dark and narrow corridors with bare, 
concrete walls and large patches of damp. They have definitely been through here before and 
the path soon branches into several different directions but they elect to keep moving forward, 
eventually locating the stairs up to the next level. Soon they come across another group of 
worker zombies blocking their path and are forced to take them all out from a distance before 
they can continue onwards. Krauser tries a door on the wall but it is locked so Leon suggests 
they go around the other way. Another chirp of a nearby Anubis puts them on guard and they 
are both surprised when another door takes them outside and they are both temporarily 
blinded by the sudden piercing sunlight.  
 
They are on a metal exterior stairwell affixed to  
the side of the dam and to their surprise,  
discover they are only approximately halfway  
up the gargantuan concrete structure. The view  
from up here is exceptional and they can see  
back down the Amazon delta for miles.  
Gallons of water continue to pour out from the  
outflow tanks several levels below. The swelling  
river below has risen to such a level that all the  
remnants of Mixcoatl is likely flooded by now.  
At the bottom of the dam a number of  
outbuildings and vehicles can be seen but there are no signs of any workers or visible activity. 
 
The staircase takes them one level further up before leading back inside the structure and into 
more dark, damp and slimy tunnels, identical to the countless others they have already trawled 
through. They start forward once again only to be attacked by two insectoid creatures who drop 
down from the ceiling to block the doorway behind them. These are Plague Crawlers; insect-
based B.O.W.s first created by Dr. James Marcus way back in 1978. Like most insect-based t-
Virus organisms, they suffer from very low intelligence rendering them difficult to control. This 
defect led to Umbrella eventually declaring them as failures and discontinuing production 
although they are still utilised for sale as a cheaper option for terrorist states who cannot afford 
higher-priced B.O.W.s such as Tyrants. Leon is taken aback by the grotesque creatures but 
Krauser steps forward and splatters them against the wall with his shotgun.  
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The tunnels branch off once again and they do their best to continue as straight as possible. 
Suddenly another zombie comes lurching round the corner and literally runs at them. Krauser 
shouts a warning that it is coming in fast and barely has time to level his shotgun before it is 
upon them. It is naked from the waist up and bears the mark of the Sacred Snakes on its chest. 
Two more of its kin soon appear and take several shots to put down. These virus-carriers are 
faster and more aggressive than their regular counterparts and this is down to deliberate 
infection from the V-Act strain of t-Virus that was first discovered just prior to the original 
mansion incident. Javier had purchased this particular virus variant from Umbrella as part of 
the Sacred Snakes’ ‘Code: Remnants’ biological weapons program. 
 
They move on, Leon using his flashlight to probe the darkness ahead. Soon they have to deal 
with more Jumping Maneaters and more re-animated corpses before passing through another 
door. Leon indicates the water is still rising and is now lapping just beneath the walkway they 
are standing on. Krauser declares this is another trap and points to a school of swimming 
piranha homing in on their position. They need to get out of here fast. They avoid the mutated 
fish snapping at the feet and sprint for the elevator on the other side.  
 
Leon thumbs the switch and they ride up  
another two levels. This should give them  
some advantage over the rising water level  
below and they emerge out onto another water  
channel with a bridge crossing over the sloped  
water slide. Leon recognises this place and  
realises they are now getting somewhere and  
it’s about time too. They begin to cross the  
small metal bridge over the water when they  
are accosted by a swarm of bats. Leon begins  
to swipe at them blindly with his combat knife but Krauser urges him to keep moving and says 
they cannot fight here.  
 
On the other side of the bridge they climb down the steps only to be attacked by two more 
Hunter Gammas. Krauser shouts out a warning when an Anubis latches onto the wall directly 
behind Leon. Further down several more Jumping Maneaters are crawling their way upwards. 
Quickly, the two agents’ dash through a door on the right marked ‘Machine Room’ and slam it 
shut behind them. The room appears clear although there are a dozen bodies on the floor. 
Leon examines them and suggests Javier doesn’t want them finding out whatever it is he is 
hiding. 
 
Suddenly, Manuela enters the room via the machine room door and Leon cannot believe it. 
He asks how she managed to get past all the B.O.W.s and how she found them, but she avoids 
the question and says she is glad he is still alive. She thought something had happened to him 
and that it is all her father’s fault. Leon interjects, asking why she isn’t with Javier and she 
confirms she ran away again. He tries to tactfully ask if he ever did anything to her, fishing for 
clues about the t-Veronica virus and his suspicions she may have been deliberately infected, but 
he is cut off when the doors begin to buckle thanks to the sheer build-up of water on the other 
side. Krauser states the obvious when he says the door can’t hold the pressure much longer 
and that they need to stop the water ASAP. Manuela points out the pressure valves embedded 
into the machinery and gets down under her hands and knees to crawl inside underneath a 
large intake pipe. Leon tells her to wait but she reaches the first of three large valve handles to 
stop the water. She begins to twist the first wheel just as the bodies strewn all the over the floor 
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begin to reanimate and attack Leon and Krauser. The confined room becomes a battleground 
as the two agents expertly take out the undead and Leon uses precision aim to shoot a zombie 
right between the eyes just as it is about to take hold of Manuela.  
 
Once she finishes twisting the third valve handle,  
Javier’s voice rings out over the speaker. He says  
that Manuela has been located and she is to be  
brought back at once otherwise it will be too late.  
Krauser remarks that it looks as though Javier has  
found them just as an almighty crash is heard  
from the other side of the machine room door.  
Another bash and the door begins to buckle.  
Leon realises something is trying to get in and  
must be after Manuela. The flooded door is there  
only way out. Manuela watches the jets of water  
seep out of the rivets and panics as to why the door won’t open if they stopped the water. The 
pounding on the other door continues and Krauser points out the obvious when he says they 
are fast running out of time. 
 
Suddenly, the red warning light above the  
door turns to green, signalling the room  
beyond has been completely drained and  
the door unlocks. They run through into the  
tunnel beyond and Leon cries out as an  
Anubis swoops down on their position. He  
peppers the walls with bullet holes as the  
agile creature swoops around and propels  
itself off the walls at incredible speed. It is  
too fast and only a fluke shot eventually  
brings it down from mid-air. He jumps  
down into the now shallow water of the discharge channel and wades across, grabbing hold of 
the ladder on the other side. Manuela shouts for him to look out and points to two Hunter 
Gamma’s moving in on their position from under the water. Leon quickly pivots and fires on 
them one handed whilst still grasping hold of the ladder. He tells Manuela to stay close and 
leads them up the ladder onto the gantry on the other side. Krauser brings up the rear and as 
they move towards the exit they spot a Jabberwock S3 emerging from the ruined machine 
room. It is a huge, misshapen beast with four arms ending in sharp scythe-like talons. These 
creatures are the first B.O.W to be developed using t-Veronica as a base and are intelligent 
enough to follow orders. Albert Wesker has sold a small quantity to Javier through the rival 
company, presumably to collect battle data. 
 
They decide to ignore it and head straight for the door where a portable halogen light is set up 
on a stand. The door turns out to be an elevator which takes them up another two floors. The 
elevator doors open into a small corridor where a five yard walk brings them out of a tunnel 
and back out into the bright sunshine. However, their path is blocked by creatures that are a 
hideous amalgamation of plants and zombies and Leon recognises these monsters having faced 
them before in William Birkin’s underground laboratory back in Raccoon City. These are 
Ivies but this improved version has been developed and optimised for hot and humid climates 
by using a Marsh Pitcher plant as the base organism that was later combined with human genes. 
The result is the Ivy-XY; a plant-based organism with humanoid legs. Deciding not to take any 
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chances, he rolls two grenades down the tunnel to take them both out, the resulting explosion 
shaking the whole tunnel and resulting in the plant remains shrivelling and burning up on the 
floor. 
 
They move outside once again and climb up another exterior metal staircase, the surrounding 
views even more spectacular from this height. Krauser remarks it would be nice if they could 
finish this mission before nightfall and Manuela confirms the stairwell will take them up to the 
very top of the dam. Soon they emerge on the roof and onto the road leading to the 
outbuildings and beyond. Here they can leave the dam complex behind and move further into 
Amparo via the jungle trails where Javier’s hideout is located. The buildings up here are all 
deserted and two trucks are parked up on the left. The garage immediately in front of them has 
heavy metal shutters down to prevent any access inside.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Leon scans the area and says he doesn’t see any hostiles but evidently speaks too soon as a 
Jabberwock S3 leaps down to attack them from one of the rooftops. Wishful thinking, declares 
Krauser as he opens fire on the strange creature. At first it seems impervious to bullets and has 
the ability to use its arms as a shield, but occasionally a round will get through and strike its 
unprotected head, causing it to recoil in pain. It soon gets close enough to swipe at them and 
Krauser tells Leon to watch out for its sickles. Suddenly another S3 appears at the far side of 
the dam so now there are two of them to contend with. They stand back to back protecting 
Manuela in the middle and Leon shouts not to let them get too close and to take them out one 
at a time. Manuela whelps and asks Leon if he will protect her and he assures her that he will. 
Krauser tosses several grenades and warns the Jabberwocks are getting closer. The resulting 
explosion knocks both creatures back and only one gets back up again. One down, one to go. 
Leon tries to aim for its head but his bullets bounce relentlessly off its sharpened talons and 
others dig into the wall of the building behind. Krauser isn’t impressed and suggests that if 
Leon is going to shoot he needs to at least try and hit the monster before demonstrating himself 
with several shotgun blasts that ultimately kill the creature. Leon acknowledges Krauser’s skill 
and they do a quick sweep of the area to ensure there are no other B.O.W.s lurking nearby. 
 
Moments later, Leon turns to Manuela and looks her squarely in the eye. He needs to ask her 
something before they find her father, wanting to know exactly why she is running away from 
him. She hesitates with an answer and walks to the other side of the dam, looking out at the 
beautiful expansive view beyond. Leon slowly follows and cuts to the chase. He wants to know 
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why Javier infected her with the t-Veronica virus and what he meant by ‘too late.’ Manuela 
begins to pull off the bandage on her arm and says she shouldn’t even be standing here given 
the circumstances. Both Krauser and Leon can see her arm is a dull green colour and mottled 
by blotches and lumps. It is the Veronica  
Virus and she explains she was injected with it  
as part of her treatment, insisting it wasn’t her  
fault. Her doctors had diagnosed her with the  
same disease her mother had and told her  
there was no chance of recovery. All they  
could find out was that only people living in  
this area contracted the illness. It killed her  
mother but somehow she has survived.  
 
"Manuela told us everything she knew. When she was fifteen she contracted the same fatal 
disease that her mother had. The Veronica virus was used as a form of treatment. And 
consequently, she recovered. It must have strengthened her cells. However, the virus can 
severely damage the host's brain cells and if incompatible, will take them over completely. Even 
Ashfords' researchers were unable to control it. There appears to be no exception to this 
outside of Javier's treatment of Manuela. Somehow, he has managed to keep her from turning 
into a monster." 
-REDC: Operation Javier 4 – Leon S. Kennedy narration; 2002. 
 
A few hours of trekking later and they arrive at the outskirts of Javier’s fortress deep in the 
jungle. The sky has turned golden as the sun sinks lower down, signalling the twilight of day. 
Leon and his party are still out of sight of the heavily fortified complex, hidden behind the 
treeline. Manuela is resting up and appears to be in some pain, a direct result of being late for 
her latest treatment. Leon realises he needs to get her help soon and the only man who can 
help them is the same man they are here to apprehend. He is confident of success but Krauser 
is about to learn a startling revelation about their mission that will shake him to the core. 
 
"It is in the darkness where truth awaits us. A fact very few realise before their insignificant lives 
come to an end. But on that day, in the depths of that jungle... I was to face that darkness and I 
was to know that truth." 
-REDC: Operation Javier 6 – Jack Krauser narration; 2002. 
 
Leon is scoping out the mansion grounds  
with his binoculars. There are trucks and  
metal shipping containers dotted around with  
piles of sandbags arranged to set up fortified  
defences. The main gates of the complex are  
visible yet there is no sign of any armed  
guards or security patrols. The whole place is  
eerily quiet. Krauser comes over and wants to  
talk to him in private. He believes they  
should take care of Manuela now before it  
gets too late, arguing it will only be a matter of time before she transforms and becomes a threat 
to them both. Leon understands his concern but insists that Javier knows something. He’s been 
able to somehow prevent Manuela from transforming therefore Leon needs to take her with 
him and find out how. He hands Krauser his PDA which outlines one of the directives of his 
mission; Anti-Virus Weapon Protocol no. 7600. Krauser reads the mandate and realises that 
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Leon is on special assignment for the President. He is shocked by this and Leon confirms his 
mission is to eradicate this virus once and for all, adding that with Krauser’s help he intends to 
do just that. Krauser rubs his chin and is a little taken aback at Leon’s confession, but insists he 
is a solider and if Leon’s orders are direct from the President, then he is on his side. He raises 
his arm to Leon who grips it in a show of comradeship. It’s time to go and kick some ass. But 
privately, Krauser is seething to discover that someone far more inexperienced and younger 
has been entrusted with such an important mission. It suddenly dawns on him that he has been 
nothing but a pawn in this game all along. 
 
They cannot infiltrate the compound without  
being detected. Despite the lack of visible  
security patrols, there are too many defences and  
barricades. Leon is willing to gamble that with  
Manuela in their party, Javier won’t risk throwing  
too much at them so decides to stroll up to the  
front gate and wait for the Sacred Snakes to  
engage them. They assess the high perimeter  
walls, numerous armoured trucks and sandbag  
piles that fill the complex, noting that Javier has  
certainly gone all out on security. This prompts  
Krauser to make an unfunny remark about Javier not liking door-to-door salesmen. Nothing 
challenges them as they made their way through the main gate, but as they head for the 
mansion, Javier’s voice rasps out of a speaker system and he welcomes his daughter home, 
thanking Leon and Krauser for returning her. As he speaks the first wave of zombies appear 
and Javier orders them to bring Manuela to him and kill the Americans.  
 
There are soon dozens of shuffling undead and Manuela whimpers there are so many but 
Krauser is too preoccupied with his own thoughts, privately wondering what Javier is doing out 
here in the middle of nowhere. Amidst the zombies are several crimson heads and Leon 
remarks this must be Javier’s army; the Sacred Snakes. They take cover behind some crates 
and Leon shoots a zombie which inexplicably blows up and takes out several others. Krauser 
realises they are strapped with grenades and this is the last straw for him. First the freaking 
monsters, then the infected girl, now he no longer cares how much extra they are being paid 
and decides this job sucks. Leon suggests they use the suicide zombies to their advantage and 
shoot them to destroy more of the creatures lurking nearby.  
 
More zombies hide inside the shipping  
containers, waiting to be released at the  
opportune moment and another crawls out  
from beneath an overturned truck. Quickly they  
decide to retreat towards the right-hand  
perimeter wall and run back between the steel  
containers. Two Hunter Gammas jump down  
from on top and Manuela yells in surprise. But  
Krauser, still full of anger, steps forward and  
blows them both away without a moment’s  
hesitation. He is still seething inside about Leon  
being on special assignment and concludes the U.S. Government has probably forgotten he 
even exists. That is typical and the higher-ups always think that soldiers can be substituted 
without hesitation so he issues a silent warning for them to not underestimate him. 
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A couple of wooden outbuildings stand against the right wall and they can see nothing but 
darkness inside. A guard’s watch tower overlooks the whole compound from the left hand side 
and another storage crate bursts open to reveal more zombies. They lay down a suppressing 
burst of fire to keep them back but then Krauser notices another group approaching their 
position from the left. He shoves Leon forward and tells him to move as they run round the 
right of the storage crate and towards the front gates of the main mansion where two military 
trucks stand either side. Krauser can feel his heart racing and he ponders how all this insanity 
can be down to a virus.  
 
As they are attacked by more Hunters, they spot four zombies banging against the bars on the 
other side of the gate ready to provide another welcoming party. Manuela leads them towards a 
small doorway just past the mansion gate and declares there may be an underground passage. 
The trio make a run for it just as the rusted metal gates burst open and more zombies pour 
through. As more Crimson Heads attack, they get through the door and Krauser slams it shut 
behind them. They are safe for the moment. 
 
A single set of steps lead down to the darkness  
below. Leon leads the way and the moans of  
the zombies can be heard all around them. At  
the bottom is a single open door with a bright  
green light and on the wall to the right is a  
surveillance camera watching them closely. It  
is all very unsettling. The door leads into a  
prison area with three cells in a darkened  
room, forcing Leon to turn on his light. A few  
metal slop buckets have spilled out across the  
floor and an open door is at the far end.  
Krauser notices the first cell contains two Crimson Heads with Sacred Snakes tattoos on their 
exposed chests, making him wonder if this place is some kind of B.O.W. storeroom. The next 
cell has three regular zombies, each one reaching through the bars to try and get at them. The 
third has more Crimson Heads, easily distinguishable because of the red tint on their skin 
thanks to increased blood flow. Suddenly there is a grating sound and Manuela yells as she 
spots an ironed gate descend down and block the door they just came in as well as a concrete 
slab blocking the exit ahead. They are trapped. As if on cue, the cell doors unlock and the 
zombies pour out and attack. As they open fire, Krauser wonders about the terrible things that 
must have taken place here. This is where the Sacred Snakes infected their victims and turned 
them into zombies. 
 
When they finally have the room clear, Manuela declares there must be a way out somewhere 
and begins searching the wall, looking for some kind of hidden mechanism. Leon looks over a 
dusty shelf containing a bucket and a rusted chest but there is nothing useful. Manuela soon 
finds a brown marking in the centre of the wall and feeling around some more she finds a 
hidden button. Pressing it calls a section of the wall to recede and reveal a hidden passage. 
Leon moves to investigate and Krauser complements her on a good job.  
 
As Leon leads them forward they are suddenly hit with a nauseating stench, far worse than 
anything they have encountered so far. The walls of this hidden chamber are covered in human 
blood and sinew. They gape in horror as loose tissue and entrails literally decorate every 
surface. Krauser realises these must be Javier’s victims, a view confirmed when he spots human 
skulls and bone fragments on the floor. Manuela is horrified and doesn’t understand why her 
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father would do this. Clearly there is much about him she doesn’t know about. Leon shines his 
torch out front and tells them to keep going as they need to find him quickly.  
 
They soon come to a crossroads and Krauser suggests they move down the left passage and 
takes the lead. He spots more human skulls and wonders what Javier was trying to do down 
here. The tunnel soon ends at a small alcove with some wooden storage boxes. As they turn to 
go back another tunnel branches off even further left where two Plague Crawlers lay in wait. 
After taking care of them they move on, Leon’s flashlight reflecting nightmarish shadows on the 
dripping crimson walls. The stench of death is almost overpowering. 
 
More Crimson Head lurk in the dark up ahead and they also find more cocooned skeletal 
remains in the walls before finally coming across a green door. It has the same brown recess in 
the centre and Manuela pushes the button to slide the door apart and grant them access. They 
emerge into an identical prison corridor, though this one is in the east wing of the basement. 
Once again the cells are full of undead occupants but they are dispatched without issue. 
Suddenly, just like before, a barred gate comes down from the ceiling and blocks off the exit to 
their right. Leon is already running for the opposite side as a concrete slab begins to descend 
down. He tells Manuela to go under and she crawls through on her hands and knees with Leon 
sliding and Krauser diving through right behind just as the gap is closed up. Krauser breathes a 
sigh of relief. That was too close. 
 
Leon spots a ladder on the wall ahead and this  
takes them back up to ground level where they  
emerge into an open-topped courtyard with  
stonewashed sandstone walls and chunky  
pillars coming down from the ceiling. Exotic  
plants take in light from the sun up above and  
the whole place is impeccably designed. Three  
human bodies lay sprawled on the floor in  
front of them, all shot to death and Manuela  
recoils in horror when she recognises them as  
her private medical team. She begins to weep  
and explains she made them tell her how they cured her illness. This is what made her decide 
to run away to Mixcoatl and when Javier found out he evidently punished them. Krauser 
privately ponders if Javier is trying to use the virus to reanimate the dead and that executing the 
doctors is one way to prevent them from talking. Suddenly Manuela hears a noise and they are 
attacked by more Anubis. Krauser takes one out with his shotgun and Leon drags Manuela 
behind him and they run over to the other side of the garden, the sudden glare of the sun 
temporarily blinding them as they almost bump into two more Crimson Heads. Krauser takes 
care of the second Anubis and moves to assist Leon until the place is clear. 
 
Krauser wonders where Javier is hiding and Manuela suggests there is one place they could 
look. She leads them over to a green door at the far side of the courtyard. She was never 
allowed to go through here and Leon insists she takes them inside. Krauser goes first and 
opens the door into a huge botanical garden. It is a massive transparent atrium full of varying 
species of exotic plant life and trees, all regulated by an automated water filtration system. The 
air inside is very humid and dry. Krauser gazes around and wonders what this place is. 
Manuela says it is a greenhouse but Leon clarifies it is more like a botanical garden. The 
structure is at least 30 feet tall and at the heart is the large Veronica Plant. Krauser spots it first 
and wonders what the hell it could be just as they are set upon by a Jabberwock S3. It is stood 
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on a metal gantry and jumps down to engage them. Krauser raises his shotgun to fire and 
although it uses its claws as a shield, Leon finds a gap and manages to strike it down before it 
gets close enough to attack.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Manuela urges them forward towards the stairwell just as Krauser spots something half-hidden 
in the foliage to their right. It is a body, all bloodied, battered and lying face down in the plants. 
His features are still distinguishable enough for Leon to recognise him as the former Umbrella 
researcher they were tracking. Leon is disappointed with the discovery as they really needed to 
question him but he’s no good to them now. Krauser leads them onwards and says they have 
no choice and have to go up, indicating the stairwell ahead. He is still lost in thought and mulls 
over those who have been cast aside and dumped when no longer useful. The only way to 
defeat them is to become more powerful than they are and he believes he is actually beginning 
to understand Javier’s reasoning behind all this madness. 
 
They soon get a closer look at the Veronica  
Plant and Krauser concludes it must have  
gotten so big because of the virus. God only  
knows what kind of experiments they  
performed here. They are soon attacked by  
more Hunter Gammas and another  
Jabberwock S3. It jumps down to attack and  
the gantry buckles under its weight. Leon  
manages to roll clear just as the intersection  
collapses, plunging the Jabberwock down to  
the floor below. However, the monster soon recovers and jumps back up to confront them. 
Leon scrambles backwards up the stairs as Krauser tosses down a grenade and blows the 
creature to bits. Leon has had enough of this place and decides they need to get out of here.  
 
On the other side of the Veronica Plant, a set of stairs at the end of the walkway leads back 
down to ground level where a pond is installed and surrounded by exotic vegetation. After 
fighting off another wave of B.O.W.s and zombies, the three of them manage to make it 
through the door at the far end and into a bland-looking corridor. It is clear of hostiles and 
Leon takes the opportunity to check up on Manuela who confirms she is still okay. The 
corridor turns to the right before ending abruptly at an elevator on the right hand wall. They 
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check their weapons and step inside as Leon hits the switch to take them down to the lowest 
underground level. Krauser senses they are finally getting close and ponders to himself how 
funny it is that he should end up seeking the same thing as Javier. Everyone is so afraid of him 
and his virus and Leon and the U.S. Government are deeply afraid of something.  
 
The elevator opens up into another grey,  
stagnant corridor where two zombies  
prowl. A door on the right hand wall is  
blocked by a trolley with a large wooden  
crate on top and to the left the corridor  
ends at a set of double doors. This opens  
up into a huge warehouse with a forklift  
truck and row upon row of shelving units  
full of packing crates and stored materials.  
Metal girders and latticework extend some  
twenty feet above and a further room is visible beyond a plastic partition at the back. Leon 
wonders what this place is prompting Krauser to remark it certainly isn’t the guest room. He 
looks up and spots two Anubis; one is clambering along a girder above them and the other is 
on the far back wall. Both are too far away to shoot down so instead they rush forward and take 
cover behind two rows of crates, occasionally looking up to track the movements of the 
creatures. They are so pre-occupied with the Anubis that they are ambushed by three Crimson 
Heads. Krauser manages to momentarily stun them with his shotgun and Leon finishes them 
off with his Uzi 9mm. They now turn their attention back to the two Anubis and Manuela 
screeches out a warning as the first of the spindly creatures lurking on the mesh walkway above 
swoops down to attack. Leon riddles it with bullets but it only lays still when Krauser’s shotgun 
barks twice. The other Anubis hides amongst the crates, breaking cover every so often as if 
playing with them but eventually they manage to weed it out and destroy it. 
 
Once the warehouse is secure, Krauser motions  
to the room beyond the plastic partition and  
wonders what is inside. Leon has a bad feeling  
as he moves forward and beyond the plastic  
curtains they find a small room converted into a  
surgical bay. A bed is laid out in the centre with  
medical equipment and instruments all around.  
The shelves are full of jars and Krauser is  
disturbed to realise they all contain human  
organs. Leon investigates a small freezer  
compartment and discovers frozen cadavers of dozens of teenage girls. The frozen look of 
horror on the first body is the same girl he had seen on a missing poster back in Mixcoatl 
village. All the girls who vanished from the nearby region were kidnapped by the Sacred 
Snakes and brought here where their organs were harvested. 
 
Suddenly Manuela collapses as a bolt of pain shoots through her body. Leon goes over to help 
and none of them notice Javier enter the room, gun by his side. He announces himself by 
explaining that Manuela’s organs must be transplanted regularly. Krauser levels his weapon 
directly at him and demands to know what he’s talking about. Javier explains that it helps with 
the pain, keeping the virus at bay. But the organ transplants are only required for the first 
fifteen years. Manuela looks at her father tearfully and says that if he had just let her die, none 
of these atrocities need ever have happened. But Javier is unrepentant. He couldn’t just stand 
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by and let her die. Once she becomes one with the virus, she will be his ultimate weapon. In 
nature, the predators who prey on others only grow stronger and thrive. As he listens, Krauser 
realises that Javier is infatuated with the Veronica Virus and has completely lost it, a notion 
reinforced by Leon who brands Hidalgo a crazy, selfish old fool. He is intending to both cure 
and weaponise his daughter at the same time. 
 
Suddenly, they are interrupted by the  
appearance of a large creature on the roof  
above them. Leon grabs Manuela and they  
run back outside into the main warehouse  
just as a huge form jumps over them and  
obliterates a storage unit full of packing  
crates. Krauser recognises it as the same  
water creature that attacked them at the  
church back in Mixcoatl and realises Javier  
must have created it. They both open fire  
just as the Hilda creature lurches forward  
and knocks Krauser over with its head. As he struggles to his feet, Hilda leaps above them and 
lands on a mesh platform. Leon curses and wonders how they can kill it when it is all the way 
up there. Hilda leans forward and spits a corrosive substance at them which sizzles on the cold 
stone floor by their feet. It also fires what appear to be wooden spears which they manage to 
only just avoid.  
 
Leon spots a stack of crates and suggest they climb up. Together he and Krauser scramble up 
the wooden boxes until they are level with the creature and pepper it with machine gun and 
shotgun fire, driving it back a little. Hilda spits out more acid so Krauser indicates the mesh 
platform to their right and they both jump across. Leon suggests they take it down from here 
and Hilda roars in pain as Krauser riddles her with repeated shotgun blasts. It jumps back 
down to the floor and Leon jumps down onto its back, spotting a tear in Hilda’s outer skin on 
the top of her head and exposing the soft tissue underneath. He manages to get several shots 
off before Hilda throws him off her back. They continue to fire but their weapons are not 
causing enough damage and Krauser says they need to find a way to slow it down.  
 
Suddenly, the creature pauses as Manuela begins  
to sing her lullaby once again. Hilda seems  
mesmerised by the song and her complete  
attention is focused on the girl. Leon yells at her  
to get out of there but Krauser realises the  
monster is responding to the singing and he  
wonders if it was once human. But Manuela is  
suddenly overcome with pain once again and  
drops to the floor. She insists she is okay and  
explains that she doesn’t know why, but if she  
sings this song the creature won’t attack her. Hilda begins to walk towards her but Leon and 
Krauser position themselves in the way and resume their fire. After weakening Hilda further, 
Leon makes for the stack of crates they climbed up earlier. Krauser moves ahead and reaches 
the top first. Hilda is still on the ground below and turns to try and get at them. Krauser leaps 
over to a nearby mesh platform and they continue to climb higher, pulling themselves up onto 
girders and running along the length of the warehouse some 20 feet up in the air. Krauser spots 
Leon wobbling and warns him to be careful and not to fall. They use their height advantage to 
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drop several grenades down onto Hilda and Krauser declares the monster is really pissing him 
off as it roars over the din of multiple explosions. It tries to leap up to get at them but 
eventually lets out one final cry of pain before falling off the platform and lying in a crumpled 
heap on the floor.  
 
Krauser is wary and wonders if it is really dead.  
They carefully navigate their way back down to  
the ground, not taking their eyes of Hilda’s still  
form for a second. Leon checks the lab room  
but it is empty. Javier has gone and they need  
to find him again. But as they make for the  
door, Hilda suddenly pulls herself up from the  
floor and fires several projectiles at the two  
U.S. operatives. The first one spears the  
ground next to Krauser’s feet. He turns back  
and resumes firing only for the second to pierce his left arm. He screams out in agony but they 
both continue firing until Hilda collapses for a second time. Krauser rips out the bloodied 
stake and tosses it to the floor. He is bleeding badly. Leon looks worried but the big man 
dismisses his concerns and proceeds to bandage up the wound. Inside though, he knows the 
injury is serious and believes the game could be up for him. 
 
Manuela walks over to a dying Hilda, understanding now exactly who the creature originally 
was. She holds out her hand and Hilda’s tongue snakes up to it in a brief moment of 
tenderness and her mutated eyes return to their human form for the briefest of seconds. A 
single tear rolls down her face before what was her mother stops breathing and her tongue goes 
limp in Manuela’s hand. Leon lowers his gun and Manuela fights back tears, announcing she 
no longer wants to live if it means others have to die.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Meanwhile, Javier has retreated to the botanical garden where a bank of CCTV camera keep 
close watch on the slumbering Veronica Plant. Now that Hilda has gone forever and Manuela 
has rejected him, he intends to bond with the Veronica Plant and bring forth a day of 
reckoning that will infect the entire Amazonian eco-system. He stops by a porcelain statue of 
his late wife holding baby Manuela in her arms and tells Hilda he should have done this much 
sooner. He drops his gun to the floor and moves dangerously close to the plant, ready to make 
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the ultimate sacrifice. He refers to Leon and Krauser as idiot Americans for even daring to 
believe they can defeat the Veronica virus. An electro-cardiograph monitoring the giant plant 
begins furiously recording as Javier’s close proximity awakens it from slumber. He takes off his 
sunglasses and gazes up as the sentient organism reaches down for him. He raises his arms aloft 
and speaks of looking into the depths of the abyss and letting it swallow him whole. Slowly, the 
closed flower of the plant begins to open up and reaches down to consume him whole, 
becoming the V Complex. 
 
Back in the warehouse, the three of them  
regroup and get ready to move, although  
Krauser is struggling with his injury. Leon says  
they have lost track of Javier and need some  
air support but Krauser is too busy thinking  
about the consequences of his injury. He  
realises there’s no way the U.S. Military will  
want to keep him in the field with an injury  
like this. He will be useless to them now and it  
dawns upon him that this will be his final  
mission. Leon snaps him back to reality by  
shouting that they need to move and Krauser nods and heads for the door.  
 
Suddenly the whole room vibrates as the roots of the V Complex try to force their way through 
from the concrete roof above. The entire warehouse shakes and dust rains down from the 
ceiling as they realise something large is coming. Krauser is struggling to remain composed and 
admits to himself that he cannot fight like this. They run for the door but the lower part of the 
V Complex seeps into the room as up above Javier fuses with the Veronica Plant and begins 
absorbing everything nearby into his body. Under this form, Javier can now control the power 
of the virus and slaughter his enemies. 
 
As the dust settles, the thing that has dropped into the room is actually the front leg of the V 
Complex and Leon is dumbfounded by the sight as Krauser wonders how they could possibly 
kill something so big. He winces under his injury and tries not to let Leon see his weakened 
state. He may have a chance if he could just move his arm. Both agents open fire on the thing, 
using their heavier weapons to cause as much damage as possible. The main threat of the V-
Complex leg are the tentacles sprouting from the muscles used to catch prey and then absorb 
them into its body. If they cannot reach their intended target they can also spawn venom.  
 
Their weapons are weakening it, until suddenly a tentacle grabs hold of Krauser and pulls him 
off his feet. Manuela wails as he is dragged underneath the leg where he discovers the roots at 
the bottom of the thing are actually teeth on a large mouth. He fires into the mouth and rolls 
out of the way as it tries to consume him. A final quick burst from Leon and the monster 
begins to sag. Leon wonders if they have killed it when the leg suddenly rips itself free of the 
dead foot and the stalk retreats back out the hole in the roof, showering them all in blood and 
repulsing Manuela. Krauser believes they are going to need bigger guns and suggests falling 
back for now and regrouping before moving on. Leon agrees and begins looking around. Some 
rubble has fallen from above and blocked the door leading back to the elevator so they cannot 
leave the same way they came in. Krauser still nurses his arm and is struggling with the pain. He 
is becoming paranoid and making himself believe he is too weak to go on. He feels ashamed 
that right now his life depends on Leon. 
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Manuela interrupts his thoughts and points to where the falling debris has ripped open a hole 
in the wall on the opposite side of the room, revealing a tunnel beyond. Leon moves towards it 
and Krauser peers round the opening and concludes that this is their only way out. He winces 
as blood seeps through the makeshift bandage wrapped around his arm. The tunnel is bare 
and turns to the right where a single light burns brightly with several strands of cabling running 
along the top corners. Manuela urges them to hurry and is eager to escape from the mansion.  
 
The tunnel soon emerges into the foundations of the building above and wooden beams have 
been erected to prevent the passage from collapsing. Leon can feel the walls vibrating around 
them and wonders what the hell is going on above. Suddenly, several tentacles burst through 
the concrete roof where probing feelers look to grasp hold of its human prey. The three of 
them continue to run down the tunnel and emerge into another prison area, only this time all 
the cells are vacant. Leon indicates a door at the far end and Krauser is disgusted at his own 
cowardice, internally chastising himself for only being able to run away. He follows Leon 
through the door and up the stairs only for Manuela to collapse once again and let out a yelp of 
pain. Leon is back by her side in an instant but all Krauser wonders is what will happen if she 
transforms here and now. He is desperate to see the power of the virus first-hand, but she 
recovers enough to keep moving and at the top Leon swings open the red double doors and 
they emerge back outside into the evening sun. Krauser watches Manuela closely and inside his 
head pleads with her to change and let him she who she really is. The pain from his arm is now 
slowly making him delirious. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Suddenly something powerful shoots up from the ground beside them and Krauser is nearly 
thrown off his feet. Leon shouts at them to fall back and take cover so they dive behind one of 
the red storage units. Krauser can feel the immense size of the V-Complex pulling itself up out 
of the ground nearby and wonders if it is another B.O.W. There’s no way they can beat 
something so big. The creature gets closer and he dives over a pile of sandbags just as the 
remainder of the monster hauls itself out of the ground. Getting to his feet, Krauser comes face 
to face with the might of the V-Complex. It is huge, unlike anything he has ever set eyes on 
before. It seems to be part plant and part animal, with four legs and a hardened skull, inside of 
which is a mutated humanoid which is all that remains of Javier Hidalgo. 
 
Javier spots them and his distorted voice shouts at them to behold the true power of the virus. 
Manuela has tears streaming down her face at the sight of her father and Leon realises he has 
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become one with the plant. If this thing were to get loose it could infect the entire Amazonian 
ecosystem. Meanwhile Krauser cannot believe his eyes, Javier was human just moments ago 
and is amazed at how he has become so powerful in such a short time. He ponders whether 
the virus did this to him and if it could really provide an infectant with such an insurmountable 
level of strength. He looks over at Leon who is already firing at the monster, a look of sheer 
determination on his face. He asks himself why Leon doesn’t run and why he is not afraid. 
Krauser dodges a wild swing from a massive tentacle and he prays to god for help. He doesn’t 
want to die and his inner voice shouts at Leon to help him but he cannot make the words come 
out of his mouth. He raises his weapon and fires fruitlessly at the V Complex but realises it is 
hopeless. Is this all he is capable of now? 
 
Javier has eyes only for his daughter and tells Manuela to come to him. He wants her to join 
him inside the plant so they can become one and take away all her pain. But just then a wild 
shot from Leon penetrates the outer shell and hits Javier directly, making him pull back. This 
is the only vulnerable spot and the plant tentacles swing wildly and its four massive feet try to 
stamp on the aggressors. Krauser shouts over to Leon that they are getting nowhere and cannot 
do this. Another leg from the V Complex soon comes crashing down again, only just missing 
Leon and causing the young agent to collapse to the ground. It is hopeless. 
 
Meanwhile, Manuela has been watching the  
battle from a safe distance and suddenly  
steps forward, holding her bandaged arm  
which throbs in immense pain. She  
understands now what the pain means. It  
means that she is still human and if the pain  
were to suddenly cease, then she would  
transform. She begins to run towards the  
monster, determined to fight the change  
occurring inside of her and chooses to die as  
a human. Leon reloads his weapon and  
takes off after her as the creature lifts up one of its legs to crush her. Krauser watches with awe 
and cannot comprehend how Manuela would willingly want to end her life. But Leon grabs 
Manuela and pulls her aside just as the giant, clawed talon strikes the ground next to them and 
they roll down the hill and into a ditch. Manuela looks up at him and realises that Leon would 
give his life to save hers. Krauser runs over and watches on as the V-Complex raises another 
claw to strike the killing blow only for Manuela to hold her bandaged arm aloft and it 
spontaneously burst into flame, burning the claw long enough to make it retreat. 
 
Leon slowly gets to his feet, suddenly wary of the girl but Manuela assures him she is still 
human. Up on the hill, Krauser is confused at what this means and Leon shouts at him to focus 
and move in closer so he is harder to hit. Krauser runs towards the monster and retorts that is a 
good plan so long as it doesn’t crush him. He dodges underneath the pinching legs and arms 
and opens fire on its soft underbelly. Manuela also runs forward again and waves her arm, 
splashing the tendon connecting the upper and lower leg of the V Complex with her flammable 
blood which combusts upon contact, causing the creature to lurch back in pain. She tells the 
others to aim their weapons at that spot. Krauser cannot believe she actually has flammable 
blood and she urges them both to hurry before collapsing weakly to the ground. Leon opens 
fire and tells Krauser to aim for its joints so the giant plant won’t be able to move. Krauser 
dodges another whipping tentacle and retorts that may be easier said than done. 
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The battle rages on for several minutes as Leon and Krauser target the soft tendons of the 
monster and Manuela burns it with her blood. The V-Complex changes tactics, burrowing its 
tentacles and have them stab up through the ground and also secreting strange circular nodules 
that explode upon impact. Manuela cries out  
that she will burn the creature to hell and  
Leon tells her to stop for she is losing too  
much blood and weakening. But Krauser tells  
him to let her fight; believing that she will be  
fine. Soon its joints collapse and the creature  
sags to the floor. Krauser cannot believe they  
actually defeated it but Javier mocks them and  
says he can regenerate, and that every time he  
does he only grows stronger. Everything he  
devours will become a part of him, as will Manuela. But Leon is determined to never let that 
happen. Krauser still cannot shake the potential of the awesome power he is bearing witness to. 
He realises his old life was nothing more than a lie and now the endless possibilities of a new 
world await at his fingertips. He disagrees that Leon’s determination to destroy every last trace 
of this virus is the right thing to do. Manuela is living proof that it is a gift. She is strong, 
powerful and in complete control. 
 
With its back legs destroyed, Javier unleashes the power of the virus even further, but in doing 
so loses control, causing the hardened crust protecting his frail form to burst open and make 
him into an uncontrollable, raging monster. He tells them all to behold his divine power only 
to realise with horror that his body is being sucked into the V Complex. The Veronica virus is 
trying to consume him. Javier’s head disappears from view and the front portion of the V 
Complex crashes to the ground. Manuela calls for her father and the crust covering the head of 
the creature reforms as the whole thing begins to spasm and rage. Leon realises the virus is 
taking over Javier completely. He knew there was no way anybody could control it, but Krauser 
believes that Javier simply wasn’t strong enough. The monster comes in for another attack as 
the head crashes down at them followed by snapping tentacles on either side.  
 
The V Complex is in a complete rage now,  
throwing everything it has got at the threesome  
although its movements are now restricted  
thanks to its shattered back legs. Manuela  
throws more of her toxic blood at its mouth  
and Leon can see it is trying to regenerate  
again. Manuela is visibly weakening and losing  
too much blood. The V Complex lets out an  
unmistakable, screeching laugh, though it is  
now not recognisable as human. Every so often  
its mouth opens to reveal a pulsing mound of  
flesh that used to be Javier and they target that as its weak spot. Krauser pumps more rounds 
into the bulk of the monster, feeling his own fear beginning to evaporate. He can see now the 
power of the virus and realises that in the right hands it could change the world. If he could 
somehow harness its power, he could rule the world himself. He feels his anger rising at Leon, 
wondering how on earth he cold want to destroy this virus after seeing its potential capabilities. 
He has no right to rid the world of such power and accuses Leon of being a coward and being 
driven by fear. Krauser will make this virus and this power his own. 
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Suddenly, the V Complex gives one last shudder before collapsing to the grass, finally defeated. 
A barely audible voice emanates from the remains of the thing; all that is left of notorious drug 
lord Javier Hidalgo. He pleads with them to kill him and Leon gladly steps forward to finish it 
and shoots him in the head. The creature lets out one last shudder as death comes for it, 
spewing blood everywhere. Seconds later, its corpse spontaneously combusts and flames rise 
up into the early evening sky. They have done it and at the same time prevented a possible 
biological catastrophe. With his injured arm, Krauser stands defiant and is no longer in fear of 
anything. He is a new man. This moment marks his rebirth, for the darkness within him has 
awoken. 
 
Sometime later, an evac chopper arrives for  
Leon, Krauser and Manuela, both of whom  
need immediate medical attention. As the  
helicopter lifts off, Krauser's mind is swirling  
with dark thoughts at the day's events. The  
virus created by Umbrella has turned his  
head. He sits in silence and looks down at  
Javier’s burning kingdom. He muses about  
this mysterious Albert Wesker Leon kept  
mentioning and wonders that if he sought him  
out, would he be able to help him regain his strength?  
 
Manuela says she should have died with her father but Leon affirms no one should have died 
down there and that she now has an obligation to live on for the sake of the girls living inside 
her. She looks up at him and smiles, a fresh wave of determination and acceptance washing 
over her young face. Leon looks over and smiles at Krauser who returns the gesture only for 
his face to turn dark as soon as Leon looks away. Inside he brands Leon as cruel for not 
making her feel proud. She has a whole new life ahead  
of her. There is nothing left to say. He and Leon are  
merely different sides of the same coin. 
 
Roughly a few miles away, at the top of a craggy hill,  
Albert Wesker has been witnessing the battle through a  
pair of high-intensity goggles. He watches the remains  
of the V-Complex burn before putting on his shades, 
turning around and walking away. 
 
Following the incident. Manuela is transported back to the United States with Leon and 
Krauser and placed in protective custody of the U.S. Government. Though she is now able to 
control the virus in human form she is not free from the sufferings of it. If she wants to live, the 
transplantation of new organs is still necessary, meaning more people will need to be sacrificed 
for her. But Manuela's survival has unleashed the darkness in Krauser's heart and placed him 
on a path of no return. 
 
Krauser has a medical and is honourably discharged from the army. Just before his discharge, 
he reads up on classified government documents pertaining to Albert Wesker and decides to 
seek him out.  
 
"Manuela was later taken into custody by the U.S. Government. She was put under strict 
surveillance, but so far there have been no reports of any changes to her body. Krauser's arm 
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never fully healed and he was forced to leave the army. Where he went, nobody knows… Why 
did Manuela never lose her conscience? Was it something genetic? Or was she sustained by 
this land that is so rich with life?   
The virus continues to grow. Altering its form, strengthening perpetually. Until the day comes 
when it can be destroyed." 
-REDC: Operation Javier Epilogue; 2002. 
 
Following the operation, government troops destroy the rest of Javier's Mansion and wipe out 
all trace of the biohazard. Thanks to the efforts of Leon and Krauser a potential catastrophe 
has been averted. In the case of Alexia Ashford at the Antarctic transport terminal back in 
1998, the diffusivity of the t-Veronica virus was limited due to the extreme environment of the 
Antarctic. However, for the situation in Amparo, the virus thrived on the high temperatures 
and moist environment of the Amazon jungle. The virus was activated very fast and could have 
potentially spread in a scope amounting to 60% of the whole jungle. If this happened, this area 
would have become a 'Veronica Eco-system', and all plants and animals would be involved. 
Fortunately the V-Complex was destroyed in time, or without doubt the most serious biohazard 
incident on Earth would have occurred. 
 
With the death of their great leader, the Sacred Snakes organisation falls into rapid decline. 
They are never heard from again. 
 
Manuela Hidalgo is subject to medical examinations by government scientists who extract 
blood samples containing the t-Veronica Virus. As part on their ongoing program to create 
countermeasures to Umbrella’s viral weaponry, the government begin a process to detoxify the 
t-Veronica virus. 
 
Just weeks later, reports come in that Jack Krauser has been killed in a random accident, but a 
body is never found. In reality Krauser has faked his death so that he can join up with Albert 
Wesker at the rival company. After seeing the unimaginable strength of Manuela and the 
B.O.W.s in South America, a desire has grown in him to possess such strength and he believes 
Wesker will help him achieve his goals. 
 
JULY 2002 (circa) 
At the old Waste Disposal Facility in an isolated  
part of the North Atlantic, Morpheus Duvall  
and his band of followers arrive back on the  
island to meet with the architect who has finally  
completed construction of the secret missile bay  
in the biosphere. He is gravely concerned that  
Umbrella are unaware of this project. Although  
Waste Disposal operations were closed years  
ago following the original accident caused by  
Morpheus’ sloppy supervision, Umbrella still  
keep staff here to monitor the B.O.W.s and the surface facility remains online. Only the 
biosphere and undersea laboratory were permanently shut down. Even the workers living here 
are blissfully unaware of the secretive constructions taking place deep below them. 
 
“It's been quite a while since the undersea laboratory was scrapped by headquarters. Those 
executive guys don't know that this place is still operating under Morpheus' control. 
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Construction of the new missile base has been completed. As someone involved in the design, 
I'm concerned about how this base will be treated since the so-called biohazard.” 
-BIOHND: Architect’s Memo; 2002 
 
The missile base itself is located beyond the  
entrance to the Bio-Sphere. From the 1F of the  
laboratory, personnel need to pass through the  
Plant located in the middle of the Analysis  
Room and the Laboratory before heading  
through the first floor complex. Beyond the  
atrium and Clean Room is a corridor to the  
right heading towards the Power Supply Room.  
Taking a left down here leads to an elevator at  
the end of the passage which descends down to  
the Bio-Sphere. At the bottom a pristine  
corridor leads into Morpheus' circular office. Two large monitors on the wall here are lined 
with nine smaller monitors and the chair behind the desk can be moved, revealing a switch 
concealing an elevator leading down. Down here is a small armoury before a door leads into 
the main missile launch area. This massive room has been converted into a platform with nine 
launching pads. Each pad has a rocket with four missiles attached. Morpheus plans to load 
these missiles with t-Virus and threaten to launch at major targets across the United States and 
China. The seabed silo is almost impossible to detect and offers an excellent opportunity for a 
surprise attack. Once the silo is prefabricated and equipped with the t-Virus missiles simple 
remote-control emplacement can be achieved in water depths where submarines cannot go. In 
addition the seabed silo is practically invulnerable to attack. Should any government’s military 
retaliate, the effects of a one-megaton blast would be less on a seabed silo than a land silo and it 
would be extremely difficult to guide any warhead to a seabed target. 
 
When the time comes Morpheus will deal with the rest of the  
workers still stationed on the island and eliminate the  
architect who constructed the missile base to ensure no leaks  
get back to Umbrella. He still has a few contacts within  
Umbrella sympathetic to his cause and through them has  
been acquiring information pertaining to the t+G-Virus that is  
soon to be showcased on the Spencer Rain. He is aware the  
new virus is a major part of Umbrella’s revival plan following  
their financial collapse since the Raccoon City incident. He  
plans to sabotage that plan by stealing the virus and using it  
for his own means. He has already installed specialised  
equipment in the undersea laboratory designed exclusively  
for electrical experiments which have been ongoing for the  
past several months. 
 
As Morpheus’ plan draws nearer, P.T., the Umbrella spy infiltrating his cult, notes their 
leader’s behaviour is becoming increasingly erratic and his obsession with ‘so-called beauty’ is 
increasing more and more. However P.T. seems to be in the dark about the construction of the 
missile bay and the planned operation to come. 
 
Simultaneously, Umbrella continue their t+G research by modifying an existing Umbrella 
Industries product known as the ‘Charged Particle Rifle’ which was initially developed to cope 
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with biohazards caused by the t-Virus. It is based on a particle acceleration device, which virus 
researchers use for gene manipulation and decomposing molecules. Now with t+G reaching 
completion with V.092, researchers have further modified the weapon so it launches particles 
at high speeds to cause damage at a molecular level, making it possible to penetrate barriers of 
electrical discharge and cause damage to a target. Positive tests have been conducted on animal 
experiments, making it theoretically possible to attack organisms electrically-charged through 
the new form of the t+G-Virus. The weapon is nicknamed ‘t-Hunter.’ 
 
AUGUST 2002 
Morpheus undergoes plastic surgery to retain his youthful looks. Obsessed with beauty and 
cleanliness, he spends a fortune and even appears to be taking hormones leading up to a 
possible sex-change plan. 
 
Due to a lack of care and attention, a biohazard occurs on the island and the staff who have 
diligently remained here over the years are all infected with the t-Virus. This ‘accident’ may 
have been intentionally caused by Morpheus to ensure there are no security leaks and before 
long zombies and other monstrosities are roaming the passageways. The architect is disposed 
of in the accident as is the facility administrator whose corpse is left to rot in the tunnels of the 
waterways. Unfortunately the biohazard has also spread to the laboratory areas, although the 
biosphere is still secure. Unperturbed, Morpheus presses on with his plans. 
 
The leak of the virus causes many of the B.O.W.s already present at the facility to increase in 
number, also affecting the size of certain creatures. One such case is the Halbert Queen, a 
failed insect-based experiment on a wasp. It grows larger and begins to reproduce even more. 
The specimen is currently confined in the Plant area on the 1F Laboratory area. Because the 
facility is unsupervised, the Queen has turned the whole Plant area into a hive. Morpheus 
orders one of the research team to conduct an analysis. 
 
“An organism with the vitality of a cockroach and an exoskeleton like a horseshoe crab. 
Its ecology has been confirmed to be similar to ants and bees, which act in groups. 
The mother known as the "Queen" does not have offensive or flying capabilities. 
It continuously produces thousands of small animals known as "Sentries".” 
-BIOHND: Research Report #220120; undated. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: HALBERT AND QUEEN 
The Halbert was originally a failed insect experiment which  
was discarded and sent to Benthic Island for disposal. They  
were named after the same Halberd symbol used as a sigil of  
the Ashford family although this is believed to be mere  
coincidence. When the t-Virus leaked across the undersea  
laboratory in 2002, the virus caused the creatures to grow and  
develop a more potent poison secreted from their enlarged  
stinger. The Halbert created a hive in the enlarged plant room  
and a queen was nurtured to rule over them all. They were  
observed as displaying similar behaviour to ants and bees moving in swarms. The mother creature produced 
thousands of guards from her giant abdomen in the course of one lifetime. She became so big her wings could 
not support her weight and she lost the ability to fly. Like regular infected wasps the Halberts are fiercely 
territorial and will attack anyone and anything that dare enters their domain. They are also extremely durable 
with the vitality of a cockroach and a hardened exoskeleton similar to a horseshoe crab.  
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TUESDAY AUGUST 27TH 2002 
The crewman is celebrating his 100th day anniversary since coming aboard the Spencer Rain, 
yet he is bored as there is nothing to do. Even though this is a luxury cruiser it feels just like 
working on a regular cargo ship. He heads to the Four Sails bar when he finishes duty to have a 
few beers with his colleagues. 
 
"Yes! Today is my 100th anniversary since coming aboard. But that’s all I can write about since 
this place is so boring! I expected a lot because this is a ‘luxury cruiser,’ but I’ve learned that 
there is almost no difference from working on a cargo vessel…” 
-REDA: Freight Crewman’s Diary; 27/08/2002. 
 
EARLY SEPTEMBER 2002 
Morpheus Duvall plots an audacious plan to break into Umbrella’s Paris Lab facility and steal 
t-Virus samples as a statement of intent to the corporation. Amongst his sympathisers he can 
count upon several former colleagues inside Umbrella’s R+D department who believe he was 
falsely dismissed from the company. Security has been stepped up dramatically at the Paris Lab 
facility following a major security breach in December 1998 when Claire Redfield got inside, so 
this mission will require careful planning. If the raid is successful, he will carry out an attack on 
the Spencer Rain and steal the t+G-Virus. Then he will divert the ship to Benthic Island and 
launch the missiles should the United States and China refuse payment. Once he is in receipt 
of the funds, he will gather all the mercenaries around the world to build a garrison state in the 
hinterland of Africa. With their support and the t-Virus, he plans to totally destroy Umbrella 
Corporation, pose a threat to the world, and act secretly from behind the scenes as an 
influential ‘fixer’.  
 
On the Spencer Rain, many people are going  
in and out of the Presentation Room on  
Level B1 near the Boiler Room. This is to  
prepare and set up the stage for the B.O.W.  
auction due to take place soon. Four titanium  
capsules have been installed to showcase the  
new Hunter Elite models and other products.  
Only special crew members have access to  
this room and the regular crew are kept in  
the dark as to what is going to happen inside. 
 
TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 3RD 2002 
Preparation work continues throughout the day in the Presentation Room. 
 
WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 4TH 2002 
More cargo is transported into the Presentation Room. These cargo crates contain B.O.W. 
specimens for the auction and the crates are all covered in protective sheeting so the regular 
crew do not discover their true contents. The Freight Crewman is curious about what is going 
on but does not have access to the room and no one is willing to speak about it. He notes how 
many people have been going in and out of the room in the last couple of days and how this is 
the first truly interesting thing he has observed since coming aboard all those months ago. 
 
"I finally have something to write about. Today large cargo was carried into the Presentation 
Room, which is beyond the Boiler Room. Recently, many people are going in and out of that 
room, including newly arrived passengers. I wonder what’s taking place there. I’m curious 
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because interest in that room is endless the crew doesn’t have access to enter. Is it not even 
possible to look sometime?” 
-BIOHND: Freight Crewman's Diary; 04/09/02 
 
THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 5TH 2002 
Up on the main decks the V.I.P. passengers who  
have tickets for the exclusive auction all assemble  
in the main ballroom where a painting of a naked  
goddess entitled 'The Birth of Venus’ decorates  
the wall. When the time comes a secret  
compartment on the ballroom floor retracts to  
reveal a hidden staircase leading down directly to  
the Presentation Room. One by one the clients  
ascend down and take their seats. The showcase  
area is sealed off in another room behind some  
heavy security glass. In between the four B.O.W. capsules is a small stand and podium with an 
Umbrella logo on it. ‘Umbrella’ is also written across the floor of the showcase area. Once 
seated, the passengers are all given programmes of what will be on offer and the auction soon 
begins. The main presentations include a viewing of the Hunter Elite and the first official reveal 
of the t+G-Virus. This proceeds received from these auctions will be a major factor of 
Umbrella’s revival plan. 
 
FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 6TH 2002 
The Freight Crewman discovers a tear in one of the protective sheets for the cargo crates and 
peering inside he finds warning markers and biohazard symbols stamped on the side. The 
auction is still progressing and passengers are still entering the Presentation Room. But since 
they are not allowed below deck and the only way inside is through the crew quarters and 
boiler room, he concludes a hidden door somewhere inside must be permitting them access 
from above. 
 
“The cargo was brought in as usual. 
All the cargo is covered with a sheet and the contents are unknown. 
However, I saw something. A red seal peering out from a gap in the sheet. 
That definitely indicates biochemical weapons. 
Although the people coming and going are the same, for some reason, the people returning 
from the corridor are different. Is there a route I don't know about?” 
-BIOHND: Freight Crewman's Diary; 06/09/02 
 
SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 7TH 2002 
The crewman gets a telling off from his boss today for not paying enough attention to his work. 
He realises he needs to be more careful as he is on a good number working here. 
 
“I was scolded by the boss when I was "just looking at the corridor." 
I need to be prudent for the time being. Work, work.” 
-BIOHND: Freight Crewman's Diary; 07/09/02 
 
SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 14TH 2002 
Joseph Carter, a waiter on board the Spencer Rain working in the restaurants and Bar Seven 
Seas, writes a letter to his brother about life on board ship. He notes how many of the 
passengers are well known celebrities from the television and film industry. Joseph enjoys his 
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job and seems to know very little about Umbrella, completely oblivious that the celebrity 
luxuries happening on deck and the passenger areas of the ship are a cover for the more 
clandestine activities taking place below. 
 
“Dear Brother. 
How's the family? Is Mother in good spirits? 
At present, I'm travelling the elegant ocean on a luxury cruise liner. 
Unfortunately, the method is regrettable. I work as a waiter on the cruise ship now.  
Nevertheless, the ship is amazing. All the passengers are people I've seen on TV and 
newspapers. A colleague told me VIPs from many nations have gathered here for some kind of 
business transaction. 
I don't know the full details, but the owner of this boat seems to be a world-famous 
pharmaceutical company.  
I feel dizzy when I think about the hundreds of millions of dollars being spent right here where 
I work. 
I have mixed feelings about being a mere waiter in this kind of environment. 
However, it's something I have to do. I have to do more to earn more money. 
Anyway, I'm doing fine, so don't worry. Good luck to you, too. 
PS: Take care of mother for me, for a while.” 
-BIOHND: Waiter's Letter; 14/09/02 
 
MONDAY SEPTEMBER 16TH 2002 
The Maintenance and Administration department on the Spencer Rain issues instructions for 
maintenance checks and facility improvements to begin today. They will start with the 
swimming pool on the exterior deck of the first floor starboard side. The valve handle to drain 
the pool and open the hatch to the lower crew areas needs replacing.  
 
“We will begin the facility improvements today. The handle to open and close the hatch for 
the pool drain on 1F is quite rusty and should be replaced. We’ll keep the current one in 
storage of 1F just in case.” 
-REDA: Admin Report; 16/09/02 
 
WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 18TH 2002 
Morpheus and his band of followers launch a raid on the Paris Lab facility, bypassing security 
and overpowering the guards. They head straight for viral storage on B3 level and steals a large 
quantity of t-Virus from the chemical reagents safe, amounting to three major samples. They 
then manage to get out before a general alarm is sounded. Security experts are called in and an 
emergency message is sent out to all Umbrella facilities worldwide. 
 
“International Sales Division 
Mr. Roberto 
This is an urgent notice to convene a division meeting on-board the ship in order to formulate 
countermeasures after reviewing the following details. 
Today, someone robbed the "t-Virus" (3 samples) used for research by this Paris branch. The 
perpetrator is presumed to be Morpheus D. Duvall, formerly of the Headquarters R&D 
Division. Since we consider revenge against our company to be the primary cause of his 
actions, we wanted to call attention to all relevant groups. 
We also urge you to immediately contact Headquarters if you obtain information related to 
this. 
September 18, 2002 
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Umbrella / Paris Branch” 
-BIOHND: Emergency Fax from the Paris Branch; 18/09/02 
 
THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 19TH 2002 
P.T. makes an urgent report back to Umbrella Headquarters  
concerning Morpheus’ actions, fearing he is planning a major incident  
after robbing the lab in Paris. He confirms Morpheus plans to  
board the Spencer Rain cruiser and is already in negotiations with  
several countries, including the United States, in relation to selling stocks of the  
t-Virus. P.T. knows Morpheus is already suspicious of him but is prepared to break his cover 
and get this message out if it means stopping another incident like Raccoon City. Morpheus has 
become more unhinged in recent months and he is afraid about what he’ll do.  
 
“Headquarters International Investigation Division 
Mr. O'Neill 
This will be my final report for a while into the long-term investigation of Morpheus' 
behaviour. It appears he's beginning to become suspicious of me, somehow. 
Therefore, this report will be my last for a while so I can fulfil my role as his aide in order to 
avoid endangering my life. I'd like you to refrain from contacting me as much as possible. 
Now, after carrying out the robbery of the "t-Virus" from the French branch, Morpheus plans to 
board "that cruise ship." Well, he may already have boarded by the time this report reaches 
you. 
Over the past few months, his behaviour has become erratic.  
For a long time, his obsession with "so-called beauty" has been increasing more and more.  
Recently, he's undergone cosmetic surgery to maintain his youthful appearance. 
His speech and behaviour are questionable. "I'll eliminate all that is ugly in the world and create 
a kingdom filled with beauty" is a recent saying. 
The longer this man is left unchecked, the greater risk there will be of him causing a worse 
accident than before. 
Concerning his most recent behaviour, he's approached several foreign countries, including the 
United States. If something happens, it could be as difficult to handle as the disaster in 
Raccoon City. 
Headquarters, I request that you deal with this matter appropriately, before it's too late. 
P.T.” 
-BIOGS4: Regular Report No.1162; undated 
 
However P.T. will never gets his report out to Umbrella in time. 
 
FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 20TH 2002 
In the dead of night, Morpheus and his men arrive via submarine from the island facility and 
secretly board the ship. They lay low and blend in with the crowd whilst Morpheus and P.T. 
find vacant first class passenger cabins to stay in. They need to get the lay of the ship and gather 
intelligence on the possible whereabouts of the t+G-Virus before executing their plan. P.T. still 
needs to find a way to send his urgent message back to Umbrella without being detected. 
 
Throughout the day Captain of the Spencer Rain takes a moment to reflect on how well the 
voyage has been going so far. A high-ranking official from Umbrella who owns the cruiser, 
takes him to one side to mention how impressed he is with the captain's handling of his ship. 
He is pleased and makes sure to note it down in the log. 
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“September 20, 2002 (Friday) 
Tomorrow greets the fourth month since the Spencer Rain went for its voyage. 
I'm proud that I've been able to continue the voyage safely so far. 
I received words of appreciation from the guy in charge of Umbrella, who is also the ship's 
owner. 
The destination is long, but I will gather the sailors tomorrow and get drunk with wine in 
celebration.” 
-BIOHND: Ship's Log; 20/09/02 
 
That evening, Morpheus secretly releases the t-Virus across the ship before safely hiding 
himself away. Throughout the night the virus spreads and begins to take effect as the 
passengers and crew sleep. People start feeling unwell, nauseous, and sick with their skin 
becoming grimy and feeling itchy. Some people succumb to the virus and pass away in their 
cabins, unbeknownst to the rest of the crew. 
 
In his hiding place, presumably somewhere sealed away in  
the ship's hold where the virus cannot penetrate,  
Morpheus contacts governments from the Unites States of  
America and the People's Republic of China via satellite  
link, informing them he has strategic missiles loaded with  
the t-Virus aimed at major cities across the globe. He then  
severs the connection after saying he will be back in touch  
with his demands. 
 
Morpheus sends a message back to his remaining followers inside the biosphere, confirming 
that he has successfully boarded the Spencer Rain and the plan is underway. In order to 
prepare the missiles, he sends an e-mail containing a voice sample so access can be granted to 
the inner research areas.  
 
“I'm on-board now. The plan has been executed. How's the progress condition there? I'm 
notifying you here to properly confirm the operation of equipment. 
The facility is now on high alert. 
You must record my natural voice on the sound recognition panel with the device in the 
cleanroom entrance in order to enter the research area. 
Naturally I would do it myself, but I'm running out of time. Since I've entrusted it to you, use 
my voice that I sent via e-mail. You should be able to read it at the terminal in the residential 
area. 
Don't forget to delete the e-mail after the operation. 
Lastly, avoid disclosure to other people. 
Morpheus” 
-BIOHND: Orders from Morpheus; undated. 
 
However, it appears this instruction is never followed as the door remains sealed and the 
facility is running on emergency power. It seems the last of Morpheus’ followers on the island 
are already in the process of succumbing to the t-Virus.  
 
SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 21ST 2002 
In the early hours of the morning, reports start to come in of passengers feeling unwell and 
strange noises being heard across the ship. The Captain is concerned and despite assurances 
from his crew that nothing seems to be amiss, he wonders if there is a problem with some of 
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the biohazardous materials they are transporting. As a precaution he retrieves his magnum 
from his cabin and keep it on him at all times. 
 
“September 21, 2002 (Saturday) 
Something is strange. I hear sounds in spite of it being the middle of the night. 
Although the sailors report "there doesn't seem to be any abnormalities in particular", have 
"those things" that the researchers of Umbrella Headquarters brought escaped? 
I've decided to always carry my large calibre Magnum just in case. 
It's rare that all these VIPs gather together. 
One can never be too careful.” 
-BIOHND; Ship’s Log; 21/09/02 
 
Following lengthy discussions that have taken place throughout the night, the U.S. Government 
decide to send in a lone agent to infiltrate the Spencer Rain and get close to Morpheus. They 
turn once again to Adam Benford and A.U.P.I.T. and the agent selected for this particular 
mission is American Bruce McGivern. 
 
“Good morning, Bruce. 
Your target this time is Morpheus. 
He stole the "t-Virus" from Umbrella and jacked a  
passenger ship owned by the company. 
After infiltration, report the target's movements in the  
passenger ship immediately to Strategic Command  
headquarters.  
Although you probably know much, I suggest you read  
the following manual just to make sure. I pray for your  
success.” 
-BIOHND: Intelligence Operations Manual; 21/09/02 
 
The People's Republic of China follow the same initiative  
and dispatch a lone agent from the Chinese Ministry of  
State Security. Her name is Fong Ling and she is one of  
their most loyal and trusted agents. Although both the  
Chinese and American governments are in contact with  
each other over the crisis, neither field agent is made  
aware of the other's presence. Separately, they both head  
off to rendezvous with the Spencer Rain. 
 
Back on the ship things have descended into  
pandemonium with many passengers and crew becoming  
zombies and attacking other people. Secret ammunition  
caches hidden in the dining and reception halls are  
unlocked as the crew attempt to fight back against the undead but it is futile. Morpheus' 
followers try to round up some of the other survivors at gunpoint before realising they too are 
infected. There is no sign of their leader and cannot find him anywhere. It soon becomes 
apparent he is willing to sacrifice them all in order to carry out his plans. 
 
P.T., the Umbrella spy, panics and avoids the zombies filling the various decks, managing to 
make it back to his cabin in the second class section on the second floor of the ship. Using his 
key card he hides inside Room 201 where he has been staying and before long he can hear the 
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zombies banging on the door, trying to get inside. He knows there is no chance of escape and 
is in all likelihood infected by the virus. After a while he takes some rope and commits suicide 
by hanging himself from a light fixture in the en-suite bathroom. 
 
Within hours as night falls, practically all the passengers and crew are  
dead. Bodies litter the first class section and there are signs of blood and  
battle in many of the second and third class sections. The Bar Seven  
Seas, normally full of entertainment and laughter, now stands silent and  
still. The only survivor from the entire crew is the Captain, who thanks  
to his magnum is able to fight off the zombies and barricade himself in  
his cabin. But he too is infected and slowly regressing into a zombie. 
 
Eventually, Morpheus emerges from his hiding spot. Satisfied his plan  
has worked, he makes his way up to the main bridge and alters the ship's  
course, setting it on a heading for the island. He then gets back in  
contact with the American and Chinese Governments and submits his  
demands. He wants five billion dollars from each of them by midnight  
tomorrow otherwise he will launch the missiles. He has also recovered the t+G-Virus sample 
and has it safely stored in the communications room. 
 
Fong Ling successfully infiltrates the Spencer Rain undetected. 
 
A short time later Bruce McGivern also arrives, pondering the mission that lies ahead. 
 

THE SPENCER RAIN INCIDENT: SEPTEMBER 21/22ND 2002 
 
“Do you remember a city destroyed by the t-Virus developed by Umbrella Corporation? Do 
you also know that Umbrella was still secretly carrying out the development of biological 
weapons? That’s right this incident was waiting to happen… 
My name is Bruce, Bruce McGivern. I am an agent for U.S. Intelligence, a spy. 
Three days ago the t-Virus was stolen from a chemical reagent safe at the Paris branch of the 
Umbrella Development Laboratory. Then yesterday in the Atlantic Ocean a large executive 
cruise ship carrying V.I.P.s from all over the world was hijacked. Coincidentally, the ship is 
owned by Umbrella. 
This is a conspiracy engineered by someone with great animosity for Umbrella.  
I am acting alone in order to stop this conspiracy, but with no knowledge it is actually a trap.” 
-BIOGS4 Official scenario Bruce Monologue; 21/09/02 
 
Bruce emerges onto the top deck of the ship. Although things appear quiet, his mission gets off 
to the worst possible start when he is apprehended by Morpheus. 
 
The events of RESIDENT EVIL: DEAD AIM begin. 
 
The mission does not begin well. Bruce is only on board the ship for a matter of moments 
when he is apprehended by Morpheus on the top deck. Bruce stands with his hands up in 
surrender, the ocean breeze ruffling through his hair and feels the cold steel of a gun pressed 
against the back of his head. Further away, Fong Ling watches the exchange on the upper deck 
as Morpheus explains how it always mystifies him why American spies choose to use such ugly 
guns. He forces Bruce to toss his own weapon away before cracking him on the back of the 
skull. Bruce falls to his knees before groggily getting back up. He wants to know what 
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Morpheus plans to do with the t-Virus but his tormentor is in no mood for disclosure and 
prepares to end Bruce’s life, not wanting any loose ends in the final stages of his plan. 
 
Up above, Fong Ling pulls the pin from a grenade and  
tosses it down onto the deck below where it clunks  
loudly off the wooden floor. Bruce spots it and  
instinctively backs away but Morpheus is not as fast,  
only managing to stagger back a few steps before the  
grenade explodes into an orange fireball that lights up  
the night sky. The blast sends Bruce to the floor and  
Morpheus is badly hurt and collapses through a hole  
in the deck to the cabins below. Bruce quickly  
recovers his weapon and takes aim, searching for  
Morpheus through the smoke. A dozen small fires now litter the deck and up above some flags 
have come loose at one end and flutter on a string in the wind. But there is no sign of 
Morpheus anywhere and no one else around. He has no idea who had tossed that grenade or if 
they were meant to kill him or save him, but right now he is grateful. 
 
The blast has opened up a vent on the main deck and he drops down into one of the guest 
cabins directly below. He is now on the second floor, specifically guestroom 104 of the first 
class section. A solid oak floor is underfoot and fake windows are either side of the narrow 
corridor he is in. A white plant pot at the far end has some trees growing out and at the bottom, 
the corridor turns left to a door opposite. This leads into a dimly lit but lavishly furnished 
lounge area.  
 
Two leather green sofas sit either side of an overturned  
coffee table. Champagne bottles and paperwork are  
scattered all over the floor. Moving closer, Bruce  
notices the body of a male turned face down on the  
carpet. A knocked over lamp is still switched on and  
illuminates a large pool of drying blood next to him.  
Bruce checks for a pulse but the man is dead. His  
body is facing an unlit fireplace above which hangs a  
painting of a manor house. A door behind Bruce leads  
to the bedroom which is empty. Two single beds line  
the back wall in-between a small bedside table and  
lamp. A double wardrobe is on the back wall next to a locked door on the right wall which 
leads to the en-suite bathroom. A writing desk sits against the left wall with paperwork all over 
but a quick search reveals nothing of interest. The desk chair has been knocked over as if 
someone got up in a hurry. Bruce steps back into the main lounge and leaves the cabin. 
 
He emerges out into the first class hallway which is about the size of a small ballroom. A rich 
red rug stretches out some 30 feet and covers much of the pristine marble floor. There are 
three other passenger cabins in here making for two on each side of the hall. A set of double 
doors to the left lead to the exit of the first class section and to the main stairwell at the heart of 
the ship. A set of locked doors to the right lead to the central ballroom. The floor is littered 
with dead bodies, ten of them in all and Bruce wonders just how important these people were 
to Umbrella. If there truly were no survivors then the company had just lost much of its upper 
level management and clientele. The double doors to leave first class are locked and require a 
keycard. He needs to search the other rooms to locate it. 
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The door to cabin 103 on the left wall is locked. Room 101 is unlocked on the opposite side 
and immediately Bruce is met with the grim sight of a dead female passenger hanging from the 
ceiling. It appears she committed suicide. This cabin is much tidier than Room 104 and the 
only thing amiss is an overturned bedside table and  
lamp blocking the entrance to the bedroom. The  
door next to the bedroom is open and leads to a  
back corridor identical to the one he had first  
dropped down in. A male body is slumped at the far  
end and a quick search of the corpse reveals him to  
be in possession of maps for the upper levels and a  
key for first class. Now he can unlock the door  
leading into the ballroom. Suddenly he hears a noise  
from the main lounge, as if something heavy has just  
fallen. Bruce double backs to investigate and  
discovers the rope binding up the corpse has snapped and the dead woman is now on the 
floor. As he moves closer he hears a low rumble and the woman, now a zombie, moves 
forward to attack him. Remembering his training, Bruce skilfully puts her down with a clean 
headshot. He then returns to the main passageway. 
 
He quickly checks out Room 102 but it is also empty and immaculately tidy with no signs of 
any struggle whatsoever. The beds are made up and don’t look as though they have been slept 
in. Moving back outside he uses the key to open up the double doors leading out into the 
passageway next to the ballroom. On the wall in front of him is a framed picture of an old 
galleon riding the waves and to the left and right are two sets of doors. One lead into the main 
ballroom and the other is locked and marked 'Emergency.'  
 
He decides to check out the ballroom and is blown away  
by the majestic sight that greets him. This place looks  
like a scene taken right from the Titanic and he finds  
himself standing on the upper floor balustrade looking  
down onto an expansive and elaborate ballroom. At the  
far end is a staircase on each side that meets in the  
middle and runs down to the main dancing area below.  
A huge painting decorates the space above the stairs  
depicting a naked goddess being worshipped. The title  
of the picture is; 'The Birth of Venus.' In order not to  
get lost, he decides to stick to a straight path and heads down the landing for the door opposite. 
 
The following room is another corridor, stretching down twenty yards or so until ending at a 
silver door marked 'Private.' On the left wall are five windows looking out onto the sea, each 
one with wooden shutters raised at this moment. There are four more bodies in here, made up 
of passengers and crew alike. A single door to the right leads to the VIP Room which is 
unlocked. There are some plant boxes to his right and the body of a woman lays slumped 
against the right wall next to a lamp. In the centre of the room tables and chairs have been 
overturned and the whole place is a mess. Four more bodies are present and a black granite 
fireplace is obscured behind the debris in the centre of the right wall. A magnificent grand 
piano sits in the corner and documents and paperwork are spread across the floor. One 
catches Bruce's eye. It’s an emergency fax sent from the Paris branch of Umbrella Corporation 
explaining how the company believes Morpheus Duvall stole three t-Virus samples from their 
labs. 
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A man wearing a dark suit and tie lays sprawled in a black leather chair. He looks like security 
detail and on the arm rest is a Guest Keycard which Bruce takes. Suddenly, the corpses begin 
to slowly stir and he decides to make a quick exit before they can get at him. A few other 
zombies are wandering the passage outside as he runs back the way he came, through the 
ballroom and to the outside rooms of the four first-class cabins. Using his newly acquired 
keycard he is able to unlock the double doors at the opposite end and leave the first class 
section. 
 
He is now in the central stairway at the very heart of  
the ship. A circular staircase spirals downwards in  
between eight decorative marble pillars leading all  
the way down to the bottom floor. But before he  
can plan his next move, his radio beeps as a call  
from HQ comes in. The U.S. Government have  
been issued a threat by Morpheus and he is  
demanding 5 billion dollars from both the  
American and Chinese governments otherwise he  
will fire a contingent of missiles loaded with the  
t-Virus at major cities across both countries. The  
deadline to transfer the money is midnight tomorrow. Whilst taking this in, Bruce fails to 
notice Fong Ling leaning on one of the pillars behind him. HQ orders him to retrieve the virus 
from Morpheus but the rest of the transmission is lost as Fong Ling suddenly kicks the radio 
out of his hand. It flies over the edge and tumbles down to the floor below and shatters into a 
thousand pieces. Bruce tries to strike out at his attacker but she blocks the attack, spins round 
and uses her other elbow to slam him against one of the pillars. He guesses she is the person 
who saved him earlier and assumes she must be Chinese Security Bureau. They are in the 
same business.  
 
After a moment's hesitation she releases her grip on  
him. Bruce rubs his head for a second before  
launching a surprise attack but she anticipates the  
move and sends him spinning to the floor with a  
devastating drop kick. She points her silenced pistol  
directly at his head and calls him by name, pointing  
out that being in the same business doesn’t necessarily  
mean the same side. Bruce doesn’t seem surprised  
that she knows who he is and concludes that would  
make sense considering Morpheus is blackmailing  
both their respective governments. Suddenly, he reaches out and shoves her gun out of his face 
before carrying out a leg sweep that sends her falling to the floor on her back. Quickly, he 
climbs on top of her so she cannot move. He asks her name but she is not for telling. As she is 
not for cooperating, Bruce suggests they simply stay out of each other’s way, but he is distracted 
by her beauty long enough for her to point his own dropped gun against his chin. She gets to 
her feet as Bruce raises his hands and backs away slowly. Fong Ling is her name and she 
doesn’t date freshmen. If he really wants to help she suggests he just give up and go home. She 
doesn’t want him getting in her way. She backs off before dropping his gun to the floor and 
taking off down the corridor. Bruce chuckles to himself and retrieves his weapon from the 
carpet. He likes the feisty ones. 
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There are two more doors on this floor, each marked 'Second Class Passenger Rooms', but 
both are electronically locked. He moves to the staircase, admiring the large glass dome on the 
ceiling and heads down. On the next floor are two more  
electronically locked doors for the Third Class  
Passenger Rooms and also one unlabelled door that  
cannot be opened. There is another exit marked  
'Dining Room and Pool Deck' that is also locked. A  
small alcove is set next to an open control panel with  
some double doors marking the main entrance onto the  
ship but they cannot be opened at present. Instead he  
moves to investigate the control panel and finds it  
controls the electronic locks for the 1st and 2nd floors.  
Using the guest keycard, he is able to unlock both second class passenger rooms on the second 
floor.  
 
Before heading back upstairs, he quickly checks he very bottom floor but a shutter is blocking 
the only exit and he finds the remains of his wireless radio laying scattered everywhere. He 
quickly heads all the way back up to the second floor to investigate the second class VIP 
rooms. 
 
Once at the top of the stairs he takes the first door to the left where a long corridor stretches 
out into darkness and he has to use the light mounted on his shoulder holster to see. He walks 
forward, footsteps muffled on the deep rouge carpet. Round the corner a window looks out to 
sea and a low mist hangs just above the calm water, making it appear quite eerie. A lone 
zombie comes trundling up the passage towards him. It was a man and is dressed in an 
expensive-looking business suit. His skin is now a dull grey and Bruce quickly takes him down 
with three gunshots. Further down are two more zombies standing next to a crate of flammable 
explosives. He shoots the crate and it detonates, killing both of them and smearing the carpet 
with blood and flesh. The passage turns to the right with a few spotlights on the ceiling and a 
couple of lamps on the wall. Further down he can see more bodies on the floor. 
 
He now comes to a door on either side of the passage.  
The first is unmarked and the second is identified as  
'201'. He tries the unmarked door on the left first but  
it is locked from the other side. Room 201 is unlocked  
and leads into a cabin with two single beds. There is  
also a wardrobe and a writing desk, a couple of lamps  
and pictures on the wall of tractor tracks moving  
through a wheat field and waves crashing against some  
rocks. There is also three champagne bottles and  
some books on a wooden dresser. In the en-suite  
bathroom, a man is hanging from the ceiling light  
having committed suicide. A document is on the floor next to him. Bruce reads it and this man 
is known as 'P.T.' and is actually an undercover Umbrella employee who infiltrated Morpheus' 
cult. He was making regular reports on Duvall’s movements back to Umbrella's International 
Investigation Department. This report was written after the virus samples were stolen from the 
Paris Lab and just before they boarded the Spencer Rain. There is nothing else of use in the 
bathroom so he returns to the main corridor outside. 
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He moves further down the passage, gingerly stepping around the bodies of the dead 
passengers sprawled on the floor until he comes to another unmarked door on the left hand 
side and Room 202 directly opposite. 202 is locked so he heads through the unmarked door 
and into another passage with more cabins. This passage has the same uninspired decor as the 
others and to his right he comes across Room 205 which is also locked. Another passage runs 
down to the right but ends at a window with no doors. There is a green herb in a pot here.  
 
The next cabin down is Room 206 and this one is  
unlocked. It is pretty much identical to the other  
cabins inside with the same two single-bed layout and  
en suite bathroom. The only difference with this room  
is that there are two windows looking out onto the  
ocean. A quick search reveals nothing of any use save  
for a hand gun with a silencer laying on the chair next  
to the desk. The weapon is loaded so he takes it with  
him. The bathroom is also empty so he returns to the  
outside corridor where he is suddenly accosted by  
three zombies; a male and female passenger and one  
of the ship's crew. Calmly, he takes all three of them out before they can get too close.  
 
The corridor then turns to the left where there is one  
more unmarked wooden door and then a metal door  
with a round porthole. This door is locked and so he  
goes through the other which leads into a large  
reception room. Numerous long dining tables are in  
here and veranda doors lead out to an external deck  
overlooking the sea. Curiously, there is an open  
cupboard revealing a desk with a typewriter and a  
munitions cabinet. Someone must have accessed this  
cabinet not long after the outbreak and left it open in  
the panic. Quickly, Bruce stocks up with as much ammunition as he can carry. 
 
Following the room right round, he exits through the door into an identical corridor to the one 
he was just in, although everything is now mirrored. A metal door to the right is locked but 
from the reception room he realises this will lead to the deck outside. Following the dimly lit 
passage round to the left he passes a large plant growing in a white pot and comes across Room 
204, but it is locked. An offshoot to the right ends at a dead end with a window and further 
down is Room 203. The door stands wide open and Bruce can hear a zombie shuffling around 
somewhere inside. Carefully stepping through, he shoots the wandering zombie in the back of 
the head and splatters its brains across the wall. This room has been completely trashed and 
large bloodstains cover the carpet. Table lamps have been knocked over and bloodied 
paperwork is strewn everywhere. A framed picture of a flower has been knocked off the wall, 
leaving an imprint behind on the lime green wallpaper. A body of a woman lies face down in 
the bathroom and also a man behind the second bed. He rises up as Bruce approaches and it 
takes five close range shots to kill him. On the second bed is an ID card belonging to one of 
the crew. But as soon as he picks it up the woman's corpse reanimates in the bathroom and two 
more zombies wander into the room from the corridor outside. He raises his gun and takes 
them all out before heading back outside. 
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There is one more door at the end of the passage he is able to unlock from this side. Stepping 
through, he finds himself back where he was before outside Room 201. He takes a left and 
heads all the way down the passage beyond Room 202 to the area he hasn't explored yet. 
Another explosive crate sits on the floor by the window near the body of a woman. The 
passage continues down to the right over a few more dead crew members before a door at the 
end takes him back out onto the min spiral staircase. From here he heads back down the stairs 
to the first floor and uses his new keycard on the control panel to unlock two doors on this 
floor; one for access to the third class passenger rooms and the door to the dining hall and pool 
deck.  
 
He checks out the 3rd class passenger section first and the door takes him into an empty 
corridor which turns to the left and ends at another door. As soon as he passes through three 
more zombies quickly come at him and he takes the first two out with headshots before 
knocking the other down and firing four shots directly into its heart. 
 
The first door he comes to is Room 304 but it is locked. Directly next door is Room 303 which 
is also locked. A little further down the door to Room 302 is open so he explores inside. These 
third-class cabins are much smaller and more compact than their more expensive and 
extravagant counterparts, yet they still manage to squeeze in two single beds and an array of 
furniture. There is also an en-suite bathroom, but room only for a toilet, sink and a shower 
with no bathtub. A lone zombie hides in here and Bruce shoots it in the head. The main room 
is quite cluttered and contains a writing desk and a wardrobe. There is also a small coffee table 
with two chairs and a kettle. A picture of a mountain range is on the wall above.  
 
Bruce leaves the room and tries Room 301 next door but it is also locked. A door at the end of 
the passage is locked and has a spilled plant pot lying in front of it. A small run through in the 
wall opposite opens up into another room with a single door on the right wall, four more third 
class cabins on the back wall and another single door on the far left wall. This area is free of 
zombies and so he tries the door on the right first. This is another small room and an 
emergency shutter has been lowered down over a set of double doors to prevent access. There 
is a metal door next to this marked 'Emergency' but it is also locked. Next to the shutter is a 
control panel with a small Umbrella symbol to open the shutter. A maintenance key is 
required. 
 
He returns back to the third class area to check out the remaining few cabins, beginning with 
Room 305. This is identical to the last one yet is in more disarray. A picture has fallen off the 
wall, smashing the coffee table and knocking chairs over. There are bloodstains all over the 
carpet and books and paperwork lay sprawled across the desk. Inside the bathroom the light is 
flickering and the mirror above the sink is cracked. The shower curtain has also been half-
pulled off the railing and hides another zombie behind it. Bruce shoots it in the head causing 
its brains to explode all over the white tiles on the wall behind.  
 
He leaves and tries Room 306 next door but it is locked and cannot be opened. Likewise 
Rooms 307 and 308. The door on the left wall also cannot be opened so he has no choice but 
to retrace his steps back to the main spiral staircase. Now he can hear some zombies on the 
basement level below at the very bottom of the stairs where his broken radio is. He moves over 
to the door marked 'Dining Room and Pool Deck' and goes inside. Another corridor stretches 
out before him and a door on the right is labelled 'Kitchen' with a no smoking symbol. These 
doors are unlocked so he steps inside. 
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The kitchen is in darkness lit only by a small light above the entrance door and a single light on 
the ceiling at the other end of the room, forcing him to use his torch to see. Thankfully the 
room appears to be empty and only the faint sound of dripping water can be heard. The 
kitchen is a plethora of stainless steel work surfaces with ovens, cookers, grills, fridge freezers 
and cupboards. Large pans and utensils are stacked on shelves. There is a back way out of the 
kitchen yet it is blocked off as some shelving units have toppled over next to a red warning 
light. Next to a large microwave and a couple of dustbins is a door leading into the freezer 
where all the frozen meats are kept. It is dimly lit and his flashlight probes the darkness. There 
are two bodies on the floor in front of him amidst a large blood trail as if they had been injured 
and dragged themselves along the floor before they died. Crates of chilled champagne and 
pallets of wine are scattered about the place.  
 
As he passes through the next door on the right he  
spots seven bodies of former crew members lying  
on the floor amidst the racks of frozen meat  
suspended from hooks on a railing and shelving  
units full of other frozen goods. They must have  
tried holing up inside here and one of their number  
was infected and killed the rest. Bruce cannot  
believe his luck when he finds a shotgun leaning  
against some sacks. It is fully loaded with seven  
rounds so he takes it with him. With nothing else of  
use in here he turns to leave when he suddenly  
hears a series of guttural groans which echo around the small room as one by one the bodies 
begin to stir. Quickly, Bruce heads back through the doorway and skips round the two bodies 
by the exit door before they have time to reanimate fully. From there he heads back through 
the kitchen and back into the first floor corridor outside. 
 
He now follows the passage around to the right and  
continues down past a few windows on the left hand  
side before arriving at an offshoot leading to the right.  
Straight ahead the passage ends at a set of silver  
double doors. To the right he can hear but not see  
more zombies and so he ignores the offshoot and  
continues down the corridor to the silver doors. The  
body of an officer is slumped to the left of the door  
and Bruce keeps an eye on it as he tries the handle.  
Unfortunately it is locked and he is forced to retreat  
back up the passage and try the offshoot which is now  
on his left. Behind him, he can hear the body by the door trying to rise up to its feet. As he 
turns down the passage a smartly-dressed man in a suit whose face has almost rotted away 
completely comes staggering up towards him. Bruce quickly puts him out of his misery with a 
bullet between the eyes. There is another set of double doors to his left down the passage that 
has been roped off to prohibit access. A golden plaque on the wall reads 'The Rainbow' and he 
surmises that must be the main dining hall. As the passage turns to the right there is another 
roped off area to his right next to a potted plant and a tray with a white sheet draped across. A 
set of double doors has 'Staff Only' written across and is also locked. Instead he continues 
down until he comes to an identical set of double doors to the ones at the very opposite side of 
the corridor. Thankfully these ones are unlocked and he emerges back into the cool, outside 
air of the pool deck. 
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He is now on the opposite side of the Spencer Rain to when he first boarded. As he moves 
down the deck, negotiating round the assortment of plastic deckchairs, tables and sun loungers, 
he spots several passenger zombies mulling about. The centrepiece of the deck is the large 
swimming pool and Jacuzzi and there is also a closed  
metal shutter leading back inside the ship. At the end of  
the deck he can see that the sea is still calm and the ship  
glides gracefully through the water. There is an access  
panel for the boiler room which looks as though it may  
lead to the lower levels and the crew areas. There is a  
locked control panel next to it with a small Umbrella  
logo. A maintenance key has been inserted and turning  
the key slides back the hatch to reveal a pressurised  
door. But the valve handle needed to unlock it is  
missing. Bruce decides to take the key with him and  
realises he will have to search the ship for the valve handle. If there are any survivors left on 
board they will likely be holed up below deck.  
 
He sets off back up the right side of the deck, passing the pool and towards the second set of 
silver doors which if memory serves he should be able to unlock from here. There is an 
emergency ladder strapped to the wall and a hatch for life jacket storage reading; 'Adult 10 
PCS, X-Large 05 PCS, Children 21 PCS' and it is securely fastened with a padlock. He unlocks 
the door and emerges back into the main first floor corridor. Trying to remember his way 
around, he jogs down the patterned carpet and back towards the central spine of the ship 
where the staircase is. Once there he recalls there being a closed shutter and a maintenance 
keyhole somewhere in the third class section and so he heads back that way. 
 
After negotiating his way past several more zombies  
he soon finds what he is looking for. Using the  
maintenance key, he accesses the control panel to  
raise up the shutter, revealing a set of doors that lead  
into the lower level of the main ball room at the  
heart of the ship. Directly opposite along the red  
carpet is another set of double doors but he cannot  
open them as they are shuttered on the other side.  
He walks across the centre of the room, past the  
grand staircase and the amazing 'Birth of Venus'  
painting above it. The ceiling is made up of an  
impressive transparent glass dome and it is easy to  
imagine many VIPs socialising and talking shop in this grand room.  
 
Between the wooden pillars opposite he now has a choice of two doors on either side. He can 
already see the shutters down on the one to his right and so he turns to the left where the final 
set of doors is unlocked. He emerges through into another corridor that looks exactly the same 
as all the others on the ship; made up of oak wall panelling and purple-red carpeting. There is 
an emergency door to his right which is for the deck running along the side of the ship but like 
almost everywhere else it is locked down. Ahead there is a another door between two brass 
lamps with 'Club Seven Seas' etched into the glass panel, or alternatively the corridor runs on 
beyond this door. 
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The door to the bar is open and inside is a large saloon that reeks of luxury and style. It is very 
dimly lit with spotlights on the ceiling and brass lamps on the walls. An old-fashioned carpet 
decors the floor and there is a bar, poker and roulette tables, and some slot machines. Many 
commissioned portraits line the walls of the Spencer  
Rain herself and two other large galleons on the high  
seas. The room is completely empty of zombies and  
there is a calm atmosphere within. Bruce heads over  
to the finely stocked bar and comes to rest at one of  
six chairs running down its diameter. Next to a vase  
of flowers he finds a letter in an envelope. It is from  
a waiter named Joseph Carter who is writing to his  
brother. It is dated one week ago on September  
14th and confirms that many of the passengers on  
board were well known personalities. Bruce recalls  
that the U.S. Government had suspected many world famous VIPs had been invited on board 
to mask the fact there was secretly an illegal auction taking place involving B.O.W.s. This letter 
seems to back up this claim. He stuffs it into his pocket and keeps moving. At the other side of 
the bar is a large bowl of fruit next to a potted plant and there is an entrance door in each 
corner, all of which are unlocked. Near to the roulette wheel is another door marked 'Private' 
which is tightly locked and has a club symbol on the keyhole. Unbeknownst to Bruce, this door 
leads to the Captain's cabin where he is currently in hiding as the last remaining survivor of of 
the crew. 
 
With nothing else of interest left in the saloon for now,  
Bruce leaves via the top right door to emerge further  
up in the corridor he was originally in before. A metal  
door at the far end leads into the storehouse area and  
he is now back on plain concrete flooring and bare  
white walls with a lower green stripe. Around the  
corner, past five portholes and several windows  
looking out onto the bow of the ship, he finds the  
open doors leading to the storage room. Inside is an  
assortment of lockers and several storage bays with  
numerous crates, boxes and other equipment. He also  
finds a diary from the freight crewman that confirms the existence of biological weapons on 
board the ship prior to the t-Virus outbreak. It also mentions a hidden entrance inside the 
Presentation Room which is located beyond the boiler room down below; the exact area Bruce 
is trying to get to. On one of the metal shelving units next to some life rings on the wall he 
comes across the red valve handle he has been looking for. 
 
As he leaves the store room he spots something moving through the window on the ship's bow. 
But as he moves closer a giant clawed arm smashes the glass and knocks him flying against the 
wall, causing him to drop the valve handle. As quickly as it appeared, the hand retreats and 
does not return. This attack was caused by the roaming T091 specimen which has been loosely 
prowling the ship ever since Morpheus first initiated the biohazard. As he lies winded on the 
floor, Bruce can hear footsteps approaching and looks up to see Fong Ling stride confidentially 
round the corner. She spots Bruce and calmly bends down to pick up the valve handle, teasing 
him that he should have left by now and that somewhere back in America there is a kitten 
stuck up a tree that desperately needs his help. She thanks him for the present and walks away, 
ignoring his pleas for help. 
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After leaving the inept American agent behind, Fong Ling heads back through the corridors 
towards the pool deck on the opposite side of the ship. As she moves, several zombies pour 
through the door behind her so she ducks into Club Seven Seas but that too is now full of 
undead. Fortunately she is armed with an assault rifle and is able to mow down the ones that 
get in her way.  
 
After passing through the bar she heads through the  
now infested grand hall and back through the third  
class section. As she runs past the cabins, the  
previously locked Room 308 door suddenly bursts  
open, revealing several more zombies inside. She  
shoots them down and does a swift search of the  
room but finds nothing of any use. She hurries on,  
back to the main central staircase and through the  
door running past the kitchen and 'The Rainbow'  
restaurant. Eventually she makes it back to the Pool  
Deck and goes to place the valve handle on the  
pressure hatch. As she gets to work, Bruce appears behind her, having followed her back from 
the store house. He complements her on having beauty and brains but she retorts he is just 
brawn, and is not in the least bit surprised he has followed her. 
 
Meanwhile, a mortally wounded Morpheus watches  
them both closely from a CCTV feed. He is  
currently in the Monitor Room near to the Cargo  
Room on B1 Level. He has been badly wounded  
by the grenade blast and has several shards of  
shrapnel still embedded into his chest, making him  
bleed all over the control panel. He grimaces in  
pain and promises Bruce and Fong Ling will not  
destroy this opportunity he has created for himself.  
He slams his hand down on a button and back on  
the pool deck, the curious metal shutter that Bruce had noticed earlier begins to retract and out 
comes two Hunter Elite specimens. These are prototype models and the last Hunters 
developed before the program was shut down in favour of the Anubis. These have not yet been 
put into production and have been specially modified for showcase at the secret auction on the 
ship before the biohazard occurred. They are larger and more agile than previous models. 
 
Back outside, the two specimens casually walk out onto the deck to explore their surroundings. 
Bruce turns round and spots their grotesque forms standing by the other side of the pool. He 
draws his weapon and covers Fong Ling as she continues to turn the valve handle to open the 
hatch. He uses his shotgun and runs down the left side of the pool, trying to put as much 
distance between himself and Fong Ling as possible so that the creatures only have eyes for 
him. His strategy seems to work with both Hunters screeching for his blood. He shoots at one 
and a few rounds hit target before it suddenly skirts to the left with amazing agility, dodging 
some of his bullets. He continues to fire, whilst at the same time keeping his eye on the other 
creature on the other side of the pool. The Hunter screeches and comes at him once again 
with sharp claws but he lifts up the shotgun and the weapon goes off in the monster's face, 
nearly tearing it in two at point blank range. Quickly he turns his attentions to the other one 
before it can get too close to him. It leaps at him with lighting quick reflexes and he is amazed 
at its speed considering its bulky size. A few more shotgun rounds later however, and it is lying 
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in a pool of its own blood on the deck. Fong Ling gets the hatch open and calls over to Bruce 
before disappearing inside. He just shrugs, knowing it is pointless to try and keep up with her. 
 
Back in the Monitor Room, Morpheus grits his teeth  
through searing pain as he watches Fong Ling then  
Bruce disappear down the hatch into the first  
basement level. He can feel himself beginning to  
black out. His wounds are fatal and he's lost too  
much blood. As a last throw of the dice he produces  
a vial containing the t+G-Virus and plunges it into his  
arm, declaring that he will never die. Immediately his  
body goes into convulsions and an electrical field  
begins to generate around him. The pain in his chest suddenly dissipates and he can feel his 
body stretching and pulsating... 
 
SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 22ND 2002 
Back in his cabin just off the Club Seven Seas, the captain of the Spencer Rain updates the 
ship's log for what will be the final time. He dare not venture outside as he has limited 
ammunition and knows he will not be able to reach the decks to send out a signal for help. The 
controls on the bridge have also been locked on course and cannot be altered off the current 
heading. Deep down, he is aware he is not going to make it out of this alive and like all good 
captains, he intends to go down with his ship. 
 
"Sep.22nd (Sun), 2002 
I can't send a signal for rescue. What should I do? The passengers and crew are all dead now 
and the armed group still occupies the interior of the ship. 
All I can do is accept what has been happening on my ship as my destiny." 
-BIOHND: Ship's Log; 22/09/02 
 
Meanwhile, back on the deck, Bruce climbs down the  
ladder through the hatch and down into the dimly lit B1  
level of the ship. There are several steel crates packed up  
in here and it is quite dark so he is forced to use his  
flashlight once more. All is quiet and he can hear the  
gentle humming of the ship's engines. There is no sign of  
Fong Ling. Ahead of him next to some large pipes with  
red valve handles is another emergency ammo station so  
he takes the opportunity to reload his weapons. He  
rounds the corner, past more steel crates and a few  
cardboard boxes with the Umbrella logo on them. A small service lift takes him down to the 
Boiler Room on B2 where he emerges into a large room full of generators with a maintenance 
catwalk running down the centre. Bruce heads round the right hand side and soon comes to a 
metal door marked 'Private'. 
 
The door leads into another dark corridor. The light above is shorting out and keeps flickering 
on and off, adding to the ominous atmosphere. Down here he can hear the creaks and groans 
of the ship's hull as the tunnel turns to the left and the only light is on a red bulb from an alarm 
on the wall. Further down he reaches an open doorway when there is a sudden clank as if 
something dropped to the floor and reverberates down the compact corridor. Several zombies 
then emerge from the darkness ahead and Bruce makes short work of them. He continues 
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down, passing through another open doorway until he comes to a door marked ‘Lift’. The 
corridor continues onwards past this door but only runs back around to the Boiler Room so 
Bruce opens the door and steps through.  
 
A straight corridor runs down to an instrument panel and splits into two. The right passage is 
blocked via a closed shutter so he turns to the left where a service lift takes him back up 
another level. He emerges onto the outer ring of the central atrium that runs up the spine of 
the ship serving as the central staircase. This is confirmed when he moves around to the right 
and can see the bottom of the stairs through the closed shutter. The remnants of his shattered 
radio can also be seen on the other side after Fong Ling kindly kicked it out of his hands. 
 
There is a door on the opposite wall marked 'Private  
Room' but it is locked and cannot be opened.  
Further down he finds the door to the Crew  
Entrance but it is locked via electronic key card. He  
continues to circle round the outer atrium until he  
finds a sturdy, steel door leading into the cargo room.  
In here he finds numerous cargo containers with the  
biohazard symbol stamped on them and 'UMB-08'  
also displayed. There are also several large empty  
capsules also with the biohazard mark and used to store larger B.O.W.s. All this sensitive cargo 
were originally covered with plain protective wrapping when they were first brought on board to 
prevent anyone from detecting their true contents. There are also eight crates stamped 'Ship 
Crew: Private Property'. The keycard to the crew entrance may be in one of these boxes but he 
needs a crowbar or something similar to pry them open. A door to the left is heavily locked 
and is the main freight loading entrance for when the Spencer Rain is in dock. 'R46' is written 
on the floor in front of the door. 
 
A door at the opposite end of the corridor takes him into the next area. From here a door 
straight ahead leads to the Monitor Room but it is electronically locked. The doorknob is 
covered in fresh blood from where Morpheus had recently been in here. Bruce now has the 
choice of going left or right and chooses right, moving past two stacks of wooden pallets and a 
small loading trolley. A single worker zombie awaits round the corner, still wearing its hard hat 
so he quickly shoots it in the head to end its suffering.  
 
A sturdy-looking door at the end takes him into what  
at first glance appears to be a cinema or theatre  
room, but this is in fact the Presentation Room  
where Umbrella's secret B.O.W. auction has been  
taking place. This area is darkly lit with a pristine  
white carpet on the floor amidst three separate  
seating areas to fit 76 people in all. At the front of  
the room is a large observation booth with three  
viewing windows for the audience to see what is on  
show. Through the glass Bruce can see a huge  
Umbrella logo on the floor in front of a small  
speaking podium and four large reinforced-glass  
capsules. They are all covered with ice as if brought  
out of cold storage. At the back of the room is a staircase that seemingly leads up to a dead 
end. There is a panel on the wall but it is locked and pressing the red button does nothing.  
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Up until a few days ago this room was filled with representatives from militant states and 
government officials from different countries all bidding hundreds of thousands of dollars for 
the products Umbrella had an offer. The desperate financial circumstances the corporation 
currently finds itself in would suggest its client base is not  
as exclusive as it once was. He moves down to the front  
left side where the door to the observation booth hisses  
open to permit access. On the podium he can see a  
stand where the auctioneer would be. The Umbrella  
symbol is engraved and the stand has toppled over. He  
takes a closer look at the four tubes and shudders to  
think what may have been in them. But he soon gets his  
answer when he finds a file near some audio equipment  
entitled 'Research Report #220329'. These tubes  
contained the Hunter Elites he had fought on the pool  
deck outside and a new type of Tyrant dubbed 'T091', created from a brand new viral strain. 
Reading on, he notes all the paperwork has been stamped with 'Strict Secrecy; Access 
Restricted' and that this new virus is a result of fusing the t-Virus with the G-Virus; generating 
electrical properties. The latest prototype; version 0.9.2, creates an electromagnetic barrier 
around the test specimen, making it nearly invulnerable to harm. The report ends with a 
closing statement that they are currently searching for a suitable human test subject. As he 
ponders his next move, Bruce finds a crowbar lying on the floor. He can use this to open the 
packing crates in the cargo hold.  
 
Suddenly, the power in the room fails and everything is plunged into darkness. Bruce suddenly 
hears the sound of a door opening and what appears to be the sound of a woman in high-
heeled shoes approaching. Quickly, he presses himself up against the door and waits. As the 
footsteps come closer, he can also hear something sounding like sparking electricity. As he 
waits, the door suddenly opens, the lights  
inexplicably come back on and Bruce finds  
himself standing face to face with possibly the  
strangest and most horrifying sight of his life as  
what looks to be a female Tyrant sparking with  
electrical current stands in the doorway. Before he  
can react, the Tyrant backhands him and he goes  
flying across the room. He lands hard on his  
backside and fires off two rounds at the monster.  
An electric discharge appears just before the bullets  
reach the Tyrant’s flesh, smashing them into  
pieces. There is no wound. The Tyrant grabs  
Bruce by the neck and hoists him up into the air. As he feels his air supply being cut off, Bruce 
watches as the distinctly feminine looking creature stares up at him. It actually speaks and refers 
to him as a ‘scared little rat with an ugly, useless gun.’ To his horror, Bruce realises this thing is 
actually Morpheus Duvall. He quickly presses his gun against the monster's face and fires. The 
bullet reflects back off the electromagnetic field surrounding the Tyrant and cause no damage 
but is enough to make it drop him to the floor. Morpheus mocks that his gun is useless but 
Bruce quickly gets to his feet and backs away as the creature begins acrobatically flipping 
around the room towards him. A quick slash from the large claw on its right hand almost tears 
a hole in his belly and misses by mere millimetres. Bruce decides to cut and run and bolts for 
the door. Morpheus casually walks after him, enjoying the chase and not bothering to run.  
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Bruce sprints back through the Presentation Room and through corridor into the cargo hold. 
Quickly, he takes out the crowbar and begins opening all the packing crates to try and find the 
crew keycard, knowing he doesn't have long. Eventually he finds it, but as he heads for the exit, 
the opposite door opens and Morpheus strides in. Bruce  
leaves and emerges back into the outer atrium. Quickly  
locating the crew entrance door, he uses the keycard to  
open the electronic lock. He runs through and sprints  
down the corridor. Behind him, Morpheus suddenly  
breaks into a run. Up ahead, through an open doorway,  
Bruce spots Fong Ling trying to open a locked door  
further down. She turns in surprise at the sight of Bruce  
bearing down on her being chased by the huge, svelte  
Tyrant. Bruce enters the room and slams the door shut  
behind him, putting his full weight behind it. Fong Ling  
looks aghast as he says he will explain later and yells at her to open the other door from the 
inside. He focuses on keeping the hatch shut as Morpheus bangs on it from the other side. 
Quickly, Fong Ling hoists herself up the other door and enters an open vent shaft to get inside 
the locked room on the other side.  
 
She soon drops down into the main Engine Room. She has to activate the power to open the 
Engine Room door while Bruce keeps Morpheus out via the outer hatch. Quickly, she heads 
over to a terminal on the left wall that has an electronic schematic used to control all the 
electronic locks on the ship. Amidst the massive turbines powering the Spencer Rain are two 
staircases leading down to the lower engine room. Two more Hunter Elites patrol down here 
and she ignites an explosive gas canister to destroy them. There are several dead bodies of 
former workers down here as well as a few closed shutters leading to other off-limits areas.  
 
Eventually she locates the main control panel and sees that power is being supplied to areas, A, 
B and D of the ship. She flicks the switch that also powers up Area C. Quickly, she then runs 
back upstairs to the electronic schematic on the wall next to the instrument panel. She activates 
the controls and soon all electronic locks on B1F of the ship are unlocked, including the door 
she was previously trying to bypass before Bruce caught up with her. She opens it up and 
Bruce quickly runs for it, allowing Morpheus to burst through the outer hatch. As soon as 
Bruce is through, they shut the hydraulic door to the engine room, locking Morpheus out. 
Despite his brute strength, he will have no chance of getting inside so they are safe for the 
moment. 
 
Exhausted, Bruce sags against the door whilst Fong Ling  
watches him and asks just how many times he expects  
her to save him. He retorts that he is just trying to help  
build up her confidence, a remark that earns him the  
title ‘Don-Gua’. He looks at her puzzled until she  
suddenly shushes him. The sound of Morpheus banging  
on the steel door has stopped. They both put their ears  
to the door and listen. After several moments, Bruce  
believes he may have given up. Fong Ling cautiously  
opens the door and is relieved to find the corridor  
beyond is empty. She begins to walk off but Bruce stops her and asks what ‘Don-Gua’ means. 
She smirks and says it means he is cool before turning once again and walking off. Bruce 
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watches her go before examining the outer door Morpheus was banging on, noting the huge 
slash marks that have buckled solid steel. 
 
He decides to conduct a search of the crew quarters area outside of the main Engine Room. 
There are eight doors in all so he starts down the right hand side. The first one, Room 04, is 
locked and cannot be opened. Room 03 next door is unlocked and inside is a cramped crew 
berth sleeping eight people with two sets of bunk beds on either side and two rows of lockers. 
There is also a work desk full of cluttered paperwork and a chair that has toppled over. Blood-
stained documents lay near the desk and several boxes are also present, both on the floor and 
stuffed on top of the lockers. A single zombie roams which he quickly kills. The bunks are all 
empty although there are family photographs and letters pinned to the walls. There is also a 
picture depicting a close-up image of a model's pert backside.  
 
With nothing else of use he returns outside to the corridor. Further down Rooms 02 and 01 
are locked so he heads round to the opposite side where he finds Rooms 05 and 06. 05 is 
locked and 06 has nothing of interest inside. The layout is identical and also has a single 
zombie inside. Coming back out, he checks out the last couple of rooms. 07 is locked and 08 
has the door open but again nothing of any real interest inside. Living conditions are very 
cramped down here compared to the lavish guest rooms of first and second class passenger 
cabins a few decks above. 
 
With every room now searched, Bruce leaves the crew quarters area and returns to the main 
outer atrium. Unable to access the shutter that would lead him to the main stairwell, he passes 
back through the cargo hold and is confronted by another Hunter Elite, but three shotgun 
blasts soon puts it down. After passing through the door on the other side, he is now able to 
access the Monitor Room thanks to Fong Ling deactivating all the electronic locks on this level.  
 
Inside is a small station full of monitoring equipment.  
A large control panel is used for communications  
with the mainland and across the ship. Five monitors  
above the panel also offer differing views from CCTV  
cameras across various sections of the Spencer Rain.  
There is a desk opposite with a computer and a shelf  
full of binders of paperwork and other routine  
maintenance documentation. Another emergency  
ammunition cabinet in present and a table with a  
small typewriter. Paperwork has been rifled through  
and discarded carelessly all over the floor and Bruce  
notes that both the control panel and floor is stained  
with rapidly drying blood. Morpheus has recently been in here and this was where he injected 
himself with Umbrella's new t+G-Virus. Judging from the electromagnetic field his body is now 
producing, he used the V.0.9.2. prototype documented in Research Report #220329. There is 
also a blood-stained document on the panel dated over four years ago in August 1998 stating 
that Morpheus had been fired by Umbrella after he was blamed for the original biohazard at 
the mansion in the Arklay Mountains; the incident that saw nearly the S.T.A.R.S. unit wiped 
out. Morpheus being made a scapegoat for that incident explains why he has scattered the  
t-Virus across the ship. He has done it in retaliation for being assigned blame for an incident he 
had nothing to do with. Looking around the room some more, Bruce finds a recreation room 
key with a club etched into it. This prompts him to remember the locked door in Club Seven 
Seas. 
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Leaving the room, he decides to check out the Presentation Room one more time, curious 
about that staircase that leads up to a dead end. Now that Fong Ling deactivated all the 
electronic locks, the adjacent control panel should now work. His hunch proves to be correct 
and he is amazed when he activates the switch to see the ceiling retract. He climbs the stairs 
and emerges into the grand ball room up above. The staircase was a hidden entrance into the 
Presentation Room. This must have been for the customers attending the auction to get inside 
in secret without having to pass through the crew areas.  
 
Bruce heads to his right and through the double  
doors that will take him to the corridor outside  
Club Seven Seas. Inside, the bar is populated by  
several zombies, both male and female, passenger  
and crew alike. Bruce does his best to avoid them  
and uses the club-shaped Recreation Room key to  
unlock the door. On the other side he is treated to  
a bland, concrete room in stark contrast to the  
lavishly-furnished saloon he has just left behind. A  
door to the right is marked 'Casino Room' and  
would lead him back to the bar but it locked and  
cannot be opened. Opposite is a set of steel double doors but they too are locked up. Some 
stairs lead up to the next floor where another zombie awaits covered in dried blood. Bruce 
shoots it, causing gore to spray over the concrete walls and floor. 
 
There are two doors up here. The first is marked 'Guest Area' and is locked. The second is 
unlocked and leads into a circular outer corridor full of windows looking out to sea. The first 
door he comes to leads into the Captain's cabin. It is a large, nicely furnished room with solid 
oak flooring and a beautiful ornate writing desk full of papers. Fisherman's knots and a 
decorative life-ring hang on some coat hooks on the wall. A warm-looking rug is laid on the 
floor down the centre of the room near to some wooden cabinets, a clock and a bookcase. 
There is also a black leather sofa and a table with a few champagne bottles on it. Behind that is 
a large decorative swordfish on the wall and a ship's wheel.  
 
On the captain's desk Bruce finds the ship's log  
and flicks through to the last entry. It is dated with  
today's date and must have been written within the  
last hour or so given the time. Suddenly, there is a  
banging noise and the bedroom door bursts open  
to reveal the zombified form of the Spencer Rain  
Captain. Without hesitation, Bruce raises his  
weapon and fires, putting the man out of his  
misery. Bruce checks out the Captain's bedroom  
and finds a fully loaded magnum revolver on the  
blood-stained mattress of the double bed. This room has a desk and a few cabinets and is full 
of personal mementos, pictures and certificates on the walls. On the desk next to a table lamp 
giving off a warm and soothing glow he finds a box of magnum rounds he stuffs into his pocket. 
 
Another door in the main cabin leads to the spacious bathroom where a female zombie awaits. 
Unlike the cabin, the bathroom is cold and ugly with rust patches on the walls and a layer of 
grime around the bath. Dripping water can be heard and a few towels hang on the hand rails. 
The final door in the cabin leads back into the corridor, where a few more locked doors lead 
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back into the circular connecting corridor. Up a set of stairs and beyond several more zombies 
lies the door to the main bridge. But as Bruce moves towards it a collision alarm suddenly 
reverberates across the ship.  
 
Quickly, he runs through the door to find Fong Ling  
already waiting for him. She is staring out of the  
viewing window and Bruce runs over to her  
wondering what the alarm could mean. She points  
outside where directly ahead they see the sprawling  
bluffs of Benthic Island approaching fast. The ship is  
on a direct collision course. Bruce runs to the  
controls and tries to frantically turn the wheel but the  
controls are locked out and their course cannot be  
altered. They are going to crash and there is nothing  
they can do to stop it. Outside the moon shines  
brightly down in the night sky, illuminating the  
treacherous, craggy cliffs of the island that is less than a mile away. There is no way to avoid it. 
Bruce curses and slaps the control panel in frustration. Fong Ling says they need to get out of 
here and is already heading for the exit when the main door suddenly opens and several 
zombies stagger through. Bruce takes aim and will distract them, allowing Fong Ling to escape 
out of the side door leading out onto the heliport. However, a nasty surprise is waiting for her 
in the form of the T091. 
 
Bruce shoots down all the zombies. They are  
dressed in white naval officer uniforms and were  
the former bridge crew. As soon as they are all  
taken care of, he runs out of the side door and  
joins Fong Ling on the foredeck. But as he runs  
round the corner he glimpses Fong Ling get  
slapped by a mound of red tentacles and sent  
sprawling across the deck. Bruce runs out in  
front to protect her and gets a good look at her  
attacker, recognising the creature from the  
documents he found in the Presentation Room.  
This is the T091; a Tyrant created using the first  
variant of the t+G-Virus. This prototype specimen was considered a failure as half of its body 
had deteriorated and has an exposed heart on the back of its neck where the skin did not fully 
form. The electrical field generated by the 091 t+G variant is only minor and not powerful 
enough to repel any major attacks. Another side-effect of the new virus resulted in the 
development of red tentacles rather than sharp claws on its hands. Nevertheless, it is still a 
formidable opponent. This specimen had been on show during the B.O.W. auction and had 
either escaped during the outbreak or released intentionally by Morpheus and has been 
prowling the ship ever since. 
 
Bruce calls out to Fong Ling that he’ll distract the Tyrant whilst she tracks down Morpheus. 
Clutching an injured arm, Fong Ling acknowledges and disappears from sight. She jumps off 
the ship into the freezing ocean below and swims for the island. Meanwhile Bruce takes aim at 
the T091 and says it is payback time. He opens fire on the creature and peppers it with bullets. 
The Tyrant seems unaffected and leaps through the air, swatting him back with its tentacles. 
Bruce falls painfully to the floor but quickly pulls himself back up as the T091 advances again. 
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It joins its hands together and the red tentacles wrap around to make one giant fist and it 
lunges, only just missing the A.U.P.I.T. agent. As the Tyrant spins around, Bruce gets off a 
lucky shot, hitting its exposed heart on the back of its neck. The creature roars and collapses in 
pain with coppery blood spilling out onto the helipad. The Tyrant's movements are slow and 
awkward and Bruce can see why Umbrella were never satisfied with it. But it suddenly darts 
forward again and crashes into him, knocking the wind from his chest. He continues to fire, 
trying to catch the exposed organ on its back. He has less than four minutes before the Spencer 
Rain crashes into Benthic Island. 
 
After playing cat and mouse for another minute or so  
by circling round the helipad, his gunfire causes the  
monster to stagger and drop to its knees. Sensing his  
opportunity, Bruce switches to the Captain's magnum  
and runs up to the Tyrant, shooting it point blank in  
the heart. The shattered organ explodes in a shower  
of gore and the creature dies instantly and collapses  
on the deck. But before he can savour his victory,  
Bruce turns to see the sharp cliffs of the island fast  
approaching. There is no beach and so he takes a  
running jump and leaps of the deck, plunging twenty feet or so before disappearing into the 
cold, murky depths of the North Atlantic Ocean. The water is freezing and takes his breath 
away but thankfully he is swept away from the ship having landed far enough away from the 
swirling propellers. Just seconds later, the ship collides with the cliffs in a shuddering crack and 
the night sky is lit up by a colossal explosion. Bruce surfaces and watches the ship go up in 
flame, hopefully vaporising the remains of the t-Virus and all of the zombies still on board. The 
wreckage soon begins to sink and Bruce avoids the suction by swimming away. He spots a 
concrete jetty to the left and makes for it. 
 
Meanwhile, after hours of round table negotiation  
and no mission update from their field agent, the  
Chinese Government decide to concede to  
Morpheus' demands and agree to pay the five  
billion, despite there still being nearly twenty four  
hours before the deadline. The United States  
Government try to persuade the Chinese to change  
their minds but it is to no avail. The President is in  
no doubt locked in late night talks with his Chinese  
counterpart. Although US STRATCOM have lost  
contact with Bruce McGivern, they are refusing to  
give up and will not give in to Morpheus. But with China agreeing to pay, Fong Ling's presence 
in the mission is now obsolete and plans are put in place to eliminate her to prevent further 
complications with Morpheus. A military satellite with a targeting laser weapon will lock onto a 
small microchip implanted into Fong Ling's arm, allowing it to pinpoint her exact location. 
Once she steps outside, she will be history. 
 
With payment assured from China, Morpheus plans to expedite his timetable and will launch 
missiles at the United States as soon as he is able. His own injury and transformation at the 
hands of the virus has forced his hand.  
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Tired, exhausted and freezing cold, a soaking wet Bruce McGivern hauls himself out of the 
water and onto the concrete dock, just in time to see the flaming wreck of the Spencer Rain 
disappear under the depths. After taking a moment to catch his breath, he stands up to observe 
his surroundings. The island stretches out before  
him, a flat landscape that looks dark and  
foreboding. It is a long-abandoned industrial  
zone, full of isolated, abandoned warehouses  
and giant cranes. Dilapidated old buildings have  
sections of roof missing and their windows  
smashed. Large power pylons disappear into the  
distance yet there is no power and no lights.  
There is no sign of life anywhere and this place is  
nothing more than an empty shell; a ghost town.  
Suddenly a crackling sound directs him to a nearby water tower emblazoned with the Umbrella 
logo. The mesh fence has been ripped apart and underneath is a sewer channel that leads to 
the old waterway network beneath the surface. The electrical discharge suggests Morpheus has 
been this way so Bruce checks his weapon and prepares to follow. 
 
He drops down a small drain and into the underground waterway system on B1. A door 
straight ahead leads into a long, dark tunnel with dim lights on either side struggling to 
illuminate the foreboding blackness. The air is cold and damp and there is an old schematic of 
the waterways pinned up on the wall. A storeroom is opposite which contains another 
emergency ammunition cache and some lockers and  
boxes all stamped with the Umbrella logo. A worn  
and battered notebook has been left behind from a  
worker dated five years ago in summer 1997. He  
talks about how this place is an Umbrella Waste  
Disposal facility and how shocked he is at the sloppy  
way the operation is run by Morpheus Duvall, citing  
he cares more about biological weapons than the  
health and welfare of his own employees. Many  
people have died due to an accident that occurred  
because of his sloppy methods and the journal ends  
abruptly with the author saying he desperately wants to leave but his body will not move. Also 
left behind is part of a recent biological survey report on the discarded B.O.W.s that have been 
left to roam free in this facility since its closure and how they have naturally evolved and 
adapted since that time. The main subject of the report is an unknown water creature 
nicknamed ‘Torpedo Kid’ that now infests the water ways and drainage ditch. Pocketing the 
report to add to his evidence, Bruce heads back into the corridor outside. 
 
Following it down, he eventually comes to the end with a door to the left and to the right. The 
one on the right is blocked off with rubble following a ceiling collapse, and there are several 
shell casings on the floor that are still warm as if recently fired. There is also a grenade launcher 
which he takes with him. The opposite door leads out into the main water channel. He has no 
choice but to wade through the waist-deep, murky sewage water and slosh his way through. It is 
extremely dark in here and his flashlight illuminates badly decomposed human corpses 
bobbing up and down on the surface of the water. The stench of decay is almost overwhelming. 
This place is like a maze and many sections of the water channel are closed off with either 
barred grilles or rusted sluice gates. There are connecting corridors, but these are patrolled by 
shuffling, long dead corpses whose bodies are almost completely skeletal. In one section of the 
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water, Bruce glimpses something small and fast zipping about just below the surface. These are 
the Torpedo Kids and it is easy to see where their name came from. Further down he can see a 
large blob of pulsating flesh covered in veins and blood vessels. These are the Nautilus and 
every so often they will spit out one of the smaller Torpedo Kids as if firing a missile. 
 
Eventually, Bruce gets to the other side of the water  
channel where an elevator takes him up one floor to  
an old communications room. The old broadcast  
system is still operational and he is able to re-establish  
contact with Strategic Command HQ. The  
operational commander provides an update and  
confirms that Morpheus still plans to launch missiles  
loaded with the t-Virus at major cities across the  
United States. The Chinese Government have already  
conceded and have agreed to pay five billion dollars.  
Alarmed, Bruce suddenly realises this will make Fong  
Ling’s presence on this mission obsolete. HQ are surprised he is contact with her and Bruce 
believes she is now under threat as any meddling she does here could have serious 
consequences on the Chinese cooperation front with Morpheus. HQ reaffirms that the United 
States will not be threatened and will not negotiate with terrorists. The safety of their nation is 
now in Bruce’s hands. 
 
Meanwhile, at that exact moment, Fong Ling is wandering the waterway tunnels one level down 
on B2 and has a run in with Pluto; a humanoid B.O.W. with a very, sad and inhumane history 
where Umbrella scientists experimented with responses to the removal of external vision and 
stimuli. Although the creature stares right at her, she keeps perfectly still and soon realises it is 
blind and cannot see her. It eventually turns and wanders off and she watches its large, bloated 
shape recede into the darkness before heading in the opposite direction. She soon finds herself 
in the water channel for this level and begins wading through the biting-cold water. On the 
opposite side she finds the Sector Admin Room but the door is locked. Trying to remember its 
location, she wades back through the water and traverses the maze, noting the curved tunnels 
with dust-encrusted lights and grimy tiled walls. More zombies struggle to stagger through the 
depths, some skeletal, and some former workers who still retain much of their flesh and 
uniform having been only recently infected. 
 
Soon she reaches a small intersection and climbs up  
out of the murky canal where she finds another  
door. This one is electronically locked and has a  
large ‘No Admittance’ sign plastered over it. On the  
floor nearby is the badly decomposing body of the  
facility administrator and a quick search reveals him  
to be in possession of the sector admin key. She  
retraces her steps back to that room and unlocks the  
door. Inside is a large control panel controlling the  
electronic locks for this sector. She releases the lock  
and is now able to gain access to the door by the  
administrator’s corpse. This leads into another darkened passage before she has to traverse yet 
another waterway. Her loud noise sloshing through the filthy water awakens dozens more 
slumbering corpses who rise up beneath the depths like ghostly wraiths and shuffle aimlessly 
towards her. Fong Ling does her best to avoid them all without spending too much ammo and 
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finally reaches a small elevator on the other side and rides down. Here she moves down a 
straight tunnel where a door at the end is marked ‘Heliport.’ 
 
Moving through the door she is now inside a huge  
silo or chimney stack exposed to the night air.  
Looking up, she can see the moon shining down  
amidst the clouds in the darkened sky. She is on a  
large heliport constructed atop a scaffolding  
network where deep below the silo continues into  
darkness many levels down. Suddenly, a series of  
red targeting beams appear on the floor in front  
of her and dance around before converging into a  
single beam centred on her forehead. She doesn’t  
understand what is happening and only vaguely  
registers Bruce who charges from behind and pushes her out of the way as a huge explosion 
rocks the very ground she was stood on only two seconds before. They both look up to see a 
smouldering crater on the ground and quickly run into a nearby security office. 
 
High up in earth orbit, the Chinese military satellite reconfigures its co-ordinates and centres 
on Fong Ling’s GPS position. Inside the office, both of them shudder as another explosion 
rocks the roof above, making the whole structure shake and covering them both in dust. 
Quickly, Bruce pulls out his knife and pins Fong Ling down. He finds the tattoo on her left 
arm and makes a small incision, removing the implant chip inside. He quickly stamps on it and 
the targeting beam fizzles out as the laser satellite no longer has a fixed target.  
 
As Fong Ling sits holding her arm on a dusty old  
chair, Bruce peers through the blinds to make  
sure the helipad is clear and suggests her  
government seem to care an awful lot about her  
movements. They have just tried to kill her and  
clearly she has been nothing but an expendable  
asset all along, despite her continued loyalty. He  
asks what she intends to do and she says she will  
continue her mission regardless. She is uncertain  
Morpheus will live up to his end of the deal even  
if the ransom is paid. The people of China are still in danger. Bruce nods and turns to leave. 
She thanks him for saving her and he shrugs and reminds her that he’s a ‘Don-Gua’ after all 
before leaving her alone to recuperate. 
 
Bruce heads down some stairs inside the silo and soon finds himself on B3 level which is the 
freight loading area. This section of the underground network extends a further two levels 
down to B5. Nearby is the operator’s room where he finds another armoury and more staff 
lockers. There is also a map of the island on a noticeboard on the wall. Left behind on the 
operator’s desk is a second ecological survey report on the discarded B.O.W.s; this one 
detailing a creature that flourishes in the darkness. Due to its shining red eyes the researchers 
have nicknamed it ‘Glimmer’ and after capturing a specimen, their early conclusions suggest it 
is subspecies of Hunter. Also on the desk is an experiment record for a subject known only as 
‘Alpha’. This log describes the hideous experimentation and transformation of a convicted 
criminal to the wandering monster now known as ‘Pluto.’ The experiment dates back six years 
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ago to 1996 and was the cause of an accident that killed five researchers. Adding the 
documents to his file, Bruce heads back out into the dark passageway. 
 
His torch works overtime down here as this whole  
section is low on power and most areas are very  
dark. Several zombies of former workers stumble  
around and only appear at the very last moment  
due to the constricting blackness. This place is  
another labyrinth full of branching passages, most  
of which are sealed off thanks to rusted steel  
bulkheads. Using the map he is able to navigate  
his way round to an elevator on the other side,  
encountering more zombies and two Glimmers  
mentioned in the ecological reports. They move quite fast and hum like an insect, spitting 
corrosive fluid should Bruce get too close. Their red eyes look creepy in the dark. Along the 
way he finds a corpse holding onto an old and long-faded file that suggests a hidden facility is 
even deeper below. 
 
“We will commence experiments at the Bio-Sphere. Therefore, transfer a couple of subjects 
immediately. This should be done quickly, so please do not use the side entrances. This 
research is confidential outside of stakeholders. Therefore, the use of the main entrance is 
prohibited. As a transportation route to this undersea laboratory, use a transportation elevator 
located on the 5th floor of the underground passage B. 
Also, the shaft reaches 300 meters below the surface of the sea. Therefore, please make sure to 
pack the subjects tightly since they are quite dangerous when stimulated. 
Always remember to respect the subject's muscle strength.  
The caretaker has the starter key for the elevator. Show a copy of this notice and you will be 
able to obtain the key. Please note that you must begin this operation ASAP. 
Regards, 
Bio-Sphere 
Research Division” 
-BIOHND: Transport Orders; undated. 
 
Soon he reaches an elevator and rides down to B4,  
his feet clanking loudly on the metallic grilling  
underfoot. A fire has broken out on this area and  
several corridors are consumed by smoke and  
flame, with dozens of zombies shuffling around  
oblivious to the flames cooking their flesh. Bruce  
avoids more Glimmers and navigates his way  
round, also exploring B5 level and finding an  
elevator keycard on a dead body and then the  
main elevator room inside a warehouse storage  
area full of crates and boxes all stamped with the  
Umbrella logo. The elevator is set against the back wall and peering down Bruce suspects the 
shaft must go far beneath sea level. He uses his recovered keycard to activate the elevator and 
slowly the lift car heads up to his location.  
 
But whilst he waits, he is attacked by the mutant monstrosity he recognises from the 
Experiment Alpha Report as Pluto. The creature is blind and although it stares right at him, it 
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cannot see him so he slowly backs away and switches to a silenced pistol. Using the storage 
crates and pallets as cover, Bruce picks off Pluto by firing at its exposed brain, remaining 
patient and backing away whenever the creature  
lumbers too close. This game of hide and seek  
continues for some time until eventually the  
hulking mass drops dead to the floor. 
 
Stepping into the elevator, a small window  
reveals the blackness of the ocean outside and  
he can just make out the dim outline and lights  
of Benthic Laboratory and the biosphere far  
below. At that moment, he is joined by Fong  
Ling. Bruce says the missiles will be directly below and they need to go as there isn’t much time 
left. But as they ride down, they are attacked from above by Morpheus who jumps onto the top 
of the elevator car. Looking menacingly down at them and his body still crackling with electrical 
current, he grabs hold of the steel cable and severs it with his claws, sending the car 
plummeting down into blackness. Thrown to the floor, Bruce and Fong Ling are thrashed 
around as the car squeaks and groans all around them. Somehow, Bruce manages to activate 
the emergency brake and the joints spark and grind in protest. Soon the car shudders to a halt 
somewhere just beneath 3F level of the labs. Opening the doors, Bruce just has time to haul 
Fong Ling up and outside before the brakes fail and he plummets down once more. 
 
Alone once again and with no way to help Bruce,  
Fong Ling has no choice but to begin exploring  
Benthic Laboratory. This level is dark and has been  
powered down with only a few emergency lights  
installed on the wall providing any form of  
illumination. The grilled floor exposes pipes and  
conduits installed underneath and numerous cables  
running across the walls. Bodies of former  
researchers litter the floor, all unmoving. A low  
whistling sound passes through the corridor and it’s  
hard to think she is now miles beneath the surface  
of the ocean. She finds another elevator in Area 3-A, although it is inoperable as the power is 
down. Further round in 3-C is a pressure door with a red valve handle but it requires a keycard 
and she cannot get through. At first glance she appears trapped on this level but further 
exploration reveals a waste chute that she can squeeze inside and slide down, taking her two 
levels down to the first floor of the lab. 
 
She is now in a small waste room again with little to no light source. An elevator is to her left 
that leads down to the biosphere but currently will not operate without power. On the opposite 
side of the room there are two doors. The first is jammed shut and held in place on the other 
side with a chain. The other door is unlocked and leads into a dimly lit control room. In here 
is a multitude of screens and readouts yet they are all dark and silent. A corpse is slumped on 
the floor by the main control station and the only light source comes from a singularly lit 
computer monitor. This is the terminal for controlling the power supply within the facility and 
a message confirms Benthic Laboratory is currently running on emergency power. Here Fong 
Ling is able to restore main power and immediately all the boards light up and the monitors 
and readouts flicker to life. As the main generator kicks in, the disturbance is enough for the 
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worker’s corpse to rouse and she has to empty an entire magazine from her silenced pistol to 
put it down.  
 
Heading back outside, the elevator is now  
operational and she rides it down to the lowest  
level. She steps out into a sleek corridor with  
reflective chrome walls and flooring, shiny  
enough to project her reflection. Numerous  
spot lights have been installed and two  
horizontal light bars haze brightly on either  
wall. At the end of the passage is an automatic  
door that leads to Morpheus’ office. Inside is a  
brightly-lit, circular room with banks of  
multiple monitors depicting views of the  
missile bay down below. An alarm is sounding, confirming that the missile launch sequence has 
been activated and that all personnel need to evacuate the missile silo. However, she suddenly 
senses a presence behind her and whirls round just in time to see Morpheus strike her 
unconscious. He then leaves with her frail form, intending to use her as bait to draw in Bruce. 
 
Meanwhile, Bruce regains consciousness to find  
himself on the lowest level of Benthic  
Laboratory. The elevator is smashed beyond  
repair and he is lucky not to have sustained  
serious injury. Groggy, he gets to his feet and  
begins to explore his surroundings. He uses his  
flashlight to navigate round a metal gantry with  
numerous pipes running along the walls before  
he emerges into the main area of the first floor.  
A single Hunter Elite is stomping around and  
he is able to quickly take it down before it  
becomes a threat. Nearby is a locked door next to a waste clothes trolley with a voice 
recognition device on the wall. The door lock is keyed to the administrator’s voice. Opposite 
there is another door near to three boxes stacked and stamped with ‘AYAMA: Atusi 
Yamaguchi’, a Japanese computer company. This door leads to a storeroom with a couple of 
zombies inside. There are numerous shelf racks all filled with monitoring and computer 
equipment. After taking care of the wandering virus carriers, Bruce finds a schematic of the 
laboratory alongside a memo tucked inside from the Architect who worked on converting the 
old biosphere into a missile base. Inside he discusses his worries that Umbrella are clearly 
unaware this lab is up and running with Morpheus in control and is concerned how the new 
facility will be used. Whilst perusing the shelves, Bruce comes across an Umbrella key card for 
the pod bay on the 3rd floor of the lab. 
 
Moving back outside he explores the remainder of this level, finding nothing but a couple of 
gas cylinders and a door with a chain wrapped tightly around the handle with a strange symbol 
on the lock. This is the other side of the same door Fong Ling was at a little earlier. With 
nowhere else to go, Bruce decides to access the elevator and ride up to the second floor of the 
lab. This level is an octagonal shaped corridor divided into four sections from 2-A to 2-D. 
Moving his way round, he soon comes to a door marked ‘2B-01’ which leads into a 
researcher’s dormitory. Four bunk berths are installed in the far wall and there are some 
lockers for clothing and personal effects as well as a desk with papers and a computer terminal. 
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Several bodies are on the floor, male and female all dressed in lab coats. A side door is open to 
an adjacent bathroom with some Umbrella-marked boxes stacked up. On a chair near a 
whiteboard, a note has been left behind detailing final orders from Morpheus. They were sent 
shortly after he took the Spencer Rain and states he sent an e-mail attachment containing a 
sample of his voice that will bypass the voice-recognition security system that controls access to 
the main clean room and research area. He warns afterwards that said e-mail must be deleted 
and this information kept confidential. 
 
Moving back outside, he follows the corridor  
around to the D area on the opposite side where  
two more rooms are available to search. 2D-01 is  
another researcher’s dormitory with more berths,  
a side bathroom and some lockers. A small  
dining table has been set out with an empty  
ashtray and a telephone left on top. There is also  
another workstation and the computer registers  
that a new e-mail has been received. The e-mail  
contains a voice recording attachment of  
Morpheus; ‘Because thou hast obeyed my voice.’  
However, he has no way to record it at present. 2D-02 is a mirrored dormitory though this one 
is slightly more cluttered with more paperwork left lying around and some notices pinned up 
on the whiteboard. A couple of the berths have their privacy curtains pulled back, revealing the 
cramped sleeping bunks inside. The adjacent bathroom door is locked and he cannot get 
inside. On the table Bruce finds a research report detailing initial findings on a new type of 
creature. It is described as possessing an exo-skeleton like a horseshoe crab and the vitality of a 
cockroach. Its ecology is similar to ants or bees. From the picture on the confidential 
document it looks like an enlarged wasp. 
 
With every room on this level explored, Bruce retreats back to the elevator and rides up to the 
third and final level of Benthic Laboratory. Unfortunately the bodies that were all prone and 
immobile when Fong Ling was here earlier have now all woken up and roam aimlessly in the 
corridors. They all turn and shuffle over to Bruce with hungry looks on their pale, contorted 
and decaying faces. Bruce takes out as many as he can before working his way round, noticing 
the open waste chute Fong Ling slid down but he is too big to fit inside.  
 
A single door at the end requires the Umbrella key  
card and he heads inside to find himself in the pod  
bay. There is a large moon pool present for  
submersible transport subs and it appears to have  
been used recently. This is how Morpheus and his  
followers have been getting in and out over recent  
months without the Umbrella workers working  
above in the waterways even realising. A large  
reinforced window on the other side looks out into  
the deep, sunless sea outside. It depicts nothing but  
a black void. In one of the corners is a small  
workstation near some lockers and gas cylinders, one of which has toppled over. Amidst the 
paperwork Bruce finds a digital tape recorder. With this he can now return to 2D-01 on Level 
2 and record the sample of Morpheus’ voice. Once this is done, he takes the elevator back 
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down to the first floor and uses the recording on the voice recognition machine. This unlocks 
the door leading into the restricted laboratory area. 
 
He is now inside a static clean room with large vents on the floor to flush and circumnavigate 
fresh air to scrub away any potential contaminants. There is a bank of lockers on the back wall, 
one of which is open and contains a fully-loaded assault rifle. Further down are four elaborate-
looking biohazard protection suits with the Umbrella logo and helmet. Bruce gets the shock of 
his life as one of them suddenly moves and a zombie is revealed to be inside, confirming the t-
Virus leak has breached the inner lab. After shooting it down, he composes himself and moves 
into the next room.  
 
This is another loud area with large air scrubbers  
on either wall, again to prevent any possible bio- 
contaminants making it outside the restricted  
laboratory area. There is a console on the wall  
directly ahead and he has the choice of moving  
left or right through automated doors. He is now  
inside a small shower room covered floor to  
ceiling in white tiles. There are drains on the  
floor and nozzles installed on the ceiling for  
spraying water jets. A naked test-subject zombie  
suddenly drops down from an overhead vent in  
the ceiling and Bruce composes himself before smattering its brains all over the wall. A door 
opposite leads into the next area. 
 
He is now in the central hub of the lab with doors leading to the analysis room, the main plant 
room, and the laboratory itself. Storage boxes and crates are packed up in the corners all 
marked with the Umbrella logo. The walls are painted white yet many of the overhead lights 
are off. He soon finds the door to the analysis room but it is tightly locked and he cannot get 
inside. A warning sign above reads ‘L-001: Authorised Personnel Only.’ Further down he 
avoids several enlarged wasps buzzing around the area, passing more crates with grey tarp 
covered over before the next door indicates the Plant Room. A little further round is the third 
and final door for the main lab but this again is locked. The Plant room is the only option 
available.  
 
Bruce moves inside and now finds himself inside a  
large square-shaped room with ventilation and  
filtering air-conditioning systems all over the walls  
and ceilings with slats and extractor fans present.  
All over the floor are insect faeces and discarded  
molts. The room is also dimly lit with red-lighting  
installed on the walls at various intervals. There is  
a large cargo door leading back into the Analysis  
Room but it is closed and he cannot get through.  
Another door is opposite and leads to the main  
laboratory. 
 
Suddenly, a huge shape drops down from a hole in the ceiling. This is the Halbert Queen; a 
wasp-based B.O.W. developed and stored at this facility. Since its closure the Halbert has 
created a nest that has gone out of control. The queen is so large that her wings cannot support 
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the bulk of her body and she can no longer fly, but her stinger is deadly and she is able to 
produce thousands of smaller guards from her giant abdomen. Bruce keeps his distance and 
opens fire, peppering her abdomen with bullets whilst trying to keep perfectly still and not be 
alarmed by the smaller Halberts swarming around him. Fortunately the queen is quite fragile 
and before long she topples to the floor. Without their leader to protect, a majority of the 
smaller wasps flee back into their hideaway, leaving only a few to pester him. 
 
With the area now clear, Bruce is free to move  
through the door and into the central laboratory.  
This is a rectangular shaped room with small,  
sealed experimentation chambers on either side of  
the room. There is also a large generator and  
conductor on the back wall where experiments  
using electricity have been performed. The  
pressure chamber closest to Bruce is open and has  
a biohazard symbol on the door. Inside everything  
is clean and sterile and there is a small vacuum- 
sealed storage unit for performing live virus  
culture. It is empty. The chamber opposite is sealed shut and through the transparent windows 
Bruce can see three naked zombies milling around inside with a forth lying on the floor 
holding a key. A large, dried bloodstain is on the white flooring outside the chamber entrance. 
The back walls are full of work stations filled with computers and various laboratory apparatus. 
A large white board on the wall has pinned up research notes and scrawlings of ‘DNA’, ‘RNA’ 
and ‘t+G=?’ On the desk below is a user’s manual for something called the ‘Charged Particle 
Rifle’, codenamed ‘t-Hunter.’ The document is classified and marked with the Umbrella logo. 
 
“The charged particle gun was developed to cope with biohazards caused by the "t-Virus." 
(Charged Particle Rifle) 
It is based on a particle acceleration device, which virus researchers use for gene manipulation 
and decomposing molecules. 
By launching particles at high speeds to cause damage at a molecular level, it is possible to 
penetrate barriers of electrical discharge and cause damage to a target. At present, we have only 
confirmed this on animal experiments, but it seems possible to attack organisms electrically-
charged through the new form of the "t+G-Virus." 
It's possible to use but is limited, as it is battery-powered, so it's essential to fully charge.” 
-BIOHND: Charged Particle Rifle User’s Manual; undated. 
 
The rifle was originally on the Spencer Rain and Morpheus has stolen it alongside the v.0.9.2 
t+G-Virus and brought it back to the labs. Clearly this was always part of his plan as the rifle is 
stored inside a specially constructed charging capsule on the other side of the room near a 
bank of lockers. The weapon is fully charged and Bruce decides to take it with him, just as the 
sealed pressure chamber opens up and the three zombies stutter out. After taking them all 
down, he examines the corpse left inside and recovers the backyard key. This will unlock the 
padlocked chain blocking the door near the elevator back in the main corridor.  
 
Bruce backtracks to this spot and is able to use his key to get through the barricaded door. 
Now he can access the elevator that leads down into the biosphere. After following the corridor 
down he emerges into the circular office Morpheus has been using. All the monitors are 
switched off and on the chair by the pristine desk, Bruce finds Morpheus’ journal which offer 
thoughts on his proposed new kingdom. 
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“Thoughts on My Kingdom 
The symbol of power is beneath the earth in  
Africa 
The symbol of wisdom is here in the Bio- 
Sphere. 
The symbol of beauty is in my mind and body 
Beauty will rule all, and I will reign 
The foundation of a kingdom where beauty has  
absolute value. My dream isn't far from being  
realized. 
I was disappointed by the betrayal of Umbrella,  
who appeared to be an ally, but I'll just have to use them in return. 
Soon, China will surrender and the United States will follow suit. 
After that, if I merely arrange abundant funds, the building of a nation in the African hinterland 
will come to fruition. 
Morpheus D. Duvall” 
-BIOHND: Thoughts on My Kingdom; undated. 
 
Bruce also notices a number of scratch marks by the chair as if something has been dragged 
along the floor and he realises the chair can be moved. Pushing it forward on a small track 
reveals a hidden switch and pressing it slides back a hidden compartment on the back wall to 
reveal a secret elevator. This is the hidden entrance down to the missile bay.  
 
At that moment, the monitor screens flick on  
displaying live images from the launch silo.  
Morpheus is there, standing over Fong Ling’s prone  
body. He is impressed Bruce is still alive but then  
mocks by saying that some people just don’t know  
when to let go. At that moment, a warning alarm  
begins to blare with notification that the missile  
launch sequence has reached the final stage. Back on  
the screen, Morpheus begins to laugh before  
destroying the camera with his clawed hand. Bruce  
composes himself and promises to get Fong Ling out of there. He checks over the particle rifle 
before descending down the elevator to the missile bay. Now that he has mutated beyond all 
recognition, Morpheus is going to launch the missiles early. 
 
At the bottom is a small armoury and Bruce is able to replenish his remaining weaponry before 
entering the bay proper. Inside is a vast room with individual launching platforms holding 
missiles fully loaded with t-Virus. As Bruce cradles the particle rifle and moves in between 
them he spots Fong Ling’s frail form by the control station. But as he starts to make his way 
over he is stopped by Morpheus who is lurking in the shadows. He mocks Bruce by saying that 
a good agent would never risk the success of his mission just to save a woman. That will be his 
fatal mistake. But Bruce holds up the rifle and is not intimidated, ready to put Morpheus down 
for good.  
 
He can hear the unsettling clanks of Morpheus’ integrated high-heeled feet making up part of 
his bizarre and exceedingly unique transformation. His body crackles with electricity and he is 
surprisingly light and agile. He casually walks towards Bruce who fires the particle rifle. 
Morpheus possesses agility fast enough to dodge the blasts by zipping from side to side with 
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remarkable speed. The shots that do hit him slow him down only for a second, although it is 
clear the rifle blasts are penetrating his protective electro-magnetic field. Morpheus also 
sometimes retreats by back-flipping away then jumping into the air and propelling himself 
forward, trying to decapitate Bruce with the talons on  
his left hand. The A.U.P.I.T. agent uses the missile  
struts for cover, but unfortunately this also makes it  
harder for him to hit Morpheus. Occasionally  
Morpheus also fires out bursts of pure electricity with  
his arms, conducting with the metallic struts and  
sending showers of sparks everywhere. The battle  
rages for some time until Bruce is eventually able to  
target enough bursts from the particle rifle to  
incapacitate Morpheus and the svelte, silver form of  
the feminine Tyrant falls to the ground. The rifle is now drained of charge so he discards it. 
 
Bruce dashes over to Fong Ling who is groggy but thankful to be alive. She chastises him for 
saving her when his first priority should have been to disarm the missiles. He retorts that a 
‘Dong-Gua’ never abandons a woman and she smiles at the irony of his words. Suddenly, the 
computer announces they have exactly ten minutes until missile launch and the two agents 
quickly get moving. They peruse the main computer depicting the schematics of the missile 
silo. It is like a maze and Bruce admits the layout is too complicated and they will never get to 
the launch controls in time. Fong Ling says she will stay and use the monitors to guide him 
down the right path. He agrees and quickly sets off on his way.  
 
But only seconds after he has left, Morpheus’s prone form begins to stir and crackle with 
electricity. The damage caused by the particle rifle has caused massive physical destruction on a 
genetic level, causing the cells to break down and allowing the G-Virus to take over and begin 
mutating uncontrollably. The rapidly-changing creature then begins to slowly crawl down the 
tunnel after Bruce, changing and growing as it moves. 
 
Meanwhile, Bruce dashes down a long bridge  
and on either side much of the vast  
underground complex is shrouded in  
darkness but the silhouettes of more missile  
launching bays can be seen. If Morpheus’  
plan succeeds, there are enough missiles here  
to cause catastrophic amounts of damage.  
Suddenly, Fong Ling shouts a warning over  
the intercom that Morpheus is after him. At  
that moment, Bruce turns to spot a huge,  
bloated mound of flesh struggling through the  
doors at the opposite end behind him. The G-Virus within Morpheus is rapidly going out of 
control and he is nothing but a shuffling mound of putrid flesh. With time precious, Bruce 
ignores him for now and continues on through the next door. There is already less than five 
minutes remaining and Fong Ling urges him to hurry over the intercom as he begins to 
navigate through the maze of corridors all fused with conduits and pipework. Fong Ling gives 
him precise instructions so he doesn’t make a wrong turn, and his progress is only hampered 
momentarily by the odd zombie prowling the tunnels. 
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Soon he finds himself inside another hangar; this one marked as ‘W-05’. The cargo bay doors 
on the other side are locked but Fong Ling assures him she can deactivate the electronic lock 
remotely from her position with a little time. Unfortunately the delay is long enough for the 
slumbering blob of Morpheus to catch up with him.  
Now left with conventional weapons only, Bruce  
opens fire on the creature but his shots don’t even  
slow it down. Its bulk is so large it takes up the  
entire diameter of the bridge, meaning there is  
nowhere for Bruce to go if it gets too close. Fong  
Ling warns it is moving too fast and he will need to  
find a way to repel it. A fierce resentment etched  
deep in Morpheus’ consciousness is enough to keep  
driving itself forward, propelled by its two arms. A  
mound of spikes has pierced through its upper back and Morpheus’ head retracts into the 
body only to protrude from a completely separate area seconds later. Bruce decides to make 
this his target and is rewarded when Morpheus shrieks in pain and begins to retreat every time 
his fragile head is struck. Bruce is able to buy himself enough time for Fong Ling to get the 
doors open and he can continue on his way.  
 
She guides him through the next set of corridors and says he is now very close to the central 
missile silo. She promises to catch up with him there then clicks off the intercom. Moments 
later Bruce reaches the next hangar bay and crosses the bridge overlooking more missile 
launching platforms before reaching more locked doors. The words ‘Control Room’ are 
etched onto the floor but he cannot get inside. 
 
Just moments later, Morpheus is onto him again and  
Bruce turns to face him one last time, knowing he is  
practically out of time as the countdown reaches  
three minutes. He uses the assault rifle and shotgun,  
emptying everything he has into the G-Creature,  
specifically targeting Morpheus’ head whenever it  
shows. Eventually, he strikes Morpheus square  
between the eyes and this triggers an electrical charge  
and a further G mutation that rapidly grows out of  
control. Bruce can only stare in horror as Morpheus’ body continues to expand and grow, 
rising into the air and spilling over the sides of the platform. His cells divide and multiply at an 
unprecedented level and even Fong Ling from her position in an adjacent area of the hangar 
can see the body mass multiplying like an abnormally aggressive tumour. It is literally 
consuming the entire facility. Eventually, the electricity crackling from Morpheus ignites the 
missiles as the launch sequence reaches zero, but each missile is consumed within the 
creature’s huge mass and implodes within, setting off a huge implosion. Somehow, Bruce and 
Fong Ling reach an emergency submersible and prep automated evacuation to the surface. 
 
The colossal explosion of the entire bio-sphere causes a mushroom cloud of water to burst 
forth from the ocean above and the area for miles around is covered in spray and foam. It is 
now after dawn and a trio of U.S. Government helicopters likely sent by Adam Benford and 
A.U.P.I.T. are en route to the location. When things have died down, the emergency 
submersible reaches the surface and once clear of the water, the pod’s roof automatically 
detaches and an emergency distress flare is fired into the sky. 
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Bruce and Fong Ling take a moment to relax on the calm ocean surface and watch the 
beautiful dawn of a new day. Bruce says they have accomplished their mission and asks Fong 
Ling to come back to America with him, pointing out that her own government betrayed her 
and that there is nothing left for her in China to go back to. She ponders his words for a 
moment before eventually declining. China is her home and she belongs there. Bruce doesn’t 
seem too surprised by her answer and suggests he really is an idiot after all. Fong Ling perks up 
and suddenly realises that the joke is on her; Bruce knew what ‘Don-Gua’ really meant all 
along. He confirms this by saying he’s been to China once before. She admits that fact was not 
in his dossier and is suitably impressed enough to lean in for a lingering kiss. They have a few 
moments together before their rescue arrives. 
 
The explosion from the bio-sphere was so powerful it has essentially destroyed the entire island 
completely.  
 
The Spencer Rain disaster will have a devastating effect on Umbrella’s recovery plans. 
Although not a public incident, the event has resulted in the loss of both the t+G-Virus, the new 
prototype Hunter Elites and a majority of the corporation’s remaining clientele. Umbrella’s last 
throw of the dice now hinges on the T-A.L.O.S. project still being developed in Russia. 
 
LATE SEPTEMBER 2002 
The fourth annual memorial service for victims of the Raccoon City disaster takes place at 
towns and cities across the United States. 
 
AUTUMN 2002 ONWARDS 
Following months of research by government scientists, the t-Veronica virus recovered from 
South America has been rendered innocuous and is scheduled for disposal, severely nullifying 
its effects as a weapon in its own right. Thanks to his influential position, Derek Simmons 
secretly passes a Veronica sample onto Carla Radames to assist with her C-Virus project. Carla 
immediately begins dissecting the virus, looking for ways to nullify the devastating effect it has 
on the host’s brain cells.  
 
Ricky Towaza’s mother dies. At the funeral, one  
of the attendee’s is Ricky’s uncle, Doug Wright  
who works as a university professor specialising  
in microbiology. The two bond at the funeral  
and Doug agrees to become Ricky’s legal  
guardian. 
 
By now, Carla Radames has studied the weakened t-Veronica virus for several months, 
extrapolating it down to the minutest detail. Using modern technology unavailable to Alexia 
Ashford in the early 1980s, Carla is successful in extracting and isolating the ‘DNA mutation 
attribute’ from the t-Virus, originally the central quality of the Progenitor Virus before the 
process of weaponisation strengthened it via the t-Virus project. Carla is able to further 
strengthen the genetic code of the DNA mutation attribute before combining it with the 
weakened t-Veronica resulting in a hybrid strain she refers to as ‘t-02.’ This new variant 
possesses greater mutagenic properties than the original Veronica but crucially it also negates 
the key flaw of intense brain cell rejection and the need for a15 year cold-sleep symbiosis 
period. The next stage of the research is to map the genome of the G-virus taken from the 
body of Sherry Birkin and start incorporating it into the t-02 variant. This is the next phase of 
the C-Virus project. 
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“I was able to obtain t-Veronica, a detoxified virus intended for disposal. Simmons entrusted 
me with the research of new biological weapons, and I've decided to first improve this. 
Initially, I succeeded in extracting only the "DNA mutation attribute", the ultimate characteristic 
of the Progenitor Virus which was strengthened with the birth of the t-Virus. 
By repeatedly improving this in combination with t-Veronica, I completed "t-02" which negated 
the biggest fault of intense brain cell rejection. 
Originally, in order to allow t-Veronica to adapt to the human body without rejection, 
symbiosis and immunity had to be maintained through a long cryogenic sleep following 
injection. However, that problem has been solved by the "t-02" I created. Later, if synthesis with 
the G-Virus extracted from Sherry Birkin goes well, the ultimate virus will be complete. 
Although there's no telling how many more years it will take, I'll succeed at any cost to meet 
Simmons' expectations." 
-biohazard.net: Carla Radames extended file; undated. 
 
By the end of the year the total number of bioterrorism victims has risen to over 300,000. 
 
2003: 
By now, Umbrella is surviving by the skin of its teeth. Oswell Spencer's recovery plan involving 
the Spencer Rain and the t+G-Virus has failed and the resulting terrorist attack in September 
last year killed off much of the corporation's remaining clientele, not to mention the 
irreplaceable loss of researchers and specimens. Once upon a time an incident such as this 
could have been swept aside as only minimal damage, but the current situation means yet 
another nail is hammered into the coffin of what was once the world's leading pharmaceutical 
conglomerate. By now a majority of bioweapons research is conducted at secret offshore 
facilities with classified projects housed in Russia in the hands of Sergei Vladimir. The benefit 
to this is that none of the authorities including the U.S. Government, various Anti-Umbrella 
factions, or even the rival company are aware of these locations. After five years, the  
T-A.L.O.S. Project is now more or less complete and ready to enter final testing before mass-
production. Sergei has also signed contracts with many more unstable terrorist leaders and 
rebel states, ready to supply them with an army of B.O.W.s in exchange for financial capital. 
 
LOCATION PROFILE: UMBRELLA CAUCASUS LABORATORY 
The origins of the Caucasus Laboratory trace back to 1908 on the day of the infamous Tunguska explosion in 
which a huge area of 2000 square kilometres had trees uprooted and windows shattered up to 1000 miles away. 
A huge mushroom cloud was witnessed in the sky and everything within a 30 mile radius was wiped out. The 
cause of the blast, thought to be a meteorite, was  
investigated by a Russian research team who came to  
the site in 1921. They remained on location for a  
number of years, studying strange phenomena in the  
area surrounding the site and discovering trace  
fragments of extremely rare metals. The group  
constructed research facilities in the blast zone which  
comprised of dozens of underground ventilation  
systems. In later years a chemical and manufacturing  
plant was constructed on the surface and remained in  
operation for a number of decades.  
Following the end of the Cold War the facilities were closed down and the plant was left abandoned. After the 
fall of the Soviet Union it was taken over by Umbrella and operations were restarted and maintained as a front. 
Following the Raccoon City incident of 1998, Oswell Spencer invested large amounts of foreign capital to begin 
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construction of large-scale underground development, built in and around the subterranean ventilation system 
already in place from Soviet times. Geological surveys confirmed a solid bedrock perfect for construction of 
expansive underground facilities. The running of the base  
was placed under the supervision of Sergei Vladimir and as  
part of Umbrella’s behind-the-scenes revival program, the  
U.M.F.-013 mainframe and Red Queen AI were transferred  
to this location following their extraction from Raccoon  
City. Classified projects such as the T-A.L.O.S. were  
developed exclusively at this facility and for a number of  
years it remained a secret to all of Umbrella’s enemies. The  
plant became Umbrella’s main mass-production facility  
and was a vital part of the corporation’s underground  
activities. Hunters, Chimeras and Lickers were all cloned,  
trained and sold to various factions across the globe. The completed and perfect strain t-Virus was also kept 
here and secured deep underground. Workers were sourced from nearby villages for labour purposes, but these 
men were also used as guinea pigs in biological weapons experiments. Sergei Vladimir struck a financial deal 
with the village priest to ensure the truth about these incidents were never publically revealed.  
On the outside, the factory has the appearance of an innocent looking oil refinery. However, the solid rock 
formations underneath the snow made for an ideal foundation for a network of tunnels and underground 
research areas. The interior ground level of the base was a colossal warehouse for storage of regular materials. 
A huge Umbrella symbol adjourned the floor which doubled as a hidden  
freight elevator that descended hundreds of feet underground to the  
restricted research areas. Locker rooms for employees were followed by  
a decontamination shower and numbered rooms in pristine chrome  
hallways contained all matter of Umbrella secrets. Restricted areas were  
guarded by a highly sophisticated laser-targeting security system and the  
lower levels contained numerous B.O.W. manufacturing plants and  
testing rooms. Other areas included artificially constructed waterways  
for Neptune sharks and other water-based creatures. There were  
training environments and also a large furnace for disposing of failed  
specimens. An elevator to even lower levels led to more storage areas,  
the main control room, an armoury, viral storage, the Red Queen's  
chamber and the main B.O.W. testing arena where Chris Redfield and  
Jill Valentine would eventually battle the T-A.L.O.S. Because the facility  
was so vast, an expansive subterranean mono-rail network was built  
using the underground ventilation system.  
The facility was surrounded on all sides by a thick blanket of snowy tundra. The inhospitable environment and 
hostile weather conditions kept people away from the area and the only nearby population centres were two 
isolated villages. The first, home to the Church of the Great Bones worshippers, became test subjects in the 
experiments. The second village housed one of the many secret Umbrella ‘hangars’ used to store classified 
research materials in hidden locations. The man in charge of the hangar was an Umbrella employee who kept 
schematics of the Caucasus’ base in a safe inside his home.  
The Caucasus facility’s location was compromised in early 2003 following intelligence operations carried out by 
the rival company. This led to intentional information leaks by Albert Wesker that brought it to the attention 
of the Russian Government and Private Biohazard Containment teams. Following a successful incursion 
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operation and a triggered Level 4 biohazard, the Caucasus facility was shut down indefinitely. The loss of this 
facility and all subsequent data was the key catalyst in finally shutting Umbrella down for good.  
 
Another unexpected benefit for Umbrella is that the Raccoon Trials have stalled due to a lack 
of incriminating evidence. Umbrella's legal teams have worked wonders to push much of the 
responsibility for the incident onto the shoulders of the U.S. Government, with Spencer's 
lawyers fighting vigorously for the business suspension order to be withdrawn. The court costs 
have spiralled into the millions and with no majority verdict in sight, the ruling keeps getting 
adjourned. The prosecution argue that Umbrella are stalling for time to allow them to recover 
although others believe that despite no verdict, their reputation as the largest and finest 
pharmaceutical enterprise on the planet is irreparably tarnished. Throughout the last five years 
the media have uncovered countless untold atrocities by Umbrella showcasing them as 
violators of international law and as public whipping boys concerning any form of scandal in 
the pharmaceutical market. The Global Pharmaceutical Consortium have already stripped 
Umbrella’s executive board member status and completely turned against them, striking a deal 
with other medical firms to testify against them. 
 
The rival company continue to monitor Umbrella’s movements closely as they search for 
Umbrella’s hidden storage ‘hangars’ and their main development centre. Intelligence has been 
received that once the B.O.W.s are created, Umbrella operate a fleet of ships to transport 
them. This is in reference to the ‘Three Queens’; Zenobia, Semeramis, and Dido. The rival 
company have agents installed at key locations across the globe where they believe these 
hangars may be present. 
 
A team of scientists from the Montpellier University of Marine Science begin a fourth deep sea 
investigation of the Kermadec Trench beneath the Pacific Ocean. They are using an 
unmanned exploration vessel to penetrate the very depths of the 10000+ meter deep abyss. 
Their endeavours soon reap results when they discover a new species of abyssal fish inhabiting 
a super-deep ocean zone at depths of over 9000 meters. These fish are photographed and 
observed in their natural habitat before several live specimens are captured and brought back 
for study. The researchers are fascinated with these fish as they display several unique 
behavioural patterns not normally found with organisms living in such extreme conditions. 
Further study reveals that these behaviours are not a natural occurrence, but the result of 
naturally occurring viral infection. 
 
Ryan Howard, a well-respected Professor of molecular biology and  
expert in DNA fossil regeneration research, is suddenly made  
redundant from his job after all his research grants are frozen. One  
of Howard’s main research projects was cultivating DNA samples  
from the fossilised ‘Irish Giant;’ remnants of an unusually large  
humanoid first discovered in a mine in Northern Ireland a century  
ago. Ryan and his son Tyler struggle to make ends meet until one  
day he is approached by an Umbrella representative with a job offer.  
They recognise Howard’s extraordinary work concerning DNA  
regeneration and want to utilise his skills in the field of biological  
weaponry. The offer on the table carries a heavy non-disclosure  
agreement but also means financial security for both him and his son  
so Howard accepts the offer, still retaining ownership of the Irish  
Giant as part of the deal. 
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Professor Howard begins working for Umbrella and is introduced to the t-Virus project and the 
clandestine world of illegal biological weapons production. He begins working long hours in a 
laboratory at an undisclosed location and is barely allowed to return home, meaning he starts to 
lose contact with Tyler who quickly becomes concerned about him, despite the money they 
now have coming in. 
 
To quell the unease surrounding the future of Umbrella Corporation, Oswell Spencer writes a 
letter to shareholders, employees and customers thanking them for their continued support, 
loyalty and financial input in these difficult times. 
 
“(Extracted from the Umbrella Company History) 
Foreword: 
Our company was founded in 1968 by three individuals,  
myself, my friend Edward Ashford, and an authority on  
virology, Dr. James Marcus. 
We held a certain conviction from the beginning. 
Someday viral research will deeply influence the  
enhancement of health for people around the world. 
The time has come to serve this purpose in order to build  
rich lives and a shining society. 
Umbrella's symbol reflects this unwavering cause. 
"Protecting the health of the people." 
Technology is the umbrella which will serve that purpose. 
Thanks to this we have expanded our operations unhindered, spreading the Umbrella symbol 
throughout the world. 
For 40 years we have sent safety and peace of mind to families and medical settings based on 
our determined purpose. 
I give thanks again, to our company's customers around the world, our employees, and our 
investors who have supported this growth. 
Edward and James have come to watch from the heavens now. 
Although I stand alone, our concept from the company's founding shall not change. 
They would be proud of today's glory. 
In the future we will continue to be diligent and promise to offer happiness to all with further 
advancements. 
Our umbrella will continue to protect your future. 
Thank you for your unwavering patronage and support. 
Umbrella Corporation Leader 
Oswell E. Spencer” 
-BIOUC: Memo on the Founding of Umbrella; undated. 
 
As Mary Gray’s condition worsens due to her rare blood disease, her father now desperately 
searches for any possible way to prolong his daughter’s life. With no other option in sight, he 
begins seriously considering treating her medically with the t-Virus. Strains of oncolytic virus 
have been used before with recorded success. In 1991 a strain of t-Virus was sold to South 
American drug lord Javier Hidalgo and used to treat his wife’s illness. It was partially successful, 
with the virus counteracting and nullifying the illness from Hilda’s body, but prolonged 
treatment eventually resulted in a powerful mutation and all her humanity was lost. A second 
trial was performed in 1993 when supplies of ‘t-JCC203’ were supplied to an old hospital in the 
Arklay Mountains capable of destroying cancerous cells completely. But again, numerous viral 
injection eventually resulted in the patient’s mutation. Digging through the archives, Mary’s 
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father begins to consult with Professor Ryan Howard over a possible course of treatment for his 
daughter. 
 
EARLY FEBRUARY 2003 
Residents from a village in the same area of the  
Caucasus, home to the Church of Great Bones,  
are still going missing whilst working at the nearby  
chemical plant. Lately ten people have come  
forward and spoken of a monster spotted in the  
vicinity of the factory building. The descriptions  
remind them strongly of the legendary mythical  
creature ‘Vodyanoy’, who was a huge, overgrown  
creature with a body of half man, half fish. These stories, coupled with worker disappearances, 
further fuel the paranoia of some villagers who believe the factory is run by heretics that 
worship the evil pagan gods, despite assurances from the village priest who moved quickly to 
dispel such nonsense. But the villagers are unaware he is being paid off by Sergei Vladimir.  
 
Whether by accident, design, or as part of a field test, a small t-Virus leak in the vicinity of the 
chemical factory infects a pack of local wolves who quickly spread out into the wilderness. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Days later the wolves are spotted in the woods near to a second village located approximately 
three kilometres from the factory. This village houses one of Umbrella’s secret hangars used to 
store embryonic B.O.W. specimens and viral agents and antibodies preserved in cold storage. 
It is located in a reinforced shelter beneath the old grain silo and the person monitoring it is a 
villager who is also an Umbrella employee. Following intelligence reports, an agent of the rival 
company is presently at the village to verify the existence of one of these hangars as part of 
several espionage activities to uncover Umbrella’s hidden operations. Thanks to the infected 
wolves, a few residents begin to go missing on the outskirts of the surrounding forest and others 
are found brutally murdered with their carcasses partially eaten. The village community is soon 
living in fear and word spreads that the legendary ‘Almas’ creature of folklore has been 
resurrected. The rival company spy makes a report back to headquarters, confirming the 
presence of t-Virus based B.O.W.s in the area. 
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Albert Wesker reads over the reports sent by the field agent, wondering why such an outbreak 
occurred in the middle of nowhere. The only notable location is an old chemical plant thought 
abandoned following the collapse of the Soviet Union and now operating privately. Wesker 
uses his extensive resources to conduct a background check into the factory, discovering that 
the property rights were transferred to a rich European noble family and that approximately 
five years ago a large injection of foreign capital was invested to conduct extensive underground 
developments. Further checks on the geology of the area and confirm solid bedrock perfect to 
create a stable, underground research facility. The puzzle pieces are quickly falling into place 
and he believes he may have found Umbrella’s last hidden bastion. Although no name is 
mentioned, he surmises the ‘European noble family’ the documents refer to must be Oswell 
Spencer. 
 
Wesker makes immediate preparations to leave for Russia, trusting this particular mission to 
no one but himself. His plan is to steal all the archival data from Umbrella’s central mainframe, 
keeping it for himself and raising his powerbase. With all of Umbrella’s knowledge at his 
disposal, it will only be a matter of time before he can take over complete control of the rival 
company. But he cannot accomplish this alone and will need outside help. He cannot utilise 
the H.C.F. teams like on Rockfort Island for he cannot allow the organisation to become wise 
to his activities. Instead, he leaks information anonymously to the Russian Government about 
the development of a new, powerful B.O.W. being carried out at an Umbrella-owned facility 
somewhere in the Russian Caucasus. He knows the Russians will act on this information by 
sending in the Biohazard Containment Team, which he plans to use as a diversion to complete 
his own mission. The fact the rival company helped directly fund the B.C.U. means all their 
vehicles and equipment are rigged with hidden surveillance equipment, ensuring Wesker will 
be able to see and hear all of their movements. He also ensures this information leak reaches 
his old friends Chris Redfield and Jill Valentine, but significantly he doesn’t provide the exact 
location of the base, ensuring he buys himself enough time to investigate the surrounding area 
first. 
 
“An interesting incident... 
Bizarre murder cases have recently occurred in a remote village in the Caucasus region of 
Russia.  
The villagers there are making noise that a legendary monster "Almas" has been revived... 
The disastrous scene easily reminds me of the first bizarre incidents in Raccoon Forest. 
There's an old chemical plant three kilometres from the village that was built during the Soviet 
era, and according to the investigation, the property rights have now transferred to a prestigious 
European noble family. 
It seems foreign capital was invested five years ago and a large-scale underground development 
was conducted. According to geological surveys, there's a solid bedrock perfect to construct a 
certain kind of facility on. 
Evidently, it seems the crossword has been solved. 
Umbrella has boldly survived for the five years since Raccoon's annihilation. Held responsible 
for the virus leak, and in spite of a plunge in their stock prices, they campaigned at the trial that 
it was all a U.S. government conspiracy and succeeded in buying time until the final death 
sentence. 
It was fortunate for Umbrella that they had colluded with the government from the very 
beginning. 
If you clear the dust, the nation naturally has secrets just like anyone else, and their survival 
tactics were to stir up public doubt by selling them in pieces to the court and the media. 
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That referred to as madness exists in varying degrees and lurks even in people, organizations, 
and nations. 
However, Umbrella was the most insane in that incident. 
The foolish Umbrella is showing signs of a revival. 
B.O.W.s are beginning to go rampant in conflict regions. The B.O.W.s are being supplied as 
weapons. 
Umbrella has organized itself beneath the surface and established a system to produce Bio 
Organic Weapons, and information has come in that they operate ships for transportation. 
It is time. They fidget with the t-Virus, create mutant organisms, and sell them. 
Even if a certain amount of results were to appear, their imagination, merely trifling with the 
virus as a medium for bioweapons manufacture, will give themselves away again someday. 
The "Philosopher's Stone" belongs in the hands of a truly worthy alchemist. Those unfit should 
withdraw in silence. 
Without a doubt, here will become the place of Umbrella's demise...” 
-Wesker’s Extra Report; 2003. 
 
MONDAY FEBRUARY 11TH 2003 
Chris and Jill arrive in Russia based on the leaked intelligence provided anonymously by 
Wesker. They have been invited to link up with the regional B.C.U. and negotiations are 
ongoing for authorisation from the Russian Government for an incursion mission. Following 
information about a new B.O.W. developed in a ‘factory of nightmares’, the two of them 
expect to visit many sites across the region with the B.C.U. as they try to verify its location.  
 
Despite everything that has befallen Umbrella since Raccoon City, they are still the largest 
industrial group in the world. It is probable that Umbrella would arise in a different form 
reconstructed if just one part of the company was still alive and well. If Chris and Jill are to 
make the end of Umbrella permanent, then they needed to act now. Based on the anonymous 
information they had received, the Russian branch of Umbrella now continues the illegal 
research of the company. For better or worse it is here that they have been working on the 
development of new biological weapons, and is not least the basic location of the t-Virus. In 
other words, the Umbrella lizard has survived having its tail bitten off and has fled with the rest 
to Russia. Several espionage activities are soon to be executed to ensure that all those nasty 
rumours are true; that the Russian branch of the Umbrella Corporation had worked effectively 
in the development of new biogenetic weapons and that these developments served as a 
springboard to expand Umbrella's business activities to the crisis regions throughout the world. 
 
THURSDAY FEBRUARY 14TH 2003 
The nearby village comes under attack from the infected  
wolves and the residents have no real weapons to speak of  
and cannot fight back. The Umbrella employee who works  
at the nearby factory rushes his daughter, Anna, back to  
their house. He tells her that the village is cursed and gives  
her a key to wear around her neck, saying it will protect her  
if the ‘bad man’ comes. The key is for a safe concealed  
behind a picture in the living room. Inside is the  
development data for the stored Hunter Delta prototypes  
and architectural plans for the underground expansions to  
the chemical plant. He doesn’t tell Anna what the key is for, as he has booby-trapped the safe 
to detonate upon opening. As a secret Umbrella employee, he believes this attack is no 
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accident and that someone is coming for the contents of the secret underground hangar. He 
hides Anna in the house before re-joining the others outside. 
 
The village chief and his men gather up all the survivors and lead them to the grain silo to take 
shelter and they barricade themselves inside. But some of those taking refuge are already 
infected and soon the virus spreads from within. Trapped in such a confined space with no way 
out, it isn’t long before everyone is infected. Among the dead are Anna’s father. The village 
chief is the only survivor and desperately locks himself inside a refrigerator. If nobody finds 
him soon he will freeze to death. 
 
FRIDAY FEBURARY 15TH 2003 
The worshippers of the Church of the Great Bones begin to hear rumours that another nearby 
village in the vicinity of the factory has been attacked by the ‘Almas;’ another mythical creature 
of local legend. But since the settlement created by the religious community had no contact 
with the outside world, including their neighbouring village, no one had any knowledge of it. 
Also today, all contact with the factory stops suddenly. None of the men who left for work 
today, come back.  
 
Later, a group formed out of concern for those missing, disappear without trace whilst en route 
to the factory. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The last of the villagers are killed by the mutated wolves. The rival company agent is also killed 
meaning Wesker cannot reach him. He immediately heads towards the village knowing full 
well a t-Virus outbreak has occurred.  
 
SATURDAY FEBRUARY 16TH 2003 
One of the mutated wolves is captured in a forest to the north. Subsequent study reveals it has 
been infected by the t-Virus. 
 
Chris and Jill rent a jeep and head out to the remote village in the vicinity where the bizarre 
murders have been occurring. They have investigated the legend of the Almas and its 
description as a human-like bipedal animal. The description definitely sounds like a biological 
weapon. 
 
The events of BIOHAZARD: PRELUDE TO THE FALL begin. 
 
It is a bitterly cold afternoon and Chris has the heating on full blast in the hummer as he and 
Jill drive down the frozen dirt track towards the small village. They are here to investigate 
unconfirmed reports that the inhabitants have come under attack by strange creatures with 
people whispering myths about the return of a legendary creature named ‘Almas.’  
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The track is bumpy and laced with a fine layer of powdered snow. They pass an old stone well 
in the field to their right and so far nothing seems out of the ordinary. Soon they emerge into a 
clearing and arrive at the village which is no more than a dozen or so  
wooden houses dominated by a huge grain silo at the far end. Chris  
brings the vehicle to a halt and the two step out into the crisp, winter  
air. Jill shivers in the cold atmosphere and is unimpressed. This  
place looks deserted and she wants to know if they can quickly call it  
a day, but Chris replies they need to at least have a look around  
considering how long it took them to get here. The mutated wolf  
was captured in the forest to the north and although they know it  
was caused by the virus, in order to understand exactly what  
happened they need to do a full sweep of the area. Jill draws her gun and suggests they get 
started. 
 
They begin to check the nearby buildings but there is  
no activity and the whole place seems like a ghost  
town. There are no sounds other than their own  
footsteps crackling on the thin layer of snow  
permeating the ground. The atmosphere is biting,  
with a cold wind and no trace of any local wildlife.  
They decide to split up to cover more ground and  
Chris checks a few more of the wooden dwellings but  
all are empty. Jill walks towards the back end of the  
village, bitterly cold and not wanting to stay here any  
longer than necessary. After a few moments of searching she comes across a body slumped 
face down on the steps of a nearby house. It is a male, and he is not moving. Carefully, she 
moves closer, wondering if he may be hurt. The man makes several grunting noises and 
appears to be in some pain. Jill lowers her gun and moves to help when he suddenly whirls 
round, revealing the whole right side of his face has been torn away, exposing sinewy tendon 
and muscle beneath. His right eyeball is exposed and his lips torn off resulting in a permanent 
sneer. The man jerks towards her and Jill staggers back, calling Chris’ name but he is nowhere 
to be seen.  
 
The zombie rises to its feet and begins to shuffle towards her. Jill is so  
taken aback at facing a zombie for the first time since Raccoon City  
that she struggles to draw her gun and the end of the barrel gets  
snagged in her holster. The virus carrier continues forward and is  
only centimetres away when out of nowhere Chris steps forward, jams  
his gun into the creature’s mouth and pulls the trigger, blowing the  
back of its head apart. He chastises Jill for still having her weapon  
holstered in the first place and not knowing better. This place is  
already infected. Suddenly Jill shouts a warning when she spots more  
zombies advancing on their position, roused from their slumber by  
the gunfire. They have been lying dormant to conserve energy but  
now a new food source has lured them out of hiding and they are hungry. 
 
Chris and Jill open fire and repel them back as best they can and Jill is trying to understand the 
significance of an outbreak happening all the way out here in such a remote place. It’s 
happening all over again and Chris is convinced that the t-Virus caused this. He curses 
Umbrella as they continue to fire upon the former residents of the village. Jill shoots one 
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directly in the right shoulder blade, severing its arm completely. But there are so many they are 
quickly surrounded on all sides but their training kicks in and a majority are soon incapacitated 
until Chris’s gun inexplicably jams. As he struggles with the barrel, one last zombie lunges so he 
unsheathes his combat knife and thrusts it right through its face.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Jill surveys the scene, now littered with bodies and concludes they’ve gotten all of them. Chris is 
busy inspecting his broken weapon. It’s stove piped and completely useless now. He pulls out 
his reserve weapon and remarks that something is very wrong with this village, leading Jill to 
somewhat sarcastically reply that nothing is ever right with these kinds of remote places. But 
Chris insists that is not what he meant. They haven’t encountered enough zombies to account 
for a village of this size. This means either more are still out there, or there are still survivors 
hiding out somewhere. 
 
They spend the next hour searching every building and dwelling  
systematically but each one is empty and deserted. As the sky  
begins to darken overhead and the temperature drops even  
further, they both begin to doubt their chances of finding  
anyone else left alive. Almost every house has been checked  
with no signs of any struggle, gunfire, blood or bodies. Apart  
from the initial pack of zombies, nothing is amiss. They try one  
last building and burst through the front door with their  
weapons outstretched, probing the corners for hidden dangers.  
But like everywhere else, this place is made of wood and  
sparsely furnished. Plates and cutlery are set out for a meal but  
there is no sign of anyone being home. Chris is getting frustrated and remarks how this place is 
seemingly just a ghost town and how it just doesn’t add up. They cannot leave until they get to 
the bottom of what happened. He paces the room, his footsteps creaking loudly on the 
wooden floorboards. Jill suggests they call for back-up at the very least considering they have 
confirmed the presence of a biohazard in the area, but just as Chris starts to reply he trails off 
suddenly. He has heard something. 
 
Jill watches as Chris calls for silence and inches along the wall before slowly grasping a 
cupboard door. After a brief pause he flings it open and finds himself aiming his weapon at a 
petrified blonde-haired girl scared out of her mind. The fear in her eyes is palpable and she is 
shaking and freezing cold. There’s no telling how long she’s been hiding here. He shouts that 
they have a survivor and shines his light in her face, immediately asking questions about who 
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she is and what happened here. Angry, Jill steps forward and tells him to stop interrogating the 
poor thing and to get his light out of her face. She is frightened. Chris immediately apologies 
and lowers his torch as Jill takes the girl in her arms. She apologises to the girl and tells her not 
to cry, she is safe now.  
 
The girl’s name is Anna and she is the only survivor of the  
mysterious tragedy that has befallen her village. They take her back  
to the Hummer and Chris keeps watch for threats whilst Jill sits  
Anna on the back seat and provides her with a hot drink. Gently,  
Jill asks what happened here and fighting back tears, Anna explains  
that two days ago these strange creatures attacked the village and  
anyone who was bitten started acting all strange and began  
attacking the other people of the village. She starts to explain that  
anyone left alive got together to hide but Jill cuts her off and asks  
how she ended up here by herself. Anna recalls how her mother  
was bitten and turned into a zombie. She couldn’t get away in time  
so her father hid her in this cupboard and she’s been hiding here ever since. 
 
Jill leaves Anna to her warm drink and moves outside to speak with  
Chris who wants to know what they are going to do with her. Jill is  
surprised by his question and sarcastically wonders if he is suggesting  
they just dump her back in the wardrobe? Her tone makes Chris turn  
away and he changes the subject, suggesting that from what Anna has  
told them, the rest of the villagers must still be around here somewhere  
and maybe waiting for help just like her. Jill agrees they need to find  
them. Their job is about more than just killing zombies after all.  
 
They get back into the vehicle as darkness quickly closes in on the  
village and Anna suggests they check out the big grain silo at the far end  
of the settlement. As Chris drives them in silence they can hear the  
heavy-duty tires of the hummer crack over the thin layer of frozen snow on the ground. The 
temperature has dropped to well-below freezing and soon they arrive at the building in 
question, now bathed in the pale light of the moon shining brightly in the sky above. There are 
no lights on and no signs of life as Chris brings the hummer to a stop. They climb out and Jill 
asks Anna if this is the right place and she nods, adding that the grown-ups of the village would 
often gather here, her father among them. Chris admits the silo would be a good place to make 
a stand and stops to inspect something on the floor. It is a spent shotgun cartridge. Clearly they 
are moving in the right direction. 
 
Jill holds Anna and tells her to stay close to her as Chris opens the  
heavy iron doors. The interior of the building is extremely dark.  
The air is cold and the whole place feels like a silent tomb. The  
lights from their torches pick out stacks of grain sacks piled floor to  
ceiling in storage bays either side of them. A couple of ladders are  
stacked up but there are no signs anyone has been here recently.  
There is no blood, no bodies, and no evidence of a struggle, just  
cold, empty darkness. Chris calls out to any potential survivors in  
the gloom, his voice echoing down the huge storage area. He calls  
out again that they are not zombies and if anyone is hiding to please  
answer them, but there is no response.  
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They start to move forward cautiously with Chris in the lead and none of them notice the 
entrance door click locked behind them. Particles of dust swirl in the musky air thanks to 
leaking bags of grain and flour and Jill spots a room off to the side containing a large 
refrigerator. Moving closer she grips hold of the handle and opens the door to the chilled 
storage area and a cloud of frozen air wafts into her face. Suddenly Jill  
yells out in fright as a frozen corpse tumbles down on top of her.  
Chris comes running over and shines his light on the body. His eyes  
are still open and staring and he has a look of frozen terror on his  
face. His hands are gripping a shotgun and Anna recognises him as  
the village chief. Chris bends down for a closer look. His skin has  
turned blue and is peppered with a thin layer of frost. He suggests this  
man hasn’t been infected with the virus and simply froze to death. 
The sub-zero temperature has prevented decay from setting in. 
 
Jill is confused and wonders why someone would  
purposefully lock themselves in here for so long.  
Chris starts to answer when he locates the main  
circuit breaker and flips it on. One by one all the  
lights come on across the whole mill and  
illuminates a lone zombie further down the room.  
Jill yells a warning when she spots the skeletal  
figure. Chris levels his weapon and shoots it  
directly between the eyes. This is why the village  
chief locked himself in the cold storage unit, there  
was something worse out here waiting for him. The zombie staggers back and falls against the 
stacked flour, causing a few bags to topple over and split, filling the room with dust and 
powder. Chris hears something and warns Jill and Anna to stand back as the room fills with a 
low murmuring sound, although the spreading dust cloud is making it difficult to see ahead. 
But just seconds later, zombies begin to emerge through the gloom, now laced in white like 
spectral entities. There are soon dozens of them, too many for Jill and Chris to handle. 
 
Jill begins to back up towards the exit, not believing just how many zombies there are. Chris 
cannot believe it either, there must be at least 50 in here with them. Many of the creatures are 
badly decomposed and a horrible stench soon lingers. Chris and Jill both open fire, both 
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knowing they have nowhere near enough ammo to incapacitate them all. Chris yells at them 
both to get outside and Jill turns and runs with Anna towards the door. Chris backs up behind 
them, picking his targets carefully and taking out those closest to their position. He muses to 
himself that the villagers hid here after all, although obviously some of them were already 
infected and the virus soon spread when they were all locked up in such a confined space.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Jill suddenly yells in panic that the door won’t open and Chris is puzzled for it was unlocked 
when they arrived and he certainly didn’t lock it when they came inside. Jill wonders if 
something is jamming it but Chris suspects a trap. As the legions of zombies move closer he 
frantically scans the room for an alternative exit but there is none. The grain stacks are piled 
too high for them to climb up and the only other room they have access to is the one with the 
large refrigeration unit. Things are not looking good and Jill  
looks to him for an answer he just does not have. He shouts  
that they’ll just have to cut through them and opens fire on  
the creatures. He knows it is hopeless as there are far too  
many of them but Jill joins in regardless and they fruitlessly  
try to carve a path through. They are both excellent shots  
and many are clean kills with perfect headshots. The falling  
corpses block and stumble the others, slowing their advance  
somewhat and other stray shots impact the grain and wheat  
flower sacks, raining white powder down onto the zombies  
and clogging up the room even more. Jill shouts over the din that she is fast running out of 
bullets and Chris is the same. The zombies have closed half the distance of the room and are 
now less than 10 feet away. He tries aiming lower down, shattering knee caps and trying to 
make them collapse over one another. 
 
The room fast becomes clogged and their vision hazy  
with the wheat flour. Chris coughs and admits he can  
barely see a thing as his gun clicks dry. Anna is cowering  
behind Jill, tugging at her pants and hysterical with tears  
streaming down her face. Chris suddenly has an idea  
and leads them both back into the room where the  
dead village chief still lies. He picks up his shotgun and  
checks it still has a few shells remaining. There is no  
other way so he tells Jill and Anna to climb inside the fridge. Jill is confused but he ushers them 
both inside and Jill holds the door. He takes the shotgun and returns to the main barn, using 
the remaining shells to puncture more holes in the wheat flour sacks. Once the gun is spent, 
nearly all the creatures are covered in the thin, white powder. Satisfied, he returns to the fridge 
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where Jill and Anna stand by the door. Jill demands to know why wasting ammo on flour bags 
is going to help them but Chris tells her to trust him. He raises his spent pistol and grips it by 
the barrel to toss it. Only then does Jill realise what he is doing and he throws it up in the air 
directly towards one of the overhead electric light bulbs above the oncoming zombies. They 
close the door of the fridge just as the gun smashes the light bulb and the resulting spark ignites 
the combustible wheat flour and a huge explosion blows out all the windows on the lower floor 
of the mill. Most of the zombies are eviscerated instantly and any others are incapacitated and 
drop to the floor. The exterior of the refrigeration unit is badly scorched but the three 
sheltering inside are safely protected from the blast. 
 
After a few minutes, Chris kicks the door open and emerges  
out into the blackened, smoking barn where a pile of scorched  
remains litter the chamber and the smell of burning flesh  
lingers in the air. He is pleased with his work and Jill and  
Anna slowly climb out after him and survey the scene. It’s a  
wonder half the building hasn’t collapsed on top of them.  
Chris turns to Jill and grins, explaining he created a dust  
explosion. Not bad for a quick-thinking plan. Jill smiles back,  
grateful for his forward thinking and continues to hold Anna  
tight. The girl is quiet but has stopped crying at least. Chris  
looks around the barn where numerous small fires still burn  
and addresses Jill, saying nothing in this village makes any sense. It’s as if something else is at 
work here. He begins to pace the room and plan their next move when a shadowy figure 
suddenly steps out of the dark behind him. It is Albert Wesker, dressed all in black and 
wearing his signature sunglasses.  
 
Wesker muses on a dust explosion being created in a moment  
of combustion when an airborne flammable powder is ignited.  
He addresses Chris directly and remarks how his constant  
dumb luck never ceases to amaze him. He smiles at them  
both, his face showing no sign of the horrific burns he suffered  
during their last meeting at Umbrella’s South Pole facility five  
years ago. Upon seeing Wesker, Chris can feel his anger rising  
and now suddenly everything makes sense. The biohazard that  
has befallen this village, everything that has happened here, he  
is behind it all. But Wesker denies this and says Chris  
misunderstands the situation. The infection of this village was merely an accident caused by a 
leak of the virus, a foolish mistake they have witnessed countless times in the past.  
 
But if that is true then Jill wants to know his purpose for being here but  
Wesker turns his back and says it is of no concern to them. All they  
need to know is that this village is cursed. He prepares to leave and  
Chris is ready to give chase when the ground beneath them begins to  
shake and crack. Chris is confused and Jill quickly drags Anna back  
and shouts that the ground is collapsing. Within the space of a few  
seconds a giant hole has appeared in the floor between Chris and  
Wesker. Once the dust clears they can see a gap at least ten feet across.  
Wesker bends down to examine the opening where the foundations  
have given way, concluding the dust explosion must have severely weakened the structure. 
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Suddenly, there is an ear-splitting screech and the sound of claws scraping on metal. Then a 
scaly, reptilian hand appears on the surface followed by a muscular arm that pulls up its 
muscular, lizard-like body. This is the Hunter Delta, one of the last ever Hunter prototypes 
created before the series was discontinued. Because the Hunter Program was shut down, the 
Delta model was never put into mass-production and these specimens have remained dormant 
here ever since. They are similar to the original Alpha model but larger in size with increased 
aggression.  
 
Chris and Jill can only watch in shock as more of the creatures  
begin to pull themselves up out of the dense hole in the floor.  
Jill backs away and Chris realises with horror that these are  
Umbrella B.O.W.s. As they fall back, that ever-haunting  
sound of a Hunter’s claws tapping on the cold floor echoes  
around the silo. Wesker is unconcerned by the potential  
threat of the creatures and muses to himself about the hidden  
location of the Deltas. They were stored beneath the silo but  
the ground collapse has likely destroyed a majority of the  
specimens. Chris wants to know what is going on and why  
Hunters are being kept under the village just as one of the  
creatures’ leaps up and lands between them. Wesker simply states that things have changed 
and that he no longer has any use for this place. He lets out a wry smile and tells Chris he will 
leave it to him to clean up the situation, as usual. With that he leaps impossibly high into the 
air, easily out of reach of the nearest Hunter and disappears into the night back towards the 
village. 
 
A Hunter lashes out at Chris who only just manages  
to jerk out of the way at the last second. He has no  
weapon and already another creature bears down  
on him only to be blown back by Jill who still has  
some ammo. She shouts at him to head for the car  
and they all run as fast as they can, sprinting down  
the track back towards the parked Humvee. The  
chasing Hunter Deltas unleash a rally of ferocious  
screeching and leap after them. As they run, Jill  
shouts about what is going on here but Chris still  
isn’t sure. What he does know is that yet again Wesker has landed them in another fine mess 
for his own gain. Using others has always been his MO.  
 
They soon arrive at the vehicle and know they only have a few  
seconds as Jill frantically gets Anna inside. Chris meanwhile  
goes straight for the boot and pulls out a grenade launcher,  
managing to turn and fire just as the first Hunter bears down  
on them. The resulting explosion almost blows the creature in  
two and he soon turns the massive weapon on the rest of the  
pack. The night sky lights up with flashes and brief bursts of  
flame as the shells impact on their targets, the shrieks from the  
Deltas sounding like nails down a chalkboard. Jill jumps in the  
driver’s seat and fires up the engine as Chris backs up to the  
passenger side. He fires one more round before jumping  
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inside. Wesker is heading for the village but Jill is already aware and slams her foot down on 
the accelerator. The heavy vehicle lurches forward, wheels skidding on the thin layer of snow 
that covers the ground. Soon they pick up enough speed to leave the Hunters behind and 
Chris is determined not to let Wesker get away from him again. 
 
As they drive through the darkness, the lights of the vehicle struggle to  
penetrate the gloom ahead and Chris is adamant that Wesker is just as  
dangerous as Umbrella itself and they cannot let him get away. In the  
back, Anna listens to their conversation. Chris’s description of  
Wesker reminds her of what her father told her just before he hid her  
away, about how he’d given her the pendant to protect her from the  
‘bad man’. She gingerly touches the cold metal on her neck and  
shivers. Moments later they arrive back in the centre of the village and  
Jill brings the heavy vehicle to a stop. All is quiet and there is no sign  
of any recent activity. With Chris on point they begin their search for  
Wesker in the cold darkness. 
 
Meanwhile after searching several of the dwellings, Wesker now finds  
himself inside Anna’s house and is currently in the study. The room  
is dimly lit with just a single oil lamp but as he looks through papers  
scattered on the desk and pulls books off the shelves, he is convinced  
this is the right place. The rival company have been aware of the  
existence of secret Umbrella storage hangars located in remote parts  
of the world for some time now. Their intelligence sources suspected  
the villagers here were monitoring one of these caches and that the  
village leader was an Umbrella employee monitoring all the data from  
here. He continues to search around the room, feeling the walls for  
hidden compartments and checking books for hollowed out sections.  
Soon he finds a hidden safe concealed behind a picture on the wall.  
But before he can investigate further he is accosted by Chris and Jill who stand in the doorway 
with their weapons pointed right at him. Wesker chuckles, not in the least bit surprised at their 
persistence.  
 
Chris steps forward, still hefting the grenade launcher  
and tells Wesker his game is over and demands to  
know why he is here. Wesker explains that Umbrella  
has set up storage hangars in various remote areas  
across the globe to disperse and conceal its various  
assets away from prying eyes and the authorities.  
Among these assets are developmental B.O.W.s and  
frozen viral samples. Chris puts the pieces together  
and concludes one of these hangars was located  
beneath the silo which Wesker confirms. The villagers were monitoring the hangar and the 
owner of this house was an Umbrella employee collating data and overseeing all the research 
hidden here. Wesker had planned on collecting the Hunter Delta specimens but the ground 
collapse has now made that impossible. But the night has not yet been a total loss and he still 
has another objective. 
 
Jill suddenly remembers whose house they are in and realises that Anna’s father is the 
Umbrella employee. She moves to tell Chris but he has already figured it out. Meanwhile 
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Wesker will not tell them anything else and asks what their intentions are before goading Chris 
to try and attempt to stop him with the toy he carries. Suddenly, Anna pushes away from Jill 
and moves in front of Chris to confront Wesker. She pulls off her  
pendant and asks if this is what he is looking for. Jill tries to pull her to  
get back but she insists she is okay and holds the pendant up for  
Wesker to see in the light. His interest piqued, he utilises his super  
speed to dash across the length of the room to grab Anna and move  
back to his original position before Chris and Jill can barely react.  
Anna screams and Chris curses and aims the grenade launcher.  
Wesker tells him to be careful as he wouldn’t want to hit the girl after  
all. He snatches the pendant from Anna’s hand and examines it. A  
hidden switch on top converts it into a key and he smiles when he  
realises the daughter was literally ‘the key.’ He grasps Anna by the hand and walks her over to 
the wall safe, suggesting they try it out. 
 
As Wesker tries the key, Anna gestures back to Chris and Jill and  
Chris wonders what she is up to. Wesker hears the lock click  
open and chuckles that this village will be rewarded for its loyal  
support with its complete destruction. But as he opens the door,  
Anna suddenly shrugs herself free of his grasp and Chris calls her  
to him. Wesker begins to turn round and says that whatever they  
are attempting is pointless only for the safe to suddenly explode.  
Chris is thrown back out the front door by the blast with Anna  
still clutched tightly in his arms. He looks up to see the entire  
house is now suddenly aflame. They quickly leave as smoke fills  
up the various rooms. There is no sign of Wesker anywhere.  
 
Outside, Anna watches her home being consumed by the fire  
and realises that her father just saved her life from beyond  
the grave. The pendant did protect her after all and she can  
feel the tears coming. She is grateful when Jill comes over  
and gives her a hug. Her father protected her until the end  
and now the tears are flowing freely. She screams for her  
father into the night sky and Jill holds her tight whilst Chris  
just watches the dancing flames, hoping for the best but  
knowing better. Wesker is still alive. The heat from the fire  
has warmed them up considerably and black smoke funnels  
up into the night air. Chris does a quick sweep of the  
wreckage but there is no sign of his nemesis. True to form he has gotten away yet again. 
Moments later it begins to snow and before long it is coming down thick and heavy. He picks 
up his gun and leads Jill and Anna back to the car. 
 
A few hundred yards away, Wesker stands and watches the flaming wreckage from a distance 
and ponders the day’s events. He is annoyed the data on the Hunter Deltas has been destroyed 
and he would have liked to have gotten a look at the full contents of that hangar. But the data 
has slipped away from him and he turns to leave. Soon he senses a presence behind him and 
commends the Hunters on their persistence before turning and hitting the lone Delta that had 
crept up on him with an impressive roundhouse kick that breaks its neck. The Hunter Deltas 
are an acceptable loss to the rival company but he did pick up something in Anna’s house that 
is of a more personal interest, something the top brass of the organisation don’t need to know 
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about. He pulls the slightly scorched MO disc from his pocket, having snatched it up in the 
nick of time before the safe blew. This disc is the secret the  
house was hiding. Diagrams and schematics of the location of  
the nearby chemical plant; the location he is certain is the final  
hiding place of Umbrella. These should come in very useful  
and he plans on exploiting them for his own gains. He will  
report back to the rival company with his findings about the  
hidden storage hangar and Hunter Deltas before extending his  
own stay in Russia for a few more days longer... 
 
Meanwhile, Chris and Jill have rounded up the last  
of the Hunters still in the village, though several  
have managed to escape and are out roaming the  
wilderness. Anna is fast asleep in the back of the  
car and the snow still comes down in thick droves  
with a healthy layer now covering the ground and  
trees around them. Jill suspects a blizzard is  
heading their way and Chris says Umbrella and  
Wesker have gone too far this time. They cannot  
let this keep on happening. Jill is confident the  
local authorities will take care of the village, but the revelation of Anna’s father being the secret 
Umbrella employee is interesting for their previous intelligence had indicated he was just a 
security guard at a nearby chemical plant. This means there is a strong possibility the factory 
belongs to Umbrella. Chris is in agreement and suggest it’s time for the real fun to begin. They 
get back in the Humvee and drive across the white plains until the chemical plant can be seen 
in the distance. It is a dark, ominous sight but nothing looks out of the ordinary. Satisfied, they 
begin to head back, ready to link up with the B.C.U. appeal to the Russian government to 
launch an immediate strike on the facility. 
 
MONDAY FEBRUARY 17TH 2003 (CIRCA) 
Following events at the village, Albert Wesker recons the chemical plant and studies the 
schematics he stole from Anna's father's house. The plans show the facility expands for dozens 
of miles underground and houses an old monorail system to enable employees to move 
around faster. He plans to cause a full-scale biohazard at the facility to aid his infiltration and 
makes contact with a disillusioned worker at the plant named Elroy. Wesker proposes a deal to 
pay Elroy a handsome sum of money to leak the t-Virus across the facility. Half the amount will 
be paid up front, the other half upon completion of the job. Wesker will also provide him with 
a sample of a t-Virus vaccine to protect himself with. Elroy, fed up with life at Umbrella, agrees 
to the deal. But the timeframe of this operation depends on a diversion Wesker has planned 
involving Chris and Jill. Because of the funding they provided, the rival company has 
surveillance equipment installed in all vehicles and equipment belonging to the B.C.U, 
meaning he can listen in on their conversations and plans. Once they get the go-ahead to raid 
the factory, Wesker will tell Elroy to initiate the biohazard. Wesker has no intention of letting 
Elroy live beyond the events of this raid and the t-Virus vaccine he has provided is nothing 
more than water mixed with a dose of food colouring. 
 
At the B.C.U Command Centre, Chris and Jill are in heated debate with unit commander, an 
MIT graduate and also a giant of a man in combat fatigues. They are discussing the planned 
raid on the aforementioned ‘factory of nightmares’ leaked to them anonymously by Wesker. 
The Commander reports that the Russian Government is in agreement that action against 
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Umbrella’s expansion in Russia is required but they are hesitant to set the regular army on the 
corporation. However, the Commander is confident that authorisation for a B.C.U. incursion 
should be granted, albeit covertly. Chris asks if this means no official permission will be granted 
on record and the Commander nods, clarifying the government does not want to leave any 
evidence that they granted the necessary authorisation. Chris then wonders if they couldn’t just 
leave without permission but the Commander stresses the government would never tolerate an 
unofficial military operation. Worst case scenario could see the intervention of the U.S. army 
and spark an international incident. It has to look like the government is turning a blind eye 
when in reality they are seeing everything. Jill is frustrated at this talk, sick and tired of all the 
bureaucracy that is causing endless delays. She reminds the Commander that she and Chris 
were called to Russia to link up with the B.C.U. over a week ago now and told that a plan of 
operations would be finalised in practice. They have been here a week still waiting for official 
permission from the authorities that is still pending only now to be told once granted it cannot 
officially exist. She is tired of the delays and as they sit here, Umbrella’s illegal bio-weapons 
programs are continuing. If they do not act soon Russia could be plagued with an incident just 
like Raccoon City, and a disaster with even worse consequences than Chernobyl. The 
Commander admits that could be a problem, but something in his expression suggests he isn’t 
taking Jill’s warning entirely seriously, only fuelling her anger further. Chris steps in to ease the 
tension and stresses they all want the same thing here, which is the fall of Umbrella 
Corporation and one of the mission objectives is to capture Umbrella’s mainframe computer 
archive. The Commander stresses he will have an answer for them within 12 hours, but Chris 
promises that he and Jill will go in alone if necessary, actions that could have unpleasant 
consequences for the B.C.U. The Commander refuses to be blackmailed but is confident they 
will all come to a mutually satisfactory conclusion. Chris is hopeful of that too, and they shake 
hands. Now it is just a waiting game. 
 
TUESDAY FEBRUARY 18TH 2003 
Post-Midnight: 
The Russian Government finally gives authorisation for the Biohazard Containment Team to 
launch an armed incursion mission at the site of the old Chemical Plant. Because their vehicles 
and equipment were part-funded by the rival company, they are laced with hidden surveillance 
devices that allows Wesker to hack into their conversations. 
 
Wesker confirms the B.C.U. will launch their raid in just a few hours’ time and begins to make 
his way across the frozen tundra towards the chemical plant. His contact Elroy has already been 
given the go-ahead to trigger the biohazard inside the facility. 
 
Inside the factory, Elroy sits nervously on the toilet in one of the many bathrooms and injects 
himself in the arm with what he believes is the t-Virus vaccine. He then makes his way through 
the underground levels of the facility, through sterile corridors and chrome-covered walls with 
reflective panels. He begins to feel slightly dizzy and is stopped by a concerned female 
colleague. Elroy put his dizziness down to a stomach complaint and she continues on her way. 
Once she has gone, Elroy uses his ID card to access viral storage and finds himself in a static 
room containing a large number of containers for refrigerated storage of micro-organisms. He 
breaks the seal on one container and removes a sample of the perfected t-Virus. He only has a 
few minutes to execute his plan as in every possible corner of the facility are numerous security 
surveillance cameras all connected directly to the Red Queen AI. All employees are constantly 
monitored and it would not take long before his actions are discovered. Taking a deep breath 
he hurls the capsule to the ground and smashes the contents all over the floor. 
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Elroy quickly makes for the exit, counting down on his watch from 20 until alarms begin to 
shrill all around him and announcement goes out across the facility that an accident has 
occurred involving biohazardous agents and that infectious material is spreading. Elroy sprints 
through the corridors and just manages to make it under the biohazard containment shutters 
before they close and seal off the underground laboratory complex. Now outside and back in 
the chemical factory itself, Elroy is already dreaming of the airport and discards his white lab 
coat as helmeted workers run around like headless chickens. He tries to control his breathing 
but soon becomes more laboured and tortured. He winces painfully as his joints ache and his 
vision begins to fade. He soon collapses to the floor and begins to vomit as workers rush to his 
aid. His last thoughts before losing consciousness is the comprehension he has been tricked 
and is somehow infected with the t-Virus… 
 
Because of the numerous protective and precautionary measures at the plant, there is no 
guarantee that any released virus would actually find its way out of the laboratories. Therefore it 
was necessary for Wesker’s plan to ensure that at least one infected person left the lab before it 
was hermetically sealed off. Elroy will soon awaken in approximately two hours’ time inside the 
infirmary to a new life as a zombie. For Wesker, all is going according to plan. 
 

OPERATION T-A.L.O.S. – FEBRUARY 18TH 2003 
 
The events of RESIDENT EVIL: UMBRELLA CHRONICLES - DARK LEGACY begin. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
02:50AM 
Albert Wesker strides confidently across the white, snow-laden tundra, completely oblivious to 
the cold snowstorm lashing down all around him. Directly ahead is Umbrella’s secret Russian 
facility. The chemical plant is a cover for a concealed laboratory network underground that is 
home to Sergei Vladimir and the U.M.F.-013 protected by the Red Queen AI. At that 
moment, he knows the base is going to hell. A Level 4 biohazard is in progress that will put the 
facility into disarray. He has memorised the layout of the whole complex thanks to the stolen 
schematics he got from Anna’s father’s safe back in the village. He also has another ace up his 
sleeve in the form of an imminent raid on the facility by a regional private anti-biohazard 
containment team thanks to sensitive information he himself had leaked about this place. On 
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that team are his old friends Chris Redfield and Jill Valentine and their attack will create the 
exact diversion he needs to achieve his own goals. 
 
"The only thing that can defeat power is more power. That is the one constant in this universe. 
However, there is no point in power if it consumes itself. I will enlist the help of an old friend 
against our common foe. I will use one pawn to eliminate the other and emerge with the spoils 
for myself." 
-REUC: Dark Legacy 1: Albert Wesker narration; 18/02/03. 
 
He checks his chronometer and taps into the comms  
channel being used by the Biohazard Containment  
Unit who are already en route. Because the B.C.U. is  
largely secretly funded by the rival company, their  
equipment is bugged and Wesker is able to tap into a  
conversation between Chris and Jill. They are talking  
about the delay in getting proper authorisation for  
the raid from the Russian Government and have final  
confirmation the facility is an Umbrella base. Chris  
sounds determined and says they cannot let them get away with this. According to Wesker’s 
calculations, the B.C.U. helicopters should arrive in a little over an hour, giving him plenty of 
time to get started. He thinks of his old nemesis, Chris, and concludes their fates must be 
forever intertwined before casting off his long black overcoat and sprinting across the snow 
towards the base at inhuman speed.  
 
Arriving on site, there is little visible activity above  
ground and many of the workers are likely all below  
thanks to the fierce snowstorm. He makes his way  
down to the underground levels, opening up as many  
access points as he can along the way and eventually  
finding himself in a subterranean tunnel network.  
Using his increased strength he is able to bend the  
bars of a metal grille and rip it out from the concrete  
wall as if it were made from paper. Casually tossing  
the grille aside, he enters another area containing an underground subway station, decorated in 
a classic soviet style. 
 
At that moment, deep within the bowels of the facility  
in the main computer room, Red Queen has already  
picked up Wesker’s presence and is tracking his  
movements. Sergei Vladimir watches the monitors  
closely and compares Wesker to a little black  
cockroach. Red Queen suddenly buzzes for his  
attention and confirms a Level 4 biohazard  
contamination has been detected. Sergei enquires  
about casualties and immediately Red Queen  
determines that over 90% of the research staff have  
been eliminated and in the primary contamination zone, the survival rate is less than 2%. One 
of the main view screens begins to roll off a data feed and display numerous readouts. Sergei is 
fully aware the ongoing biohazard is Wesker’s doing but believes his endeavours to be fruitless. 
Although it is such a shame to destroy this place, he no longer has a choice.  
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He walks over to the operating system where the Red Queen’s computer banks are shielded 
with liquid red coolant. A small camera tracks his every movement and he stares right back into 
the lens, insisting that with both the Red Queen and T-A.L.O.S., they can always start over 
somewhere else. Umbrella will never be destroyed.  
Nevertheless, the biohazard will surely hasten the  
arrival of the B.C.U. team that Sergei had been  
forewarned would be paying him a visit. He orders Red  
Queen to proceed with the T-A.L.O.S. activation  
sequence. They need him fully operational before the  
Russian government arrives. This will be the ultimate  
battle test for the pinnacle of Umbrella’s Tyrant  
program. Red Queen acknowledges in a female voice  
bearing no trace of emotion and confirms resetting of activation program schedule. Another 
proximity alert sounds and Sergei diverts his gaze to the main monitor displaying a satellite 
image of the surrounding area. Two small blips are slowly making their way towards the 
complex. Red Queen confirms two airborne objects are approaching at high speeds towards 
the facility from the North East. Sergei privately chastises the B.C.U. for thinking their grand 
entrance would be that easy. He lets out a chuckle and is ready to enjoy the challenge ahead. 
 
Meanwhile, roughly a mile away from the chemical plant, two men dressed head to toe in 
animal skins are making their way towards the factory. Their names are Schek and Igor, two 
representatives of the Worshippers of the Church of the Great Bones come to seek an 
audience with Sergei Vladimir and enquire why so many of their village workforce have not 
returned home. They are caught in the filthy blizzard and conclude this storm is a bad omen. 
They debate the possibility of evil spirits dwelling within the factory and that their own priest 
may be in league with those who lived there. But they will press on and ultimately put their 
faith in god. It is difficult to see in all the blackness and snow and they are soon set upon a 
creature in the night. Schek manages to photograph the creature and it is exactly like the 
rumours described; a face a curious mixture of man and fish with a huge body covered in 
scales. Both men take hands and prey to their god before the Hunter Delta brutally murders 
them both, leaving bright crimson blood splattered across the pristine white snow. 
 
The events of RESIDENT EVIL: THE UMBRELLA CHRONICLES – UMBRELLA’S 
END begin. 
 
04:20AM 
Roughly several miles away from the chemical plant,  
two military helicopters transporting the regional  
Biohazard Containment Unit are drawing closer.  
Most of the team are Russian although a good  
contingent are also American, including Chris  
Redfield and Jill Valentine. Their ETA is a little  
under two minutes and Chris has spent a majority of  
the journey studying the layout of the factory based on schematics of old plans provided by 
Russian government officials. Jill takes the time to rest her eyes and mentally prepare herself.  
 
"It was the year 2003. Umbrella had a base of operations in Russia where they were working on 
a new B.O.W. They were preparing to arm the unstable regions of the world with their bio-
weaponry. Chris and Jill had joined a regional biohazard containment unit and had heard 
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rumours of this nightmarish facility. They recklessly plunged in to shut it down. They have no 
idea of the awesome and terrible power that awaits them with the new B.O.W.; T-A.L.O.S." 
-REUC: Umbrella's End 1: Wesker’s narration; 18/02/03. 
 
Both helicopters are flying low thanks to the dancing  
snowstorm and as the pilot strains through the  
window he picks up movement on the floor below.  
Thermal imaging identifies them as Hunters;  
escaped subjects from the storage hangar back at the  
village and the same pack that have just killed Igor  
and Schrek. The pilot opens fire with the cannons,  
the automatic roar of gunfire startling Jill back to  
reality having closed her eyes to mentally prepare for  
the ordeal ahead. The powerful shells soon find  
their targets and the Hunter Deltas are blown to shreds, scattering the landscape with a mass of 
blood and tissue. The pilot relays a message to the team in the rear cabin, confirming B.O.W.s 
have been identified and have already made it to the surface. The pilot’s message fizzes in their 
earpieces as more gunfire chatters and the death cries of the Hunters far below are lost in the 
howling storm. Chris turns to address the others who are busy mobilising; strapping on armour 
and checking their weapons. He tells them all to prepare for landing and to stay on guard at all 
times. They cannot afford any mistakes. 
 
The two helicopters race on and the factory is  
now in visible range. Seconds later the  
deployment light flashes from red to green and  
the teams begin to unbuckle themselves and  
saddle up. One by one they attach themselves to  
a zip line harness and prepare to rappel down to  
the complex below. Soon both helicopters are  
directly over the factory and slow to a hover.  
Chris and Jill open the side door and are immediately blasted in the face by the heavy wind and 
baltic conditions. Jill locks eyes with Chris and admits she really hopes this new bio-weapon is 
just a rumour. Chris is unperturbed and says they will just take out anything Umbrella throws at 
them. Together they step out into the darkness and rappel down into the mist below.  
 
As soon as he hits the ground Chris draws his gun and surveys his surroundings. There is a 
metal staircase to the left and directly ahead a small clearing contains some distillery tanks and 
steel framing amidst heavy industrial structures. Jill lands behind him and shouts out a warning 
that B.O.W.s have been spotted directly ahead and to stay on guard. Up above, their 
helicopter moves off to deploy other soldiers at differing locations around the factory 
perimeter. 
 
Right on cue, a large group of zombies begin to materialise like ghostly apparitions out of the 
gloom. They all wear hard hats and workers’ uniforms, arms outstretched and moaning 
hungrily in the cold air. Jill takes the nearest two out with accurate headshots but more infected 
corpses soon rise up to take their place. One wearing a yellow helmet gets a little too close to 
Chris, but before it can strike he shoves his combat knife through its head and kicks the 
creature away, causing it to knock another of its kin down into the snow. Chris suggests they get 
a move on and indicates the nearby staircase. A body is slumped at the bottom yet does not 
reanimate as they pass. Their feet clank on the metal grating and once at the top Chris peers 
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over the railing to see more gathering zombies in the snow below. He fires a single shot and 
ignites a red fuel drum next to the pumps that generates a blast sufficient enough to knock all 
the virus carriers to the ground.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As they move further round the gantry, two Cerberus come galloping round the corner and 
they take out one each. Together they move on quickly, squeezing past frost-ridden pipes and 
latticework on either side. The gantry then turns to the right where an MA-121 Hunter and a 
single zombie lay in wait. After neutralising the threat they find an open access hatch with a 
ladder leading back down to surface level. They both drop down and land on the soft snow 
below where the wind howls and the blizzard increases in intensity. The temperature is well 
below freezing and they cannot stay outside in these conditions for long. Directly ahead 
between two huge generators is a mesh-wired fence with three zombies banging on the other 
side, frustrated at not being able to get through to devour the fresh meat on the opposite side. 
 
To their right, Chris spots a stairwell leading to  
an underground tunnel. As they begin to  
ascend, radio chatter fizzes in their eyes as  
other B.C.U. team members engage the free- 
roaming B.O.W.s and confirm initial contact.  
The tunnel below is cramped and lit with red  
emergency lighting. A bunch of zombies lay in  
wait and Chris tosses a grenade into their  
midst. The resulting explosion is muffled in  
such a confined space but does the job and  
clears a path through. A clanking on the floor  
behind alerts their presence to two running Crimson Heads, confirming the t-Virus 
contaminating the facility is an improved variant of the V-Act strain they originally encountered 
at the Arklay mansion. The radio soon buzzes again and one unfortunate team member 
reports he is already out of ammo and seconds later they hear a high-pitched scream as they 
ascend up more steps on the other side. Once back in the storm they see another group of 
worker zombies waiting for them, their stiff forms seemingly unaffected by the sub-zero 
temperatures. Chris uses another of his grenades to clear a path and they move on, their 
movements quickly becoming laboured in the heavy snow underfoot. 
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Amidst the high winds, swirling snow and impeding visibility, the surrounding environment is 
an amalgam of metal pipes, vessels, pumps, cooling tanks, grilled gantries and iced-up 
latticework platforms. A small offshoot to the right has two zombies waiting at the far end so 
they ignore this route and continue straight ahead.  
To save ammo they aim for strategically placed  
red fuel drums that create big enough explosions  
to eviscerate any enemy that happens to be  
positioned too close. Chris is pleased with his  
work when an exploding drum vaporises a nearby  
group of zombies and Jill compliments the  
‘nice fireworks’. From here they turn left and  
notice an open hatchway on the ground. Jill  
checks round the corner and spots another metal  
stairwell leading up to the next level. They have options on where to go next and she peers 
down into the dark opening of the hatch, wondering what could be inside. Chris doesn’t seem 
confident about the darkness of the hole and admits there could be anything lurking down 
there. The last thing they need is to be stuck in a dark, confined tunnel with a horde of 
monsters. Nevertheless, Jill looks to him for a decision and says they can either infiltrate down 
below or secure the stairs. He indicates the stairs and they begin their ascent, wind whistling 
through the gaps in the metal. It is bitterly cold and visibility is extremely poor. 
 
Another team member checks in over the radio and reports he has encountered B.O.W.s and 
is commencing attack. With Chris in the lead the stairs double back on themselves and they 
soon emerge onto a gantry amidst the swirling blizzard that gets more intense the higher they 
go. Looking down they can just make out a large group of zombies wandering aimlessly in the 
snow below. More virus carriers lurk up ahead and Chris says it’s nothing they cannot handle 
and to take them all down. Visibility seems to be getting worse and the snowstorm intensifying 
as they climb higher and higher. They pass a door leading inside but it is locked so they 
continue down the gantry, turning to the right before joining onto another catwalk with more 
stairs leading further up. A corpse lying on the connecting platform suddenly reanimates and 
comes at them and Chris shoots it in the leg as a Crimson Head comes charging down the 
stairs. Jill blasts it back with her machine gun and it topples back over the railing and plummets 
down into the darkness below. 
 
They continue onwards and receive another radio  
report that a team member has been injured but  
can keep on going. A burst of static crackles in  
their earpieces above the swirling wind and the  
rest of the stairwell is clear of hostiles so they  
continue all the way to the top. They are now so  
high up the structure they can no longer see the  
ground below and are amidst the giant gas towers  
at the very top of the factory. Large bursts of  
flame flare up from the vast chimneys on each  
corner and looking over the railings they can see  
only a maze of metal pipework and valves descending down into darkness and lost in a haze of 
fog and driving snow. Six zombies appear out of the gloom ahead, a mix of former workers and 
plant security detail. But several sustained bursts of machine gun fire later and they clear a path 
to continue forwards, following the platform around one of the giant gas towers before more 
steps take them up even higher. Another radio message confirms that casualties are mounting 
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and the B.C.U. soldiers are falling back. Down on the ground below the battles are still raging 
but up here it is comparatively free of hostiles. However the cold is becoming unbearable and 
they will need to find a way inside the facility soon. 
 
They come across the odd Hunter and Cerberus  
as they continue to circle round one of the large  
gas towers and moving up stairwells at frequent  
intervals until they reach the top. Two more  
Hunters jump down onto the frozen gantry from  
somewhere up above and land next to a railing  
with a swirling klaxon. Chris shoots them both  
down and Jill detonates another red fuel drum to  
deter more Cerberus lurking in the area. Further  
round a connecting bridge runs across to the left  
near the corresponding gas tower. Peering over  
the edge they can see two Hunters running down either side of the connecting bridge one level 
down. Jill fires a quick burst and bullets spark off the metal gantry, just missing the creatures. 
The Hunters use their amazing agility to jump up at least 12 feet and land on the bridge in 
front of them. But Chris is not impressed and blows them back with his shotgun. Quickly they 
run down the gantry and reach the large gas tower on the other side where another large group 
of zombies await. They follow the platform round until a ladder enables them to climb on top 
of the tower itself. Taking the lead, Chris peers over the top to ensure the way ahead is clear 
before pulling himself up. Jill quickly follows and they are finally at the very top of the chemical 
plant.  
 
Somewhere nearby, another team member  
tracking their movements gets in touch via  
the radio to tell Chris there is a ventilation  
shaft near their position if they can get to it.  
Chris acknowledges and spots the insecure  
vent opening nearby. It slopes down into  
blackness and as he inspects the opening  
Jill doesn’t seem too thrilled at the  
prospect of going inside. Chris teases  
about there being no ladies first this time  
before taking point. Holstering his weapon,  
he climbs into the cramped opening and  
slides down. It is quite steep and he tries to use his hands to slow his descent before losing his 
grip and sliding down faster. The vent has a sharp turn to the left and he clangs off the wall 
before repositioning his body and pushing off again. Soon he arrives at the bottom and slides 
out the opening, colliding with a stack of wooden crates that shatter under his momentum. Jill 
is not far behind him. Taking in their surroundings they are now on another elevated walkway 
inside a colossal storage warehouse. It is a long way down to the bottom and Chris muses this is 
the right place. Jill doesn’t sound so sure and he asks if anything is wrong but she shrugs it off 
as nothing. He leads the way down a large staircase towards the bottom. As they move they 
notice just how big this place is and encounter more zombies on each catwalk level and 
subsequent staircase. 
 
As they get closer to the bottom they can see that the floor of the warehouse is decorated with a 
giant red and white Umbrella symbol and before long they are at the bottom. Huge pillars are 
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connected to massive steel girders supporting the structure and the warehouse space is full of 
scattered packing crates, metal drums and storage boxes. A large mechanical crane is attached 
to a pulley and used to transport and load heavy  
materials. But as they begin to look around the  
crane suddenly activates and comes crashing  
towards them. It smashes into a fuel drum which  
sparks a small explosion and Chris and Jill barely  
have time to dive out of the way as the crane  
comes surging through the smoke and flame  
directly towards them and careers into the wall  
behind. The crane was activated by the Red  
Queen, conducting its primary objective of  
protecting Umbrella assets. 
 
Chris and Jill move on, taking cover by the pumping station and machinery littering the 
outskirts of the main floor. As they pass by one of the large tanks they are ambushed by 
another gang of zombies. Chris wonders where they were hiding and Jill remarks they are all 
over the place. She opens fire with her machine gun and Chris tosses a grenade into their 
midst, sending severed body parts flying in all directions. They then move on, passing a large 
contingent of boxes with blue tarpaulin draped over them. More zombies soon attack and 
some wear worker’s uniforms, others combat dress, and some are completely naked suggesting 
they are guinea pigs from the lower levels. They decide on a tactical retreat to save ammunition 
and Jill suggests they jump over the crates and dash across the main warehouse at the end of 
the Umbrella symbol. More zombies attack over here and all wear combat fatigues identifying 
them as former members of the plant’s security detail. Hunters also join the fray and Chris 
wonders where they are all coming from. Jill reloads her assault rifle and warns they are getting 
surrounded and need to fall back. Chris agrees and they run back across the diameter of the 
room and take shelter behind a contingent of reinforced steel containers bearing Russian 
markings and the biohazard symbol. 
 
Near to a metal shelving unit full of boxes they find  
a fallen body of one of a B.C.U. member they  
recognise as a colleague named Bronson. Jill insists  
they cannot let his death be in vain but is anxious  
to keep moving. They can grieve for the fallen once  
the mission is over. Chris agrees and is determined  
to see this through. They push on, eventually  
reaching a small alcove full of control panels,  
machinery and wiring. But before they can  
investigate they are attacked by a large pack of  
Hunters. There are so many of them and the two operatives stand their ground and spend 
most of their ammunition repelling them. When the area is eventually clear the floor is littered 
with reptilian bodies and several small fires are burning. Jill is bent down inspecting the large 
Umbrella symbol on the floor and notices divides in the floor tiles. There is something curious 
about this floor but Chris has already noticed. Consulting his diagrams, he pushes a few buttons 
on a yellow control pad and suddenly the ground Jill stands on begins to slowly descend. The 
large octagonal-shaped Umbrella symbol is actually the platform of a hidden freight elevator. 
Chris quickly runs over to join her. They reload their weapons and Jill recites Dante’s quote 
about the gates of hell and abandoning hope to all those who enter, but Chris is determined the 
nightmare will end here and now. Five years since the original mansion incident and they are 
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finally entering the inner sanctum of Umbrella’s last base. Everything they have fought for has 
led up to this point and there is no turning back now. 
 
Meanwhile, Wesker has been working his way  
through the subterranean monorail network far  
below the surface. He is currently inside an old  
Soviet-style train platform. Waiting benches are  
dotted about with carved decorations on the walls  
and small chandeliers hanging down from the  
ceiling alongside numerous carved archways  
representing a world of opulent architecture  
symbolising design principles of light and a bright  
future. Bodies of unfortunate workers litter the  
floor around him and as he walks down the  
platform a couple of Lickers scrabble out of the shadows. But they are nothing but an 
inconvenience to Wesker and he kills them with almost no effort, just wanting them to get out 
of his way. Some of the bodies begin to reanimate and Giant Spiders lurk on the ceiling.  
 
Quickly he makes his way down to the end of the platform where a solitary train is parked on 
the tracks. Its function is to ferry employees to and from the various sections of the massive 
subterranean complex and he can use this to make his way around the base much quicker. He 
fires up the engine and the train pulls away from the platform, quickly picking up speed. His 
journey is interrupted when Lickers and Chimeras nesting in the ceiling of the tunnel drop 
down onto the train and try to pry their way inside. But Wesker is expecting the interruption 
and quickly takes care of business. Stepping back into the driver’s cab he notices the end of the 
track coming up and quickly applies the emergency brake. Sparks fly from the locked wheels 
that screech in protest until the train comes to a stop with its front end dangling precariously 
over a large pit. 
 
Wesker exits the train and walks to the edge of  
the pit; a huge hexagonal shaft descending  
down a further six floors to the ground where  
the rail track resumes. It is a turntable, not  
unlike the one installed in Umbrella’s  
underground lab in Raccoon City. He needs to  
find a way to raise the turn table so he can  
resume his journey but instead decides on a  
shortcut by utilising his powers to jump to the  
next level down. He runs and jumps  
effortlessly across the abyss in a leap  
impossible for a normal human before landing safely some thirty yards across on the level 
below. Various tunnels branch off into differing directions on each floor, a majority of them 
disused and a relic of a time when this was an old research station in the days of the old Soviet 
Union. Wesker jumps off the next platform, landing down and diagonally on the next level. 
More openings grant access to different levels and Giant Spiders and Lickers hug the side walls 
of the main shaft. A huge klaxon flashes from somewhere up above making a swirling light spin 
round everywhere. 
 
Eventually he reaches the bottom and lands on the turn table for the train where behind him 
the tracks disappear off into the darkness of another tunnel. He begins to head for the door  
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when a gunshot rings out next to his feet, sparking up off the grated metallic floor. Wesker 
raises his own weapon as Sergei Vladimir comes striding confidentially out of the shadows.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This is the first time they have set eyes upon each other since that fateful night at the 
Management Training Facility in Raccoon Forest five years ago. Sergei politely refers to him as 
‘Comrade Wesker’ and welcomes him to his humble abode. He is armed with a Mouser pistol 
and they face each other in a standoff. Wesker remarks that Sergei still seems resolved to go 
down with the ship but the Russian assures him that Umbrella is not going anywhere. All of the 
pain, the punishment and the difficulties the corporation has endured since Raccoon City only 
makes it stronger. It’s a shame he cannot understand. But Wesker has no time for this and tells 
Sergei to stand aside, but the Colonel has a few old friends he wants to introduce him to. Right 
on cue, Ivan; the re-engineered T-103 model Wesker had first fought by the Ecliptic Express 
wreckage, strides up behind Sergei. Wesker is charmed at their reunion but then notices a 
second Ivan model striding up behind him. Both Tyrants wear long, white trench coat and the 
only way to tell them apart is one wears an orange visor and the other blue. Both Tyrants slowly 
circle round as Sergei takes his leave and heads for the exit. He calls back over his shoulder 
that Russia is such a peaceful place and will be the perfect setting for Wesker’s final resting 
spot. 
 
Both Tyrants begin to close in but Wesker is not  
intimidated as he knows he is much more powerful  
now than their last encounter. He identifies the  
white trench coats as their protective power limiters  
and concentrates his firepower on their exposed  
heads. A large battle ensues and Wesker uses his  
speed to run through the doors and into a nearby  
train garage. Whenever the Tyrants get too close he  
runs back out into the main turn table and propels  
himself high up into the air, jumping off the vertical  
walls of the shaft. He is impressed the Ivan’s are almost able to match him in terms of agility. 
Whenever they are close enough, they attack with brute force and hand to hand combat, but at 
a distance they deploy built in heat-seeking missiles that Wesker is forced to shoot out of the 
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air. The battle rages for some time until both Tyrants are finally slain and Wesker is free to 
progress deeper into the facility. He calmly heads through the door after Sergei. 
 
Meanwhile the concealed elevator Chris and Jill are  
riding leads down a point hundreds of feet beneath  
the surface to a hidden facility designed with the  
exclusive purpose of mass-producing B.O.W.s.  
The bottom of the shaft is an amalgam of grilles,  
pipework and wiring snaking along the walls. A  
single electronic door leads deeper inside. Chris  
muses that Umbrella are up to their old tricks and  
have their sticky fingers inside every pot. Jill  
concurs and admits this facility is starting to look  
like the right place. They have only recently learned about this place and she is willing to bet it 
is hiding something important. Chris agrees that Umbrella certainly wouldn’t construct all this 
for nothing. Just from the sheer size, it’s obvious this place is not just some warehouse. Looking 
back up the octagonal elevator shaft he can see nothing but blackness and blinking red lights on 
the walls.  
 
The automated door opens up ahead and several zombies pour out which they gun down with 
their assault rifles. Beyond the door is a brightly lit changing area with rows of employee 
lockers. Jill gets a fright when a zombie hiding inside suddenly bursts out of a locker and 
attacks. She is able to shrug it off and Chris sticks his knife through its head. Another door up 
ahead leads to a cleansing and disinfecting area. The room spews steam and sterilised vapour 
from various jets on the wall and the floor is grated. Chris guesses this must be a 
decontamination shower and several bodies lay incapacitated on the floor. As they pass through 
the shower automates and they are sprayed with warn vapour and sterilising agents. 
 
A door on the other side takes them out into another small passageway with a silver trolley and 
three canisters stacked up. There is another door at the back but as they head towards it all the 
zombies in the decontamination shower rise up and begin to wander over. They are all dressed 
in white lab coats, surgical attire and other research get up. After taking them down Jill asks his 
opinion on the rumours of a new B.O.W. and Chris admits he is unsure, although he has a 
feeling they will find out very soon. 
 
As soon as the pass through the door the scene  
before them suddenly changes as a generations 
-old chemical factory suddenly gives way to  
stainless steel research area with chrome panels  
and reflective floors. It is a spotlessly clean,  
high-tech space of obvious expense. A pristine  
corridor stretches out before them and there  
are numbered doors on either side each with  
small Umbrella symbols. All manner of  
company secrets lay behind them. 
 
Before they can investigate further, a ventilation grille clangs down from the ceiling and Jill 
almost jumps out of her skin. Chris goes over to inspect the opening but it appears to be 
empty. A little further down they come to a junction in the corridor where a large Umbrella 
symbol is etched onto the floor. Peering down this new corridor they see more doors on either 
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side leading to various laboratories and research offices but all are electronically locked 
because of the ongoing emergency situation. As they ponder their next move another 
ventilation cover is kicked out and a hideous Chimera scuttles out to attack. They both open 
fire, vaguely recognising the monstrosity as one of the creatures they’d encountered at the 
Arklay estate. The Chimera is soon joined by others and it quickly becomes clear that 
Umbrella has no control over this place anymore. The roar from the gunfire attracts a nest of 
nearby Lickers to the fight and Chris and Jill hold them back long enough to retreat through a 
set of automated doors and out of harm’s way. 
 
They now find themselves in a huge, subterranean tunnel filled with fast-flowing water in a large 
discharge canal. The water has been purified and is completely clear, allowing them to see 
beneath the surface. A connecting bridge leads across to the other side but it is partially 
submerged and they are going to have to get wet. Chris doesn’t like their choices and notes the 
connecting bridge splits down the middle and they have the option of moving left or right to the 
corresponding doors on the other side. Either way they have to keep going and he gingerly 
moves down the steps, allowing the icy water to shoot up his legs. The water is moving so fast 
and if they leave go of the hand rails they would be swept away down the tunnel in an instant. 
Jill is right behind him and helpfully points out they will be as good as dead if they fall. Her 
breath is almost taken away by the freezing temperature of the water as they carefully wade 
along the submerged catwalk whilst gripping the handrail tight.  
 
Suddenly, Jill cries out in shock when she spots a giant shark swimming towards them from the 
right. It is an FI-03 Neptune; a smaller version of the great white once kept in the Aqua Ring at 
Arklay Labs. Quickly they both fire into the water, their bullets peppering the surface and 
turning the water an inky red as they find their target. But the Neptune keeps coming and 
clamps its jaws around the metal handrail inches from Jill’s face. Frustrated, the shark leaves go 
and swims beneath the connecting bridge underneath them. Chris tries to follow is movements 
only to see a second shark emerge from a hole in the wall next to the underwater stairs. 
Quickly the two of them slosh through the water as fast as they can and up the steps on the 
other side. They daren’t look behind where a third shark is now approaching. A door ahead 
reads ‘Biohazard: Infectious Substances’ and they quickly barge through without a second 
thought. 
 
They are now in a large production factory with a huge furnace. Large, reinforced specimen 
tubes are being moved by an automated conveyor on the ceiling and dropped into the furnace. 
Chris wonders what is inside the capsules and why they are being destroyed. The capsules are 
each filled with B.O.W. specimens and Jill realises this must be a disposal facility. She wonders 
why they would destroy their own products and Chris assumes any subjects that don’t make the 
grade are toasted. The air in this room is extremely hot like a sauna and already their clothes 
are drying out. Oily, soot-blackened pipes are everywhere mixed with electric cabling, mesh 
covers and rusty steel plates. Computer banks and monitoring equipment keep the production 
conveyor in check and it is not the most pleasant of working environments.  
 
They move on up a set of steps near to the furnace when a sudden squeaking sound comes 
from one of the containers being transported across the ceiling. Jill points to the shaking 
container which suddenly jumps the rail system and drops to the floor before them with a bang. 
The force of the impact blows the lid off and a Hunter is hurled out of confinement. But 
unlike the other creatures they have encountered thus far, this one is barely recognisable as its 
whole body is puffy and deformed with large tumours growing out of the back of its head. Chris 
cannot believe something so deformed is still alive and somewhere in this mess a pair of eyes 
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and a crooked row of teeth can be seen. Jill quickly steps forward and puts a hail of bullets 
through its skull.  
 
They move around the furnace, dispatching the few worker zombies that still roam and down 
the other side past numerous warning signs all written in Russian. They manage to re-establish 
radio communication outside and receive a partial transmission from the rest of the B.C.U. 
confirming they have the exterior of the chemical factory secured, though they have suffered 
many casualties in the process. The radio signal is too weak for Chris and Jill to respond. 
 
They leave the disposal factory through the door at  
the end and emerge back into the pristine chrome  
corridor network where they spot a single  
Eliminator B.O.W. bounding off out of sight down  
the next corridor. Jill shouts that it is getting away  
and Chris chases it down. But they are stopped in  
their tracks round the next corner when they spot a  
laser trip wire stretching out across the wall. It is a  
trap. Chris hides round the corner and fires a  
single round that detonates the mine and  
perforates the wall with tiny ball bearings. Once clear they head down the passage as another 
ventilation shaft is kicked out and several Chimeras emerge. They fire a salvo from their assault 
rifles and fall back, ducking beneath another laser trip wire on the wall. Lickers suddenly join 
the attack from exposed ventilation shafts and Chris comments that with this many B.O.W.s 
lurking they have to be getting close to something important. Jill agrees and believes they are on 
the final stretch.  
 
A door behind them opens up into a curious- 
looking corridor full of mirrors. A sturdy-looking  
hydraulic security door is situated at the opposite  
end. Suddenly they trigger an automated defence  
system and several more laser beams appear and  
they both have to display some impressive  
acrobatics to come through the trap unscathed.  
Chris wonders why the security system is active  
and this only reinforces Jill’s belief they are  
getting closer to the secret Umbrella is trying to  
hide. The security door on the other side is firmly locked and Chris tries typing a random code 
into the keypad on the wall but only succeeds in tripping an alarm. They cannot get through 
and Jill bangs on the door in frustration, but they have no choice but to retreat back the way 
they came. 
 
Back in the passage outside they turn right and move down the corridor as the alarm continues 
to blare in the background. Several more doors bearing the Umbrella logo are all locked but 
the doors slide open at the very end of the passage to reveal a giant experiment and observation 
chamber. It is very dimly lit, with some large machinery on rails in the centre of the room and 
banks of computers and monitoring equipment on the left side. Many monitors flash the word 
‘Alert!’ and a dead scientist is slumped over by some railings. Suddenly they are set upon by a 
pack of Eliminators who are soon joined by several Hunters and more zombies. Chris has to 
use another grenade to clear the room, destroying several pieces of machinery and expensive-
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looking equipment in the process. Jill cannot believe how many creatures there are and Chris 
admits they have built up quite an inventory.  
 
With the room clear they move through some doors on the other side of the room, emerging 
into a smaller area with a transparent tube at the end marking the entrance to a cylindrical 
elevator. All the surfaces are reflective chrome and brightly lit halogen lights are built into the 
walls. Jill leads the way and suggests they are pretty deep inside the facility by now and need to 
keep moving. Chris shares her enthusiasm and agrees it’s time to finish this place off. 
 
They ride down the elevator for several minutes until they reach the lowest sub-basement level 
of the entire underground complex. Ahead is a control room with a row of monitors depicting 
CCTV images from various rooms inside the lab and the warning message ‘Alert: Code 383.’ A 
noticeboard with various memos is pinned up on the back wall next to the door and a control 
station directly ahead. The warning lights for the emergency system have bathed the entire area 
a dull red colour.  
 
They move on into a large storage area where more  
soldier zombies await but several automatic bursts  
later and they are reduced to twitching corpses on  
the floor. This place is full of large flammable gas  
canisters and a metal stairwell directly ahead leads  
up to a gantry running down to the central control  
room where the Red Queen AI is housed. Chris  
leads the way up the steps cautiously as red  
emergency lighting continues to flash on and off  
and the alarm can still be heard ringing in the  
background. Once on the gantry they move towards the control room when Chris activates a 
hidden tripwire triggering a small explosion above them. A higher platform with three large gas 
canisters collapses and Jill and Chris leap over the railings just as they smash down and destroy 
the gantry where they were just stood just a few seconds earlier. Someone had deliberately set 
this trap to prevent them reaching the control room.  
 
Looking back up, the gap in the ruined platform is far  
too big for them to jump across and they need to find  
another route. They are soon accosted by a group of  
Ivies and they shoot more of the flammable tanks to  
burn them to cinders. They quickly head towards a  
side-door exit only for more virus carriers to pour out  
of the entrance and block their way. Instead they back  
off and Jill spots another door hidden on the back  
wall in between two large girders underneath the  
upper gantry. This takes them through into a series of identical hexagonal-shaped rooms with 
two identical doors on either side. All the walls are bare and lit up in a pure, bright light. Jill 
wonders which way they should go and Chris notices switches linked to the doors. If they take 
them out, the doors should open. This place is like a bee hive and the seemingly endless 
rooms are designed to disorientate like a maze. 
 
Meanwhile, a few levels above, Albert Wesker enters the dimly lit observation and experiment 
chamber. There are signs of a recent battle here with bodies of zombies and Eliminators strewn 
over broken and smoking machinery. He calmly walks through the melee and through the 
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transparent tube into the hexagonal elevator shaft. The shaft disappears into darkness below 
meaning the elevator is already on a lower floor. Wesker correctly guesses that Chris must still 
be somewhere ahead of him. Everything is going exactly as he planned and he chuckles to 
himself before jumping down the shaft, propelling off each wall until he reaches the bottom. 
He moves through the control room where all the monitors flash red warning messages. He 
tries the control panel but it does not respond. The entire plant has been shut down.  
 
From here, he explores the warehouse where the burning  
remains of countless bio-organic weapons are strewn  
everywhere. He climbs up the stairs and comes to the  
ruined walkway that had been destroyed by the booby  
trap Chris activated earlier. He surveys the devastation  
around him and remarks that his old colleagues are  
causing quite the diversion. Everything is going just as he  
expected. Using his skills, he jumps over the gap with  
ease and heads for the central control room door on the  
other side, pausing to shoot down several Lickers who  
fruitlessly crawl up the wall to get at him. 
 
The door takes him into the same network of hexagonal rooms that Chris and Jill are in one 
floor below. He decides to short circuit the doors to move quickly and each room holds a 
different type of creature. He admires the intricate design that is obviously meant to confuse 
and disorientate and decides Sergei has gone too far too much trouble. It takes time to navigate 
his way through and he chastises something so trivial wasting his time, but he senses his reunion 
with the colonel is close at hand. Remembering the stolen schematics from the village, Wesker 
is able to locate a hidden door with an electronic lock. An ID card is required but instead he 
simply shoots at the door lock repeatedly until it breaks open. Inside is a room full of breeding 
containers. This is where the virus material is stored and the room is intentionally very dimly lit 
to minimise the harmful influence of bright light upon the virus. He finds the storage container 
for experimental strains and opens it up. Immediately alarms begin to sound and red lights 
flash. Unimpressed, Wesker removes a small capsule marked with ‘T’ and tucks it carefully 
into his inside pocket. This sample represents Umbrella’s perfected strain of the t-Virus, 
something developed here in secret at the Russian base and has the capacity to transform an 
infectant into a zombie within minutes of initial exposure. Satisfied, Wesker turns back towards 
the door and turns towards his final destination, the place where his old rival lay in wait. 
 
Down below, Chris and Jill are becoming frustrated  
by the seemingly never-ending sequence of  
hexagonal rooms. It is just the same over and over  
and Jill concludes it must be set up this way to  
confuse intruders. They pass through several more  
rooms before emerging into a fully-stocked  
armoury and Chris is glad they finally have a bit of  
good luck. Jill suggests they take what they can grab  
and they reload all their weapons, grabbing spare  
clips each and stocking up on grenades. As they  
prepare to leave, two Crimson Heads suddenly shatter the glass door, covering them in shards. 
Chris blows the first one away and Jill shoots the other in the head. The next room has a set of 
double doors bearing the Umbrella logo and they run down a long corridor and through 
several automatic doors until they emerge into a huge, brightly lit arena. Four large barriers are 
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set up in the middle and a large mechanical device is affixed to the centre of the ceiling. Chris 
wonders where they are and Jill surmises this place must be used to test B.O.W.s. 
 
Up in the main control room on the level above,  
Sergei Vladimir has been monitoring their  
progress, pleased they have made it this far. He  
speaks to them through a microphone and his  
voice echoes around the battle arena via a large  
speaker system. He welcomes Chris and Jill,  
saying they don’t get many visitors here. As  
fellow soldiers he is sure they can both  
understand the thrill of battle and the rush that  
comes with the feeling of being alive after a good  
battle. In the arena Chris bemoans the fact that they are obviously dealing with another 
unhinged Umbrella psycho. Sergei hits a red button underneath a plastic covering and 
introduces the latest in Umbrella’s product line. Down below, a compartment retracts in the 
ceiling of the arena and the heavily armoured humanoid drops down into the room and 
assumes a combat stance, armed with a huge rocket launcher. Sergei explains the Tyrant is 
codenamed T-A.L.O.S. and is the pinnacle of biological weaponry, all completely controlled 
by the Red Queen computer. The ultimate weapon.  
 
But as he prepares to watch the battle unfold, a proximity alert rings out and he diverts his gaze 
to one of the monitors showing Wesker advancing up the stairs towards the control room. He 
is aware of Wesker’s advanced condition and has a vial of the t-Virus already prepared. 
Because he has compatible DNA to become a Tyrant, the virus will reactivate and change him 
into something much stronger. Sergei is prepared to make the ultimate sacrifice to protect 
Umbrella. 
 
In the battle arena, Chris and Jill cannot believe the  
size of the T-A.L.O.S. The bulk of its muscular  
body is covered with reinforced armour plating  
built for a tank and it wears a metallic face mask,  
lending it a robotic-like appearance. It wields a  
giant rocket launcher on its shoulder and its other  
arm has a pincer attachment capable of grinding  
steel. T-A.L.O.S. opens fire and Chris and Jill dive  
behind one of the metal slats as the rockets impact  
on the other side. Evidently this new B.O.W. is  
what Umbrella have been secretly developing. They try to return fire but their shots just 
bounce hopelessly off its armour. They need to find a weakness. The next barrage of rockets 
destroys the bulkhead they are cowering behind and they run over to the next one, Jill tossing a 
couple of grenades that slow the Tyrant down for a fraction. T-A.L.O.S. keeps its distance and 
begins to do a circuit of the room, firing rockets at a distance. Nothing is going to penetrate its 
armour. 
 
At that moment up in the computer room, Sergei turns away from the ongoing battle below to 
face Wesker as he strides into the room behind him, weapon raised. Sergei is impressed he 
managed to take down both Ivans but Wesker is too busy looking over the Red Queen 
computer he has heard so much about. Sergei explains she was first activated the same night as 
the incident at the Arklay Mansion and that he later extracted her from the underground lab 
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before Raccoon City became nothing more than a memory. He believes he has a lot in 
common with the AI and it linked directly with T-A.L.O.S. desiring more information and 
more data. She wanted to know the truth, no matter how painful that reality might be. A 
number of readouts on the screen collate and record data as the battle plays out, monitoring 
the Synapse connector, the cranial, sensory, structural and circulatory units as well as the 
weapons, armour and t-Virus control. All are reading normal. Wesker seems unimpressed and 
remarks that the Red Queen is merely a tool and the only things it desires are what the 
computer user determines for it. 
 
Back down in the arena, Chris and Jill are  
beginning to tire. They have spent a majority of  
the fight cowering behind bulkheads as the  
T-A.L.O.S. unleashes a barrage of devastating  
firepower. However, a lucky grenade from Chris  
has dislodged part of the creature’s breastplate,  
exposing the soft flesh behind and they make this  
their target. Once they inflict enough damage,  
the Tyrant’s power limiter disengages before a  
second generation of bodily mutations trigger  
and cause the creature to swell inside. Thorns grow inside its flesh until its back bursts open 
and the metallic spine shoots out and latches onto the ceiling. Numerous tentacles sprout out 
of its body that writhe uncontrollably with tips sharp as arrowheads. The Red Queen’s link to 
T-A.L.O.S. has been severed and the speed of ‘t’ development in its body cannot be predicted. 
Sergei’s voice reverberates around the room once again as he explains that unfortunately the T-
A.L.O.S. is out of control and the t-Virus inside its body will continue to mutate it until even a 
god cannot control it. T-A.L.O.S. now hangs from the ceiling and Jill suggests they target the 
rips in its shoulder and chest through its armour. 
 
Back in the control room, Sergei is delighted with this  
turn of events but Wesker is unimpressed. They turn  
to face each other ready for the final battle and Sergei  
discreetly injects himself with the virus, telling Wesker  
that it is good they can be honest with each other  
because that is the sign of a healthy relationship. He  
holds up his arms, already feeling the first changes  
inside his body. He begins to tremble and shake and  
his eyes wear an ecstatic expression fixed wide open  
and staring into space. Through clenched teeth he lets  
out a low moan. The torment and delight in his face makes him look terrifying as he embraces 
the pain of his body ripping itself apart. Suddenly a wet tentacle covered in a sickly liquid bursts 
out of his back and takes the shape of a reinforced roundworm. Thorn-like appendages burst 
out of his arms and they fuse together to form a giant clawed limb. His body swells and turns a 
dull-grey colour. Wesker is disappointed with Sergei’s final form and openly states his lack of 
creativity is disappointing. He had expected more from him. But Sergei just ignores the jibe 
and launches an attack with a huge clawed tentacle. He is able to navigate around with six 
feelers and moves like a spider vertically and horizontally along the walls and ceilings. He also 
spits out embryotic sacs full of acidic compounds. Every time Wesker’s bullets strike him, 
Sergei seems to enjoy the pain. He only grows stronger with each hit and he believes not even 
Wesker can question the superiority of his power. His purpose remains as clear as ever. The 
battle continues and Sergei cries out in delight with each excruciating rush of pain. 
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Back in the battle arena below, Chris and Jill are having to use all of their acquired skills to 
avoid T-A.L.O.S.’ attacks. Its main weapon in this form are six red hot laser beams fired from 
mechanical devices attached to the tentacles on its back. A salvo of several grenades from Chris 
causes the Tyrant to temporarily lose its grip on the ceiling and tumble to the floor, exposing a 
large glowing red orb on its back. Realising this must be its weak point, they both target this 
location. Jill shouts out a warning as debris rains down upon them from above as the monster 
gouges giant holes in the ceiling. As they try to dodge the falling rocks, T-A.L.O.S.'s tentacles 
flex again and punch through a hole in the wall to Jill's left and swipe out catching her in the leg 
and knocking her to the floor. Chris tosses another grenade up towards the creature which 
detonates in its face. T-A.L.O.S. suddenly begins to shake and blood and fluids start to drip 
out of the numerous tears in its skin. It begins to spark and several electronic explosions occur 
as its physical connection to the Red Queen is severed completely. Its tentacles flail around 
some more before an explosion at the connection port in the ceiling causes its cybernetic spine 
to come free and the huge creature crashes down to the floor and lays still. They have finally 
killed it. 
 
Back upstairs, the Sergei monster decides to change  
tactics and crawls up the Red Queen itself, standing  
up on its main computer bank and cylinder of liquid  
red coolant. Wesker continues to fire at the creature  
and shouts up that Umbrella’s time has come to an  
end. Sergei’s blind loyalty will not advert its fate. But  
Sergei keeps fighting. When his country was ruined,  
he had no place left to call home. But Oswell Spencer  
gave him a home and a purpose. He passed the test  
for becoming a Tyrant and gained his position by  
donating ten clones of himself used for t-Virus research to help create a viral strain more 
compatible for human hosts and allow more Tyrants to be created. He regards the Tyrants as 
his brothers and he and his brothers will usher in a new era for all mankind. But Wesker has 
heard enough and demands to know where Spencer is, but the hidden location of his master is 
a secret Sergei will take to his grave. He mocks Wesker to do as he wants for he can take any 
pain he dishes out. However, despite his transformation he has clearly underestimated Wesker 
and his new abilities. As the fight wears on he can feel his body weakening against the 
onslaught, embracing the pain but unable to take much more physical damage. Soon he falls to 
his knees, refusing to give up but with a broken body that cannot take any more damage. He 
cries out in frustration before collapsing before Wesker and dying at his feet. 
 
Wesker calmly walks over to the Red Queen where  
Sergei is still logged into the U.M.F.-013 mainframe.  
This database contains all of Umbrella’s  
development data and archives since the company’s  
inception back in 1968. The data includes  
everything on the t-Virus project, the other various  
viral strains, detailed information on differing  
company branches, facilities and employees, and an  
expansive customer portfolio. He types in  
commands to download a portable copy of  
everything onto a single storage disc. Within moments a transparent data file with a spinning 
Umbrella logo ejects from the computer and the Red Queen announces the requested data 
transfer is complete. Wesker holds it up to the light and realises he has the entire summation 
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of Umbrella on one disc. This should come in very handy indeed. He gazes over the monitors 
looking down at the battle arena showing Chris and Jill standing over the defeated T-A.L.O.S. 
He commends them on completing their mission, just as he predicted they would. He turns 
back to the keyboard and begins typing once again, sending a command to erase and format 
the entire database. All virus formulas, B.O.W. development data and everything else will be 
permanently wiped, leaving Umbrella with nothing left. He stares at the Red Queen camera 
and bids her farewell before pushing the execute button. The data format is initialised and will 
take 80 seconds until completion.  
 
Simultaneously across the facility systems begin to power  
down and red emergency lighting activates. B.C.U.  
operatives combing through the facility wonder what is going  
on and soon the Red Queen announces that all data has  
been erased before she herself is deleted. All that remains  
on the screen is the simple message; ‘U.M.F.-013 No Data.’ 
 
Not long afterwards Wesker emerges into the morning sun as dawn breaks and the sun slowly 
rises up into a golden sky. The snowstorm has long since ceased and he has made it back to the 
surface undetected by the B.C.U. operatives. As he walks through the snow an alarm begins to 
sound to signal the base has been fully secured. He shoots a metal cable and uses a hook to 
rappel up to the top of the structure, giving him a better view of the surrounding landscape. His 
plan has been executed perfectly and now it is time to leave. With the perfected t-Virus in his 
hands and all of Umbrella’s developmental data, he stands ready to reshape the world. 
 
“The total summation of all viral weaponry. The perfect strain of the t-Virus. The last 
achievement of a dying Umbrella. The first step will be to flood the black market with it, filling 
the world with the fear of bio-terrorism. That is where the next step in my plan will begin." 
-REUC: Dark Legacy – deleted ending dialogue; 18/02/03 
 
"Soon, Umbrella will be gone forever. They held the power of the t-Virus in their hands, but 
they lacked the proper vision. The true vision of the future. And now it falls to me to usher in 
this new future." 
-REUC: Dark Legacy 2 Epilogue; 18/02/03 
 
With Umbrella gone, all that remains for him now is his former master, Oswell Spencer. He 
has the total summation of all the viral weaponry, including the perfected strain of t-Virus, the 
last achievement of the dying Umbrella Corporation. Wesker’s first step will be to flood the 
black market with it, filling the world with a deep fear of bioterrorism. That is where the next 
stage of his plans will begin. 
 
Meanwhile the surviving B.C.U. operatives continue to  
search the facility, using flamethrowers to burn all the  
various corpses and searching for detailed records of  
all of Umbrella’s dealings. Chris and Jill also emerge  
back on the surface and gaze up at the beautiful sunrise  
in the eastern sky. Transport helicopters have arrived  
to evacuate the wounded and Chris believes they have  
finally dealt a fatal blow to Umbrella. Jill agrees that the  
demise of the corporation is now just a question of  
time but their ordeal is still far from over. Chris realises 
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she is referring to Wesker and agrees. He is still out there… 
 
"The T-A.L.O.S. project Umbrella placed so much faith in had failed. However Chris and the 
others were a little too quick to pat themselves on the back. It was not by justice or fate that 
they would prevail against Umbrella that day. No... It was only with my help that they were able 
to succeed. The only thing that can defeat power is more power. Ironic perhaps, but the truth 
can be so cruel." 
-REUC: Umbrella's End 3 Epilogue Albert Wesker Narration; 18/02/03 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As the B.C.U. continue to dissect the facility and its secrets, they discover that someone has 
wiped the main computer mainframe. Any hard evidence they could have collected for use in 
the prosecution against Umbrella in the Raccoon Trials is gone. 
 
The B.C.U. have suffered losses during the mission, but casualties are relatively low overall. 
Eventually the factory will have to be destroyed, but for now it will be hermetically sealed until 
the investigation is concluded. Chris and Jill are approached by the B.C.U. commander. They 
shake hands, and Chris tells him that although he doesn’t really trust governments, he knows 
now the Russian B.C.U. is made up of reliable people. 
 
Later that day, Chris and Jill are admitted into a Moscow hospital and told their respective 
recoveries will take up to three months. They have to remain under observation in a local clinic 
for one week before they are allowed to return back to the United States. 
 
LATE FEBRUARY 2003 
Albert Wesker reports back to the rival company,  
filing a report on the village outbreak and  
destroyed Hunter Deltas. But he neglects to tell  
them about the stolen Umbrella archives. In his  
secret hideaway he boots up the U.M.F.-013 data  
and peruses through all the records, pleased with  
his findings. This vast digital archive contains  
development data for every major virus and 
B.O.W. ever created by Umbrella as well as a list 
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of potential contacts, clients and index of facility locations, complexes and storage hangars like 
the one that had first brought him to the Russian Caucasus. Everything he needs is here. He 
can exploit this data archive to further his own position within the rival company. 
 
However, purposefully omitted from U.M.F.-013, is the source location of the Progenitor 
Virus in West Africa and any information related to the classified Wesker Children project. 
These secrets remain with Spencer alone. 
 
To take revenge upon Spencer and to prove his own  
dominance, Wesker strikes a secret deal with the  
U.S. Government to testify anonymously with  
immunity from prosecution in exchange for  
providing evidence from the stolen archives to the  
Supreme Court, providing irrefutable proof that  
Umbrella were responsible for the Raccoon City  
incident. 
 
After reviewing this fresh evidence, the authorities and government hit Umbrella with yet 
another lawsuit before the adjourned Raccoon Trials resume. This puts further pressure on the 
ailing corporation to accept full responsibility for all actions in what led to the destruction of 
Raccoon City. 
 
Once the trials resume, the Supreme Court do not take long to reach a majority verdict and 
Umbrella is found guilty of all charges. Having been forced to accept full responsibility for the 
disaster that befell Raccoon City, the company will now certainly be destroyed for good. 
 
Oswell Spencer instructs his lawyers to appeal the decision but  
he knows the battle is over. To avoid his own arrest he goes into  
hiding, retreating back to his European estate he lived in before  
relocating to America in the sixties. 
 
When the authorities fail to track down Spencer and apprehend  
him, the F.B.I. agree to cooperate with the Russian Ministry of  
the Interior to launch a worldwide manhunt for the elusive  
Umbrella founder. Meanwhile, around the world people  
celebrate the decision of the court as it is announced by the world's media. 
 
"According to the latest reports, Umbrella has been found guilty on all charges of crimes 
related to the Raccoon City incident five years ago. The prosecution has remained quiet on 
how they acquired proof on Umbrella’s involvement and the defence plans to appeal the 
decision on the grounds that the evidence is not admissible in court. 
The Russian Ministry of the Interior has agreed to cooperate with the FBI in finding the 
whereabouts of Oswell E. Spencer. Mr. Spencer has been determined to have played a large 
part in the biohazard that contaminated Raccoon City. An anonymous witness close to the 
suspect was invaluable in providing evidence about Mr. Spencer’s involvement." 
-REUC: Epilogue News Report; 2003. 
 
This special taskforce will initiate a global manhunt for Spencer. His apprehension and 
subsequent in-depth questioning will be indispensable to the Raccoon City investigators. 
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Upon hearing the news, Wesker returns to his hideout and boots up the copied U.M.F.-013 
data archive, already planning his next move. He will use these records to forward his power 
base within the rival company with the eventual goal of assuming total control. He will use 
them as a symbol of power to shield behind whilst furthering his own ambition of creating a 
stronger Umbrella. This new ‘umbrella’ of power will be far stronger than Spencer’s weak 
corporation and have the proper vision for the world that they ultimately lacked. U.M.F.-013 is 
also connected to the Umbrella Sat System in Earth orbit, providing Wesker with global 
coverage. 
 
"My dear Spencer. How he mighty have fallen. Your Umbrella has folded and now you are a 
fugitive in the same world you once sought to control. We shall meet again before the 
conclusion of this drama. Then you will learn of the history I will write for this world." 
-REUC: Epilogue; 2003. 
 
MARCH 2003 
The world continues to debate the result of the Raccoon Trials at the Supreme Court. Many of 
its former employees begin to go into hiding and approach rival companies, taking with them 
whatever data and assets they can salvage to try and turn a profit. 
 
TUESDAY MARCH 4TH 2003 
The head office of Umbrella Europe makes a public announcement that it is close to being 
placed in receivership.  
 
THURSDAY MARCH 20TH 2003 
Umbrella is officially declared bankrupt and only subsidiary company Umbrella Japan remains 
active. They begin to look for other foreign or domestic enterprises to buy out the company 
but with a tarnished parent corporation, nobody shows any immediate interest. 
 
“Baker News London Branch Wire 
On the 4th, one of the world's largest pharmaceutical companies "Umbrella" announced that 
corporate operations are expected to enter into receivership soon, practically speaking it has 
gone bankrupt. 
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The company's sales have decreased sharply in recent years from the influence of the 
investigation into its responsibility in the biohazard caused by the company's U.S. Raccoon City 
laboratory. The chronic deficit continued and operations stalled. 
What's more, the final nail in the coffin was last month's sentencing in every lawsuit aimed at 
Umbrella to investigate its responsibility in the above-mentioned incident. 
2003 Baker News London Branch Wire” 
-BSAA Desktop: Baker Fax; 20/03/03. 
 
As the announcement is made public it dominates  
global news as channels across the world report  
on the dissolution of what was once the world's  
leading pharmaceutical corporation. Last month’s  
court ruling has ensured that all remaining loyal  
consumers have lost complete faith in the brand.  
DBC news reports live from outside of Umbrella's  
Paris Laboratory. 
 
"Umbrella Corporation stock plummeted here in Europe. This dealt a serious blow to the 
business giant, resulting in its complete dissolution.” 
-REDEG: DBC News Report; 2003. 
 
With the future of Umbrella all but doomed, employees begin going into hiding or defecting to 
rival companies, using B.O.W. development technology as a bargaining chip in exchange for 
employment and protection from prosecution. Others still loyal to Umbrella go into hiding and 
the research continues, despite the parent company being placed into receivership. One of 
these factions is Professor Ryan Howard’s institute. 
 
An interview is conducted between the media and Sara Brighton; an influential member and 
leading spokesperson for one of the many worldwide anti-Umbrella agencies formed after the 
Raccoon incident of 1998. Even though Umbrella is now all but gone, she expresses serious 
concerns that the corporation’s extensive data archives have yet to be recovered and is unsure 
the people’s ordeal is really over. She fears Umbrella's legacy may have been inherited by other 
clandestine organisations and individuals. Despite appeals for access to the evidence submitted 
anonymously to finish off the company in the Supreme Court, all requests have been denied, 
leaving many to suspect the evidence contains damning information implicating many world 
governments and respected individuals in the conspiracy. All they are told is that the evidence 
came from files stored on a computer, but nothing else is disclosed. Ms. Brighton also wants to 
know why it took nearly five years to obtain this evidence. Rumours of how close the U.S. 
Government was to Umbrella runs back many years now, even suggesting they were once a 
major customer for biological weaponry. But understandably, the government wish to close the 
book on this issue and the full truth may never be revealed. 
 
“REPORTER: The trial is the talk of the internet, and queries on popular search engines 
continue to make the top-three list. However, there are many that raise their eyebrows at your 
battle against the multinational corporation as carrying things too far. What is your opinion on 
this? 
SARA: Umbrella is not just another out-for-profit corporation; they are a powerful organisation 
closely resembling an army or a country. We have no choice but to wage war this way on a 
company trying to cover up the truth. We have battled in court for almost half a decade now to 
reach a verdict against Umbrella, and we would do it again if given the choice. 
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REPORTER: So you’re the David fighting the Goliath of Umbrella. However, now that a 
decision has been handed down, the problem is solved, right? 
SARA: One problem was solved, but some doubt still remains, and I feel it’s too early to start 
celebrating our victory. 
REPORTER: Doubt? And what doubt would that be? 
SARA: There are two questions we need to ask ourselves. First, why is it that it has taken so 
long for evidence against Umbrella to appear? Why now? Second, why is the nature of that 
evidence still being concealed to this day? 
REPORTER: There are a lot of popular theories flying around about that one. 
SARA: Take a look at the court records. It seems as if the evidence was data being stored on a 
computer. Umbrella must have been hiding it until the very end. The most likely reason none 
of the evidence has gone public is that it contains information that would incriminate many 
world governments, including our own. The evidence is also rumoured to have been acquired 
from dealings with an antisocial organisation. 
REPORTER: But Umbrella’s gone. Certainly that means the biggest menace is out of the way, 
right? 
SARA: Have the wrongdoings of Umbrella come to light? Certainly. But all of the data on virus 
production and biological weaponry has not. I don’t feel the data has been erased, but that it 
has ended up in someone’s hands, someone who will inherit Umbrella’s dark legacy.  
REPORTER: Inheriting a dark legacy? That sounds like something out of a TV show. 
SARA: It’s easy to laugh and dismiss it as some movie-of-the-week story. However, if there is 
any chance that such a possibility is true, it is worth our concern. Humans can be foolish 
creatures. Even after witnessing the destructive might that wiped out an entire city, someone 
could still steal that power and try to use it to further their own ambitions, regardless of the 
price to be paid. Umbrella may only be the beginning of this nightmare. The mystery 
surrounding the court decision makes that much pretty obvious." 
-REUC: Online Interview with Anti-Umbrella Activist (Sara Brighton); 2003 
 
Since watching Sergei Vladimir mutate before his very  
eyes, Wesker has been busy formulating theory on the  
mutation characteristic of the Progenitor Virus that  
was strengthened by the creation of the t-Virus. He  
had always believed the mutations brought on by the  
virus were random, but Sergei’s transformation was so  
unique and so different, he wonders now if the  
resulting mutation of a host infected with a Progenitor  
variant is influenced by the host’s mental state. This  
hypothesis is supported by what he knows of Marcus’ transformation when the Queen Leech 
was influenced by inherited memories of James Marcus when it fused with his DNA. If this 
theory is true, Wesker wonders how he himself would transform. 
 
“I have a theory on Sergei’s unique course of evolution. 
I had always assumed that the variety of effects the virus brings about on its host were mere 
random mutations. However, witnessing first-hand the effects on Sergei combined with what I 
know of Marcus’s transformation points to a common thread between their outcomes. The 
host’s mind-set appears to influence the evolution of the virus. Sergei mutated into a monster 
whose very body is the picture of suffering as he was ripped apart from the inside by thorns. I 
can only imagine that his transformation represents the true mind-set of the person he was 
inside. 
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While I have no proof, my intuition tells me this must be the case. If the personality of the host 
can truly affect the course of the virus manifestation, where does that leave me?” 
-REUC: Wesker’s Notes on Differing Mutations; undated. 
 
SPRING 2003 Onwards 
Wesker makes the first move in the next stage of his plan by leaking Umbrella’s perfected  
t-Virus strain onto the black market; a single action that will trigger a dark era of bioterrorism 
and plunge the world into a climate of fear and paranoia. For the first time outside of exclusive 
deals, rogue nations, criminal organisations and dictators will be able get their hands on 
Umbrella’s virus for the right price and use it for their own nefarious means. It is only a matter 
of time now before reports of B.O.W.s emerge in conflict regions across the globe. 
 
Wesker also takes steps to expand his global operations by  
approaching Excella Gionne; a young, ambitious individual he has  
been observing from behind the scenes for some time now. She  
joined international conglomerate Tricell a year ago, but because her  
Gionne heritage is an off-shoot of the famous Travis family which  
founded Tricell, she was given control of just one research team in  
the Pharmaceutical Division and still remains aggrieved at this  
decision. Wesker offers to freely share classified data and samples of  
t-Virus and t-Veronica virus, encouraging her to make a name for  
herself. Wesker then retreats back into the shadows to watch from afar, his goal being for 
Excella to rise up the ranks of Tricell into a position of power before he can step in and exploit 
her to his will. 
 
Immediately, Excella passes the acquired materials onto her single research team and begins 
work jumpstarting Tricell’s biological weapons program, hoping to capitalise on Umbrella’s 
downfall. 
 
As part of Umbrella’s bankruptcy, they are forced to sell off their property and resources, 
including the three ‘Queen’ cruise ships Zenobia, Dido and Semeramis. These ships are 
acquired by Morgan Lansdale and the F.B.C.,  
presumably through evidential seizure.  
 
Additionally a secret, underground Umbrella  
laboratory designed for B.O.W. research and  
previously known to only a handful of elite  
Umbrella executives, is shut down and promptly  
quarantined, making it inaccessible to the general  
public. The zombies inside are left to roam freely  
and undisturbed where they will remain for a  
number of years. Entrance is strictly forbidden. 
 
 With Mary Gray on death’s door and months of calculated study behind them, Professor 
Howard injects her with an oncolytic variant t-Virus and the results are remarkable. Not only 
does the virus destroy the disease poisoning her blood, but she also adapts perfectly on a level 
never before seen in any prior subject, including those adaptable and conditioned to become 
Tyrants. She fully retains her human form and her brain power begins to expand expeditiously. 
Howard remains in charge of Mary’s treatment and will continue to study her closely. He 
develops a special device she has to wear at all times on her wrist. This will continuously 
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administer precise does of the virus at calculated intervals to keep any possible chance of 
mutation to a minimum. Because of Umbrella’s situation, Howard and the other researchers 
have been forced underground to avoid the U.S. authorities. He has still not had any contact 
with his son, Tyler. 
 
The Montpellier science team studying the newly discovered fish recovered from the 
Kermadec Trench are able to extract the viral fish pathogen. The virus bears an unfathomable 
name; secretly named ‘The Abyss’, and it is decided to confidentially continue research. The 
Abyss Virus thrives in high pressure environments with low oxygen and temperature levels. In 
such conditions it mutates the large fat and water reserves of deep sea fish and develops high-
density bone and muscular structures to levels not found in deep sea life forms. The Abyss 
Virus is essentially the marine equivalent of the Progenitor Virus and the applications for 
marine B.O.W. is high should the virus ever fall into the wrong hands. With a potent infection 
rate of over 99% via blood transmission, the F.B.C. are consulted as an anti-bio-terrorist 
organisation. Morgan Lansdale wants the Abyss Virus further explored so effective 
countermeasures can be created. Work begins immediately to map out its genetic structure. 
 
“Montpellier Marine University conducted research via unmanned submersible during the 
fourth expedition to the Kermadec Trench. At 9000 meters, a new type of super deep-sea 
predatory fish was discovered. 
The deep seas have a unique effect on living organisms. But this creature, in addition to the 
usual tolerance to high pressures, displays an unbelievable degree of motility and a ferocity not 
usually found at such depths. 
What surprised us after examining the fish was that these unique traits were not native to the 
fish's biology, but were caused by a viral infection. 
Owing to the unfathomable nature of this virus, we decided to give it the name "The Abyss." 
We will continue to research it. We must find out why it takes the large fat and water reserves 
of deep-sea fish, which are suited to the high-pressure, low-oxygen, low-temperature depths, 
and turns them into high-density bone and muscle structures that are not usually found in 
organisms who live in deep-water habitats. 
If we can successfully develop a working B.O.W., we will have moved research in this field 
light years ahead. It is important to note blood transmission of the virus happens in 99.76% of 
all cases to date. 
In rare cases some test subjects do not become infected if they take the virus orally, perhaps 
because it is diluted. 
We will do all we can to improve the effectiveness of this virus and redouble our efforts. 
(The rest of the paper is faded and illegible.)” 
-REREV: Researching the Deep-Sea Virus; undated. 
 
SUMMER 2003 onwards 
As time goes on, the celebrations of Umbrella's downfall ease off and the expected period of 
prolonged peace fails to materialise as B.O.W.s unexpectedly begin to show up on the black 
market. Before long these deadly weapons end up in the hands of terrorists, guerrilla fighters, 
and unstable state governments. This is all thanks to a combination of Wesker leaking the 
perfected t-Virus onto the black market and ex-Umbrella employees moving to rival 
corporations and selling research materials to the highest bidder. Reports come in from all over 
the globe of small-scale bio-terrorist incidents and suddenly the world is once again plunged 
into paranoia as authorities fear a new era of bio-terrorism will rise. The U.S. Government 
extend their operations to round up former Umbrella employees but it proves to be a futile 
task and some inevitably fall through the net. Many government officials privately wonder if the 
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destruction of Umbrella hasn’t actually made things worse and that a repeat of the Raccoon 
City incident is looking inevitable. Governments of the world turn once again to the Global 
Pharmaceutical Consortium and demand action. 
 
The rival company discover Wesker’s communications with Excella Gionne and begin to 
monitor his activities, growing ever suspicious of his true intentions. 
 
As genetic mapping of The Abyss Virus nears completion, Excella  
Gionne contacts Morgan Lansdale offering cooperation via a 
research institute of Tricell. She suggests creating a weaponised  
variant of The Abyss by incorporating genes from the t-Virus. Her  
private goal is to monopolise the marine biological weapons  
market – currently an untapped resource due to the disappointing  
effects of the t-Virus on aquatic life forms. By dominating this  
market she could control marine-based bioterrorism completely  
thanks to complete control over supply and distribution and thus  
elevate her status within Tricell expeditiously. But she sells the  
idea of creating a new weaponised pathogen to Lansdale, head of  
one of the world’s most powerful anti-bioterror agencies, by using reverse psychology. She 
argues that by creating an exclusive new virus and purposefully controlling distribution and 
tracking the flow of all B.O.W.s derived would allow the F.B.C. to quickly identify and arrest 
buyers, with the eventual goal of effectively wiping out that market completely. She also 
suggests that by finding a way to make effective marine bio-weapons, countermeasures can also 
be developed simultaneously to nullify any emerging threat in the future. Lansdale agrees to the 
idea based partly on reservations over his own role as F.B.C. Commissioner. Because he is 
fearful of even small details, a growing doubt is manifesting over the future of his position now 
that the primary threat of Umbrella Corporation has been removed. He privately wonders if 
the emergence of a deadly new virus and corresponding threats would give him leverage to 
further expand the F.B.C.’s charter and power-base in a post-Umbrella world. With his mind 
made up, Lansdale permits Excella’s own Tricell division access to the Abyss Virus research 
team through the F.B.C. 
 
Because of the controversial nature of the project in effectively creating a deadly new 
weaponised pathogen in order to then nullify it, research has to be conducted in upmost 
secrecy as neither Lansdale in his position as F.B.C. Commissioner nor Tricell as member of 
the G.P.C. executive board can be seen as complicit in the development of biological weapons. 
Lansdale is able to supply the research team with the three Queen cruise ships that were seized 
from Umbrella following their collapse. Each ship is already outfitted with laboratory facilities 
designed exclusively for B.O.W. research and are ideal for the project to proceed unabated 
outside of international waters. The three ships will be constantly on the move to evade 
detection and only Lansdale and his trusted aides will know of their exact position. The 
combined F.B.C. and Tricell research team supplied by Excella will work together, though the 
F.B.C. researchers are fooled into believing they are developing B.O.W. countermeasures to 
prevent further bioterrorism incidents.  
 
 Ryan Howard has had no outside contact with his son for months now. No phone calls or 
letters have been permitted outside of the laboratory he finds himself working in as his group 
cannot be exposed to authorities who are tracking ex-Umbrella employees. All he can do is 
continue his research and when it is successfully completed, he will reap the financial rewards 
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and can return to Tyler with the promise of a better life for both of them. He is still supervising 
Mary Gray’s treatment with the oncolytic t-Virus. 
 
Sheva Alomar enrols at university in America. 
 
Tyler Howard has received no word from his father for months. Since  
the conclusion of the Raccoon Trials and Umbrella’s dissolution,  
Professor Howard has all but disappeared. Determined to uncover  
Umbrella’s secrets and get to the bottom of his father’s disappearance,  
Tyler enlists in the Rochester City Police Department, hoping to use  
their resources to track down his missing father. Ryan has no idea his  
son has become a law enforcement officer. 
 
SEPTEMBER 2003 
A memorial service is held for victims of the Raccoon City incident which occurred five years 
ago now. 
 
AUTUMN 2003 onwards 
Following Umbrella’s global collapse, WilPharma have stepped up as the world’s leading 
pharmaceutical company. Their new research facilities in Harvardville are still under 
construction and secret clinical trials to create a t-Virus vaccine are still ongoing in India. 
 
In Dulvey, Louisiana, young Zoe Baker, now in 4th grade at school, creates a picture of her 
family including mom Marguerite, father Jack, and brother Lucas. It will hang pride of place in 
the dining room of the main house.  
 
Work continues on the ‘t-Abyss’ Virus in secret on the Queen Zenobia and the research team 
produce regular progress reports. The introduction of t-Virus genes has allowed for cross-
species infection as The Abyss Virus in its pure form infected only marine life forms. The virus 
is tested on a human body but the cellular structure is broken down almost immediately as the 
host is unable to bear the powerful mutation speed derived from The Abyss. The researchers 
try to compensate for this in future experiments by adjusting the rate at which initial infection 
occurs in the host’s body. They will achieve this by using sub-zero temperatures to supress the 
activity of the virus upon introduction to the host, enabling it to adapt to the host over time. 
 
DECEMBER 2003 
By the end of the year the number of victims caused by bioterrorism has exceeded 500,000. 
 
2004: 
In Southern Europe, work continues on the excavation of the mining pits beneath Salazar 
Castle. This work has been in progress for several years now with still no success. The only 
Plaga specimens found have been fossilised in the rocks and no live subjects have been 
discovered, so everyone believes. Since first approaching Salazar a few years ago, Lord 
Osmund Saddler has expanded his influence over the region. He and his followers have even 
taken over and expanded an abandoned installation located on an off-shore island a few miles 
away from the castle. Here the Los Illuminados have been furthering their plans and some of 
the fossilised Plaga specimens have been transported across in a bid to extract DNA from the 
remains. This island has a rich history with the Los Illuminados and in centuries past its 
members performed ritual sacrifices. Evidence of these rituals are left behind in drawings 
found inside the caves.  
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Back at El Pueblo the villagers who are not working at the castle excavation go about their 
peaceful lives unaware of the evil that is stirring around them. The village is home to several 
herds of livestock as well as hens and chickens. The acres of outlaying farmland surrounding 
the region always produces a healthy crop and this year will hopefully be no different. Most 
people living here never move away and likewise their parents and grandparents before them. 
Family and tradition are important values to the people of El Pueblo and these are lessons 
taught to all their children at a young age. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
"In this village… 
The people cherish their elders, their neighbours and their children’s smiling faces. It’s a 
simple and joyous life, where people worked hard to keep up old customs and traditions, a 
peaceful life. During this gentle period of time, I was born, and returned to the soil. I love this 
village. 
I wish it could have continued like that forever. Sometimes I would stop by to borrow the 
village’s writing brush and write things down about this beautiful village, to pass on to the yet 
unborn children of coming generations.  
Both men and women worked hard in the village. When the sowing season arrived, the entire 
village was busy with the preparations. In the refreshing morning sun, the bell would ring, and 
people would head for the farms. Beads of sweat glimmered in the sun on the foreheads of the 
men cultivating the soil. The women would sing and talk to each other, but they were also busy 
helping with the sowing. At noon, everyone would sit down and relax and eat their lunches that 
had been packed for them. The newly baked bread prepared by the men’s wives would help 
them recover from their fatigue. And then it was back to work. 
To the villagers, working in the fields was like raising children. With the love of the villagers 
and nature's blessing, there would be a good harvest before long. 
It was the same for me. Even the kids would help out with tending the cows and the chickens at 
a very young age. Since they were just kids, it was hard work transporting the buckets full of 
milk that the men had milked from the cows. The blood ties in the village were strong; you 
might say the village was like one big family. 
It was a strong bond that led everyone in the village to help each other out. Every boy in the 
village knew that when they grew up, they would help the village prosper to the best of their 
ability. My father was a man of few words, but he had a firm grip on the udders of the cows and 
he let me taste some milk with his finger. It had a faint sweetness and a very rich flavour. It was 
delicious. In just a few hours, we would get to drink this milk at home." 
-Biohazard 4: Incubate; undated. 
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LOCATION PROFILE: EL PUEBLO 
El Pueblo was a small, isolated, rural community set against the backdrop of Southern Europe. Although its 
exact location has never been determined, the climate and landscape suggests it is a region located somewhere 
in the wastelands of northern Spain. Its residents often spent their entire lives there and families could be 
traced back through generations to olden times. The  
village was surrounded by dense forest across a  
mountainous region and located not far from an idyllic  
lake. The whole region came under the protection of  
the Salazar family who presided over a large, ancestral  
castle overlooking the entire area. The village had been  
watched over by the Salazar’s for centuries, dating back  
to when the first Castellan arrived and taught paganism  
across the area. The people of the village abided by  
simple values and cherished family and friendship  
above all else. They lived simple and joyous lives and worked hard to keep up old customs and traditions. They 
supplemented their lives through farming and trading at markets. The entire village always came together for 
sowing season and worked hard to ensure a good harvest, celebrated during the annual festival. Whilst the men 
worked in the fields, the wives would be at home baking and the children helped tend to the livestock. The 
harvest surplus was always fruitful and always sold for a good price in the neighbouring town. The money 
generated was used to buy things that were not available at Pueblo such as gasoline. Although the Euro was the 
adopted currency throughout a majority of Spain by 2002, the village still traded in Pesetas. Blood ties in the 
village were strong and the community was viewed as one big family. They were mostly self-sustaining using 
crops that grew around the village, milk from the cows, eggs from the chickens and fish from the river. They 
were also deeply religious and would often gather at church at the far end of town to offer thanks and pray. The 
village chief, Bitorez Mendez, would always provide a weekly sermon. In centuries past the region was under 
the sway of the Los Illuminados cult and some followers of the religion are buried in the graveyard by the 
church. The first Salazar Castellan was influential in driving away the Illuminados and protecting the villagers. 
The village was accessible by a single mountain track  
that snaked through the dense woodland and forest.  
It crossed over a river before arriving at an isolated  
house that belonged to a male farmer. He would  
often invite the children of the village over and  
would sit on the doorstep and sing songs on his  
guitar. From there another woodland trail followed  
until it reached village itself. The main square was  
made up of several hamlets and houses as well as a  
bell tower. The village was surrounded by a farm and  
various homesteads including the village chief’s mansion which was larger and much grander than the regular 
dwellings. The village square had a large bonfire that was lit on special occasions and there was also a 
watchtower that afforded a 360 degree view of the entire village. There was also a church and cemetery on a hill 
by the lakeside. In 2004 this church was taken over by the Los Illuminados and the villagers were tricked into 
being injected with Las Plagas parasites. It was accessible via a trapdoor inside the bell tower that led to an 
underground tunnel beneath the hill. Beyond the church was a lakeside path that led to a small mining 
compound where the El Gigante B.O.W. was locked up.  
The village fell afoul of a Las Plagas outbreak in autumn 2004 and once the Los Illuminados were destroyed the 
whole area was quarantined and made inaccessible to the public. But over time survivors of the incident and 
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relatives of those that died bypassed the quarantine order and went back to reclaim their former home. As the 
years went by these villagers were slowly infected by wild Plagas still roaming the area. But because they were 
not under the control of a Dominant Plaga holder, these Ganados were less dangerous than their original 
counterparts and lived their lives in relative peace, farming the lands and performing medial tasks without any 
interruptions. Occasionally the village was raided by mercenaries employed by clandestine corporations and 
very minor incursion operations took place where Ganado specimens were snatched and Plaga parasites 
recovered. In 2012, the village was used as a trial stage for The Experiment in which potential ‘Umbrella Corps’ 
recruits were tested in the field to assess their combat abilities and suitability for the unit as well as gathering 
Plaga samples. One of the executives now in charge of Umbrella PMC took a great deal of interest in the trials 
taking place in the village, for he had ties to the original 2004 outbreak as a close associate of Albert Wesker. 
NOTABLE LOCATIONS: 
FARM: - The farm was located to the northeast of the village and was made up of a pasture, two barns and 
some huts. Fenced off areas provided grazing ground for cattle and hens and chickens were also kept. Water 
troughs were kept for the animals and hay was available in the barn. There was also a well, a small windmill and 
two separate trails leading further down into the valley. 
CHURCH: - The church was located at the top of a  
grassy hill overlooking the lake. The graveyard was full  
of weathered tombstones, marking the final resting  
places for many villagers and their families. Special  
graves identified graves for twins, and others bore the  
mark of the Los Illuminados cult. The entrance to the  
church could be unlocked via a round insignia bearing  
a strange symbol. Inside was an altar, vestry and several  
pews for worship. The second floor had a small storage  
room which was where Ashley Graham was held. A puzzle involving shifting three spectrums of light onto a 
prism was used to deactivate a series of locked gates for added security. 
VILLAGE CHIEF’S MANSION: - This was the largest house in the village and unlike the other dwellings was 
much more lavishly furnished and kept clean and tidy. It had a downstairs kitchen, lounge and dining area with 
framed paintings of the church and the lake. Bookshelves were full of English-language text books and a urinal 
was installed in a small room underneath the stairs. The second floor hallway bore an intimidating portrait of 
Bitorez Mendez himself and further down was the master bedroom. A back door was located here with a trick 
lock installed that required rearrangement of symbols on a glass plinth to form the Los Illuminados mark. The 
front entrance of the mansion led back down to the main village whereas the rear exit led down to a well and 
corresponding tunnel network beneath. 
LAKE: - This expansive lake was located to the west of the village and was home to the Del Lago; a Salamander 
infected and mutated by the Las Plagas parasite. It dwelled below the murky waters but could be summoned to 
the surface by the Dominant Plaga holder or by an offering such as a dead body. The lake was surrounded by 
craggy bluffs on all sides and was full of mud and peat, making visibility under the surface extremely limited. A 
wooden jetty and a small boathouse was located beyond the swamp area and directly opposite a cave system 
provided a shortcut back towards the mining area near the village. Another hidden cave on the lake doubled as 
a secret hideaway for one of the many merchants that liked to trade in the area.  
 
The milk and crops produced by the village are taken to the nearby towns to be sold at market. 
Other than this the villagers rarely have contact with anyone outside of their community. It is 
unknown how much contact they have with the Salazar family up until the men were hired to 
excavate the castle foundations, but it is assumed the relationship is a good one. Whilst the 
men are away the wives would all at home, cooking, cleaning and acting out the traditional 
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housewife role whilst the men earned their crust. One of the villagers often invites the children 
over to his house just outside the village near the ravine where he would sit on the steps of his 
porch and play his guitar and tell stories. The youngsters love it. 
 
Since the events in Russia last year, Albert Wesker’s influence within the rival company has 
expanded rapidly to the point where the rulers at the very top of the organisation are struggling 
to keep him in check. They believe him to be ‘an uncontrollable spark that could burn the 
organisation from the inside out.’  His influence now expands to the point of delegating which 
direction the organisation will go in next and this influence threatens to cause a power divide 
across the whole company. Wesker has his supporters and yet there are those with power that 
see him as a cancerous tumour, needing to be cut away if the rival company is to survive. 
 
As part of her mysterious personal objective which includes  
infiltration of all aspects of the B.O.W. underworld, Ada  
Wong contacts the rulers of the rival company, wishing to  
re-establish a business partnership with mutual benefit.  
Given her reputation as an industrial spy built on a bed of  
lies, the rulers truly cannot help their puzzlement over her  
attempts to make contact after so long. She is a spy with no  
certain details about her past and even their resources have  
been unable to determine her real name, age, or where  
exactly she comes from. She has built an impressive career  
as an espionage agent by leaving a trail of false footsteps  
behind, using lies and deception to cover her tracks. Some believe she may be trying to 
infiltrate the rival company whilst secretly working for another organisation and therefore 
cannot be trusted, but others admire her outstanding capabilities and remember her escape 
from Raccoon City after recovering a sample of the G-Virus. Most of her career is unknown 
but the mission in Raccoon remains concrete proof of her talents. Either way, she will need to 
be monitored extremely closely if they are to come to an arrangement. But many remain 
completely distrustful of her intentions and insist she be immediately disposed of. But then the 
ruling executives of the rival company propose a counter argument to use her to suppress their 
malignant tumour that is Albert Wesker. Although there is no reason to trust her 
unconditionally, they could utilise her to function as a watchdog to Wesker. Even if she did 
harbour treachery, it would still be beneficial because if the two kept each other in check, even 
their most inconvenient actions as double agents would naturally be restricted for the 
organisation – at least they judged it so. With an agreement reached, the rulers adopt a 
stratagem to draw in Ada. 
 
Under direction of the top brass, Ada cautiously approaches Wesker whilst making the most of 
the position she secretly now keeps within the organisation. She is soon recognised as a capable 
intelligence gathering agent if used as a pawn. Any plans he is making in secret she will report 
directly back to them. 
 
Wesker decides to re-hire Ada and extends an invitation for her to formally join the rival 
company as an information-gathering agent. They had previously worked together successfully 
during the Raccoon City incident of 1998 and she had delivered the recovered G-Virus to him. 
Wesker is in the early stages of plotting a complete takeover of the rival company with the 
eventual goal of re-establishing a bigger, stronger Umbrella Corporation to follow his own 
vision. The self-assured Wesker personally chooses and appoints all those working under him 
and favours individuals with the cunning of wolves rather than those he sees as foolish hounds. 
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Based on previous experience, he admires her talents and perceives Ada has a character he 
likes, and skilfully builds an alliance to put her under his control, or so he believes. Although 
her history means the risk of betrayal is very possible, Wesker views Ada as the most capable 
piece in the plans he is devising. He is also smart enough  
to assume his own movements would be reported back  
to the top brass of the organisation through Ada.  
Information will leak, and he conversely actively wants  
information to leak, leading to an obvious conclusion –  
Wesker is planning something big. The organisation  
already know of his secret contact with Tricell, and soon  
faint traces of his plans emerge through the rival  
company’s intelligence channels, creating an unnatural  
rut in the accumulation of information, reminiscent of  
the shadow of a huge, thick umbrella blocking out the  
rays of the sun... 
 
With all the key players in place and those running the rival company absorbed in this 
intricately interwoven mixture of internal speculation, only Ada is able to maintain complete 
mystery. Her motivations are hers alone and with everyone so focused on Wesker’s plans, her 
true purpose behind her infiltration of the rival company escapes everyone’s attention. She 
cannot let anyone figure out her true purpose and for now she works as if she truly serves the 
rival company and as if her greatest pleasure is accomplishing her mission. Her deception 
continues… 
 
As pressure on the Global Pharmaceutical Consortium continues to build following the rise of 
bioterrorism incidents across the globe, they respond by announcing the creation of a civilian-
led NGO founded by 11 key individuals who all have extensive first-hand experience with 
biological weapons and bioterror incidents. This organisation is referred to as the Bioterrorism 
Security Assessment Alliance and its founding members include former S.T.A.R.S. members 
Chris Redfield and Jill Valentine. Other Original 11 members include Clive R. O’Brian and 
the U.S. Government agent who rescued Sheva Alomar in Africa. Their primary role will be to 
observe, advise and assist armies and police forces around the world conducting counter-
bioterrorism operations. 
 
ORGANISATION PROFILE: BIOTERRORISM SECURITY ASSESSMENT ALLIANCE (B.S.A.A.) 
The fall of Umbrella in 2003 sparked the birth of a worldwide era of bioterrorism and B.O.W.s and viruses 
began to show up on the black market. These weapons wound up in the hands of terrorists, guerrilla fighters, 
and unstable state governments and soon the threat of illegal bio-organic  
weapons began to be felt around the world. Because the Global  
Pharmaceutical Consortium feared they would be held accountable for  
this problem, they conversed their resources to form a specialised anti- 
bioterror unit known as the Biohazard Security Assessment Alliance.  
Upon inception, the unit comprised of just 11 specialised individuals, all  
of whom had extensive knowledge and experience fighting biological  
weapons and became known as the ‘Original Eleven’, named after the  
‘Original Seven’ from Project Mercury. Two of these members were Chris  
Redfield and Jill Valentine, both of whom were combat veterans with extensive experience fighting the 
monstrosities created by Umbrella. Others included Clive R. O’Brian; a prominent expert on bioterrorism who 
was installed as the B.S.A.A.’s first operational director, and a fourth member was an unnamed U.S. 
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Government agent who helped plan a sting operation to arrest a top Umbrella official in 2001. He also brought 
back Sheva Alomar from Africa and eventually recommended she join the organisation. The other seven 
members have never been disclosed. 
The precursor organisation to the B.S.A.A. was the B.C.U. (Biohazard Containment Unit), originally organised 
into regional units from various countries. Like the B.S.A.A. it was a private outfit and not a governmental 
organisation. Its operatives were specialists with either law-enforcement or military experience. The B.C.U. was 
privately funded by numerous rival pharmaceutical companies to Umbrella and some of these groups used the 
unit to secretly obtain Umbrella’s research results. The B.C.U. was absorbed into the B.S.A.A. following 
Umbrella’s dissolution and the B.S.A.A. itself was formally established in 2004. The motto of the organisation 
was ‘Saving the World. One B.O.W. At a Time.’ 
Initially the job of the B.S.A.A. was limited to that of  
observers to armies and police units around the world  
that conducted counter-bioterrorism operations.  
Unfortunately, the world's bioterrorism problem was  
much bigger than anyone had anticipated, and so a new  
course of action was required to handle the problem. To  
that end, consideration was given to creating a team that  
could react instantly to threats, but the B.S.A.A. was still  
only a civilian-led organisation. They could not operate  
freely in sovereign nations, and thus were unable to  
conduct investigations, make pertinent arrests, or even use force when the situation dictated it. As the threat of 
bioterror continued to grow, it became clear that they needed greater flexibility if they were to operate 
effectively. The organisation also frequently clashed with the F.B.C., America’s largest domestic anti-bioterror 
agency although Clive O’Brian developed an uneasy alliance with Commissioner Morgan Lansdale over time. 
One of their earliest operations came when the European Union pushed Lansdale and the F.B.C. to accept 
support from the B.S.A.A. during the Terragrigia Panic. But Lansdale fought the order and in the end only 
O’Brian and a small contingent of support staff were allowed on site and their influence was extremely limited. 
O’Brian fiercely objected to the F.B.C.s use of the Regia Solis satellite matrix to scorch the city and wipe out the 
biohazard, citing vital evidence would be lost about who was responsible for the disaster and why. But he had 
no authority to prevent Lansdale from doing so, demonstrating how the B.S.A.A. then lacked in power and 
influence. However, they had good enough relations at that time with the U.S. Government for Adam 
Benford’s ‘Secret Military Agency’/AUPIT to share a classified copy of the ‘Kennedy Report’ with the B.S.A.A.; 
a confidential document detailing Leon’s encounter with the Las Plagas parasite in Southern Europe. 
In 2005, O’Brian worked with F.B.C. agent and secret Tricell spy Raymond Vester to orchestrate a faked revival 
of the Veltro terrorist group to unlock the secrets behind what really caused the Terragrigia Panic. This 
resulted in exposing Lansdale as a terrorist collaborator and he was eventually arrested. Shortly afterwards the 
F.B.C. was dissolved completely and its personnel and resources were integrated into the B.S.A.A. This led to 
the complete reformation of the organisation which was restricted and reformed under the jurisdiction of the 
United Nations. But the B.S.A.A.’s exposure of Lansdale and undermining of the F.B.C. brought unwanted 
embarrassment for the U.S. Government who were still trying to regain public trust following years of 
accusations about Raccoon City and possible collusions with Umbrella Corporation. This led to a frosty 
relationship between the pair to the extent that the B.S.A.A.’s offer of assistance in the aftermath of the 
Harvardville outbreak in November 2005 was refused by the government. In the aftermath, a meeting was set 
up between Leon Kennedy and Chris Redfield, representing the first time the two men had met face to face, 
and although the contents of this meeting remain confidential, it was hoped this meeting was the start of 
repairing the relationship between the two respective organisations. 
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As a public body, the B.S.A.A. now had the authority in sovereign nations to use force when conducting 
investigations and making arrests. They had full authority to act within the 70% of U.N. member nations that 
ratified the formation, and the remaining countries authorised their presence on a conditional or invitational 
basis. Though the B.S.A.A. was under the direct control of the United Nations, its member nations did not 
provide all the funding necessary to keep it running. It was now a public organisation with international staff 
and as a result, the modern B.S.A.A. still had to rely on donations from the Global Pharmaceutical Consortium 
and outside sponsorship. Many criticisms have been levelled at the B.S.A.A. due to the conflict of interest 
created by this status quo. Tricell was also a major contributor and this allowed them to put severe pressure on 
B.S.A.A. headquarters should the organisation conduct investigations that were not in Tricell’s best interests. 
Despite criticism, the funding from the G.P.C. removed the financial burden from participatory nations, and as 
such, any motivation to change the situation and incur unwanted expenses. For the G.P.C. it also acted as 
positive PR and so this partnership has been beneficial to all parties involved. 
The reformed B.S.A.A. was managed by the Bioterrorism Assessment Committee, established by the European 
Headquarters and housed in England to be the organisation’s decision-making body. The committee gave 
directives to each of the B.S.A.A.’s eight worldwide branches, which covered nearly all regions of the world. 
Each branch had had its own headquarters close to a hub airport or military air base, allowing them to dispatch 
a unit into any area within their jurisdiction in under 12 hours. Depending on the circumstance, several 
branches could collaborate on a mission in the same region.  
The B.S.A.A. conducted numerous operations over the  
years and by 2009 there were over 3000 B.O.W. related  
terrorism incidents reported each year and the B.S.A.A. had  
made over 1000 deployments to stop terrorist attacks. It was  
not uncommon for the various branches to work together  
such as Chris and Jill of the North America branch being  
asked to assist the European branch in the apprehension  
and arrest of Oswell E. Spencer in 2006. Chris also assisted  
the West African Branch in 2009 during the Kijuju outbreak and the Oceania branch in 2010 during the 
Philosophy University incident. In 2012 the North American division assisted their Eastern European 
counterparts in Edonia and a year later, they deployed in Lanshiang after the U.S. Government rejected their 
offer of assistance during the Tall Oaks outbreak. Thanks to the combined efforts of the B.S.A.A.’s North 
American and Far East branches, the threat of the deadly C-Virus being unleashed across the world was 
stopped. In 2015, following 11 years of operation and commemorating ten years since they reformed under the 
United Nations, they changed their logo and incorporated two swords into the design. 
In later years the B.S.A.A. also developed a working relationship with the newly revived Umbrella PMC. Blue 
Umbrella were a highly controversial revival of the original company formed by ex-employees with a mission 
statement of atoning for the sins of the original corporation. Sometime after Albert Wesker’s death, Umbrella 
PMC came into possession of extensive anti-virus research Wesker had secretly compiled and collated for his 
own personal benefit. These materials were subsequently used by Blue Umbrella to develop a variety of 
extremely effective Anti-B.O.W. firearms. These weapons were sent to the B.S.A.A. for testing before 
undergoing mass-production which helped Umbrella gain the trust of the B.S.A.A. and a belief that their 
intentions were genuine in cleaning up the mess left behind by the original Umbrella. This relationship came to 
light when a Japanese journalist noticed B.S.A.A. members using Umbrella PMC weaponry. An interview was 
arranged with Umbrella’s ‘Anti Bio-Weapons Development Bureau’ who confirmed the arrangement and the 
existence of the Albert W. series firearms. B.S.A.A. advisors were sometimes asked to assist Blue Umbrella with 
field missions and were given access to the ‘Umbrella Arsenal System’ which contained confidential data. Most 
recently, Chris Redfield himself assisted Blue Umbrella in June 2017 when he participated in ‘Operation 
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Lurking Fear’ to assist Umbrella PMC in capturing Lucas Baker and uncovering his links to The Connections 
crime syndicate. Other elite B.S.A.A. members also worked for Blue Umbrella’s Special Case Disposal Teams. 
Each B.S.A.A. branch had a considerable number of people on their tactical teams, most of them coming from 
police special forces and militaries around the world. The support staff for the teams was also quite large, and 
they came mainly from government organisations in different countries. There were many groups of experts on 
the staff that provided technical, medical, physical, and mental support to the teams. Field agents of the 
B.S.A.A. were generally divided into two classifications; Special Operations Units (S.O.U) – which operated in 
squad formation, and Special Operations Agents (S.O.A.), which typically operated in two-man cells. Both 
these groups were supported by the Air Support Platoon offering elevated fire support, evacuation and a direct 
link from headquarters. 
S.O.U.s are usually made up of combat professionals sanctioned to infiltrate an area, engage in combat, and 
subdue offenders. Many S.O.U.s come from the special units of their respective nation’s law enforcement 
bodies, or have previous military experience themselves. They were usually broken up into teams of twelve. The 
makeup of these teams was flexible; depending on the mission, they could be broken up into three teams of 
four, or mixed with other teams for a more diverse range of abilities. In order to match the scale of an 
operation, cells from other teams were brought in on a regular basis. For one specific joint operation, there 
were 70 elite members working together. 
S.O.A.s were specialists used for investigations and espionage, and were often referred to simply as ‘Agents.’ 
Agents were chosen not only for their skill, but also for their psychological suitability and adaptability in all 
situations. Some agents, such as Chris Redfield, were given Level 10 clearance which granted them the right to 
participate in missions executed within the jurisdiction of any B.S.A.A. branch. S.O.A.s were considered the 
eyes and ears for the B.S.A.A. During certain operations, it sometimes became difficult for tactical teams to 
penetrate to the front, so it was up to the agents to carry out the missions. During those types of missions, a 
two-man cell was the basic deployment unit required to carry out the mission. Agents who work alone were 
highly capable, and they ranked higher than S.O.U. members; however, agents were not chosen so much for 
their abilities or technical prowess, but for the mental toughness and aptitude in handling situations. In actual 
skills and abilities, they were regularly outperformed by S.O.U. members. 
Silver Dagger: - This was a special elite unit designed to carry out longer-term  
missions such as developing intelligence packets, evidence gathering and  
eventual arrest of bio-weapons traffickers; operations that could take months  
or even years to complete. They could operate freely in any of the regional  
B.S.A.A. jurisdictional zones and had access to superior weapons and  
prototype equipment. They used a Bell Boeing V-22 Osprey for transport and  
the unit was ran by a former Special Forces operative named D.C. 
Undercover Agents: - Occasionally the B.S.A.A. would send a lone agent into  
the field for covert intelligence missions. Examples include Reynard Fisher  
operating a butcher’s shop in Kijuju in 2009 whilst recording the movements of Ricardo Irving, and Cathy 
White infiltrating Glenn Arias’ operations in 2013. These individuals are primed for deep-cover and can spend 
weeks if not months at a time in the field.  
Advisors: - Respected individuals with a wealth of experience are invited as advisors or remain affiliated with 
the B.S.A.A. These roles are usually non-combative and can involve the training of junior members, but on 
special occasions they can take part in field missions. B.S.A.A. advisors include former director Clive O’Brian 
and ex-S.T.A.R.S. members Barry Burton and Rebecca Chambers. 
All these mobile field units were supplemented by the Intelligence Analysis Office where all gathered 
information was assessed to identify any genuine bio-terror threat. This information was then collated and 
forwarded onto the Operational Planning Office where a B.S.A.A. deployment was pre-planned in meticulous 
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detail. Both the Intelligence Analysis and Operational Planning worked simultaneously with the 
Communications Section who dealt with public affairs and the media.  
A majority of the BSAA’s weapons, vehicles and equipment stemmed from the Technology Development 
Division based at the BSAA European Headquarters. These include various aircraft, airboats and the main 
method of ground troop transport, the HMMWV Gambit. These were four-wheel drive all-terrain vehicles and 
could transport up to six soldiers at a time. They were highly versatile and their weapons and armaments could 
be changed to suit the mission and environment it was used in. Variations included a snorkel-equipped truck 
bed, a covered truck bed, and a smoke discharger. The vehicle’s superior durability and horsepower made it 
well-suited to anti-bioterror activities in even the most extreme climates. Standard-issue B.S.A.A. weaponry has 
also varied greatly over the years, from the M92F and G36 machine gun to the Beretta 92FS and SIG 556 
machine gun. Special customised weaponry is also permitted for individual members. Quint Cetcham, 
technical specialist working for the Technology Development Division personally developed the Samurai Edge 
A1 for Jill Valentine and the Samurai Edge Model V.II for Barry Burton. As of the present day, the B.S.A.A. 
still represents the largest global anti-bioterrorism taskforce in the world.  
GLOBAL BRANCHES: 
European Headquarters: - Europe and western Russia 
Middle East Branch: - The Middle of East and part of Africa 
North American Branch: - The entire North American continent 
South American Branch: - The entire South American continent 
West African Branch: - The western part of the African continent (Sheva Alomar is stationed here) 
East African Branch: - The eastern part of the African continent 
Far East Branch: - Eastern Russia and the countries east of India 
Oceania Branch: - Australia is the centre of operations of Oceania (Antarctica also falls under the jurisdiction 
of the Oceania Branch.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At the invitation of Chris and Jill, former S.T.A.R.S. members Barry Burton and Rebecca 
Chambers are invited to join the newly formed B.S.A.A. as advisors because of their prior 
experiences dealing with biological weapons. Although not employed as front line agents, they 
will be utilised in other ways for their knowledge and will still participate in specially selected 
field missions. Both accept the offer. 
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B.S.A.A. agent and technology specialist Quint Cetcham preaches the need to develop 
specialised and dedicated equipment to help operatives in the field deal with the extra threats 
related to biological weapons. Plans have already been agreed to upgrade the standard Samurai 
Edge M92FS and a new model M9A1 is approved. Jill Valentine lends Quint her original 
Samurai Edge which he plans to study and inspect before developing a successor based on the 
M9A1 Beretta. 
 
In Southern Europe, an unexpected event  
occurs at the mining site beneath Salazar  
Castle. There has been a noticeable change  
of mood amongst the workers in recent  
weeks, some have felt uneasy and unsettled,  
and others have begun to let personal  
hygiene slip and demonstrated unusually  
aggressive tendencies towards one another.  
This is especially worrying when handling  
materials such as dynamite and pick axes.  
The men with the most prominent  
symptoms are isolated and taken to the island facility where x-rays confirm the gestation of live 
Plaga embryos inside the bodies. Soon the first live Plagas will be born and once they have live 
samples further experimentation can begin in earnest. Meanwhile the rest of the villagers are 
oblivious to the Plagas forming within their bodies thanks to the spores they have inhaled in the 
mines. Once matured and hatched they will become mindless drones known as Ganados. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: LOS GANADOS 
A Ganado is the result of a live human parasitized by a Subbordinate strain Las Plagas parasite. Their name 
comes from the Spanish word for ‘cattle.’ When a Plaga matures and integrates with a person’s central nervous 
system, they fall under its thrall and can easily be directed through the use of certain sounds, such as the 
ringing of bells. They lose all reason, becoming driven  
only by the Plaga’s survival instinct, and demonstrate  
extreme hostility towards any who are not likewise  
infected. They maintain their human instincts and  
intelligence and remain capable of setting traps, using  
weapons, and communicating with each other. They  
work together to trap a target and are susceptible to  
control from a carrier of the Dominant Species Plaga.  
Unique frequencies not audible to the human ear are  
used to send directives to the Subbordinate Parasites  
to ensure they complete a specific task or gather in a  
required area. Although they appear realistically human, a trait of the Ganado is for the iris and pupils of the 
eye balls to turn a dull, red colour. Ganados are all adult humans because the Plaga parasites are too powerful 
for an underdeveloped child’s body to handle. Although they retain intelligence, they still degenerate enough to 
accomplish only simple tasks and will mundanely carry out work familiar to them from their time as regular 
humans prior to infection. The parasites also manipulate brain patterns that effect emotion and Ganados often 
develop increased aggression and unusual and unexpected bouts of anger. Many subjects have been 
documented regressing back to almost primitive ways, eating raw, rotten meat and disregarding cleanliness and 
personal hygiene. Unlike zombies, Ganados do feel pain and will scream in agony when struck by gunfire, but 
the unique abilities of the Plaga will keep their bodies surging forward, lending the appearance that even 
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serious injury to a Ganado comes off as nothing more than a mere annoyance. They will keep on coming until a 
majority of their body is destroyed, and if the Plaga is still intact, it will emerge and try to escape. Significant 
damage means the Plaga breaks through the host’s head and starts protruding from the neck. Their general 
combat ability and endurance becomes slightly higher than that of a standard Ganado and they can be 
identified by the A, B and C Plaga types based on the parasite’s stage of development. A-types are parasites still 
in the larval stage and flail around with a long tentacle with a sharp blade on the end. B-types are the mid stage 
between larval and adult. They spit acid and have large mouths to bite into their victims. When the Ganado’s 
body is destroyed, the A and B types will die with them. But C-types are adult stage parasites and are fully 
grown. When the base Ganado body is destroyed, the Plaga will shed its host completely then chase the 
aggressor as an independent organism. Several different kinds of Ganado exist, based on the kind of person 
they were before they were infected. 
VILLAGER GANADOS: - Ganados made from ordinary townsfolk. The first modern appearance of the Plagas 
was in miners who inhaled the spores of the long-dormant parasites. Soon after, the cult began actively 
injecting Plaga eggs into people. These Ganados continue their communal lifestyle just as they did when they 
were humans. When observed from a distance it is hard to tell that anything is amiss, making them ideal as 
infiltration weapons. But the moment they notice an intruder in their midst they become extremely aggressive. 
They will swarm upon an intruder with kitchen knives, farm tools and whatever else they have on hand. 
Following the conclusion of the South Europe incident, exiles looking to reclaim their ancestral home bypassed 
the quarantine zone and over time became infected by recessive Plaga living wild in the area. These Ganados 
slightly more docile since they never under the influence of a Dominant Plaga carrier. 
CHAINSAW GANADOS: - These Ganados are fewer in number and have a slightly higher genetic 
compatibility to the Plagas then normal, which gives them superior physical strength and endurance. They are 
motivated by strong, destructive urges and swing their lumberjack chainsaws in restless pursuit of those they 
perceive as enemies. Several Chainsaw Ganados were present in the Pueblo hamlet in Southern Europe. They 
had a menacing appearance and their faces were completely concealed behind large, burlap sacks. Likewise the 
female equivalent chose to wrap their heads in bandages. Finally there was a larger man who appears to have 
grown unnaturally thanks to growth hormone secreted by the parasite. His strength has developed to the extent 
he can wield a dual-bladed chainsaw. Why Chainsaw Ganados choose to cover their faces has never been fully 
determined by researchers, but it is believed to be an  
influence of the Plaga. 
CULTIST GANADOS: - These Ganados are devout  
followers of the Los Illuminados. They stand out due  
to their pale white skin and robes with others wearing  
make-up and tattoos on their faces. They can wield  
powerful weapons such as flails and scythes as well as  
firearms and other projectile weapons. The cultists  
who dress in the gold-rimmed red robes and goat  
masks have greater endurance than most cultists.  
They will organise and act as commanders on the  
battlefield. Like the villagers, they retain full memory of their previous existence and will often be found 
preaching to altars and taking part in incantations and teachings of the cult’s religion. 
MILITIA GANADOS: - These are former soldiers that have been purposefully infected by the parasites. As 
trained combatants, many of them carry heavier equipment than standard Ganados. Additionally they are 
more organised and have a better understanding of tactics. They utilised many weapons used by the cultists as 
well as advanced weapons such as stun road, morning stars and automatic firearms. Some also wear helmets 
and body armour to protect themselves from harm. Their skin has a flecked, grey-like appearance. 
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GATLING GUN GANADOS: - A unique Ganado who carries a large Gatling Gun. He wore a beret and eye 
patch over his right eye. Interestingly he also tended to smoke large cigars as a leftover habit from his time as a 
normal human. Though normally his Gatling Gun would have to be mounted for him to be able to lift it, the 
Plaga inside him gives him the strength to wield it with his bare hands. He has no sense of ammo preservation 
of precision aim and will just spray an area liberally with bullets in the rough direction of his targets. Although 
immensely strong and dangerous, his tactics are predictable. 
Other Ganado types have also been documented. In 2011 a strain of Synthetic Plaga was used to create a group 
of more docile Ganado. Thanks to the flaws embedded in the parasite these Ganado were much more zombie-
like and had sluggish movements compared to their Southern European counterparts. They developed 
mutations with physical similarities to Type 1 infection but they boasted the reproductive properties of Type 2 
parasites. Their skin turned a very pale grey but they still attack at will with no fear of injury or death and are 
entirely devoted to their masters.  
 
As the ‘t-Abyss’ research continues on the Queen Zenobia, the infected human guinea pigs 
have adapted to the virus after experiments were performed in sub-zero temperatures, slowing 
down the virus activity within their bodies to prevent breakdown. Although this method 
appears to have been successful, it has the unexpected side-effect of over half the host’s body 
mass becoming liquefied, including musculature and bones. The body becomes malleable, 
allowing them to squeeze through tight gaps and other mutations include the ability to secrete 
their liquefied bony material from their hands and feet, thus giving their appendages sharp, 
protective coverings. These creatures are given the codename: Ooze. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: OOZE 
The Ooze is the direct result of standard t-Abyss infection upon a human being. When a body is infected, the 
virus fuses to the cell membranes and absorbs water and nutrients at an alarming rate. As a result, the cell 
membranes swell abnormally and merge with other cells around them. This swelling is down to an increase of 
osmotic pressure causing the cells to eventually burst. This process  
repeats itself until the infected body becomes waterlogged and  
results in the appearance of a drowned corpse that has been  
immersed for a long time until the flesh half-liquefies. The  
application of t-Virus genes into the original Abyss Virus allowed  
for cross-species infection but the rate of powerful mutation speed  
derived from the Abyss Virus was too rapid and caused the body  
tissue of infected individuals to collapse. Researchers overcame this  
problem by supressing the activity and speed of the virus during the  
early stages of infection and therefore allowing the host body to  
slowly adapt to the infection over time. But a side effect of this  
tinkering resulted in mutation within the muscular structure and bone composition. The soft flesh and high 
water content allowed for the stretching and compacting of skin. It could also dislodge its joints making the 
host extremely malleable and flexible, therefore allowing it to hide and attack from unexpected places and 
squeeze through gaps far too small for its intended body mass. Some hosts have shown the ability to secrete 
their liquefied bony material from their hands and feet, thus giving their appendages sharp, protective 
coverings. Human hosts such as these have been designated with the codename "Ooze." Although it still 
maintains a recognisable humanoid form, researchers have determined the subjects have no memory or 
recollection of their past lives. They act on pure instinct as the t-Abyss virus drove the host to seek more and 
more water for nourishment, searching for living prey whose bodily fluids it can absorb. The rapid spread of 
the virus throughout the body consumes internal bodily fluids at an alarming rate and constantly needs 
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replenished. The skin of an Ooze is almost gelatinous in composition and is a pasty-white or dull grey colour. A 
standard Ooze has no eyes and inside its mouth is an extendable proboscis organ similar in appearance to a 
lamprey eel, containing dozens of sharp teeth capable of latching onto a host like a leech. This mouth can suck, 
bite and sip. It also possessed fish and octopus gills at the back of its  
neck used as an outlet for waste fluids. The mutated bone  
composition also hardens and expands the limbs, pushing them  
through the soft skin and resulting in sharpened talons they can use  
to stab and slash their prey. It also utilises these jagged limbs for  
grip when they rise up off the floor. Ooze move slowly and do not  
feel any pain. Once they grab their target, they can inflict a lot of  
damage. They like to corner humans in narrow pathways, and can  
target those who appear to be most nutritious. Although body parts  
can be shot off to limit its mobility, they will grow back over time.  
They can be detected on approach as their footsteps make a wet- 
sounding noise.  
As well as the standard Ooze subject, there are three other confirmed variants, each with unique properties: 
Ooze Pincer: - This subspecies features arms that have mutated into enlarged scissor-shapes, making it even 
more deadly than a standard Ooze. Attacks unleashed from its arms are wider in range, lending it the ability to 
capture its prey from distance. One notable characteristic is the claws on its head have closed in on themselves 
to conceal the face, lending the appearance of a giant clam.  
Ooze Tricorne: - This variant features further mutations to the head and right hand. The name ‘Tricorne’ 
derives from its head which resembles a three-cornered hat used in historic navies. The Tricorne is able to 
mutate a part of its body into bone fragments and launch them from its enlarged right arm. Its bones gradually 
get smaller the more projectiles it shoots. An eye-like organ used to target enemies is visible through a small 
gap in its skull.  
Ooze Chunk: - This final variant has absorbed too much fluid for its body to handle and has an abnormally 
swelled upper half. It has mutated well beyond its original human form and when enemies approach it will 
detonate itself, grievously wounding anything caught in the blast. Its swelling mass has a visceral, slimy texture, 
and blood vessels can be seen through the skin. Its legs remain the same as that of an ordinary Ooze, but its 
upper body is more sponge-like. Its arms will gradually lift as the body swells, giving some warning it is about 
to self-destruct. 
Ooze-Rachel: - A unique mutation. F.B.C. agent Rachel Foley mutated shortly after she died and developed a 
large mutation on her left arm which split in two below the elbow. Spines grew out of each arm and a 
serpentine growth coiled around her left leg like an eel. Sharp talons developed on the back of her feet and her 
head could split in half to reveal the razor-sharp proboscis hidden within. She is not sentient but moves a lot 
quicker than a standard Ooze and will relentlessly hunt her prey down. She also demonstrates some 
intelligence by hiding and taunting her target. She was also still capable of limited speech. 
 
As research on the virus continues, progress reports are fed back to Lansdale who constantly 
brings up the question of a vaccine. But he is informed that a significantly large amount of 
clinical data would be required for such a creation; much, much more than the trace amounts 
of antibodies provided from the contained amount of infected Ooze subjects created thus far. 
The only way to generate enough subjects for the required amount of antibodies would be 
something akin to a large-scale pandemic. Below is one such report sent to Lansdale. 
 
“When the gene analysis of the newly-discovered virus neared completion, an international 
pharmaceutical company's research institute offered cooperation through the route of a certain 
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national organization. They suggested a development experiment on an improved virus strain, 
incorporating a viral weapon named the t-Virus into The Abyss. 
If the new virus strain is completed, it will become easy to create B.O.W.s which use the genes 
of marine organisms as the base. The door of Bio Organic Weapons development will be 
opened once again. 
However, research on the new virus strain  
development has run into difficulties. The  
t-Virus genes enabled infection between  
different species to all organisms,  
including humans. But the body tissue of  
infected individuals collapses, unable to  
bear the powerful mutation speed derived  
from The Abyss. 
This problem was solved by resolutely  
suppressing the virus' activity in the early  
stages of infection and it was able to adapt over time. Furthermore, an unexpected by-product 
was also produced. Although we avoided collapse, the flesh of individuals infected by the new 
virus partly liquefied and even bone tissue mutated. 
In this way, the infected body ensured characteristic soft flesh and was able to attack a target 
like a phantom, even from small gaps. Furthermore, when the bone composition began to melt 
and flowed into the outer skin, the limbs harden and a type which turned into a sharp weapon 
was also confirmed. 
Due to this characteristic, humans infected with the virus are named "Ooze", meaning "dripping 
thing." Although its appearance barely maintains a humanoid form, there's no remnant of their 
lifetime and it's more appropriate to call them a bizarre monster. 
In infection experiments with test subjects, completion of the virus approaches day by day. 
However, in the biological weapons business, if there's no development of a vaccine made as a 
pair with the virus, it's imperfect as a product. 
For that purpose, a large amount of clinical data is required. It's left to luck to find antibodies 
from the small number of sample experiments, and it takes a lot of time. The top brass need 
an artificial pandemic. That seems to be a strong theory I've heard. Although these days, it 
sounds just like bioterrorism...” 
-BIOREV: New-Type Virus Development Report; undated. 
 
Lansdale ponders these findings in private. If the new virus were to be used in a biohazard, it 
has the potential to kill two birds with one stone. Not only would it fully display the threat of 
bioterrorism to the world and justify the need for organisations such as the F.B.C. to be given 
more power, it would also provide the research team with enough data to develop a vaccine. 
Despite being the Commissioner of America’s largest domestic anti-bioterrorism unit, Morgan 
gives some serious thought to the idea of staging a biohazard, believing in the greater good. 
Although thousands of innocent lives would be lost, a viable vaccine could save millions more 
and prevent large-scale bioterrorism if the virus were ever to fall into the wrong hands and be 
used indiscriminately. Excella Gionne and her Tricell team are also in favour of a vaccine 
being developed. Her secret goal of monopolising the marine bio-weapons market remains 
incomplete without it. Despite the success of t-Abyss, the virus remains inefficient as a 
marketable product if not paired with a vaccine and therefore control of the industry cannot be 
achieved if nobody wants to buy the weapons.  
 
Following months of final testing, the joint project conducted by Lansdale’s in-house research 
team and the Tricell team supplied by Excella Gionne are successful in perfecting the t-Abyss 
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Virus on the Queen Zenobia. Tricell seem particularly pleased with the outcome although the 
F.B.C. researchers are more cautious, wondering if the creation of such a deadly new weapon 
and opening the door to marine biological weapons really is to create countermeasures that will 
prevent future biohazards and incidents of bioterrorism. 
 
“We have created "t-Abyss." We merged The Abyss and t-Virus genes. Although I can't take 
pride after considering its threat, it's true we've opened up a new field: marine viral weapons. 
But I feel troubled handing down my name to future generations with this ultimate weapon... 
The research data predicts that if a certain amount of the concentrated virus solution were 
released into the ocean, all marine life, including bacteria which live on the peripheral, will 
repeat a chain of infection and the entire ocean will be contaminated within a short time. 
The sea being contaminated by t-Abyss would cause the ecosystem to change completely. I 
can't even imagine how much damage the human race and the entire global environment 
would suffer. Can it really be said that part of the research for this was to prevent 
bioterrorism?” 
-BIOREV: Completion of New-Type Virus; undated. 
 
VIRUS PROFILE: T-ABYSS VIRUS 
The t-Abyss Virus was the result of creating a weaponised variant of the original Abyss Virus which was a 
naturally occurring pathogen discovered infecting deep-water fish in depths of over 9000 meters in the hadal 
zone of the Kermadec Trench. The project was conducted in secret by an F.B.C. research team and a Tricell 
research branch under the direction of Excella Gionne. Studies showed  
the Abyss Virus was a major trigger for the evolution of deep-water  
organisms and was essentially the marine equivalent of the Progenitor  
Virus. The Abyss virus thrived in high-pressure environments and  
enabled the infected fish to display remarkable degrees of mobility and  
ferocity not usually encountered at such depths. Additionally the virus  
transformed the large fat and water reserves of deep-sea fish, which are  
suited to the high-pressure, low-oxygen, low-temperature depths, into  
high-density bone and muscle structures uncommon in organisms who  
developed in deep water habitats. The Abyss Virus was extremely  
potent and through blood transmission carried an infection rate of 99.76%. The only anomaly was that in 
extremely rare cases subjects who ingested the virus orally did not become infected and researchers eventually 
put this down to dilution. For weaponisation, the t-Virus was introduced and spliced with the Abyss Virus. The 
application of t-Virus genes allowed for cross-species infection, including humans, but the mutation speed 
derived from the Abyss virus was amplified as a side effect, which led to the body tissue of the infected subject 
collapsing because they could not take the strain. Researchers overcame this problem by adjusting the rate at 
which infection occurred in the host’s body. But although this prevented total collapse, sections of the body 
mass became completely liquefied and the bone tissue mutated. But after sustained periods of adaptation, the 
virus could transform and strengthen muscle and bone structure. As the t-Abyss Virus spread throughout the 
host body, it consumed bodily fluids as it progressed throughout the circulatory system, resulting in infectants 
seeking out liquid sources and drinking the blood of their victims to replenish their reserves. Infection caused 
varying degrees of mutation and gave the appearance of a bloated corpse. Individual body parts could swell up 
and body parts not deemed necessary to the survival of the virus degenerate and were lost completely. For 
example, certain infectants lost parts of their mouth and jaw which instead evolved into a flexible appendage 
better suited for sucking up bodily fluids and liquids. Depending on the size of the host, the t-Abyss Virus and 
secreted fluids boosted metabolism via a synergistic effect. 
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The virus displayed a variety of effects dependant on the host. Whilst the effects of the t-Virus are easily 
identifiable, marine traits introduced by the Abyss Virus are what stand out. Human males developed a grey-
like bloated skin with the appearance of a saturated corpse. A unique reaction for female humans resulted in 
the development of an enlarged carapace that had the appearance of long hair and covers the entire body. This 
reduced friction and allowed them to move freely underwater. Some humans have a stronger resistance to  
t-Abyss and roughly 1-1000 people will undergo a special mutation and turn into a creature known as a 
‘Skagdead’. This is a result of increased genetic resistance slowing down the t-Abyss infection. It can take days 
or weeks for the process to complete and although the host is aware they are being taken over, they cannot do 
anything about it. Tumours and growths appear all over the body and the end result looks nothing like an 
Ooze. As expected the virus was highly successful on marine life and fish developed extra ferocity, mobility and 
adaption to severe marine environments in ways the standard t-Virus could never achieve. Original t-Virus 
B.O.W.s developed aquatic traits when created by t-Abyss, with Hunters developing smoother patches of skin, 
frills on its body and the ability to mimic its surroundings and become transparent like certain deep-sea 
organisms. 
The creation of the t-Abyss Virus opened the door to the field of engineered marine bio-weapons and research 
data suggested that if a concentrated liquid form of the virus was released in a large enough area of the sea it 
would contaminate all of the world’s oceans in a very short space of time. This would begin with the infection 
of marine bacteria which would trigger a chain reaction that would impact all forms of sea life. Mutations 
would be caused at a genetic level to all life forms in the area, destroying entire ecosystems. 
In 2005 a prototype vaccine was developed following data collected from the Terragrigia Panic. During the 
Queen Zenobia incident, the source point for the t-Abyss virus was sabotaged by the B.S.A.A. and all the 
development data was destroyed when the ship went down. But Raymond Vester, secretly working on behalf of 
Tricell, secured a viable sample for the company.  
 
With completion of t-Abyss, the joint research project between  
Lansdale and Excella’s respective research teams stalls as work on  
a vaccine cannot progress until a large amount of clinical data is  
gathered. Excella’s team return home. (It is important to state that  
only Excella’s team and Lansdale’s in-house researchers are aware  
of this project. Both the wider F.B.C. and Tricell remain  
completely unaware of its existence. Risk has to be minimised to  
ensure minimal chance of exposure by either the G.P.C. or the  
B.S.A.A.)  
 
Morgan Lansdale secures the source of the t-Abyss, meaning Tricell don’t have access to their 
own stocks. Although concerned, Excella bides her time as her secret plan to monopolise the 
marine bio-weapons industry cannot move forward until a viable vaccine is created. Her secret 
alliance with Lansdale will have to play out a little while longer.  
 
Unaware of Excella’s intentions, Lansdale is still contemplating the idea of creating a deliberate 
outbreak that would generate the large volume of clinical data required to create a vaccine. He 
is constantly reminded by his researchers that a vaccine cannot be created without the right 
numbers of antibodies and the only way to generate such an amount would be if a significant 
volume of people were exposed. His overall plan is to use t-Abyss exclusively, meaning he can 
control its flow on the market to track bioterrorism instigators and dispose of the problem by 
identifying and destroying it at the source.  
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The mega float city of Terragrigia is completed after 11 years work. It is the world’s first 
aquapolis, operating independently under its own solar-energy matrix. A feat of modern 
engineering. 
 
LOCATION PROFILE: TERRAGRIGIA 
Terragrigia was a unique ‘floating city’ built upon  
an artificial structure in the bay of the  
Mediterranean Sea and its name means ‘Grey  
Earth’ in Italian. Development began in 1993 to  
construct what would become known as the  
world’s first aquapolis. The project was a  
collaborative venture by the United States and  
Europe to research and develop alternative  
energy sources. The impetus behind the city’s  
development was twofold; the Europeans wanted to halt climate change, and the Americans hoped to develop 
energy sources for Africa. This was why the site chosen for development was the Mediterranean. Terragrigia 
was administered jointly by both sides and held up as a model of successful U.S.-European cooperation.  
After a full 11 years of construction Terragrigia was completed in 2004 and was situated approximately 3 miles 
off the Mediterranean coast. It was praised for its environmental considerations and was a completely 
sustainable metropolis operating on a massive solar energy matrix located in low-earth orbit. It was also 
equipped with the latest green technologies. Networks of hundreds of solar panels were set up around the city 
perimeter, harnessing natural both energy from the sun and additional energy from the satellite when required. 
Terragrigia represented the first city on earth to be fully powered by solar energy. The city contained 
skyscrapers, shops, business and residential districts as well as a full transport and road network leading to and 
from the mainland. It was governed from a large central tower located at the very heart of the city and the 
whole place attracted dozens of people from young families, retirees and tourists. When the treaty was outlined 
stipulating Terragrigia’s governance, both the U.S. and Europe had equal authority should the city ever come 
under conventional terrorist attack. But if any attack was bioterrorism related, the F.B.C. automatically 
assumed a leadership role. This was because they had the most expansive operational charter of any European 
counterpart organisation, including the recently formed  
Bioterrorism Security Assessment Alliance (B.S.A.A.) 
In 2004, only months after the city’s completion,  
Terragrigia was engulfed in a bioterrorism attack when  
Italian terrorist group ‘Il Veltro’ dispersed the t-Abyss  
Virus across the city, triggering a serious biohazard and  
the incident that became known around the world as the  
‘Terragrigia Panic.’ The F.B.C. was immediately called  
in to handle the situation and later came into conflict  
with their European counterparts when the politics over  
Terragrigia’s governance prevented any direct European intervention. It was only through political 
manoeuvring that a small support team from the B.S.A.A. were eventually sent into the site to assist. The 
Terragrigia Panic lasted for three weeks and despite the best efforts of the F.B.C., the city could not be saved. 
An appeal was made by F.B.C. Commissioner Morgan Lansdale to the Supreme Local Headquarters to use the 
city’s solar energy matrix on itself. Approval was granted and the Regia Solis satellite focused the full intensity 
of the sun’s energy across the whole area and scorched Terragrigia, wiping out the biohazard and destroying 
the city. A significant portion of the town sunk into the ocean and the whole area was sealed off in the 
aftermath and deemed inaccessible to the public. The loss of life was insurmountable and Lansdale and the 
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F.B.C. came under severe criticism for their handling of the incident. The Terragrigia Panic was the worst 
manmade disaster on record since the Raccoon City incident six years earlier. In the aftermath of the incident, 
anyone taking a walk down the idyllic beaches of the Mediterranean coast could still see the tops of the 
skyscrapers protruding from the water, offering a stark reminder of the dangers bioterrorism posed to people 
across the world. 
 
Tricell sleeper agent Raymond Vester is recruited into the F.B.C. as a contingency in case 
Morgan Lansdale decides not to hand over samples of the t-Abyss Virus to Excella. 
 
A terrorist group based in Italy referring to themselves as Il Veltro begin to step up their protest 
against the construction of Terragrigia as families and businesses begin to set up residence 
inside. Veltro had long opposed the city’s development and now it is fully operational their 
protests become ever fiercer. 
 
ORGANISATION PROFILE: IL VELTRO 
Veltro were a radicalised group that started out as a large organisation made up of patriotic activists before 
evolving into an internationally designated terrorist organisation. The Il Veltro logo represented a hound that 
saves Italy from corruption and they were led by a former college professor named Jack Norman. Whilst not 
out and out evil, Norman was a driven, middle-aged man who  
pushed ahead and pursued his ideal, never questioning the  
ethics of his own deeds. Over time his overpowering charisma  
gradually converted Veltro into an armed sect by introducing  
increasingly jingoistic policies. The group was radicalised and  
reduced its number to a select few individuals. Members  
dressed in standard military attire and their faces were all  
concealed with gas masks to hide their true identities. Only  
Norman revealed his true self to the masses and he was the  
public face of Veltro. Their name is a reference to the  
greyhound from Dante Alighieri’s Divine Comedy; a symbol that pursued greed in all its forms and eradicated 
it to restore world order and justice. The organisation was shrouded largely in secrecy and no one knew much 
about their origins other than they were originally just a student group running under a professor. They took 
great inspiration from Dante and Jack Norman would spread their propaganda through video-sharing websites 
to make sure the voice of Veltro was heard throughout the world. But although they touted themselves as 
Italy’s saviours, their terrorist actions contradicted the greyhound symbol they claimed to represent. Their 
manifesto described destiny as being the will of a higher power and instead of the impure being cursed, their 
destiny is to be torn apart by the fangs of the greyhound. Veltro believed there were no victims on the Earth 
because everyone played their part in the creation of a world that has now become so weak. Only their 
members were pure of purpose and each and every one of its members were willing to sacrifice themselves for 
their cause of purging the world. As they became more radicalised, their large membership reduced in number, 
and so did their finance, meaning they had to resort to urban guerrilla tactics to make ends meet. Their weapon 
of choice was the AK-47 and those loyal to the group often had family ties, such as husband and wife.  
Veltro was deeply opposed to the construction of Terragrigia; the unique aquapolis project constructed just off 
the coast of the Mediterranean Sea sustained by solar energy and environmentally-friendly green technologies. 
They were very vocal in their protests and did much to disrupt the project’s development. This brought their 
attention to Morgan Lansdale who was secretly plotting a major bioterrorist incident using the newly 
developed t-Abyss Virus in order to create enough clinical data to develop a vaccine. Terragrigia was a suitable 
target because its boundaries as a joint European/U.S. venture ensured the F.B.C. would have full jurisdiction 
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over any bio-terrorism related incident. This made Veltro the obvious choice to become his scapegoats. 
Because Jack Norman never questioned the ethics of his own deeds, this ironically made him quite easy to 
deceive and Lansdale had no problem manipulating him to his own needs. Lansdale secretly financed Veltro 
allowing them to purchase black market B.O.W.s and provided them with the t-Abyss Virus which was 
dispersed over Terragrigia in 2004 using an unmanned  
aerial vehicle. This triggered the infamous three week  
incident referred to as the ‘Terragrigia Panic’ and  
brought global infamy to Veltro. The city was  
eventually destroyed and Jack Norman was ready to  
claim a great victory until he was betrayed by Lansdale.  
The t-Abyss Virus was unleashed upon the three  
Queen ships Veltro were using as mobile command  
posts and the Regia Solis activation sank the Queen  
Dido, leaving Norman and several of his subordinates trapped at the bottom of the ocean. Although thought 
dead, they survived through sheer willpower and forced ingestion of the t-Abyss Virus. Whilst a majority of 
their number mutated and died over the passing months, the sheer drive for revenge kept Norman alive. 
Morgan Lansdale and the F.B.C. later publically announced they had successfully disbanded Veltro completely, 
though Jack Norman was still hailed as a martyr when video footage of Veltro claiming responsibility for the 
Terragrigia Panic was shared globally via the internet.  
Reports emerged in 2005 of a possible Veltro revival but this was in fact a staged resurrection concocted as part 
of an ultra-classified sting operation by B.S.A.A. Director Clive O’Brian to entrap Lansdale, whom he long 
believed was involved in the orchestration of the terrorist incident at Terragrigia. The fake movement actually 
attracted copycats and new members loyal to the Veltro cause and their base of operations was Valkoinnen 
Mokki Airport high up in the Finnish mountains. Tricell agent Raymond Vester even played the part of Jack 
Norman to fool B.S.A.A. field agents and Lansdale himself who could not afford Jack Norman to be found 
alive. Lansdale firebombed the airport and sent an F.B.C. strike team down to the sunken wreck of the Queen 
Dido to discover the truth and the team was wiped out in a shootout with Veltro survivors who had been 
trapped down there for over a year. Although the real Jack Norman was eventually found alive by Chris 
Redfield and Jill Valentine on the sunken Dido wreck, long-term isolation had driven him insane and he 
ingested the t-Abyss virus and transformed into a monster. But his video surveillance of all of Veltro’s meetings 
with Lansdale during the planning of the Terragrigia Panic provided enough irrefutable evidence to bring 
about Lansdale’s downfall and the eventual dissolution of the Federal Bioterrorism Commission. Veltro was 
wiped out, but their legacy claimed one final victory over the man who had set about their downfall.  
 
WEDNESDAY MARCH 10TH 2004 
A meeting is held by the executive board of Umbrella Japan. Co., Ltd in Tokyo, now the only 
remaining subsidiary of the company still operating. Initially established in 1984 with its head 
office in Tokyo, Umbrella Japan was founded based on the business of importing drugs 
developed by Umbrella U.S.A. and distributing them in Japan. In 1987, the company initiated 
construction of the 'Umbrella Japan Laboratory' which revitalised its business model. 
Afterwards, the company's strong points were the utilisation of biotechnology, original research 
and advancing product development. But following the collapse of the parent company in 
2003, they have been unsuccessful in attracting new investment so the purpose of the meeting is 
to announce Umbrella Japan. Co., Ltd will dissolve with immediate effect. 
 
SUNDAY MARCH 14TH 2004 
Akitaka Igurashi, CEO of Umbrella Japan, issues a company memo of the decision to dissolve 
the company and the announcement is later made public via a message on their website. 
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"COLLAPSE OF SUBSIDARY UMBRELLA JAPAN 
Memo regarding corporate liquidation (3/14/2004) 
This is a memo to inform you of the decision made at the March 10th meeting of the board of 
directors. We have decided to dissolve our company in the wake of the bankruptcy declared by 
our parent company, Umbrella. 
We recognise the hard work by all of our employees to keep our venture profitable, but with 
the stagnation of our sales following the 1998 incident in Raccoon City, USA, and our mother 
company being declared liable in numerous lawsuits, we have deemed it impossible to continue 
production. 
We have been searching diligently for a new parent company to which we might transfer our 
projects, but our efforts have proved fruitless. We have no choice but to close our doors. 
Liquidation of company assets will be handled by Akitaka Igurashi (former Umbrella Japan 
managing director). 
Allow me to take one last time to thank you all for your hard work and support of our 
company to the end. 
Umbrella Japan, Inc. 
Managing Director Akitaka Igurashi." 
-BSAA Desktop: Announcement of Company Dissolution; 14/03/04 
 
MONDAY MARCH 15TH 2004 
Umbrella once again hit the headlines as the worldwide media report on the dissolution of 
Umbrella Japan, a move that finally brings the curtain down on the infamous Umbrella 
Corporation after 36 years of operation.  
 
"Domestic Branch of Umbrella to Dissolve 
TOKYO, JAPAN: Today, the Japanese branch of multinational corporation Umbrella 
Pharmaceutical Incorporated announced its dissolution and began liquidating assets. Its parent 
company declared bankruptcy earlier this week. 
Umbrella established its Japanese branch in 1984 for the initial purpose of importing 
pharmaceuticals developed in America. In 1987, it completed the Umbrella Japan Research 
Centre, which used biotechnology to pursue independent research and pharmaceutical 
development. 
Umbrella's stocks had been on the decline following accusations regarding the 1998 'Raccoon 
City Tragedy,' and the blow to public image has caused its sales to stagnate. With Umbrella 
recently found liable in numerous lawsuits filed against them in the wake of that same tragedy, 
the company was forced to declare bankruptcy. 
The Japanese branch of the company has been looking for new sources of funding in recent 
weeks, but received no offers from pharmaceutical or other companies at home or abroad. 
The decision to close was made in light of this fact." 
-BSAA Desktop; News Concerning Bankruptcy of Umbrella; 15/03/04 
 
SPRING 2004 Onwards 
Whilst still keeping off the grid following Umbrella’s collapse, Mary Grey’s parents are killed 
and Professor Howard becomes her guardian. He is still treating her using the t-Virus and so 
far there have been no ill effects whatsoever in her body. Although Umbrella is no more, 
Howard has allied himself with a contingent of ex-Umbrella employees in order to continue his 
work. 
 
Gina Foley graduates from college and joins TerraSave. 
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Morgan Lansdale ultimately decides to press ahead with his radical idea of staging a major 
bioterrorist incident using the t-Abyss virus. Not only will this generate the required amount of 
infected subjects to generate sufficient antibodies for a vaccine, but it would also highlight the 
dangers of bioterrorism in a post-Umbrella world  
and demonstrate the effectiveness of the F.B.C.  
It would also provide supporting evidence to  
ensure his organisation’s charter is expanded  
even further and strengthening his own position  
at the same time. For obvious reasons the staged  
attack cannot take place on American soil, but it  
still needs to be a location that still falls within  
F.B.C. jurisdiction. It doesn’t take long to realise  
that the newly opened Terragrigia is the obvious  
site. It is isolated, away from the mainland, and is currently the talk of the world. But more 
importantly, the treaty stipulating the terms of Terragrigia’s governance determine that although 
the U.S. and Europe have equal authority during a conventional terrorist attack, anything 
bioterrorism related automatically defaults to U.S. authority, meaning the F.B.C. will have 
complete control over the handling of the incident. This way Lansdale has the power to reject 
the help and assistance from other outside organisations who may try to uncover the truth 
behind how the incident was orchestrated. 
 
The next phase of Lansdale’s plan is to search for a willing party to carry out the terrorist 
attack. Preliminary research soon brings his attention to the Il Veltro group. After more 
thorough research into their leader and hierarchy, he will make initial contact with an offer. 
 
Lansdale makes contact with Jack Norman, the leader of Veltro, to discuss his proposal. A bio-
terrorist attack on Terragrigia carried out by Veltro would raise their profile dramatically, 
leading to the group being feared across the world and able to spread their message on a global 
scale. The F.B.C. will then be called in to deal with the incident swiftly and quickly, also raising 
the profile of Morgan and his organisation, and reminding the world just how relevant the 
threat of bioterrorism is despite Umbrella's demise. Norman is interested in Morgan's plan, but 
remains extremely sceptical of the F.B.C. Commissioner's true intentions. Why would a man 
who campaigned so hard for extra measures to prevent bioterrorism now wish to cause 
bioterrorism? He is puzzled and as an insurance policy for Veltro, every face to face meeting 
with Lansdale is secretly recorded as evidence should he ever double-cross them. 
 
A researcher named Luis Sera returns to his native home of El  
Pueblo in Southern Europe. To outsiders and the opposite sex he  
poses as a former police officer working in Madrid but in reality is  
a scientific genius. He was brought up in this region and his  
grandfather used to take him hunting in the woods. Because of his  
background as a researcher he is approached by Osmund Saddler  
and shown the Las Plagas and the power they represent without  
being made aware of Saddler's grand plan. Luis is initially  
fascinated by the Plagas and this blinds him to the evil deeds  
Saddler's researchers are conducting. Without a second thought he  
accepts Saddler's offer and is hired into the Los Illuminados to study the parasites on the 
island. 
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Now they have live samples of Las Plagas and the research is under way, Ramon Salazar takes a 
moment to reflect on the work they have been doing, confident he has done the right thing in 
releasing the Plagas and giving them to Lord Saddler. He now firmly believes his ancestors 
were wrong to banish the parasites and outlaw the Los Illuminados eight generations ago, and 
now he has atoned for that sin. 
 
"For many years the Salazar family has served as the  
castellans of this castle. However, not everything is bright,  
for my ancestry has a dark past. Long ago there once was  
a religious group that had deep roots in this region called  
the Los Illuminados. Unjustly however, the first castellan  
of the castle took away their rights and powers. As a  
follower of this religion and as the 8th Castellan, I felt that  
it was my duty as well as my responsibility to atone for  
that sin. 
I knew the best way to atone for the sin was to give power back to those who we once took it 
away from, the Los Illuminados. As expected it took a little time, but we were able to 
rejuvenate the once sealed Las Plagas. With this success I was one step closer to the revival of 
the Los Illuminados. 
The reason why I released the Las Plagas from deep under this castle and gave them to Lord 
Saddler was not only to repay for the sins of my ancestors but I felt certain that the Lord would 
make better use of this power to help save the world. 
To save those that have sinned with the power of the Las Plagas and to cleanse their soul, 
creating a world without sinners. The way it was meant to be.  
Once cleansed, they would become one of the many Ganados where they will find their reason 
to live. And after the Lord has succeeded in creating the world in which he has envisioned, 
then the sins of my Salazar family will be atoned for." 
-RE4: Castellan Memo; undated. 
 
Morgan Lansdale holds another meeting with Jack  
Norman to finalise their arrangement. Veltro will be  
given command of the three Queen cruise ships,  
Zenobia, Semeramis and Dido to use as base of  
operations during the attack on Terragrigia. He will  
also finance them to purchase a supply of MA-121  
Hunter B.O.W.s via the black market. The Queen  
Zenobia is also equipped with an Unmanned Aerial  
Vehicle which will be used to disperse the t-Abyss  
Virus directly over the city, contaminating the  
drinking water. Again, Norman secretly records their whole exchange. Once he confirms the 
UAV as their delivery system, Lansdale produces a silver case containing 8 viral samples. This 
is genuine t-Abyss, but no vaccine exists as of yet. Norman inspects the contents and concurs 
only a little of the virus would be enough to turn a city inside out. Lansdale is ready to conclude 
their business but Veltro’s leader again openly questions his intentions, pondering why the 
lowly terrorists would receive a helping hand from the venerable commissioner of the F.B.C., 
but Lansdale is not for telling and leaves the room. 
 
Norman remains unaware that Veltro are only Lansdale’s pawns in the events that are about to 
play out. The data collected from the impending disaster will be supplemented by Lansdale’s 
plan to release the virus across all three ships simultaneously. He needs Jack Norman dead to 
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ensure his secret collusion with Veltro never comes to light. He then plans to have his research 
team retake the ships and study the mutations of the Veltro members in a controlled 
environment whilst research on a vaccine proceeds.  
 
Jack Norman shares the plan with his other trusted members of Veltro who have absolute faith 
in their leader. 
 
As the countdown begins to the mission, Veltro  
are split into three groups. Jack Norman and  
his trusted lieutenants including Hashim Kadar  
and Ekrem Ataizi are to take charge of the  
Queen Dido. Once the virus is launched and  
dispersed, the Dido will sail into the port of  
Terragrigia to direct operations from there.  
The virus will be launched by a UAV  
controlled remotely from the Queen Zenobia,  
which will be anchored further out to sea in the  
Mediterranean. The Queen Semeramis will be stationed with more Veltro members near to 
the Zenobia. Bernard Corti, a member assigned to the Zenobia, jots down his final thoughts as 
the mission prepares to get underway. He is thankful to both Jack Norman and Lansdale, for 
without him they would not have the ships and resources to pull this off. 
 
"2004 
We are at last putting our final plan into action. Jack Norman, our leader and brother in arms, 
came up with this plan. When we first heard it, we had our doubts that it could even be pulled 
off. But now the time has come to enact this extraordinary plan thanks to the steel will of our 
comrades and the one who supported our ideals with his power and influence. He has 
prepared these ships for our use. These luxury liners are symbols of the degradation of 
humanity, and will be fitting vessels for the distribution of the virus that will purge humanity. I 
have been assigned the task of boarding the Queen Zenobia for our mission. 
Bernard Corti" 
-Taken from REREV: Veltro Agent's Journal 1; 2004. 
 
Once Veltro are on board all three ships, the t-Abyss samples are loaded into the UAV on the 
foredeck ready for dispersion over the city the next day. They have received word that the 
Hunter B.O.W.s are also ready to deploy. Bernard Conti writes in his journal once more, 
unable to contain his excitement about the mission. He also wonders about the power of the  
t-Abyss Virus having seen the experimental B.O.W.s concealed in the laboratory of the ship, 
developed experimentally as the t-Abyss virus was completed. 
 
“2004: 12 Hours before Mission Start 
I can't stop the shaking welling up from within my  
body. It's both excitement and fear. 
The research facility concealed in the depths of  
the cruise ship's bilge is crowded with deformed  
Bio Organic Weapons produced by experiments  
with a new virus... 
The new virus strain dissolves into water and  
turns humans, infected by drinking the water, into  
monsters. 
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The Hunter B.O.W. models provided separately will take control on the ground, and we'll 
take advantage of the chaos and spread the virus... Through this mission, that foul seaborne city 
smeared with greed will surely become Hell. 
People's eyes can't stay closed when we achieve Hell on Earth. His Excellency Norman said so.  
That silver bearded benefactor also sympathizes with our creed. 
We're the same, too. 
Bernard Corti” 
-BIOREV: Veltro Agent's Journal 1: 2004. 
 

THE TERRAGRIGIA PANIC: 2004 
 
DAY.1 
The mission begins as the UAV loaded with the  
t-Abyss Virus takes off from the foredeck of the  
Queen Zenobia and is directed by remote  
control to the city of Terragrigia. It is a beautiful,  
bright sunny day and the streets are full of people  
going about their business unaware of the danger  
heading towards them. At the same time the MA- 
121 Hunter Alphas are transported into the city  
and released into the populace. As the citizens  
walk the streets they look up with curiosity to see  
the UAV fly past overhead and disperse a wave of red liquid that drifts down toward them like 
rainfall. Within minutes the first emergency calls are placed and local authorities are on scene. 
A short time later, the F.B.C. dispatch teams of armed agents and deploy directly to the scene. 
Because this is confirmed as a bioterrorist attack, the United States has jurisdiction over 
Europe in this matter and the F.B.C. assume complete control, just as Lansdale had envisaged. 
 
Rescue agents are airlifted into the hot zone by  
helicopter and evacuation points and blockades  
are set up at various checkpoints across the city.  
Evacuation procedures are severely hampered  
when the Hunters reach the centre of the city  
and cause a panic amongst the citizens. As rescue  
helicopters hover overhead, the F.B.C. agents  
look on in horror as the B.O.W.s run down the  
packed streets, leaping over cars to get at their  
prey. F.B.C. agents on the ground try to fight  
back but are soon overwhelmed by the creatures. Before long the infected citizens begin to 
show symptoms of craving water and fluid. The virus causes their cell membranes to swell up 
with osmotic pressure and collapse as if melted away. As they take on more fluids the infectees 
begin to resemble bloated corpses, craving as much liquid and nutrients as they can find. 
 
The national and global press soon get wind of the terror unfolding at Terragrigia and leader 
Jack Norman broadcasts a live video feed from the Queen Dido claiming full responsibility for 
the attack. F.B.C. Commissioner Morgan Lansdale holds a press conference clarifying the 
situation and the co-ordination of rescue efforts. He then takes a helicopter to the centre of 
Terragrigia where they land on the helipad on the roof of the tower at the heart of the city. The 
tower is the central point of Terragrigia overlooking the whole area and the F.B.C. have 
commandeered it as their base of operations during the crisis. 
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DAY.2 
The crisis worsens and evacuations are hampered as F.B.C. field agents suffer heavy losses. 
The worldwide media are already making comparisons to the 1998 Raccoon City disaster and 
are referring to the incident as the ‘Terragrigia Panic.’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DAY.3 
The members of Veltro relish in their success. Terragrigia is now a full-blown hell on Earth. 
Bernard Corti retires to his cabin on the Queen Zenobia and writes down his thoughts on the 
incident so far. The mission has been a complete success and soon they will be given the order 
to retreat back from the city. 
 
“2004 - 3 Days from Mission Start 
The mission was a success. 
Hell reared its head in Terragrigia. 
We spread the virus and the town will be destroyed thanks to the biohazard. 
FBC units were deployed, but their success in battle fell short against bioweapons. 
Our objective and the purpose of Veltro has been accomplished. 
Now's the time mankind will notice that Hell has come to the world. 
Open your eyes, people! 
Open your eyes to the truth of the world! 
Bernard Corti” 
-BIOREV: Veltro Agent’s Journal 2; 2004 
 
DAYS 4-5 
As the incident continues to unfurl, many countries express a desire to support the F.B.C. and 
their handling of the Terragrigia Panic as it becomes the worst bio-terrorism attack since 
Raccoon City. However, Morgan Lansdale's obsession with having absolute authority and 
control over his affairs means the F.B.C. reject any outside help by claiming it will only 
champion Veltro's cause further. However, Europe draws on legislation agreed by treaty during 
the construction of Terragrigia. As the city was developed jointly by the U.S. and Europe, they 
agreed that during any terrorist attack the European's share equal authority dealing with rescue 
efforts. Lansdale refutes this claim, stipulating further legislation stating that all bioterrorism 
incidents fall under exclusive jurisdiction of the United States. Although the European Union 
concede this fact, they continue to press Lansdale to accept their help. Eventually he relents to 
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their pressure and allows the Bioterrorism Security Assessment Alliance, a recently formed 
civilian NGO, to assist as observers during the crisis. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
B.S.A.A. Director Clive R. O'Brian flies out directly to Terragrigia, meeting Lansdale at the 
tower by nightfall. However, he has only a very limited number of support staff with him and 
his overall say on rescue operations is virtually nothing. O’Brian is an old acquaintance of 
Lansdale and he knows how stubborn he can be. 
 
A number of media outlets begin to question the F.B.C's tactics in their handling of the 
incident as the politics and Lansdale's own self-importance seem to be delaying rescue 
operations. More and more stricken people are still trapped in Terragrigia and continue to 
suffer. London based journalist Donatello Luzzaschi writes an extensive article in a major 
British newspaper. 
 
“London Daily Courier 
By Donatello Luzzaschi 
A monster infests Europe. 
Its name is the FBC. 
The Federal Bioterrorism Commission, also known as the FBC, established by the United 
States of America for counter-bioterrorism. 
The organisation wasn't always referred to as a monster. 
But it's now the target of criticism in Europe. 
The FBC has taken complete control of the biohazard outbreak in Terragrigia, and has in 
effort barred the participation of other countries. 
Terragrigia is an aquapolis that was developed jointly by U.S. and European teams to research 
and develop alternative energy sources. The impetus behind the city's development was 
twofold: the Europeans wanted to halt climate change, and the Americans hoped to develop 
energy sources for Africa. To that end the city was placed strategically in the Mediterranean 
Sea. 
Terragrigia has enjoyed cooperative administration by both sides, and has been held up as a 
model of successful U.S.-European cooperation. 
The terrorist attack in Terragrigia put the kibosh on that. 
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According to conditions stipulated in the treaty outlining Terragrigia's governance, both the 
U.S. and Europe have equal authority during a terrorist attack. Only "during the event of 
bioterrorism" does the FBC assume a leadership role. 
The FBC was formed with the express purpose of dealing with threats posed by terrorism. Thy 
have a crack squad of soldiers on permanent standby, and by that measure, they have the most 
expansive charter of any organisation in Europe. During a time of crisis, they have the blessing 
of the U.S. to take charge and control the situation. 
And that is how the FBC came to be in charge of the current chaos in Terragrigia. FBC 
Commissioner Morgan Lansdale has announced that EU involvement will not be tolerated 
while his organisation deals with the crisis. 
European authorities pressed Lansdale to respect their rights in this matter, and they were able 
to convince him to bring in Commander Clive R. O'Brian of the BSAA, a well-respected 
international civilian group. The problem, however, is even though O'Brian himself is a 
bioterrorism expert, he is working with virtually no support staff, which limits the scope of 
actions he can take. 
While the story on the tragedy is still unfolding, it would seem that the FBC is ignorant of the 
extent of the suffering in Terragrigia. 
Whether Lansdale has the ability and the intelligence to handle this attack without becoming a 
Yeatsean beast also remains to be seen.” 
-BIOREV: Daily Courier Article 1; 2004 
 
DAY.6 
During a pivotal moment in the crisis, Lansdale turns the tables on Veltro by betraying them 
and simultaneously infecting the Queen Zenobia, the Queen Semeramis and the Queen Dido 
with the t-Abyss Virus. His plan is to kill all the Veltro members at once, leaving controlled 
infection zones for his research teams to take control of and study to begin work on a vaccine. 
The Veltro members on the ship are taken by surprise and decimated by the creatures revived 
and freed from the laboratories below. 
 
On the Queen Zenobia, Veltro soldiers run around in panic as Ooze variants begin to stalk the 
halls. 
 
"Oh, God, please help me. 
This can't be happening. Don't leave me to die in this hell. I'm  
trapped here! 
There're monsters here! Real ones! 
Everyone's dead or dying... 
There are no survivors... 
Shit, we're all going to die!” 
-REREV: Discarded Message; undated. 
 
Two Veltro members are on the run in the upper cabins of the Zenobia, followed by Ooze on 
all sides. One of the men, Hasan, is killed but his friend is able to escape thanks to the slow 
and stilted movements of the creatures. He locks himself inside Guest Room 303 and can take 
temporary refuge, but he has injured his leg and his ammo is depleted. Although he locked the 
door to stop the creatures getting inside the cabin, he fears the worst, knowing his time is 
almost up. 
 
"What the hell is going on!? 
Monsters are crawling all over the ship! 
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They're tearing it to pieces. 
I've never seen monsters like this. 
Their movements are stiff, stilted, but it's all over if they get a hold of you. 
Those piece-of-shit monsters ate my friend Hasan. Bastards. 
I used my gun to frighten them off, giving me time to get the hell out of there. The bullet went 
straight through its arm, thank God. These monsters have bones like an old woman. 
There's nowhere left to run now. 
Damn monster twisted my leg good. 
Hell... I've run out of ammo, too. 
God only knows how I'm going to survive this." 
-REREV: Note found in Room 303; undated. 
 
Amidst the chaos unfolding on the Zenobia, Bernard Corti manages to make contact with his 
comerades on the Queen Semiramis and confirms the same chaos is happening there. This is 
proof the outbreak on the Zenobia is no accident and was planned all along. He dismisses 
straightaway the possibility of a traitor from inside Veltro which leaves only their benefactor, 
Morgan Lansdale. Corti wishes he could consult with Jack Norman, but he is cannot reach 
anyone on the Queen Dido. 
 
“2004 - 6 Days from Mission Start 
A biohazard has occurred on-board...  
My comrades have become monsters one after another due to the virus, and a chain of 
monsters spawning other monsters follows. Why! 
We weren't meant to see Hell! 
There has to be a connection when the Semiramis' situation  
is the same. 
The virus has leaked on all the ships at the same time... 
Surely there's nothing to imagine. 
This result was orchestrated from the start. 
That's right. We were fools. 
Then, who? 
There's no traitor among us, Veltro. 
If there is, it's that collaborator, the man with the silver beard. 
He's the only man not here. 
What should we do! Honourable Norman! 
Lead us and... 
(The paper's torn halfway)” 
-BIOREV: Veltro Agent’s Journal 2; 2004. 
 
WEEK.2 (circa) 
As the situation in Terragrigia continues to degenerate, the world's media speculates on the 
impact Morgan Lansdale and the Federal Bioterrorism Commission are having on the 
incident. In the second in a series of articles by The Daily Courier, London based reporter 
Donatello Luzzaschi provides his analysis on Mr. Lansdale as a leader, noting how his natural 
confidence and charisma has led to the charter of the F.B.C. being vastly expanded. 
 
“London Daily Courier 
Who Commands the General? 
By Donatello Luzzaschi 
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Is he just a shadowy figure manipulating events from off stage? Or is he a hero leading the 
charge against bioterrorism? 
Anyone who has heard of FBC Commissioner Mr. Morgan Lansdale give a speech will be 
immediately struck by his intelligence and keen insight. 
That charisma that charms his audiences served him  
well in the cloak- and-dagger world of international  
espionage he occupied for many years. 
In Congress, he appealed for the danger of  
bioterrorism and the jurisdiction expansion of a  
specialized agency to handle it. 
Which brings us to today: Lansdale not only  
commands the FBC, but also the post of National  
Biological Defence Director and appears dramatically on the front stage of power when the 
spotlight hits. 
He created the FBC to handle bioterrorism. The organisation is a major player on the 
international stage of public safety and biological, and that is all thanks to Lansdale. 
But the question remains: Is he a hero or a monster? Only time will tell.” 
-BIOREV: Daily Courier Article 2; undated. 
 
Meanwhile, on each of the three ships, the Veltro members continue to fight on but their 
numbers are dwindling thanks to t-Abyss infection and the ongoing onslaught by the Ooze 
B.O.W.s. Another operative hides away in Room 302 on the Zenobia which is fast becoming a 
ghost ship. He only has one bullet left and decides to use it to take his own life. 
 
"(The writing is small and shaky.) 
It's the end of the line for me. I only have one bullet left. Lot of good that'll do me in a fight. 
Nope, that bullet's all for me. So long, everybody. It was a good ride while it lasted." 
-REREV: Suicide Note; undated. 
 
French newspaper 'La Revelazione’ run a front page article about the existence of B.O.W.s. 
This is an historic moment as it provides first hand proof of the confirmed existence of bio-
organic weapons to the public at large. Although their existence was long suspected, the 
pictures from Terragrigia are conclusive.  
 
WEEK 3: 
Natalia Korda’s parents are killed during the disaster. She is rescued by TerraSave member 
Neil Fisher who is here working alongside Lansdale as one his trusted confidants. 
 
After three weeks of trying to handle the crisis, the  
F.B.C. are forced to admit that they are losing the  
battle and that the B.O.W.s have taken control of the  
city, pushing rescue workers further and further back.  
Although a significant quantity of Terragrigia's citizens  
have been safely evacuated, the number of civilian  
losses is still far too many. Morgan Lansdale appeals  
to the European Security Council for use of  
Terragrigia's solar energy matrix, the Regia Solis, to  
obliterate the city. He believes that with the city now lost, their immediate priority has to be 
containment. B.S.A.A. Director O'Brian is deeply opposed to this course of action and makes 
his feelings known to Morgan directly. But Lansdale refuses to back down and once the 
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request to use the satellite is approved, a general evacuation order is given for all F.B.C. 
personnel across the city to retreat. O'Brian, knowing he has no chance of changing Morgan's 
mind, concentrates on evacuating his own support personnel out of the hot zone. 
 
Using the Regia Solis has been Morgan's intention all  
along as not only will it destroy the biohazard, but  
also the Queen Dido with Jack Norman and his all  
disciples still on board. The destruction of the city  
will echo the Raccoon City incident of 1998 and  
hopefully make the U.S. Government take the threat  
of bio-terrorism in a post-Umbrella world more  
seriously, thus expanding the F.B.C.'s charter and  
granting Lansdale even more power. The data  
already collated throughout the incident will allow  
immediate work on a vaccine to begin. 
 
Two F.B.C. agents still out in the city, Parker Luciani and Jessica Sherawat, receive the 
evacuation order and retreat back through the streets towards Terragrigia Tower. 
 
All rescue workers and personnel immediately retreat from the city to minimum safe distance. 
 
As the first evacuation helicopters arrive and land  
on the roof of the tower, the F.B.C. personnel  
abandon their stations in the command room  
and head up to the roof on the sixth floor. The  
guards protecting the front lobby also follow suit  
and with no one left to protect the building, the  
doors are soon breached by a pack of Hunters  
and they begin to lay siege to the building. One  
F.B.C. agent who refuses to leave is rookie  
Raymond Vester and he does his best to drive  
the Hunters back. 
 
The B.S.A.A. officially pull out of Terragrigia, with Director O'Brian the only one remaining 
behind. He will make one last attempt to change Lansdale’s mind. 
 
The events of RESIDENT EVIL REVELATIONS: CHAPTERS 11-1/3-1 begin. 
 
As the chaos continues on the streets outside, Jessica and Parker head back for main tower at 
the heart of Terragrigia which has served as the F.B.C.'s command centre throughout the 
whole conflict. With the evacuation order now given, all surviving forces outside retreat, and 
only Parker and Jessica make it back to the tower. After avoiding Hunters and Ooze, they sag 
though a side door and back into the safety of the building. Jessica stumbles onto the floor as 
Parker slams the door shut behind them. He wonders if they are in hell and Jessica believes 
they are, though it is now renamed as ‘Terragrigia.’ They need to get back to the command 
room and rendezvous with Commissioner Lansdale for a mission update.  
 
They currently stand in one of the many utility corridors and head up some steps next to 
shelving units full of assorted boxes. Jessica believes this place won’t last much longer and it’s 
only a matter of time before it is breached, a view soon confirmed when they come across 
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several Hunters already inside the building. They have to hurry or HQ will quickly be done 
for. 
 
An elevator leads further up into the main building  
and Jessica believes Lansdale has been right all  
along about the threat of biological weapons. He  
has been pushing for an expansion on the F.B.C.’s  
purview and this incident is just the kind of thing  
he was warning the world about. Despite the  
tragedy that has engulfed Terragrigia, this disaster  
could be good PR for his continuing campaign.  
This incident will bring the B.O.W. crisis back to  
the limelight and maybe the international  
community will finally get the message. But despite that, Parker concedes the F.B.C. still has a 
lot of growing to do. If they manage to get out of this alive, they both have some thinking to do. 
 
The elevator doors part and they emerge out onto the third floor of the tower. From 
somewhere down the hall they can hear gunshots and find rookie agent Raymond Vester lying 
injured on the floor, trying to fend off several more Hunters. They both run over and use their 
automatic weapons to repel the creatures. Raymond is grateful and leans against a blood-
stained pillar. His leg is badly mauled but he insists he will be fine. Jessica orders him not to 
play the hero as Parker helps him up and asks why he hasn’t retreated from the city. Raymond 
insists he can still fight but Parker is not convinced.  
 
Jessica takes point as Parker half-carries Raymond behind her down the corridor. The place is 
a mess and shows signs of recent battle. Many offices are blood-splattered and ransacked. A 
giant screen on the wall displays an ‘Evacuation Order’ message and paperwork is strewn all 
over the floor. Raymond insists they cannot pull out of Terragrigia yet as there are still civilians 
out there needing their help, but Parker glumly responds they are heavily outnumbered and 
first they need to regroup and pool their resources.  
 
They move through more doors and into a locker  
room with blood stains on the floor and shelving  
units kicked over. Several lockers have been  
dented and desks have been tipped upside down.  
Raymond winces under the strain of his leg and  
wonders how such a small cell like Veltro were  
able to pull off this incident with just a few dozen  
men. Someone had to have armed them and  
provided them with the B.O.W.s. These terrorists  
need to be brought to justice. One on of the seats  
they pass a discarded issue of the Daily Courier newspaper with headlines criticising the 
F.B.C.’s handling of Terragrigia. The world has been divided on actions taken during the crisis. 
 
They pass through more offices and barricaded rooms until they are set upon by more 
Hunters. Raymond offers to stay and hold them off but Parker says he is too young to play 
hero and needs to earn his stripes first before getting himself killed. Jessica shoots the Hunters 
down and moves on through more offices marked M3-1 and M3-2 and a conference room. 
But in the corridor beyond, Parker realises Raymond is losing too much blood and they need 
to stop. Jessica believes it is too dangerous to move him any further and insists he needs 
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immediate first aid. She suggests they might find something to bandage him up from the 
medical unit on the fourth floor. Parker agrees and promises Raymond they’ll come back for 
him. 
 
They head back the way they came, jumping over  
more barricades and retreating to the main stairwell.  
They head up two levels to the fourth floor and find  
more identical corridors and offices. Many routes  
are barricaded or blocked with heavy metal shutters.  
Before evacuating, the workers had used everything  
from office furniture and signs to create temporary  
blockades. They soon come to a large office full of  
individual cubicles each with a desk and computer  
inside. Three Hunters patrol the aisles and their  
talons are muffled on the blue carpet. Parker throws a grenade into their midst, blowing them 
all to pieces. They conduct a quick search and Jessica finds a first-aid kit inside a wrecked, 
blood-splattered cabinet. On an overturned table nearby, Parker finds a tourniquet and they 
should have enough now to patch Vester up sufficiently enough to get him moving again. As 
they begin to head back Raymond calls them on the radio and tells them to get back to his 
position ASAP. More Hunters are coming.  
 
In the stairwell on the way back down they can hear more Hunters prowling the steps on the 
floors above as they take them two at a time and head back into the second floor corridor. A 
giant screen shows nothing but static and a huge bloodstain is one the floor in front of them as 
a Hunter suddenly comes hurtling round the corner.  
Parker has to duck out of the way at the last moment  
as Jessica blasts the creature down. Quickly they  
make their way back through the corporate corridors  
and conference rooms that until three weeks ago  
were packed full of office workers carrying out day  
to day administration. Raymond calls them again,  
saying he is surrounded but Parker orders him to  
stay alive. They quickly arrive back just in time and  
soon clear the area. Parker says Vester held out good  
and Jessica tells him to just leave the fighting to them from now on. Parker bends down and 
begins cleaning Raymond’s would and applying the tourniquet and bandage. Raymond is young 
and reckless and Parker advises him to avoid the heroics. He’ll only end up getting the whole 
unit killed otherwise. Raymond listens intently but says nothing. When Parker has finished he 
stands up and says he should be able to walk.   
 
They move on through the ruined workplace until they reach the elevator that will take them 
down to the same floor as the command centre. Raymond still cannot shake his suspicion that 
something is off. The delivery and dispatchment of the B.O.W.s into Terragrigia… it’s all been 
too professional for a small group like Veltro to carry out on their own. He questions how they 
managed to evade the F.B.C.’s vast intelligence network and it just doesn’t add up unless 
somebody wanted this to happen deliberately. Parker doesn’t like this talk and warns him he is 
stepping out of bounds and to button his suspicions. They are here to resolve the Terragrigia 
Panic, not investigate it. But Raymond is defiant and knows he is right.  
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The elevator lets them out on the first floor and they head downstairs to the main lobby. From 
here another staircase takes them up to the double doors leading into the command room. 
The lobby is large and impressive with ultra-modern sleek decor. Four main staircases are 
centred around a reception desk with a large holographic screen behind portraying an 
evacuation order warning over a green background. Outside the main entrance they can see 
wreckage of several cars on fire on the main street and a barricade has been set up to protect 
the main entrance to the tower. As they head towards the command room, they can hear more 
Hunters approaching. Parker tells Raymond to keep going whilst he and Jessica mop up out 
here. 
 
At that moment, alone in the command room, Morgan  
Lansdale is on his cell phone to Veltro leader Jack  
Norman whom is still aboard the Queen Dido  
currently anchored in the harbour. Behind Morgan is a  
huge electronic schematic of the whole city and the  
room is full of workstations crammed with laptops,  
communications equipment and paperwork. This  
room has been the central nexus of F.B.C. operations  
for the last three weeks and a constant hive of activity.  
Now it stands empty and silent. The city has been completely destroyed by the biohazard and 
everything is in perfect order. Morgan tells Norman to enjoy the rest of the celebration on the 
Queen Dido. The decision to destroy Terragrigia using the Regia Solis solar energy matrix has 
resulted in an apparent Veltro victory, yet Jack Norman knows they have been double crossed 
with the deliberate infection of the Queens Zenobia and Semeramis. He accuses Morgan of 
deliberately intending the virus to break out on their ships and Lansdale does not deny this, 
stating that he hasn’t finished yet and that Veltro still has an important role to play. Each ship 
serves as a controlled biohazard environment and the data on the Veltro operatives’ mutations 
will serve a venerable purpose. 
 
Lansdale is suddenly aware that Raymond Vester has just walked into the command room, but 
he continues his conversation. Jessica and Parker are not far behind him. 
 
Norman admits the boldness of Lansdale’s self- 
absorbed ambitions is certainly impressive, adding  
how he is always disgusted by what Americans can  
dream up. Morgan decides to take that as a  
compliment but Norman threatens him further by  
revealing Veltro knew all along he could end up  
being a liability, so they have kept video records of  
all of their interactions together. If they were to go  
public, Lansdale’s life will be finished. But Morgan  
is not concerned with this threat and tells Norman  
to do as he pleases. He raises his voice so Raymond can hear from the back of the room and 
confirms that use of the satellite has been approved and the new virus will be completely 
eradicated. His intention is to use the sterilisation operation to kill Norman and any remaining 
Veltro survivors, ensuring no loose ends will be left behind and his own involvement in the 
orchestration of the Terragrigia Panic will never be revealed. He quotes Dante’s Divine 
Comedy and congratulates Norman and Veltro for being such fine pawns in his game. He 
commends their actions and determines this global bioterrorism incident will be one wake-up 
call to the world that is long overdue.  
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He terminates the call to Norman and turns to address his three agents. He announces that the 
facility has been breached. They are closing shop and should prepare to go home. He wants 
Jessica and Parker to get to the heliport on the roof. Parker offers to cover the hallway and tells 
Raymond to make sure Lansdale gets safely to the roof. Jessica looks over the monitors and 
confirms to Parker that evacuation procedures have commenced. 
 
They are all suddenly interrupted by the arrival of  
Clive O’Brian through the side door by the stage.  
He tells Lansdale he is the only one left and that  
the rest of his B.S.A.A. support staff have  
evacuated. He is unhappy and wants on record his  
belief that the F.B.C. is making a serious mistake  
in taking the decision to destroy the city. But  
Morgan is non-repentant and claims they have  
been at war for the last three weeks in an attempt  
to handle this matter. There have been rescues,  
there have been losses. Too many, he concedes,  
but he firmly believes any further delays will simply cripple their cause. O’Brian doesn’t share 
that sentiment. Obliterating the city by satellite is just a quick fix and will result in the loss of 
crucial evidence about how and why this all happened. Morgan dismisses this and states use of 
the satellite has already been approved. They can still clean up this mess.  
 
O’Brian realises there is nothing he can do but warns the F.B.C. may not be able to cover its 
tracks once they destroy an entire city. Morgan slaps O’Brian on the shoulder and promises 
the heavens will scorch the earth with justice. Now O’Brian tries a different approach and 
suggests Morgan’s extreme solutions will only create a new Veltro to take up the cause, perhaps 
a dozen of them. But Morgan sees this as no bad thing. After all, men like O’Brian and himself 
can continue to exist thanks to bioterrorist groups like that. O’Brian is disgusted and cannot 
believe Lansdale is willing to let all the innocents still left alive in Terragrigia to die. Morgan has 
had enough and tells everyone to move into position, they have their orders. He orders 
Raymond to come with him and the young rookie hobbles over and follows his commanding 
officer out the side door followed closely by O’Brian. Alone once again, Jessica and Parker 
reload their weapons and prepare to return to the lobby. 
 
They fight their way back through the building,  
taking out as many of the Hunters as they can.  
Jessica wonders how many of them there are and  
Parker admits they cannot contain them. After  
this incident everyone will equate Veltro with  
terrorism and Jessica adds that’s probably what  
they are hoping. When they finally get to the  
elevator, Parker apologies for dragging her into  
this mess but she’s willing to forgive him if he  
buys her an expensive dinner. The lift suddenly  
jerks violently and breaks down as they reach the third floor. An alternative route is required. 
 
They will have to pass through the administration office and take the stairs further up the 
building. Fortunately only the Hunters have breached the tower. The Ooze and other t-Abyss 
infectants are still confined to the outside. In a brief respite, Parker asks Jessica’s opinion on 
Clive O’Brian and she admits to being on his side and is glad he stood up to Lansdale. Parker 
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is glad she is on the same page as him and believes being a member of the F.B.C. somewhat 
distorts your moral compass. She retorts he sounds just like him but admits she would prefer to 
be on the right side of the fight. After checking the coast is clear, they leave via a door on the 
other side.  
 
They emerge into a corridor with the same makeup  
as every other floor with sleek chrome walls and  
blue carpets and spotlights. The left passage is  
barricaded off and the shutters are down on the  
right side meaning they have to head down an  
offshoot to the left. A single Hunter awaits them  
and they both blow it away with their machine guns.  
After vaulting over a 'caution' sign, the passage turns  
to the left past a bank of monitors on the left wall  
highlighting more evacuation alerts. The passage  
turns to the left again here where they take out another two Hunters before passing a big LCD 
TV displaying static. They soon reach the stairwell and make their way up. From there the 
elevator on the sixth floor should take them all the way up to the helipad on the roof. 
 
As soon as they reach the sixth floor they have to pass through a big room full of individual 
office cubicles, avoiding more Hunters and moving through the door on the other side where 
the corridor beyond seems blocked. A shutter down the right-hand passage is almost fully 
down and the route to the left is blocked off. Jessica cannot believe they’ve come all this way 
only to find a dead end. Parker runs down the passage and examines the shutter. If they can lift 
it up just a little they can squeeze through and he shouts Jessica over to give him a hand. She 
comes running over just as they hear glass smashing from somewhere behind as more Hunters 
try to get at them. With no one left to defend the building, the Hunters are now able to lay 
siege practically unopposed. Together they manage to lift the shutter up high enough to get 
underneath and let it come crashing down behind them. Seconds later a Hunter smashes into 
the other side and screeches in frustration at losing its prey. Parker remarks how the B.O.W.s 
are persistent bastards and hopes the shutter holds but Jessica is already moving up the 
corridor and shouts that the elevator is just up ahead. He quickly follows as the shutter begins 
to bend and buckle behind him as the B.O.W.s thrash and screech on the other side. 
 
They double back round the passageway and past a  
huge blood splatter on the floor before they emerge  
into a lobby. An upper balcony runs across the top  
and there are four display cylinders with in-built  
monitors and digital readouts from different time  
zones. The entire left wall is made up of huge  
windows looking out into the ruined city. Black  
leather couches are scattered about the place for  
waiting visitors and there are some potted display  
plants and plenty of LCD monitors, a majority of  
them displaying warning signs or static. The elevator leading to the roof is directly ahead. 
Parker runs over and thumbs the switch but it is being incredibly slow. He wills it to be quicker 
and Jessica warns the Hunters are almost here as she has her gun trained back on the corridor 
from where they just came. Inevitably the creatures emerge on their position and the room 
roars with the staccato of deafening gunfire and reptilian screeching. Parker believes they are 
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here for Jessica because she is a flirt but she retorts she doesn’t date cannibal monsters and 
seems to relish in blowing the MA-121's all to hell. 
 
After what seems like an age, the elevator doors finally open and they dash inside. Laying down 
controlled bursts of fire to keep the remaining creatures away from the doors, Parker hits the 
switch to take them to the roof. The lift buckles and shifts during its ascent, putting Jessica on 
edge and making her believe the elevator was going to stall again. Parker admits the whole 
ordeal has been crazy and he still cannot believe Lansdale is going to fry the city with the solar 
energy satellite. It’s Raccoon City all over again and by tomorrow morning Terragrigia will be 
just a name in a history book. Jessica only hopes they have done absolutely everything they 
could to help.  
 
As the elevator lets them out on the top floor they  
run down the final few corridors to the roof and  
she reminds him not to forget about that lobster  
dinner he owes her and he promises not to go  
back on his word. He kicks the door open to  
emerge outside onto the roof in the golden glow  
of sunset. The view from up here is astonishing  
and the whole city can be seen amidst the calming  
waters of the Mediterranean. But there is no time  
to enjoy it as two helicopters are present with  
another escort hovering close by and the pilot insisting they need to move fast. Parker and 
Jessica jump on board as the second helicopter takes off, closely following the first containing 
Lansdale, O’Brian and Vester. They both watch the city below, numerous skyscrapers and 
buildings now all abandoned. The city streets are empty and in the harbour boats and ships can 
be seen frantically leaving the area. 
 
In lower Earth orbit, the Regia Solis finishes  
deploying its targeting sensors and soon a focused  
beam of intense energy is directed at the centre of  
the city. The three helicopters clear the area just  
as the high-energy beam settles over the whole of  
Terragrigia and bathes the entire place in bright,  
white light. The temperature begins to rise to  
high-intensity levels, strong enough to crack and  
shatter the numerous solar panels and trigger  
several explosions. Parker looks on with horror  
and says the blast has triggered a chain reaction. The Hunters that rule the streets crackle and 
boil in the intense heat before being vaporised completely like burning paper. Glass windows 
shatter and concrete roads buckle and crumble. Building foundations expand and contract 
before collapsing and falling against each other like dominoes as the entire structural 
foundation of the city gives way and Terragrigia part sinks into the ocean. All the ships in the 
harbour are also sunk, including the stricken Queen Dido and taking Jack Norman and all his 
loyal Veltro followers with it, just as Lansdale had planned. Both Parker and Jessica bear 
witness to this terrible tragedy first hand and she laments the fact that they came here to help, 
but have ended up doing nothing at all. 
 
Historic images of Terragrigia’s destruction is captured by media from around the world and 
broadcast live across the globe, evoking haunting memories of the 1998 Raccoon City incident. 
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As the city continues to boil above them, the stricken Queen Dido hits the ocean floor. Escape 
for Jack Norman and his comerades is impossible though they do manage to seal off a few 
sections of the ship to prevent flooding. Norman is livid at their betrayal by Lansdale and 
records a video to vent his feelings. He enters the room where a large yellow and black crest of 
Il Veltro is draped on the back wall. He picks up the video camera that has toppled over onto 
the floor and hits the record button. He reports that the Queen Dido is already deep below the 
sea. There is no escape and no chance of survival unless they consider using the t-Abyss virus 
on themselves. He produces a vial from his pocket  
and holds it up for the camera to see. He places it  
into an injection gun and moves to the back of the  
room where he injects himself and collapses into a  
chair. He appeals to Veltro the hound and begs it  
accept their wrongdoing and pledges he and his  
men will transmute their flesh in remembrance of  
their sins. He struggles to breathe for a moment  
and seems to be in pain until it subsides and he is  
in control again. He points directly at the camera  
speaking directly to Lansdale and promises he shall never have peace or rest. Veltro will rise 
from the dead, calling their spirit a callous and immutable force. He bursts into another 
coughing fit, brought on by another wave of pain as the virus courses through his body. But 
again, the moment passes and he is able to produce his PDA from his pocket, promising that 
all their video interactions with Lansdale are right here. They shall become guardians of the 
truth for as many years as it may take. Another bout of pain shoots through him and he knocks 
the video camera off. Yet he does not mutate. The virus is fully in his system but he retains his 
human form. 
 
Using Lansdale’s transponder codes, F.B.C. salvage teams move quickly to locate and secure 
the Queen Zenobia, now floating adrift in the Mediterranean. Both ships are now crawling with 
B.O.W.s and Ooze subjects and all the Veltro members are dead. Armed soldiers patrol the 
corridors and secure various decks and rooms as a safe environment for the research team to 
work, including the lower lab areas. The rest of the interiors are left for the creatures to roam 
freely, serving as controlled infection environments for the researchers to gather data and 
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collect samples. With the data and antibodies already recovered from the Terragrigia, work can 
begin in earnest to create a vaccine for the t-Abyss Virus. Lansdale appears to renege on his 
agreement with Tricell and cuts them out completely, ensuing he is the sole occupier of the t-
Abyss virus and is in full control of the vaccine research. Ryan, one of the researchers now 
aboard the Zenobia, notes down how difficult it was to regain control of the ship and push the 
infected back. He believes it inevitable that their time on board will be limited before it is taken 
over completely once again. 
 
“Researcher Ryan 
ID: 503321 
Certain Day in 2004 
At the same time the end of the Terragrigia Panic was declared, we recovered the ship. 
The mission was carried out quickly and in secret. 
Unnoticed by anyone... 
That land vanished due to the "Regia Solis." 
Now, this ship is an extremely valuable test site for observing the mutation and infection 
progress of "t-Abyss." 
We can never afford to let it go. 
But the ship is already a hotbed of t-Abyss infected individuals. 
Gaining complete control was extremely difficult for us. 
We were only able to establish a temporary research base in this place. 
Here will soon be directly eroded by monsters. 
There's little time left...” 
-BIOREV: Infection Log of the Queen Zenobia; 2004 
 
The Queen Semeramis is also recovered, but as primary vaccine work will take place in the 
laboratories in the bowels of the Zenobia, the Semeramis remains completely overrun. 
Unmanned, it is left on an automated heading alongside the Zenobia.  
 
Morgan Lansdale faces the world’s press to justify his decision  
in destroying Terragrigia at the cost of so many lives. He  
believes it was the only course of action available to the F.B.C.  
to contain the biohazard and prevent it spreading further  
afield. He vows to make Veltro pay and eradicate them for  
good. The public reaction is mixed, and there is much  
speculation over the F.B.C’s handling of the incident. The  
organisation will have many tough questions to answer in the  
near future. 
 
TerraSave are called in to assist with the aftermath of the incident, safeguarding the survivors 
and providing food and shelter. Specially trained agents deal with families who have lost loved 
ones in the tragedy. One special case is a three year-old girl called Natalia Korda, who lost both 
her parents in the incident. She is taken in by TerraSave and is fond of Neil Fisher, the man 
who rescued her. He buys her a teddy bear she names ‘Lottie’ and she takes it everywhere she 
goes. Lottie soon becomes her best friend. 
 
Natalia is questioned about the incident, and when asked about her opinion on the Regia Solis 
satellite using ultraviolet radiation to destroy her home city, she surprises the interviewers by 
describing it as ‘pretty.’ TerraSave officials seem stunned that she is able to find beauty despite 
being surrounded by death as her home sank to the bottom of the sea. 
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The B.S.A.A. review events of the Terragrigia Panic. Based on his own first-hand experiences, 
Clive O’Brian believes Morgan Lansdale is hiding something one rationale for destroying the 
city was to wipe out any evidence that could expose his secret. 
 
Tricell spy Raymond Vester also harbours similar feelings about  
how Veltro managed to orchestrate the incident despite being a  
small and relatively infamous group. He has many question such  
as how they got hold of the t-Abyss Virus to launch the attack?  
And how were they suddenly so well financed and in possession  
of MA-121 Hunter-class B.O.W.s? Vester will use his position  
within the F.B.C. to investigate further. His suspicions are firmly  
on Lansdale given his eavesdropping on the telephone  
conversation in the command centre. He is also aware Tricell’s  
research team supplied by Excella Gionne has been frozen out  
of the t-Abyss project completely. 
 
In the following weeks, the F.B.C. round up all remaining members of Veltro, although the 
body of their leader Jack Norman is never recovered. He becomes something of a martyr, with 
his archived videos gathering huge numbers of viewings on video sharing websites. Morgan 
Lansdale holds a press conference to announce the F.B.C. has successfully disbanded the 
Veltro terrorist group responsible for the attacks on Terragrigia. This action wins the F.B.C. 
back some public support, but their actions during the crisis still come under heavy scrutiny. 
 
Disgruntled by the whole affair, F.B.C. agent Parker Luciani tenders his resignation and 
transfers across to the B.S.A.A. 
 
Lansdale orders Jessica Sherawat to do the same, and act as a double-agent reporting back to 
him on the B.S.A.A.’s activities. He wants to know exactly what is going on inside O’Brian’s 
organisation. Jessica complies and Morgan trusts her implicitly, regarding her as his ‘bright, 
young assistant.’ But he is unaware that Jessica is also a Tricell spy and is now effectively a 
triple-agent. 
 
Back in El Pueblo, one of the villagers and his  
family are invited over to a friend's house for a  
meal. The friend in question is one of those  
employed by Ramon Salazar helping with the  
excavations in the mines beneath his castle. It is  
an important job and one he is proud of. The  
villager is more than happy to hear this and  
enjoys the friendly, family atmosphere around  
the dinner table. As a thank you, he paints a  
portrait of his friend's family. 
 
"In the afternoon on our day off, one of our friends invited us over for dinner. He was working 
on excavating the old castle nearby. Since he was happy to be able to his part in such an 
important job, he told us about it and boasted a bit. They had many delicious dishes lined up. 
But to me, the biggest feast was sitting down together, like a family. In this house as well, they 
valued the furniture and tableware of old times, and took good care of it. 
They led a simple life, much like our family, but the orderly fashion in which they lined up 
everything was very nice. 
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In the garden outside, they had a small flower bed. They lined up in front of it, and I grabbed 
my brush. As thanks for the dinner, I painted a portrait which they could hand over to their 
baby when he grew up. They all smiled shyly. Thank you, for your cute smiling faces!" 
-Biohazard 4: Incubate; undated. 
 
On Saddler's island, Luis Sera researches ways on how to  
safely remove a growing Plaga without injuring or killing  
its host. He is trying to ensure infection by parasites is  
not fatal and can be reversed, but Saddler has sanctioned  
this research with a secret intention to confirm there is  
no straightforward way to remove the Plaga. If it can be  
removed easily then his grand plan will lie in ruins before  
it even starts. In theory it is possible to surgically remove  
the parasite before it grows into adult form, but it has  
never been attempted before and the probability of  
success is extremely low. Luis concludes the only safe way to remove the Plaga is via exposure 
to a special type of radiation. He also develops a drug in tablet form that can supress growth of 
the parasite and destroy an unhatched egg as a kind of retroactive abortion. But once the eggs 
have hatched removal becomes extremely difficult and only radiation exposure will work, but 
this still retains extreme risk to the host. The level of risk depends on the Plaga's control of the 
central nervous system. Because the parasite is killed whilst still connected to the nervous 
system, the procedure is extremely painful for the host and there is a high possibility of severely 
impaired consciousness. Additionally this procedure could kill the host if the Plaga has already 
reached adult form. But if these problems are overcome, the Plaga can be completely 
eliminated and the host can be restored to its pre-infected condition with no side effects. 
 
Luis builds a machine in the capsule room of the island complex that produces this special 
radiation needed to eliminate the Plaga. It is only to be used in special circumstances. 
 
"From the initial stages of the research, we have been searching for a safe and practical removal 
procedure of the Plaga. 
Ironically, it turns out that the real objective of this research was not to find a way to remove the 
Plagas from the infected persons but to find a way so that the Plaga could not be removed from 
the body easily. 
In the end, we were able to find out that the Plagas could be removed only by exposing them to 
a special radiation. The only drawback with this method is that it is a very painful procedure. 
Since the Plaga attaches itself to the nerves, there is a possibility that it may impair the 
consciousness of the host. 
Another fact that must be mentioned is that once the Plaga grows into an adult, the removal 
procedure could kill the host. 
But perhaps death isn't so bad when you think about the alternative." 
-RE4: Luis' Memo 5; undated. 
 
Luis and his researchers also successfully create an artificial Plaga born from repeated genetic 
modifications designed to allow the host human to retain their own intelligence and 
consciousness. This Plaga is known as a ‘Dominant Species’ variant or ‘Control Plaga.’ As well 
as retaining total control, the human host can also control Subordinate Plagas in other hosts, 
effectively creating a master-slave relationship. This is deemed possible thanks to research into 
the ‘secret art’ the Salazar family developed centuries ago relating to sound waves not audible 
on the human spectrum. Other side effects of the Dominant Plaga include increased strength 
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and speed for the host and the ability to trigger extreme and bizarre mutations when put under 
threat. These mutations are irreversible and are influenced by a combination of the host’s 
immediate mind-set at the time and its environment.  
 
After repeated testing, Osmund Saddler allows himself to be  
injected with a Dominant Species Plaga egg. Once the egg  
hatches, the parasite begins to grow. But rather than turn into a  
mindless Ganado, Saddler retains complete control of his mind.  
Once the Dominant Plaga matures, he can use it to sense  
vibrations emitted from other Subordinate Plagas and is able to  
control them to his will using unique sound wave frequencies to  
send commands. This will allow him create an army of drones 
ready to obey his every word. His ultimate ambition is to spread 
the teachings of the Los Illuminados across the world by using 
the parasites to infiltrate countries of influence and power,  
beginning with the United States of America.  
 
Following the Presidential elections, the current U.S. administration is voted out of power and 
a new leader is unveiled, President Graham. The new President has a daughter named Ashley, 
who currently attends university in Massachusetts. 
 
After six years working under Adam Benford in the Secret Military Agency/AUPIT, Leon 
Kennedy is assigned a new role. Following an extensive background check and review of 
operations, thoughts and experience, the U.S. Government recommend Leon as being 
appropriately suited to VIP protection. He is put forward for a special training program via a 
secret organisation working under the direct control of President Graham. Upon completion 
he will join the security detail of Ashley Graham; the president’s daughter. 
 
Luis Sera completes a detailed report following months  
of research into Las Plagas. But during this time he has  
come to realise that his employer’s goals go beyond  
pure scientific curiosity. He has helped with the  
creation of several humanoid and animal experiments  
with the Plaga parasite, some with horrifying and  
inhumane results. He is annoyed with himself that his  
pure fascination with the parasite has blinded him to  
the true reality of what Saddler and his followers are  
trying to do. He realises now he needs to put a stop to  
Los Illuminados and their activities. But how? He is going to need outside help, but there is no 
one he can trust. 
 
"I'll report my findings about the Plagas here. The Plagas have 3 distinct characteristics. 
1. As mentioned previously, the Plagas have the ability to manipulate the behavioural patterns 
of their hosts. 
2. The Plagas are social organisms. By this I mean that instead of living individually, they live in 
perfect social harmony. It is believed that they have a collective intelligence. This type of 
behaviour can be seen among insects such as bees and ants. However this kind of social 
behaviour is rarely seen among parasitic organisms. Perhaps it was a learned behaviour by the 
Plagas. I'm finding out if this has any relationship with their first characteristic. 
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3. The Plagas have exceptional adaptation skills. They are able to live off many kinds of 
organisms by creating a symbiotic environment quickly. This ability, when combined with their 
social behaviours, allows them to interact intelligently between hosts regardless of the host 
organism. 
I am ashamed to admit that my pure fascination with the Plagas, in hindsight, has blinded me 
to the true research objectives of the Los Illuminados. Even with the knowledge that Saddler 
was going to abuse the results of these experiments, I could not pull myself away from my 
research. As a result, I am just as responsible for this whole mess as he is. I see now that I was 
wrong, but can I stop their evil plans alone...?" 
-RE4: Luis' Memo 4; undated. 
 
Back in El Pueblo, the villager jots down tales  
passed down through generations about the  
first lord of the noble Salazar family and how  
he was loved by his ancestors. But today's  
generation of villagers are not so sure about the  
current lord; Ramon Salazar. Village opinion  
of him and his intentions are mixed. 
 
"In this village, there is a tale that has been  
passed down through generations. It is a tale of praise, of the first lord of the castle, who taught 
paganism in this place. Thanks to that lord, this village exists, and we can continue to live in 
peace. Usually, it is a tale told by grandparents to their grandchildren, while the child's mom 
and dad are out working. In the house next door, the grandmother told it to her granddaughter 
while sewing. And one day, that granddaughter shall most likely be a grandmother herself, and 
she will tell the tale to her grandchildren in the same fashion. 
"The original lord of the castle was a man with a strong sense of justice, who protected the 
villagers. But the current lord, Sir Ramon..." 
-Biohazard 4: Incubate; undated. 
 
Ramon is a descendent of the rulers of this area  
from ages ago, and even in the 21st century  
where such sovereign rulers are all but extinct,  
his is one family that continue to hold de-facto  
power over a large and fertile region. Ramon  
could even be called the king of this land as  
from the time they are born the villagers here  
have no choice but to declare their loyalty to the  
Salazar family. Unless they make a decision to  
never return to their hometown again, there is  
no escaping the ages-old convention of being  
tied to the land. In return for this right of holding, high stature, and ruling/financial power, the 
Salazar family are responsible for protecting the people. They are obligated to use force to fight 
off outside attacking enemies, to fairly judge crimes within the land, treat citizens well, and lead 
them to peaceful lives. In reality they should firmly deny their own status as rulers continuing to 
live in the old ways because such responsibilities in the 21st century are managed by national 
governments. But because Ramon Salazar doesn’t adhere to this fact, his family are now 
nothing but parasites sucking the blood from the poor. 
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After months of experimentation, the Los Illuminados bio-weapons program produces results 
with varying degrees of success. Many of these new B.O.W.s are the result of inhumane human 
experimentation and gene-splicing with the Plagas. 
 
The Colmillos were originally wolves native to the Spanish region. The Plaga strain 
administered is a variant comprised of long, thin tentacles which burst from the back of the 
canine. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: COLMILLOS 
The Colmillos (Spanish for Fang) are the direct result of wild Iberian  
wolves local to the region of Southern Europe becoming infected by the  
Las Plagas parasite. Their primary method of attack is through their  
enlarged fangs which have grown to such an extent thanks to the  
Plagas’ influence that they almost tear right through the mouth. They 
always roam in packs whilst hunting and use their sharp, exacting  
movements to overwhelm intruders. When close enough they will pin  
their target to the floor using powerful limbs and attempt to rip the  
throat out. As a defensive mechanism, the Colmillos is able to sprout  
Plaga tentacles from its body, breaking through the skin and using them to swat at its prey as a secondary 
method of attack and simultaneously to ward off predators. As wolves, they were always animals suited to 
combat, but fusion with the Plaga significantly amplified their ferocity and resilience levels. Because they are 
social animals, direct control through the Plaga parasite was relatively straightforward and stable, making them 
ideal candidates as biological weapons. Several specimens were directly injected and kept as guard dogs for the 
Salazar estate, whilst others were naturally infected out in the wilds. But like most Type 1 Plaga infectants, their 
market value as a biological weapon faltered because of the parasite’s natural weakness to sunlight. The 
Colmillos were nocturnal and could only be deployed in times of darkness. Several years later, Tricell 
researchers’ further explored canine Plaga research with the Type 2 developed Adjule. While the Colmillos only 
developed enlarged fangs, the Adjule grew a set of densely packed fangs between the two halves of its split 
heads. Researchers were unable to ascertain whether this unique difference was down to the type of canine base 
organism used, or the difference in Plaga variant. 
 
Another early experiment is the ‘Del Lago’; the result of a Las Plagas parasite being injected 
into an aquatic salamander. This experiment is designed to culture a larger-sized creature and 
evaluate the Plaga’s method of control over such a substantially bigger organism. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: DEL LAGO 
The Del Lago was an early experiment using an aquatic  
salamander or waterdog as a test to evaluate the  
sample for Plaga suitability. As the parasite matured, it  
continued to grow, as did the host organism until it  
eventually measured over 20 metres in length. Its Plaga  
tentacles writhe inside of its massive mouth and it uses  
its wide, flat tail to dispatch swimmers with ease. It  
possessed rows of razor sharp teeth and could devour  
large prey whole. Del Lago has unparalleled manoeuvrability in the water, but since it cannot be controlled 
through a Dominant Plaga, it was isolated to the lake on the outskirts of the village instead. It has four legs, but 
they have atrophied to the point where they cannot support its massive bulk, making the lake the perfect 
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environment for Del Lago. It had no visible ocular cavities and appeared to sense its prey through sound 
vibrations in the water. The creature remained dormant at the bottom of the lake for large periods of time but 
could be ‘awakened’ by the introduction of an external food source to its environment. Its name is derived 
from the Spanish words for ‘of the lake.’ 
 
The Los Illuminados also begin human biological weapons experimentation on the island 
facility using Plaga application and gene splicing. This program represents the Los Illuminados’ 
attempts to replicate the likes of Umbrella before them, but due to their lack of suitably 
qualified personnel, the results are unpredictable to say the least. 
 
The ‘El Gigante’ is a B.O.W. developed through genetic manipulation experiments on a 
human host with the Las Plagas organism. The resulting creature's distinguishing feature is its 
massively increased size. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: EL GIGANTE 
The El Gigante was the result of the Los Illuminados  
attempting to create a human biological weapon using Las  
Plagas application experiments and genetic manipulation.  
As a result of these excessive modifications, the base  
human grew up to four times its original size  
(approximately 20-25ft) and became endowed with  
incredible strength, endurance and muscle mass. But these  
developments severely impaired its intelligence, and  
anyone that failed to keep their distance would often be  
killed in its blind rage. The Plaga infestation is centred on  
its back, particularly the cervical vertebrae around its neck. Its colossal strength enables the creature to lift huge 
boulders with ease and rip entire trees from the ground. Its increased muscle mass and thick skin also give it a 
significant resistance to gunfire, allowing it to consume abnormal amounts before any damage becomes visible. 
When this threshold is reached, the pain sensors of the creature react and the individual parasite will sprout 
out through the skin, leaving the creature vulnerable to attack. The El Gigante was also excessively clumsy in 
nature and was easily distracted. One noticeable trait was that it drooled copiously. But despite the best efforts 
of the researchers to preserve intelligence, the creature remained feral in nature and was almost impossible to 
control. This led to only a handful of subjects being created and they had to be locked away. Several years later 
Tricell tried to improve upon the El Gigante creature with the development of the Ndesu, but only minor 
improvements were recorded. Its name in Spanish simply means ‘The Giant.’ 
 
The ‘Garrador’ is a human-based experiment designed to manipulate the Plaga to make the 
host stronger and more vicious. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: GARRADOR 
Garradors are another product of the Los Illuminados human biological  
weapons program using the Las Plagas parasite. In particular these  
specimens are the result of body-strengthening Plaga experiments and as  
such display outstanding physical abilities. They have a row of razor-sharp  
extensible claws with bent tips affixed to each of their arms. Unfortunately  
all intelligence was lost during the experiments and they are unable to  
follow any commands. As Garradors will viciously attack anything that  
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enters their field of vision, their eyelids were stitched shut, and they were securely restrained in cells until 
needed. To compensate for their blindness, they developed a heightened sense of hearing. Using this, they can 
accurately locate their targets and dismember them with their claws. Although equipped with armour to 
protect their bodies, the exposed Plaga parasite is still visible on its back attached to the spine and central 
nervous system. Targeting this area is the only way to defeat the Garrador. Its name roughly translates to 
‘Clawed One’ in Spanish. 
 
As the experiments continue and researchers unlock more secrets behind the Plagas and how 
they work, the resulting B.O.W.s become more formidable. By far the most impressive is the 
‘Regenerador’. A human-based biological weapon created by artificially integrating multiple 
Plaga parasites into a single host to aid regenerative capability, allowing the creature to sustain 
huge amounts of damage then essentially re-grow its shattered limbs at will. The early 
prototypes are so successful that a weaponised version codenamed ‘Iron Maiden’ follows 
shortly afterwards. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: REGENERADOR/IRON MAIDEN 
The Regenerador was created through experimentation by implanting multiple  
Plaga parasites in a single human host. As can be inferred from its Spanish  
name, it possesses incredible regenerative capabilities thanks to an unnaturally  
high metabolism and can replace lost body parts almost instantaneously.  
Although still humanoid, the body constitution has been completely changed  
and it suffered a variety of peculiar mutations including the loss of both ears  
and the nose, glowing red eyes, and a constantly drooling mouth split wide open 
with rows of sharp, fang-like teeth. Although they are slow, their arms can  
stretch to great distances, allowing them to snatch their prey and snap them  
back into their waiting maw. Their smooth bodies are free of all sexual  
characteristics, making it impossible to tell if the original test subjects were  
male or female. Their internal organs, including their brains, seem to have  
coalesced into a uniform mass, so that no human intelligence remains within them. Their skin carries certain 
elasticity which enables it to stretch out its arms to unnatural lengths and it can contort and twist its body in a 
manner not possible for an organism possessing a conventional skeletal system, suggesting the multiple Plagas 
within are responsible for total motor control. The Regeneradors have a deliberate menacing and frightening 
appearance. Their enlarged mouths and rows of teeth leave a permanent  
fixed grin on their face and they constantly let out a menacing breathing  
sound as they shuffle forward. Although they appear slow with only  
stilted movement, they are capable of sudden and significant bursts of  
speed. The only way to kill a Regenerador is to destroy all the leech-like  
Plagas inside its body which can be detected via thermal imaging, or to  
obliterate its body mass entirely. This creature represents one of the  
early successful Plaga-based weapons. Elements from its development  
data were actually used by Tricell and incorporated into the Ndesu  
B.O.W. several years later, highlighting that B.O.W. development is not performed by repeated, random 
experimentation, but follows a specific methodology similar to regular weapons development. 
The Iron Maiden was a combat specialization of the Regenerador that has countless needles embedded in its 
body as well as retaining the Regenerador's regenerative abilities. It can also stretch its arms to capture and 
impale targets on the protruding needles. Interestingly the face of an Iron Maiden is more grotesque that its 
Regenerador brethren thanks to a more deformed mouth with a split upper lip to expose more teeth and a 
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complete lack of eyeballs. Its hands also developed less fingers but they became more enlarged like claws. This 
complete alteration of its physical constitution leaves behind only a vaguely humanoid appearance as a 
reminder of its human origins. Its name is taken from a medieval torture instrument, a human-shaped 
container with spikes on the interior used to execute victims by closing them inside. 
 
Lord Saddler is satisfied with the human biological weapons the cult has successfully created 
thus far and now sanctions further research using the Plaga as a fusion for cross-species gene 
splicing. He wants to create creatures using a combination of human, insect and later reptile 
genes, using the Plaga’s unique mutagenic properties to complete the missing gene sequence 
gaps. One of the first organisms created is the ‘Novistador’, a hybrid "insect-human" B.O.W. 
capable of flight. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: NOVISTADOR 
The Novistador was a unique creature developed by splicing insect genes  
with the genetic structure of a human host and applying the Las Plagas  
parasite as a fusion device to fill in the gene sequence gaps. Despite  
retaining all four limbs, these ‘insect men’ soon lost all human  
appearance and their ecology became entirely insectoid. They developed  
a carapace shell that provided some protection against conventional  
firearms and sprouted two pairs of glowing eyes, two antennae and two  
pairs of wings on its back. They used their razor-like claws on their front  
limbs to attack, possessing talons sharp enough to tear open a human  
being with ease. They are also capable of secreting a highly acidic  
corrosive fluid that can melt away its prey for easy digestion. Using pigment alterations in their exo-skeleton, 
the Novistador has the unique ability to change the colour of its carapace to blend in perfectly with their 
surrounding environment as they stalk their prey. Somewhat appropriately, their name in Spanish means ‘The 
Unseen.’ These specimens are referred to as ‘stealth type’ Novistadors and are almost imperceptible to the 
human eye, though they can still be spotted as the secretion of bodily fluids and their glowing eyes remain 
visible. An inferior breed of Novistadors lack this special camouflage ability because of continued reproduction 
through natural breeding, which they did in large numbers. These variants chose to swarm their prey in large 
groups, being able to fly and hover, but also having to frequently land due to their wings not being able to 
support their excessive body weight for sustained periods of time. They were also highly susceptible to control 
from the Plaga, as demonstrated when they captured Ashley Graham and delivered her directly to Ramon 
Salazar. The Novistadors created a large nest in one of the empty cathedral rooms in Salazar castle. This was 
used solely for breeding purposes. 
 
‘Verdugo’ are the result of splicing human and insect DNA and administering the Las Plagas 
parasite. It represents one of the Los Illuminados’ most formidable and dangerous creatures. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: VERDUGO 
The Verdugo was the product of experiments to splice human and insect DNA together using the Plaga as a 
vector to combine the two. It has very high combat abilities, and is considered to be the final form of 
application experiments with insect genes. They possess a hardened, black exoskeleton complete with a long, 
segmented tail. They have shimmering red eyes and possess mandibles on their mouths. Alongside great 
strength and agility, the creature is covered by an indestructible carapace, which even can deflect bullets to its 
enemies. The carapace also has perfect flexibility, allowing it to pass through small holes in walls or through 
ventilation ducts. Using its tail with a sharp billhook-like end, it can launch an attack from any angle at will. 
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They are completely susceptible to the Plagas inside of them and therefore make perfect bodyguards to protect 
high-ranking cult members. Only two specimens were produced and they hide their disfigured appearance 
underneath robed cowls which conceal their harder-than-steel carapace shell  
underneath. They are considered the most resilient of the cult’s bio-weapons  
with perfected combat abilities. Although it cannot communicate on its own,  
the Verdugo demonstrates a highly evolved intelligence. It uses stealth tactics to  
ensnare its prey and knows when to withdraw at the right moments. They also  
possess frightening speed when attacking head on but prefer to stay hidden  
where they can attack with their barbed tails having squeezed their bodies into  
tight places. Its name comes from the Spanish word for ‘Executioner.’ Both 
created subjects were housed at Salazar castle and served as bodyguards to 
Ramon. One subject was sent to kill Leon Kennedy and the other was absorbed 
into the Plaga Queen alongside Salazar himself. 
 
The U-3 is a life form created by combining human, reptile and insect genes with Plagas.  
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: U-3 
The U-3 (Ultimate Three) was the fruit of applied Plaga  
experiments to fuse human, insect, and reptile DNA. The  
resulting fusion was imperfect due to not adjusting the  
characteristics of each species and the result was a grotesque  
chimera with obvious physical vestiges from all three  
organisms. Its upper torso is human, although the skin 
around its mouth has split and its tongue is vastly extended.  
Claws develop on the creature’s right hand whilst its left arm  
becomes elasticated a bit like the Regenerador’s limbs with  
its hand evolving into a single, barbed talon. Its lower body  
resembles a fleshy mass like an insect cocoon with four reptilian-like limbs each with spiked claws. The creature 
fights in three primary stages: In the first, it uses a lithe, whip-like tentacle on its left arm to attack its prey; in 
the second, the huge, claw-like Plaga extends out from its spinal cord to attack. The Plaga acts as a pair of razor 
sharp pincers capable of slicing through solid steel. In the third, it uses its powerful jaws to burrow into the 
ground and ambush its prey from below. The large-sized Plaga nestled in the spinal cord of the human part is 
its primary weak spot. Only one prototype specimen was produced and it was confined to the caverns beneath 
Lord Saddler’s island. No attempt was made to retain any kind of intelligence and it exists purely to kill. Its 
development data was eventually acquired by Tricell who attempted further hybridisation by developing the U-
8. The ‘3’ designation is in reference to the three types of differing DNA incorporated into the creature. The 
origins of this experiment may relate to the Chimera of ancient Greece which was comprised of three differing 
creatures fused together. 
 
SEPTEMBER 2004 
Memorial services are held in towns across America marking the sixth anniversary of the 
Raccoon City disaster. 
 
As the Plaga experiments continue, Luis Sera begins to realises he has crossed the point of no 
return when it comes to ending his association with the Los Illuminados. He knows all their 
innermost secrets and much of the successful research has been down to him. There is no way 
Saddler will let him leave now and he will almost certainly be killed if he tried. The only way he 
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can possibly hope of stopping the Los Illuminados now would be to recruit outside help. He 
has a close friend at college he could contact but he needs to be careful. To avoid suspicion, 
Luis continues with his work, under the ever watchful gaze of Lord Saddler. His latest research 
determines the Plagas enter a state of hibernation when they go a sustained amount of time 
without a host. As the body of the parasite appears to expire, the Plaga remains active at a 
cellular level and can find a new host through the transmission of spores. These spores will 
settle inside a new host and eventually grow into an embryonic Plaga. Luis believes this is how 
Saddler's men managed to re-activate the Plagas buried beneath Salazar's Castle. 
 
"The first castellan buried the Las Plagas deep  
underground below the castle to hide their  
very existence. But when Salazar released the  
Las Plagas, no one thought he could bring  
them back to life. Because when Salazar  
found them they were all just fossilized  
remains. 
Everyone knew that the parasitic organisms  
could not survive without hosts. That they  
couldn't sustain life on their own. But when  
Salazar and his men excavated the remains, it almost appeared as if the Las Plagas were just 
waiting to be discovered so that they could resurrect. 
Several years later, unexplainable convulsions started occurring among the villagers who helped 
with the excavation of the Las Plagas. 
Then one day, all of a sudden, these villagers turned into violent savages. 
They later found out it was caused by the Las Plagas. Although they appeared fossilized, they 
were able to survive the long years by lying in a dormant state at the cellular level remaining in a 
spore-like form. 
Apparently, during the excavation, the villagers inhaled the spores within their bodies and the 
parasites became active again. This is how the Las Plagas were resurrected. 
Even as I'm writing, the excavation of the Las Plagas continues. 
God only knows how many of these Plagas have been resurrected. Not to mention the 
countless number of Ganados that have been created. 
Their inhumane activity must be put to an end. If they are not stopped, people around the 
world could turn into victims of this crazy cult organisation." 
-RE4: Luis' Memo 2; undated. 
 
Luis is unaware Saddler already has reservations about his loyalty and has already uncovered 
his outside communications with his college friend working at a research facility. An envoy 
from Los Illuminados is sent to eliminate Luis' acquaintance. 
 
Sometime later, Luis sends an e-mail to his college friend pleading for  
help. His message includes details of Las Plagas and Saddler's plans  
for them. However, his friend is already dead and instead the e-mail is  
flagged up and intercepted by Ada Wong, who is conducting covert  
intelligence work on behalf of Albert Wesker and the rival company.  
Wesker sees potential in the parasites from what little they gain from  
Luis’ message and orders Ada to make contact and investigate further. 
 
Ada responds to Luis' e-mail and offers her help, cryptically explaining she has the means to 
get him out of the Los Illuminados permanently and protect him. Desperate for his life, Luis 
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responds and through several encrypted communications, relays data on both the Plagas and 
the cult back to Ada and she is able to build up a case. After studying the data, Wesker begins 
formulating plans to obtain a sample. Ada recontacts Luis and proposes a deal; she will get him 
out of Europe and protect him in exchange for a live Dominant Plaga sample. Luis accepts the 
deal. 
 
As ordered, Ada reports back to the upper hierarchy of the rival  
company and informs them of Wesker’s interest in the parasites.  
They cannot allow Wesker to acquire a deadly new weapon that  
will only further his own powerbase, and instead order Ada to  
prevent Wesker from obtaining the Dominant Plaga specimen  
and deliver it to themselves instead. They stress this mission will  
be a test of her loyalty and that the only way she can prove her  
worth to the rival company is to betray Wesker. The leaders  
already know Wesker is planning something big, having already  
uncovered his discreet contact with Tricell. His influence within  
the organisation has grown significantly and if he gets hold of the  
parasite he could well instigate a full takeover of the rival company, something the top brass 
executives cannot allow. Stopping him recovering the Dominant Plaga would stall his plans at 
least. Up until now, Ada has had a successful working relationship with Wesker but she has no 
qualms about jeopardising that alliance if it means furthering her own personal goals. 
 
Ada continues to communicate with Luis, admiring his enthusiasm that oozes with humanity 
and stressing his importance in her mission to the rival company. Whilst still working with the 
Los Illuminados, Luis is able to send a small tissue sample from a Plaga specimen back to Ada 
whilst furthering his own investigation into the cult’s background. This is passed on to the rival 
company who begin to dissect and theorise about how the parasites work and how they 
communicate with each other. 
 
Albert Wesker decides to send in Jack Krauser to infiltrate  
the cult to obtain the Dominant Plaga sample. He wants  
Krauser and Ada to work together as a united front,  
although Ada believes this is probably for the implication  
of monitoring each other. Lord Saddler has been hiring  
many mercenaries to act as security detail for his island  
complex so Krauser puts his name into the frame. With a  
decorated military background, including service for U.S.  
SOCOM, Saddler readily hires his services, despite  
harbouring a lifelong mistrust of Americans. In a further  
twist, Krauser also distrusts Ada’s true intentions and makes it his goal to get the Dominant 
Plaga sample for Wesker before she does. Krauser is a deep believer in Wesker’s ultimate aim 
to resurrect a new version of Umbrella Corporation and believes acquiring the Plaga is the first 
significant step to achieving this goal. 
 
After swearing their total allegiance to Saddler, Bitorez Mendez, Ramon Salazar and Jack 
Krauser are implanted with Dominant Plagas in a religious ceremony. This harbours them with 
an awesome power, enabling them to control the vastly growing army of Ganados. A Dominant 
Plaga also allows them to retain control of their free-will and trigger life-changing mutations 
should they so desire. They have each sold their souls in exchange for power. Bitorez Mendez 
will have control the villagers of Pueblo once they have all been infected in a ‘blood cleansing’ 
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ceremony in the near future. Salazar returns to his castle where he can now control all the cult 
members residing there. Saddler remains on the island and is in full control of his recently 
hired and infected mercenary army. Several barracks have been set up across the island and 
shipments of arms have been ordered and are en route. Krauser, despite now having a 
Dominant Plaga within his body, cannot return the sample to Wesker, for extracting it would 
be fatal for him. He must get his hands on another sample before he can accomplish his 
mission. But despite early promise, Saddler is wary of Krauser’s true intentions and still 
harbours a deep mistrust of all Americans. 
 
Saddler's mission is to use Las Plagas to take over  
the entire planet. Once the Plaga parasites begin  
to rapidly multiply and spread throughout the  
world, there is no technology in existence for  
humanity to resist them. The strange traits of a  
‘Ganado’ mean that any persons infected in a  
small village or a close-knit community where  
unusual behaviour and actions are quickly  
detected would be ineffective, but in high  
population centres they could easily slip in with a  
crowd undetected and silently blend into society and increase their numbers. Even if 
discovered, it would be impossible to take the same eradication action in a major city using 
weapons of mass-destruction as was used in Raccoon City. This quiet infection would soon 
reach the ranks of national government and Saddler’s ultimate aim is to get inside and 
influence the minds of the people who advise the new President. Once these individuals were 
parasitized, he could gain control of the Justice Department, Administration bodies and the 
Military.  Saddler also fantasises about creating more artificial strains of Plaga capable of more 
advanced deceptions or joining forces with others carrying Dominant Plagas who agree to work 
under him. 
 
Saddler hatches an audacious plan to abduct  
President Graham’s daughter and turn her into a  
Ganado. He will bargain for a substantial ransom  
package to fund the ongoing Los Illuminados  
research before sending her back to her father,  
where the parasite will spread throughout the  
central government. His back-up plan is to  
invade the country after using the parasite to  
amass a huge army of Ganados. He has  
somehow acquired a battleship which is  
currently moored in the harbour on the island. It is heavily armoured and equipped with 
several automatic gun batteries. This ship is the key component of Saddler's reserve plan. 
 
“The power of the United States is complicatedly intertwined between various organisations 
including Congress, the Department of Justice, various administrative bodies, the military and 
private business giants. In order to spread the power of our organisation there, we need to 
efficiently rule over powerful people, centred on the President, the cornerstone of power. 
At that moment, we will rend the U.S. asunder and completely hold power, but it will become 
problematic if the plan is disclosed. If we use the power of the present U.S. as it is, we can 
easily control the world, but nothing can be done if it's not possible. 
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In the interim, we will use the parasitized people we control to fuel a state of paranoia, and the 
democracy will easily be destroyed. Then if we take advantage of the chaos in the U.S.'s 
collapse, our order's direct control of the world will also become possible. 
Nobody will be able to stop us, and our order will stand at the top of the world.” 
-BIO4: Our Mission; undated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LOCATION PROFILE: LOS ILLUMINADOS ISLAND COMPLEX 
This facility was used as the main headquarters of Osmund Saddler and housed the bulk of the Los Illuminados 
research into the Las Plagas parasites. The island was roughly several miles in diameter and located 
approximately two miles off the coast of Southern Europe, on the outskirts of Pueblo and the rural region 
under the control of the Salazar dynasty. The castle could still be seen from the island and the Queen Plaga was 
held there, with a boat utilised to transfer personnel and resources to and from the island as needed. Although 
undisclosed, the island housed the remnants of an abandoned military facility and pre-dating the installation 
was the remnants of ancient ruins and an old settlement depicting cave paintings and scrawlings of long-ago 
human ritualistic sacrifice underneath the symbol of the Los Illuminados.  
Once his operation was up and running in the early 2000’s, Osmund Saddler had his Los Illuminados minions 
expand and reopen the island facilities for the purpose of modifying the Las Plagas into bioweapons and 
desecrating life. Crude laboratory facilities were constructed and researchers like Luis Sera were hired to carry 
out insidious research. It was here that Sera, blinded by his fascination of the Plaga, unwittingly created the 
deadly Dominant Plaga variant and countless creatures soon followed including the Regeneradors and the Iron 
Maidens. Additionally the island was well fortified and harboured a large contingent of Ganado militia for 
security purposes.  
The island contained a network of partially submerged caves, and along the bluffs were the ruins of an old fort. 
This place featured remnants of collapsed buildings and structures made into a crude guard post and lookout 
featuring a large search light. A trick lock was in place here and several reflective mirrors had to be rearranged 
to deflect a laser beam onto a prism to unlock the main gate. This followed onto a trail up the cliffs with more 
elevated guard positions before a side door led into the main complex. Due to the nature of the Ganado and 
their lack of hygiene, this place was full of rust and grime and everything was in a state of extreme disrepair. 
Kitchen areas and guards rooms were a greasy mess with dining halls and storage rooms containing rotting 
food and supplies. On the first floor was an operating theatre where the Regeneradors were developed and a 
card key was needed for access to restricted areas. A terminal could reprogram the key cards for various other 
rooms. Further on was a waste disposal area with a mechanical crane to drop great quantities of waste 
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underground. Beyond that was the holding cell where the Ganados kept Ashley Graham. There was also a 
conference room and the main laboratory where all the individual Plaga samples were nurtured and preserved 
under optimum temperature and lighting conditions. An alternative exit from the laboratory led back outside 
where a bridge crossed over to a radio tower used for external broadcasts. From this tower the whole island 
could be seen and it was largely industrial, housing numerous factories, chimneys and warehouses. In the lower 
levels beyond the waste processing area were more large storage warehouses stacked to the brim with crates and 
boxes containing all manner of supplies and equipment. This area also led directly to the harbour where 
Saddler’s men were refurbishing an old battleship ready to launch an invasion. The outside areas were all 
connected by a road system and transport trucks were also  
utilised with large freight elevators for supply movements. 
Other areas of the island included a foundry and blast furnace.  
Saddler had his own throne room beyond a small worship area  
that was protected by a complex system of lasers in the outer  
corridor. A hidden elevator behind the throne led down to the  
caves beneath the island where the testing ground for the U-3  
was installed and suspended above a large chasm. On the other  
side of the chasm the caves led back up to the surface alongside  
the ancient remains of an old settlement. Remnants of stone  
dwellings and old pillars offered a picturesque glimpse into a  
time long since passed. To the east was a small fortress and a gate to the next area which was the quarry on the 
back end of the island. Three insignias were required to access this area. Numerous construction had taken 
place here and the entire area was massively fortified with watch towers and crudely constructed garrisons. 
Beyond this point was the remains of an old temple, still bearing carvings and inscriptions clearly etched into 
the sandstone walls. This was situated next to an old prison area and the outside prison yard was heavily 
fortified to repel any attack. Inside the buildings beyond was the central laboratory where Ashley Graham was 
held during her final stages of becoming a Ganado and the connecting corridors held various research areas 
including Luis’ Plaga removal machine. Evidence of further construction was found across the island with 
partially erected scaffolding and steel girder foundations of new structures in place for further development. 
Most of the strategic areas on the island were completely destroyed in autumn 2004 by explosive charges 
planted by Ada Wong. Evidently Ada and her organisation had made secret preparations there before her 
mission to recover a Dominant Plaga specimen. Needless to say, Ada’s actions completely erased the results of 
all the experiments conducted on the island. Following this incident, the ruins of the island were left 
abandoned. 
 
Meanwhile, back at the castle, Ramon Salazar's loyal butler reflects  
upon the downfall of the feudal noble family after learning that the  
young Lord Ramon has taken the Dominant Plaga parasite into his  
body. He realises now that Lord Saddler has simply being using  
Ramon to get access to the parasites all along and he curses  
himself for not becoming aware of this sooner. Because Ramon  
has no family, the butler feels responsible for not protecting him  
and letting him be manipulated so easily. Already he can tell things  
are changing. The once empty halls of the grand castle are now  
swarming with religious zealots and cult members of the Los  
Illuminados and its many magnificent rooms such as the Hall of Water are being used for 
various blood ceremonies. The butler knows the end is coming but he is prepared to remain 
loyal to Salazar until his death. 
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"Knowing that Sr. Ramon Salazar had no family, Lord Saddler must have used his strong faith 
in the Los Illuminados to his advantage to talk Sr. Salazar into undoing the seal of the Las 
Plagas once done by his ancestor. 
Sr. Salazar would never do such a thing unless he was in some way being used unknowingly. I 
should have sensed the Lord's dirty scheme sooner. I feel I'm partly responsible for all of this. 
I have no idea as to what the Lord is planning, but Sr. Salazar was just being used. 
It is too late now however, Sr. Salazar has already taken the Plaga into his body. There is no 
turning back once the Plaga has turned into an adult in the body. 
The Plaga parasite will not die unless the host dies. There's no cure. Perhaps, Sr. Salazar may 
have been vaguely aware of the Lord's plan all along. But it's hard to tell. 
Nevertheless, there's nothing I can do about it now. 
I have served the Salazar family for generations. I am prepared to continue my services until 
the very end." 
-RE4: Butler's Memo; undated. 
 
Thanks to the revived Queen Plaga being housed at the top of the largest tower, her ability to 
spawn live adult Plaga offspring has led to individual parasites seeking sanctuary within the 
many recesses of the castle grounds. Some have infested suits of armour displayed for 
decoration and their tentacles spread to imitate human behaviour and simulate movement. 
 
IRREGULAR MUTANT PROFILE: ARMUDARA 
Armadura means "armour" in Spanish. There are two types, one with a simple  
armour and another with a full body armour. A loose Plaga in search of a host  
will crawl into a suit of body armour on display in the old castle and take  
control of it. Inside the armour, the parasite maintains its life status in a state  
of hibernation and waits for its prey to come near. The Plaga has tentacles  
which it attaches to the inside of the armour composed of tissue resembling  
the muscular system of humans. This allows them to mimic basic motor  
functions. They are capable of stilted movement over short distances and can  
launch attacks with swords or axes. These attacks are clumsy and any  
hardened impact off the floor will cause the armour to come apart and collapse completely. It is not known 
how these Plagas are able to imitate basic human behaviour but it is believed to be instinctual. For example, if 
an Armadura’s empty helmet is blown off, the parasite will emerge from the neck in the exact same way a 
regular Ganado would should its host cranial cavity be destroyed. Because the Plaga resides within an artificial 
armoured shell and not sealed within flesh and bone, they are susceptible to bright light even if fully concealed 
and will fall to a flash grenade. 
 
LOCATION PROFILE: SALAZAR CASTLE 
Salazar castle was a large, ancestral fortification standing hundreds of years old. It was located in rural 
Southern Europe in a mountainous region overlooking acres of undying farmland and a small village 
settlement. Approximately 200 years ago it was taken over by the feudal Salazar family. The first Castellan was 
a good man and taught paganism across the region. He helped the local peasants by driving away a dangerous 
occult organisation calling themselves the Los Illuminados. Their power came in the form of a strange parasite 
that had the ability to take over and control a human host. The first Castellan and his knights banished the Los 
Illuminados and the parasites were sealed away in the caves below the castle foundations where they would 
slowly expire. The castle remained in the care of the Salazar family ever since up until the current and 8th 
Castellan, Ramon Salazar. Even in the 21st century in which sovereign rulers were all but extinct, his was the 
one family that continued to hold de facto power over a large and fertile region. Some even referred to Ramon 
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as the king of the land and from the time they were born, the villagers had no choice but to declare their loyalty 
to the Salazar family. Unless they made a decision to never return to their hometown again, there was no 
escaping the age-old convention of being tied to the land. In return for this right of holding a high stature, and 
ruling/financial power, the Salazar Castellans were  
responsible for protecting the people. They were  
obligated to use force to fight off outside attacking  
enemies, to fairly judge crimes within the land, to  
treat the citizens well and lead them to peaceful lives.  
In the most ideal case, they should firmly deny their  
own status as rulers continuing to live in the old  
ways because such responsibilities were being  
managed by the national government in modern  
days. But because the Salazar’s refused to relinquish  
such power, some viewed the family as nothing more than parasites sucking the blood from the poor. 
In the past, the Salazar family sealed away the Plaga and fought against the dark cult of Los Illuminados who 
worshiped this power. While people were enticed by Osmund Saddler’s charming charisma, the contemporary 
Ramon did the forbidden and released the Plaga, exposing the innocent villagers to become living sacrifices. 
The castle became a primary headquarters for the Los Illuminados and soon its grand halls were infested with 
cult members and cowl-wearing acolytes.  
The castle was well-fortified and set atop a large cliff which overlooked the village far below. Access could only 
be gained via a drawbridge that could only be lowered by two people simultaneously. The battlements were 
laced with giant catapult machines for aerial bombardments and there were many guard-posts and bastions set 
within the weathered stone brick of the ancient fortress. The outside barracks housed a puzzle in which a 
golden sword and a platinum sword needed to be switched around to reveal a hidden door. The Castle Gate key 
was required to access the main interior entrance which led to the audience hall. This was where Salazar would 
address his visitors and the place was illuminated by candles, lanterns and flaming torches. Access to the inner 
sanctum of the castle could be gained from here but it was locked via a trick puzzle that required three pieces of 
a chimera emblem split into a serpent, lion and goat  
ornament. This was the main security mechanism. 
The main castle interior was exquisitely designed  
with many fine rooms lavishly decorated and full of  
treasures and antiques. Grand rooms such as the Hall  
of Water revealed magnificent stone architecture and  
the inner palace contained great works of art and fine  
frescoes and paintings including works by Raphael  
and Paulo Uccello. But despite its appeal, the castle  
was a dangerous place and laced with traps to deal with intruders. It also housed a prison where the Garradors 
were kept and a large sewer network which was infested with Novistadors. Near to Salazar’s private chambers 
was an elaborate garden and a meticulously designed hedge-maze. Here various pens contained Colmillos 
guard dogs protecting two parts of a moonstone needed to unlock the main door. The expansive courtyards 
were protected by high perimeter walls and an old village settlement was once housed within the castle grounds 
leading to a large looming tower in the background. This is where the excavated and revived Plaga Queen was 
kept.  
Beneath the castle was an expansive mine network in which Salazar employed villagers to excavate the fossilised 
Plagas first banished here by his ancestor. There was also an ancient burial ground and tunnels and remnants 
of an ancient settlement with scripture and drawings left behind on the cavern walls. The castle estate was so 
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big that a private monorail was installed so Salazar and his minions could reach each area quicker. Following 
Salazar’s death in the 2004 South Europe Incident, the castle was left abandoned and is now nothing more than 
a relic full of haunted memories. 
 
AUTUMN 2004 onwards 
Meanwhile back at El Pueblo, the time has  
come for the villagers to harvest their  
autumn crops ready to sell them at market  
in the neighbouring town. There has been a  
very rich and fruitful produce this year so  
the townsfolk are optimistic they can raise a  
lot of money to improve amenities in the  
village and purchase new farming  
equipment and supplies. After many a long  
day out in the fields picking and harvesting crops, the children help the adults load it all up 
onto their solitary truck ready to journey off to market. After the truck is gone and the hard 
work is done, the villagers can look forward to their harvest festival the next coming day. 
 
"The time of the harvest has finally come! There looks to be a big harvest surplus this year, 
which we can sell at a good price in the neighbouring town. For that money, we'll be able to buy 
things that aren't available at the village, such as gasoline. The villagers all worked together to 
load the truck with the surplus crops, and even though it was hard work, the children also 
helped out. The driver stepped on the gas pedal, and the truck rolled off. Children are to be 
treasured, that is what everyone in the village has been brought up to know. Everyone wishes 
for nothing but the children to grow up to be strong and healthy. When all the work was done, 
it was already sunset. Tomorrow is the harvest festival! I should go to sleep early today and 
wake up early tomorrow." 
-Biohazard 4: Incubate; undated. 
 
The following day the villagers celebrate their  
harvest festival. Food and drinks are made  
up and there is dancing in the town square.  
The children stay up late and watch the  
setting sun. It is a perfect day. The musician  
makes the short trip through the woods from  
his home by the river and brings his guitar.  
All the adults and their children gather round  
and join in as he sits on the steps and sings a song, thanking God for providing them with  
such a rich harvest. The only thing missing from this special day is their chief, Bitorez Mendez. 
For some reason he does not show up at all today and the villagers assume he must be too busy 
working with the priest in the church. They are blissfully unaware that Mendez is plotting with 
Saddler to infect all the villagers with Las Plagas. Saddler plans to visit the village and conduct a 
sermon in the church to convert them all to the teachings of the Los Illuminados. He will use 
Mendez' influence to will make the villagers take a 'blood oath' and inject them all with 
Subordinate Plaga eggs. 
 
"Today is the harvest celebration. A ceremony to thank nature for our good harvest. Eat well, 
as much as you like, dance in a circle, and after all the fun you lie down and watch the starry 
sky. And even though it's late at night, the children are allowed to stay up and play for as long 
as they can muster. Since this is one of the few special festive days for the village, the parents 
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are willing to let the kids stay up just for tonight. And since they've all been working so hard, 
they enjoy this special day together. Some people read the stories they've written out loud, 
families join together and sing in chorus, and some people tell that special someone how they 
feel about them. And finally, the man with the guitar plays his song and sings his thanks for the 
good harvest. As he sings, even the most-shy people of the village join in, and smile as the 
village is joined in happiness. 
For some reason, the village chief did not show up this year. But, Lord Mendez is probably in 
the church with the priest, working hard and couldn't make it, I suppose." 
-Biohazard 4: Incubate; undated. 
 
Now that their Ganado army is growing and the Las Plagas B.O.W. program is complete, the 
Los Illuminados prepare to initiate the first stage of their grand plan by kidnapping the 
daughter of the new President of the United States. Their best opportunity is to snatch her 
whilst she is at her university in Massachusetts as that would be when security surrounding her 
would be lightest.  
 
Despite having been given a Dominant Plaga and a place in  
Lord Saddler's inner circle, Jack Krauser still cannot shake  
off the feeling that Saddler still hasn't let him completely in  
the loop about the finer details of his plans. He has no  
access to the restricted research areas of the island complex  
and has no opportunity to get near any Plaga samples. He  
continues to make numerous reports back to Wesker at the  
rival company and knows he needs to exercise caution and  
patience if he is to be successful in his mission. In order to  
buy Saddler's complete trust, Krauser volunteers to be the  
one to grab the President's daughter, Ashley Graham. Saddler agrees and so Krauser flies back 
to America. Wesker will make use of his expansive spy network and contacts inside the U.S. 
Government to find out when and where Ashley will be at the opportune time. 
 
Back at El Pueblo, the villager spends some time  
with his brother. Using the horse and cart they  
transport some goods to his brother's house  
including some of their late father's personal  
effects. He remarks how nice it is to spend time  
with his brother and their family. As he returns  
to the main square, a message is circulated by the  
village chief, Bitorez Mendez, instructing all the  
villagers to make sure they attend church next  
Sunday. A representative of the Los Illuminados  
religious group, Lord Saddler, is coming down to  
deliver a sermon. Bitorez Mendez is a lifelong  
follower of the religion and promises it will be in everyone's best interests to attend. 
 
"Around here, lots of people work together to cook. Everyone does their fair share. We use 
crops that grow around the village, milk from the cows, eggs from the chickens, and fish from 
the river, ingredients that we collectively bought from town, and then everyone takes their share 
back home. My brother, who lived nearby, had loaded his wagon with his goods, and the two 
of us walked off with the sun shining on us through the leaves. We heard birds sing, looked at 
flowers by the roadside, and had fun talking to each other all the way to his home. My brother's 
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family came outside to meet up with him, and as he waved at them both he and his horse 
picked up the pace as they headed for the house. He tied the horse to the gatepost. It had 
carried some of our late father's things that my brother was going to take care of. It was about 
time for me to go back home, but it was nice to spend some time with my brother.  
Since the village chief had announced that he wanted everyone in the village to gather up for 
church next Sunday, I reminded my wife and daughter that we had to go there." 
-Biohazard 4: Incubate; undated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On the Sunday morning, Lord Saddler arrives at El Pueblo to preach to the villagers. They 
already knew of his reputation and that of the Los Illuminados thanks to the words of Bitorez 
Mendez. Saddler tries to make them understand that it is not enough to simply repent for their 
sins and that of their ancestors, and instead they must cleanse their entire bodies for that is the 
only true way to reach enlightenment. Saddler promises to teach every villager how to achieve 
this. The whole tone of the village lifts and everyone becomes excited. The villager goes to his 
friend's house once more for dinner but finds him in an uncharacteristically aggressive and 
violent mood; a sign that the Plaga within his body has reached maturity after several years of 
development inside him. The villager knows that the Los Illuminados will protect them from 
such people and if they do not attend the sermons they will all become heathens. 
 
"After the village chief was done, Lord Saddler held his sermon. Lord Saddler was a person 
that the village chief respected and revered, high up in the Los Illuminados religious 
organisation. He had come here especially for the sake of us villagers, and he held a wondrous 
sermon that lasted for hours. Instead of just trying to purify the sinful blood of heathens like us, 
he tried to teach us how to cleanse our soul, and find the real way to happiness.  
Heathen... I wonder if he was one as well. My friend, who invited us over for dinner, that is. 
Shortly after that, his personality had taken a complete turnaround, from calm to violent. It was 
frightening... If one does not attend the sermons, they can't find the way to happiness. 
The religious organisation, Los Illuminados, was there to protect us, and save us from 
ourselves. Such a generous deed, such a wonderfully generous deed!" 
-Biohazard 4: Incubate; undated. 
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The villager’s friend is carrying a matured Plaga after inhaling spores during the excavations in 
the mines. It is already affecting his mind and behaviour. 
 
A blood ritual takes place in the village where all the residents line up to receive the sacred 
'offering' from Lord Saddler; an injection from a vial containing a Subordinate Plaga egg. The 
villager’s brother has doubts and initially does not want to take part in the ceremony. However, 
after consultation with Bitorez Mendez he agrees to the injection in order for the villagers to all 
become one. El Pueblo cannot be cleansed if anyone refuses. He is eventually injected by his 
own family at his home yet has to be held down because he is so scared. The townsfolk are also 
told their sacred stories of the original Lord Salazar are false and that he was an evil man who 
banished the original Los Illuminados through petty jealousy. It is only thanks to the good work 
of the current Castellan, Ramon, that the bond between the village and Illuminados is restored. 
 
"In order to purify our sinful blood, our hearts  
had to become like one. We had to put an  
end to our unclean bloodline. All the villagers  
lined up, to receive the sacred blood. This  
time, it was my brother's turn.  
Suddenly, he looked at me and screamed  
"Brother! Help me!" He was refusing to take  
part in the ceremony. In order for us villagers  
to become one, it was imperative that no one  
refused. Everyone present consulted the kind  
village chief and Lord Saddler on what to do  
about it. After having talked to my brother's family, and they too having accepted the 
ceremony, my brother accepted it before long. On this day, we villagers came to know the 
truth. The first lord of the castle had become jealous of the Los Illuminados, and gotten to be 
in the way of their good deeds. And Lord Ramon had, in order to restore relations with the 
religious organization, contributed greatly to their cause. Which meant that the tale passed 
down through generations had been nothing but one big fake." 
-Biohazard 4: Incubate; undated. 
 
In the days that follow, the villagers begin to fall  
sick and feel strange. As they finish their  
evening meal, the villager and his wife are  
horrified when their daughter suddenly begins  
to have a fit. This is because a child's body is  
not sufficiently developed enough to cope with  
the growth of a live Plaga. Las Plagas has a 0%  
adherence rate to all juveniles and so shortly  
afterwards the girl dies, presumably killing the  
growing Plaga inside her as well. In his grief,  
the villager suffers extreme headaches and can  
feel an uncontrollable anger rising inside him. 
 
"I wonder if the hindrance was out of their way now... My wife coughed, and let the concern 
show on her face. Shortly after having dinner, my daughter suddenly started foaming from her 
mouth! Her face was warped as by terrible pain, and her limbs were shaking furiously! I have to 
help her! Oh my goodness, what should I do? My daughter... my precious daughter... is 
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DEAD! I looked at my wife, she just stood there with an expressionless look on her face. I just 
can't believe what just happened... I refuse to believe it! 
My head started hurting, as if it was about to split in two. It felt as though all the blood in my 
body was boiling, like a terribly painful fever. The next moment, I suddenly heard my 
daughter's voice in my head, and my entire body started shaking. 'You worthless piece of shit!'" 
-Biohazard 4; Incubate; undated. 
 
Jack Krauser is successful and kidnaps Ashley Graham whilst she is on her way home from 
university in Massachusetts. She is drugged, knocked unconscious and Krauser transports her 
back to Southern Europe. 
 
Leon S. Kennedy completes his special training program to become a V.I.P. bodyguard. He is 
scheduled to join Ashley Graham's security detail but her sudden abduction has thrown 
everything into chaos and panic. Her abduction occurred right before Leon was due to take up 
his new post. 
 
The U.S. Government launch an internal investigation into the  
kidnapping of Ashley Graham. As things stand only a handful of  
people are made aware of the incident and they cannot risk the  
media getting wind of what has gone on. Due to the M.O. of the  
kidnapping, it seems highly likely that the perpetrator is ex-military  
with knowledge of Government methods or worse still, an active  
agent turned traitor. It is believed someone has accessed highly  
confidential internal information and every government aide close  
to Ashley and every member of the Secret Service is extensively  
questioned as an insider is suspected. 
 
The villager is woken in the middle of the night due to an emergency at his brother's house, his 
son is gravely ill. Once again his young body is not strong enough to cope with the growing 
Plaga and it is killing him from the inside. There is nothing they can do for him. Over the next 
several days, all the children in the village die. The infected adults start behaving strangely and 
live like primitive savages. All regard for manners and personal hygiene goes out of the 
window. They wear dirty, ragged clothes and stop doing everyday tasks such as cleaning out the 
water. The parasites within them have reached maturity and they are now susceptible to control 
from Bitorez Mendez who harbours the Dominant Plaga. 
 
"I ran over to my brother's house as fast as I  
could. Something was wrong with his son.  
He was sick in bed, and around his mouth  
were traces of him coughing up blood. I  
asked him, and he said his entire body was  
in pain. His eyes glared at me, stained with  
madness, and I covered my ears trying to  
shut his words of pain out. 
Over the next few days, all the children in  
the village had died. Our precious children  
were all gone, not a single one left. Not a  
single one... 
The number of adults who were going mad, or had lost all signs of emotion, was growing fast. 
Some would go around doing strange things, some refused to eat, and others would go around  
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muttering as if they were speaking ill of someone, leave for a long while, and then come back. 
This morning... I also coughed up blood." 
-Biohazard 4: Incubate; undated. 
 
Jack Krauser continues to be frustrated at Lord Saddler’s lack of trust in him.  
He still cannot get anywhere near the labs to steal a preserved embryonic  
Dominant Plaga so as a last resort is forced to call Wesker and get him to  
send Ada Wong to Southern Europe for assistance. Krauser loathes having  
to do this but believes it necessary if they are to compete their mission, but  
he will watch her closely.  
 
For Ada, everything is working out exactly as she has planned. She immediately heads to the 
region and begins to recce the area. As a failsafe should Saddler prevail, she infiltrates the 
island complex and laces all of the foundations with C4 explosive. 
 
Ada leaks intelligence to the U.S. Government regarding the whereabouts of Ashley. She 
purposefully does this because she knows they will dispatch Leon Kennedy to rescue her. Ada 
plans to use Leon as a pawn to help her own mission succeed. 
 
The U.S. Secret Service continue their internal investigation to uncover the means and motive 
behind Ashley Graham’s kidnapping. Meanwhile experts from the F.B.I. evaluate new 
intelligence that she is being held in an isolated region somewhere in northern Spain. 
 
"Name: Ashley Graham 
Age: 20 
Daughter of the United States President 
She was abducted several days ago by an unidentified  
group while on her way home from her university.  
The kidnapper's motives are still unknown. Although  
there's reliable information that the perpetrator is an  
insider. Influenced by the fact that we still can't  
pinpoint the traitor, the case is classified and there is  
only a limited number of people within the  
investigation. 
In this situation a trap of some kind is possible, even with the eyewitness information in Europe 
received by the intelligence division. 
Coinciding with Ashley's search, ascertaining the identity of the traitor will become an 
important facet of this case. A thorough investigation is being hastened regarding individuals 
and members with information access involved in Ashley's protection, but there are still 
insufficient leads in relation to this matter. 
Even active agents are being investigated for any information. But unless the traitor is a ghost, it 
is just a matter of time before the kidnapper is exposed." 
-BIO4: Info on Ashley; undated. 
 
The U.S. Government now believe a traitor had access to details regarding Ashley’ movements 
that led to her abduction. Because everyone is potentially under suspicion, the prospect of a 
large-scale search and rescue team being sent to rescue her is dismissed. Instead a lone agent 
will be deployed, and that agent will be Leon S. Kennedy, an individual who has come through 
some extremely thorough background checks and evaluations. 
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Before he leaves for Europe, Leon decides to get himself a premium new weapon for the trip. 
As the last details are being finalised, he makes his way over to San Francisco to the Kendo 
Gun Shop owned by Joseph Kendo. Leon has become an acquaintance of his in the six years 
that have passed since the Raccoon City tragedy where he witnessed Joe's brother Robert being 
eaten alive by zombies. Joe had co-owned that shop in Raccoon City and had even worked as a 
trainer to the Raccoon S.T.A.R.S. team and created their infamous Samurai Edge Beretta 
9mm's. Joe’s new weapon is called ‘Silver Ghost.’ The design is inspired by H&K USP, S&W 
Sigma, and Ruger P85. 
 
"My name is Leon S. Kennedy. 
1998, it's a dramatic year to me.... 
In that year, I was involved in the "Umbrella Incident"  
which rocked the whole nation. I really wanted to live  
a peaceful life, but this dream was broken because of  
that disaster. At that time, I was very interested in  
those bizarre murders that occurred in Raccoon City,  
so I wrote this city down on my deployment wish  
paper and got involved in this incident at the day I reported for duty to the force. I survived 
from that living hell, and then received special training as an agent of the United States. I'm 
directly under the President's command and my main responsibility is to protect the President's 
family. 
However, not very long after I finished my training, the president's daughter was kidnapped by 
someone, so my first mission is the most difficult "VIP rescue" one, and I would be sent abroad 
on this operation.... 
"I'm shit out of luck..." I started to curse it. 
According to our intelligence, there's reliable information of a sighting of a girl that looks very 
similar to the President's daughter in a rural village in Europe. I was ordered to go there 
immediately and on top speed, so I started to prepare for it. 
Since I heard of this mission, I had very bad feelings about it. For my experience of being in a 
dead place, my gut told me that it's not just a field investigation. 
For my preparation, I went to a shop. 
"Kendo Gun Shop." 
The owner is a very famous gunsmith, his name is "Joe Kendo", he was originally a SWAT 
member, and had completed many practically impossible missions, which made him become a 
legend. 
The special force of Raccoon City called "S.T.A.R.S." also used the guns customized by him to 
fight and survived from hell. I thought a top gun customized by Joe was quite necessary for this 
mission. 
"Hey Leon, what's wrong for coming this late?" He asked me candidly, just like he always does. 
Though having retired from military service, his eyes are still very sharp. 
"I want you to customize a gun for me, boss..." 
"Ahh, no problem!! What kind of gun do you want?" Before he finished his talking, Joe 
discovered the atmosphere is unusual, so he asked me again, looks like his eye-sight could even 
penetrate my mind. 
"The base gun is M92F, specifications are Brigadier Slide... Wilson type 3 point sight... Hybrid 
type grip...." 
"Wow, you've surprised me, it really sounds like the 'Samurai Edge'." 
"Yes… I have bad feelings, so I want to use your master-piece this time." 
"I see, the Samurai Edge is a great gun indeed, this custom can surely bring the function of the 
M92F to its maximum. In a sense, it probably has reached the level of a Combat Auto. 
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However, the Samurai Edge is just a gun with great popularity. It's custom-tuned so that almost 
everyone, even a boy can use it, it's not a perfect gun. The ultimate tactical gun doesn't need a 
base gun, even every screw should be redesigned. I'm gonna show you an excellent one, though 
it's still a pilot run." 
Several days later, I went to Kendo Gun Shop again to  
get that gun, and I almost couldn't breathe when I saw it. 
"Completely.... new design..." 
"Everything I think a tactical gun should have is added  
to this gun. A silencer is attached to the outer barrel,  
enhanced slide, 3 dot sight, and polymer frame  
attached with under mount, magazine catch for both  
left and right-handed users, and hybrid grip... this is  
absolutely a new Samurai Edge." 
"Perfect, boss... now I feel I can make it." 
"Of course you can! I can get it from your eyes, terrible mission this time?" 
"Yeah, I'm afraid it's the most difficult mission..." 
"Since that incident, you often seem to see phantoms, those dark phantoms. I think we can call 
this gun 'Grey Phantom', what do you think?" 
I interrupted him and started to say something. 
"No, I'm a spirit pulled out from my body, a ghost. I'm a man who disappeared from this world 
in that incident, no, I'm a man who can't exist in this world. Wandering in the dark and grey 
fog, I call it 'Silver Ghost'." 
"Yeah... and come back alive, Leon…" 
Dense fog was veiling the whole city, the agent went out of the shop, walked away, and 
disappeared into the fog, just like a ghost...” 
-Material taken from ARMS Magazine Jan 2006 Vol: 211 
 
Likely through Krauser, the Los Illuminados become  
aware of Leon’s impending arrival and distribute  
photographs of him around the village, ordering the  
residents to attack him on sight. For Saddler, it marks  
the beginning of his plan now he is aware the U.S.  
Government are on their way. 
 
Mendez passes on a message to his fellow villagers  
that Lord Saddler's life may be in danger and that  
they are to attack any outsiders. As night falls, a fully  
mature Subordinate Plaga bursts out of a man's head.  
They are mesmerised by this trickery and vow to obey all instructions from Lord Saddler and 
the Los Illuminados. 
 
"We have received a message from the village chief; Lord Saddler's life may be in danger. If 
someone starts snooping around here, kill them.' Kill any intruders on sight!               
The head of the man in front of me split in two. 
For our great Lord Saddler! Please bless us with your next order!" 
-Biohazard 4: Incubate; undated. 
 
"The village is now an embodiment of fear. With people who lost their way, scheming people, 
people who seek conflict. Evil thoughts fall like drops into a clear stream. They silently form 
ripples on the water and before long the stream will be stained as if by mud. The pure heart is 
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led astray, manipulated and fettered in chains as if by a curse. There is a village, guided by evil 
teachings, a village of sadness. No flowers by the road, no joyful voices, no trace of the warmth 
of life anywhere to be found. The only clue to who the villagers that used to live there were, lay 
in sketches and poorly written memos scattered about and left behind.” 
-Biohazard 4: Incubate; undated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At the island complex, Luis remains in contact with Ada Wong. She is now in Spain and it is 
time to begin the mission. He prepares to leave when he is accosted by Lord Saddler and his 
men. For some time now Saddler has had his suspicions about Luis' true motives and now they 
have proof. Unable to get him to talk, Saddler renders Luis unconscious and has him injected 
with a Subordinate Plaga. Bitorez Mendez is also very suspicious, questioning the timing of 
Luis' bid for freedom coinciding with the imminent arrival of the U.S. agent. 
 
When Luis regains consciousness, he suspects the  
only reason he has been kept alive is because he  
has been injected with a Plaga. But unknown to the  
others he is in possession of drug medication that  
can neutralise the parasite before the egg hatches.  
Once confirmed safe he retrieves a Dominant Plaga  
sample and some more vaccine medication from  
the laboratory before escaping once again, crossing  
the lake back to the main shoreline and heading  
back towards El Pueblo to rendezvous with Ada.  
Once he delivers the sample he is confident she will get him out of this mess for good. 
 
As Ada heads to the area, she reflects on Leon and her luring of him into this dangerous game. 
She still owes him for saving her life six years ago in Raccoon City and if he gets himself into 
trouble she will do her best to protect him. But she will need to exercise caution and is fully 
aware Wesker will be monitoring her every move via Umbrella’s Sat System. The game is now 
afoot and so she begins her mission to betray Wesker and prove her loyalty to the rival 
company. This is just another phase of her ultimate objective. 
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"The only reason I've taken on this mission is to get closer to my own objective. No matter what 
happens, I can't let anyone figure that out. Of course, hiding in the shadows isn't my style. I'll 
have to reveal myself to him and offer advice once in a while." 
-RE4: Ada's Report Part 1; undated. 
 

THE SOUTH EUROPE INCIDENT: AUTUMN 2004 
 
Morning: 
Leon Kennedy rendezvous with the local policia and  
the police chief dispatches two of his officers to take  
him to the region where the alleged sighting of  
Ashley Graham took place. They climb into a blue  
jeep and begin their journey, leaving the bright lights  
of the city behind and heading off into the  
mountainous, rural woodland region some hours  
away. 
 
Luis Sera makes it back to El Pueblo and hides the sample and vaccines in the woods whilst he 
waits for Ada to arrive. However, shortly afterwards he is once again captured and locked up. 
Because the Los Illuminados expect the arrival of Leon at any time now, Luis is bound, gagged 
and temporarily locked up in an abandoned house in the valley beyond the farm. He will be 
transported back to the island at a later time. He cannot yet be implanted with a new egg 
because the effects of the tablet medication he took earlier is still in his system. The stolen 
samples remain outstanding.  
 
Bitorez Mendez returns to the village with pictures of Leon and an alert order which he pins up 
in the village. Any villager that spots him are to attack on sight. 
 
"Recently there has been information that a United States government agent is here 
investigating the village. 
Do not let this American agent get in contact with  
the prisoner. 
For those of you not yet informed, the prisoner is  
being held in an old house beyond the farm. We  
will transfer the prisoner to a more secure  
location in the valley when we are ready. The  
prisoner is to stay there until further notice.  
Meanwhile, do not let the American agent near  
the prisoner. 
We do not know how the American government  
found out about our village. But we are investigating. 
However, I feel that this intrusion at this particular time is not just a coincidence. 
I sense a third party other than the United States government involved here. 
My fellow men, stay alert! 
--Chief, Bitorez Mendez" 
-RE4: Alert Order; undated. 
 
Ashley Graham is injected with a Subordinate Plaga egg and locked up in the church where she 
will later be taken to Salazar's Castle for her indoctrination into the Los Illuminados. 
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The events of RESIDENT EVIL 4 begin. 
 
The jeep carrying Leon and the two local cops continues onwards through the misty, autumn 
afternoon. The further into the wilderness they drive, the denser the golden-brown woodland 
becomes and the road gradually degenerates into nothing more than a muddy dirt track. They 
are on route to the small village where the alleged sighting of Ashley Graham took place. As 
Leon sits in the back watching the world go by, he reflects on how much his life has changed 
since Raccoon City. 
 
"1998...I'll never forget it. It was the year those grisly  
murders occurred in the Arklay Mountains. Soon after,  
the news was out to the whole world revealing that it  
was the fault of a secret viral experiment conducted by  
the international pharmaceutical enterprise, Umbrella. 
The virus broke out in a nearby mountain community,  
Raccoon City. And hit the peaceful little town with a  
devastating blow, crippling its very foundation. Not  
taking any chances, the President of the United States  
ordered a contingency plan - to sterilise Raccoon City.  
With the whole affair gone public, the United States Government issued an indefinite 
suspension of business decree to Umbrella. Soon its stock prices crashed and for all intents 
and purposes, Umbrella was finished." 
-RE4: Intro 
 
Umbrella may have finally collapsed completely, but alarmingly the number of bio-terrorism 
victims is still on the rise, with events culminating in the devastating Terragrigia Panic earlier 
this summer. The entire city was destroyed in events echoing that of Raccoon City six years 
before. Having operated under Adam Benford in the Secret Military Agency ever since 
Raccoon, Leon now finds himself working for the newly elected U.S. leader; President 
Graham. 
 
"I received special training via a secret organisation working under the direct control of the 
President. I was to assume the responsibility of protecting the new President's family." 
-RE4: Leon narration. 
 
The two cops in the front are bemused at their little  
outing into the wilderness. The glasses-wearing  
driver is muttering about getting the short end of  
the stick by having to ferry Leon out this far. His  
colleague is more relaxed and has one foot up on  
the dashboard. He wants to know more about Leon  
and believes he is very isolated being this far away  
from America. Leon is evasive, the Spanish Policia  
have been briefed on everything they need to know,  
but certain details remain classified. In a nutshell they are here to find President Graham’s 
missing daughter, suspected to have been kidnapped by a rogue organisation. Leon is under 
the belief these two police officers are going to assist him but judging by their care-free attitude 
he is no longer sure. The cops take no offence, referring to Leon as a ‘crazy American’, and 
reassure him they are under direct orders from the chief of police to extend him their full 
cooperation.  
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A short time later, they stop in the woods so one of the officers can answer a call of nature in 
the bushes. The other offers Leon a smoke which he declines and goes back to his thoughts, 
staring out the window at the golden brown, rustic landscape. 
 
"It was right before I was to take on my duties of protecting the President's daughter when she 
was abducted. That's the ultimate reason why I'm in this lonely and rural part of Europe. 
According to our intelligence, there's reliable information about a sighting of a girl that looks 
very similar to the President's daughter. Apparently she is being withheld by some unidentified 
group of people. Who would have thought that my first job would have been a rescue 
mission?" 
-RE4: Leon narration. 
 
As the cop finishes his business, something unseen  
watches him from the bushes. It is still early  
morning and a low-lying mist hangs in the air. The  
officer complains about the freezing temperature  
and quickly heads back to the car, stopping  
suddenly when he spots what he believes to be  
movement in the undergrowth. But when nothing  
presents itself he dismisses it as just his imagination  
playing tricks. Soon he is back in the car and they  
are on their way again. 
 
Further down the track, the road becomes extremely bumpy and eventually they cross an old, 
wooden bridge crossing over a gorge containing a fast-flowing river. The driver pulls over and 
indicates the village is just up ahead. Leon says he will go and have a look around and is 
dumbfounded that the two cops use the excuse of imminent parking tickets to stay in the car. 
His radio suddenly buzzes for attention and he gets a call from Ingrid Hunnigan who formally 
introduces herself as his mission support. Leon is impressed with her looks and admits to 
expecting her to be a little older. He confirms the subject’s details and Hunnigan says she will 
try and find out more information about the kidnappers on her end. He heads up the track 
through the trees ahead, feet scrunching on the numerous fallen leaves that cover the ground. 
Many trees have shed their load for the coming winter months and the air is crisp and quite 
cold. A few crows are perched on the branches up ahead, but they pay no heed to him. 
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He spots a farmhouse up ahead and decides to speak to its residents. Logs are piled up outside 
and he climbs up the steps and onto the wooden porch. The inside is furnished simply and a 
man stands with his back to him, stoking a large fire sparking and crackling in the grate. Leon 
goes over and produces a picture of Ashley. But the  
man reacts angrily, swearing obscenities in his native  
Spanish for Leon to leave his house immediately.  
He takes the hint and bids his farewell, only for the  
man to suddenly attack him with an axe. Leon dives  
out of the way and is forced to shoot him down  
when he refuses to back down. 
 
Outside, a truck full of Ganado charge down the  
dirt track and ram into the jeep. The two cops are  
pushed back and both vehicles go over the edge of  
the cliff and plummet down into the river. The surviving Ganado remove the bodies of the two 
policemen. One will be nailed to a stake in the town square to warn off intruders, the other will 
be used as an offering to the Del Lago creature that lurks in the nearby lake. 
 
Back in the farmhouse, Hunnigan requests a sit rep and Leon confirms he encountered a 
hostile local and was forced to neutralise him. There are still others in the area. She tells him to 
get out of there and head for the village immediately. He is authorised to use whatever 
measures necessary to save the subject. A quick search of the man’s body confirms he is not a 
zombie, although there was definitely something wrong with him. He has never encountered 
anything like this before. A search of the house reveals nothing of interest except a box of 
human skulls located underneath the stairs with maggots crawling all over them, a clear 
indication that something is not quite right about this place. 
 
Back outside he is attacked by more Ganado, now armed with primitive wooden pitchforks 
and other farming implements. After evading them he can see the tyre marks gorged on the 
ground where the police jeep was pushed off the cliff. The smoking wreck of the jeep is lying 
face down in the water below amidst jagged rocks. The truck that rammed them is also there 
and he can only hope the two officers got out in time. 
 
Turning back, he makes his way past the farmhouse  
and down the trail deeper into the woods. He soon  
comes across a curious wooden sign; blood-stained  
with two skulls suspended on bits of rope as if  
representing a marker or forewarning… A sudden  
whimpering sound catches his attention and up  
ahead he spots a beautiful white wolf caught in a  
bear trap. He frees the creature and it takes off in  
earnest, disappearing over a rickety wooden fence  
and into the undergrowth. 
 
Moving onwards he heads past a large tree and finds another guidepost pointing ahead reading; 
‘Pueblo.’ He enters a small clearing where long, dried reeds and fallen leaves obscure several 
rusted traps. His trained eye also spots several trees laced with C4 and tripwires. These people 
obviously don’t want any strangers snooping around. Further on he finds an old shed where a 
dead female villager has been impaled against the wall with a pitchfork. After crossing another 
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rotting rope bridge, several Ganado on the brow of a hill spot Leon and mutter in Spanish 
before quickly retreating out of sight, as if to warn their brethren he is coming. 
 
Eventually Leon arrives a pair of iron gates bearing the symbol of the Los Illuminados. Beyond 
lays the village itself. He hides behind a large tree and uses his binoculars to survey the scene. It 
is a small hamlet made up of numerous stone buildings and wooden huts. There is a large bell 
tower at the end and the whole place is surrounded by trees. At first glance, nothing appears 
out of the ordinary. Several villagers are going about their everyday business, collecting water 
from the trough, pushing wheelbarrows and tending to livestock. A bonfire burns in the middle 
of the square and impaled on a meat hook on a stake in the centre of the flames is the body of 
one of the policemen…. 
 
The events of RESIDENT EVIL 4: SEPARATE WAYS begin. 
 
15:43PM 
At that moment at a faraway location, Albert Wesker fires up the U.M.F.-013, punching in the 
co-ordinates for the village and waiting for the Umbrella satellite to realign itself. Soon he has 
an aerial view and can see everything that is happening. His operative, Ada Wong, should be 
reporting to him momentarily. 
 
At that moment, in the midst of the village, Ada dashes  
along the roof of one of the old stone cottages, keeping  
out of sight of a female Ganado tending to some  
chickens. She hides against the wall and looks through  
a viewing scope at the main square, gasping in shock  
when she spots the policeman’s corpse. She is  
suddenly attacked by two Ganado, but expertly uses  
her grapple gun to incapacitate both of them in one  
move. Wesker makes contact via her PDA. He has her  
on satellite and is pleased she has arrived at the village  
on time. Ada comments sarcastically on her warm welcome and Wesker confirms all the 
villagers are being controlled and will automatically attack any intruders. He instructs her to 
ring the church bell to quieten them down and stresses they are working against the clock. 
Time is not a luxury they have and she needs to gather as much information as possible about 
the Las Plagas parasites then pull out. Gunshots suddenly ring out and she looks round to see 
the Ganado villagers advancing on Leon. Unable to reveal herself to him so early into the 
mission, she rappels up onto the roof of a nearby house and makes for the bell tower that will 
lead towards the church. 
 
Leon retreats to a nearby house and barricades  
himself inside, wondering what is wrong with these  
people. He frantically uses the furniture inside to  
barricade up the doors and windows as outside, a  
villager concealing his face with a burlap sack fires  
up a chainsaw. Once all the windows are secure,  
Leon retreats upstairs where he finds a fully loaded  
shotgun on the wall. Soon he hears the windows  
being caved in as the Ganado hoist up a wooden  
ladder to climb up to get him.  
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Meanwhile, taking advantage of the distraction, Ada uses the insignia key to gain access to the 
bell tower, confident that her assessment of Leon’s survival skills will see him emerge from the 
current situation unscathed so long as she reaches the church on time. In a small storage room 
in front of a pile of old sandbags is a wooden trapdoor that drops down into some mining 
tunnels below. The caverns are lit via candlelight set into recesses in the stone walls and pools 
of water have gathered along the floor from moisture in the rock foundations above. Quickly, 
Ada takes off into darkness. 
 
Back in the cottage, Leon uses the shotgun to drive  
the Ganado back and pushes the ladder away from  
the upstairs window, causing several villagers to  
tumble back to the floor. He can hear the chainsaw  
tearing through the wooden door downstairs so he  
jumps out of the window behind him and onto a  
constructed wooden platform fixed with strips of  
tin sheeting. As the Ganado rush inside the house,  
Leon jumps off the roof and lands tidily on the  
floor below. After nearly tripping over a hysterical  
chicken scurrying by his feet, he stops next to a pile  
of logs to catch his breath. He cannot fight them all and needs a place to hide. 
 
Meanwhile Ada emerges from the tunnels and runs up a small gravel path by a graveyard. The 
church can be seen at the top of the hill and is barely visible in the mist as she negotiates the 
moss-ridden headstones and avoids the few hostiles in the area.  
 
Leon buys himself several more minutes by hiding behind one of the houses. He can hear the 
Ganado searching for him and the occasional whine of the larger man’s chainsaw. He creeps 
alongside an old drinking trough when the Chainsaw Ganado suddenly lurches out of nowhere. 
Leon instinctively ducks and the chainsaw sends sparks flying as it scrapes down the concrete 
wall where he was stood a second earlier. Desperate, Leon dashes over to an old lookout tower 
and climbs a ladder some twenty feet up to the top. From here he can see across the whole 
village and begins taking pot shots at any villager that dares to climb up after him. But suddenly, 
petrol bombs are thrown up from below and he is suddenly surrounded on all sides by flame, 
heat and smoke. He is running out of options… 
 
Ada finally gains access to the church having found  
the key by searching the cliff edge and coming  
across two crazed women known as the Bella  
Sisters who were safeguarding a green gem. Both  
women have chainsaws and she has to use all her  
skill and ingenuity to take them down. Using the  
gem, she activates a puzzle in the rear churchyard  
to release a round insignia to unlock the main  
door. The church is well-furnished inside with  
three wooden pews on either side of a central aisle.  
A rich red carpet runs centrally down to the altar  
installed beneath a huge stain glass-window with an inverted Los Illuminados symbol. She 
heads to the upper level and passes by a locked cell door where whimpering can be heard on 
the other side. This is where Ashley Graham is held but she is of no concern to Ada. Up ahead 
a few more villagers are on guard and there is an imposing portrait of Lord Saddler himself on 
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display. After dispatching the threat, she turns her attention to the control mechanism for the 
church bell. Once activated, the Los Illuminados symbol on the glass reverts back to normal, 
cogs begin to turn and the bell begins to toll… 
 
Back at the village and unable to take the smoke any  
further, Leon grabs the ladder on the tower and  
drops down some twenty feet, landing hard on the  
floor below. The Ganado are on him in an instant  
and he scrambles back, firing the Silver Ghost until  
suddenly the church bell rings out in the distance  
and all the villagers immediately halt their advance.  
To Leon’s amazement, the Ganado all drop their  
weapons and file one by one in a zombie-like trance  
towards the door of the bell tower, muttering under  
their breath. They all completely ignore Leon and soon the last one disappears through the 
door, closing it shut behind them. Leon runs over to the bonfire, still unsure as to what just 
happened. Hunnigan contacts him and he confirms he’s located the body of one of the police 
officers. She tells him to keep moving and that there should be a trail to follow near the tower. 
 
Ada meanwhile is satisfied Leon will be okay. With the villagers now distracted he will have 
ample opportunity to go about his investigations with minimal resistance. For her, the next port 
of call is Mendez’ mansion on the edge of the settlement. Before moving out however, she 
quickly types up the first part of what will be a detailed mission progress report. This will later 
be sent to her true employers, the faction she is truly loyal to and whose identity remains 
unknown.  
 
“The only reason I've taken on this mission is to get closer to  
my own objective. No matter what happens, I can't let  
anyone figure that out. 
Of course, hiding in the shadows isn't my style. I'll have to  
reveal myself to him and offer advice, once in a while. 
Here's what I know so far. 
The Los Illuminados cult led by Osmund Saddler have  
released the seal from the Plaga parasite. I intend to discuss  
Saddler's "secret art" and the information that we, the  
organisation, have obtained at this stage.  
The feudal lords of the Salazar family are said to have used a  
special ability from generation to generation to control the Plaga. The organisation’s hypothesis 
is that this may be a special communication method via sound or sound waves. "Commands" 
are conveyed in a range only the parasites can detect in order to manipulate them at will. In a 
nutshell, it's the principle of a dog whistle. 
This was inferred through the analysis of a tissue sample we retrieved; the tissue contained an 
organ presumably used for sensing sound waves. 
I've seen cult members carrying ceremonial rods and I wonder if they emit these sounds. 
Of course this is purely theoretical. 
The organisation needs samples of the parasite to confirm or disprove these theories. That is 
the main objective of my mission and the only way to prove my loyalty to the organisation. 
The opening moves in this chess game have been played. There's no turning back now.” 
-BIO4: Ada’s Report Part 1; undated. 
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Before moving on, Leon decides to do a systematic search of the village. There is a rusting 
trough full of dirty water that is surely for the animals only. The houses are all primitively 
decorated with dirty sheets and unpleasant smells emanating from kettles and dirty utensils. 
One has a portrait of Lord Saddler on the wall. Inside another he finds an old bed with filth-
ridden sheets and dried bloodstains.  
 
There are a couple of outbuildings near a gate at the end of another trail leading out of the 
village. Inside one he finds an alert order signed by the village chief; Bitorez Mendez. The 
people of this hamlet knew Leon was coming and needed to protect their ‘prisoner’ who is 
being held in an old house beyond the farm. The note is accompanied by surveillance 
photographs of Leon. This explains why he was attacked on sight. 
 
He moves on, passing through the gate and into the boundaries of a nearby farm. A soil-laden  
track stretches out before him, surrounded by grass, weeds and the occasional rocky outcrop.  
All the surrounding trees have lost their leaves to signal the coming winter and the sharp,  
pointed branches look almost sinister. Old  
picket fencing is dotted around to mark the  
various enclosures and he comes across another  
note pinned to the bark of a tree. 
 
"About the Blue Medallions 
15 Blue Medallions... 
7 in the farm... 8 in the cemetery... 
For those of you who destroy 10 or more will  
be awarded... (The rest is illegible.) 
-RE4: About the Blue Medallions; undated. 
 
Curiously enough there is a blue medallion hanging down from a tree branch above. Moving 
on, a large barn stands next to a small enclosure where several cows are grazing. A villager can 
be seen in the doorway shovelling hay into a large pile. Leon finds a well inside a small wooden 
structure with its lid open. The water is riddled with maggots and absolutely stinks. A brass 
pocket watch hangs above and falls into the water when he tries to reach for it. He vaults over 
the fence into the cow field, trying to avoid the attention of the single Ganado. A hen caws 
wildly and scurries past as a malnutritioned wild wolf chases it. Leon is disgusted to find an old 
wooden cart piled high with dead, decomposing human bodies and inside the shed is nothing 
but a cow, piles of hay, and a pool of manure filled with writhing maggots. Leon is suddenly 
spotted by the villager who raises his pitchfork. He calls out in Spanish and two more appear 
out of nowhere, ready to attack. 
 
Meanwhile, Ada has infiltrated the home of Bitorez  
Mendez, and is reading through his literary  
collection in the bedroom, learning more about the  
history of the Los Illuminados and their historic  
influence in this rural region of Southern Europe.  
Wesker gets in touch and confirms that Luis Sera;  
the researcher working for them, has been  
discovered by the cult and is currently held captive  
in an abandoned house north-east of the village.  
Until he recovers the Plaga sample for them they 
Cannot let him die. Quickly, Ada hurries off to  
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rescue the one person who is more high maintenance than she is. The farm is not far away. 
 
Meanwhile, Leon moves on beyond the farm having taken care of his attackers there. He sets 
off down some steps built into the mountain trail below, passing another sign warning for traps 
in the area. On the cliff above three Ganado push a boulder down the bluff which rumbles 
down the trail after Leon, who barely manages to dive out of the way before it shatters at the 
bottom. After moving through a small tunnel, he emerges into a clearing filled with several 
dilapidated buildings hiding Ganado brandishing dynamite. The trees have also been laced 
with tripwires and bear traps are hidden amongst the grass and dried nettles.  
 
As Leon battles these foes, Ada simultaneously makes her way back through the village towards 
his position. Chief Mendez is also on his way down to check on the prisoner following 
confirmation of the U.S. Government agent’s arrival in their midst. 
 
After a tense shootout, Leon has the way ahead  
clear once more, though he treads carefully  
through the tall grass for fear of more traps. The  
house at the back of the clearing has a cast-iron  
lock on the door and he is forced to shoot it off.  
The air inside the house is thick and musky. It has  
been long abandoned with rotting wooden  
furniture, peeling walls and evidence of fire  
damage. There is a generations-old fireplace and  
cabinets filled with books that look as though they  
would crumble into dust if disturbed. A banging  
noise catches his attention and he is forced to negotiate another tripwire. Soon he happens 
across a wardrobe which has Luis Sera bound and gagged inside. Leon frees him and Luis 
quickly realises Leon is not like the others. But they barely have time to talk before Mendez 
arrives, flanked by two more Ganado. Leon tries to attack Mendez, but the giant easily 
incapacitates him and tosses him back onto Luis, smashing the wardrobe and knocking them 
both unconscious. As per Lord Saddler’s orders, they will now be moved to another area and 
injected with the Subordinate Plaga. 
 
Moments later Ada arrives in time to take cover in  
another of the ruined buildings and watch as the  
unconscious forms of Leon and Luis are carried  
from the house. One of the Ganado takes a liking  
to Leon’s jacket. They are taken to an abandoned  
building on the opposite side of the village where  
Lord Saddler meets with them. Mendez believes  
they should be kept separate but Saddler is happy  
for them to remain together. Once Mendez is  
dismissed, Leon is injected with a Subordinate  
Plaga egg. Saddler refers to them as ‘feeble humans’ and muses that they will soon be unable to 
resist the intoxicating power of the parasites. At the moment, Luis still has medication in his 
system from when he removed the first Plaga so he cannot be re-injected until the effects of the 
drug fully wear off. 
 
Mendez returns to his mansion, still troubled about the timing of Leon’s arrival at the village. 
The Los Illuminados have already had problems containing Luis Sera and if Luis decides to 
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align himself with Leon it could spell trouble for them all. Mendez also believes an unknown 
third party is still lurking somewhere in the background of all this and are waiting for the right 
opportunity to strike. He believes they may already have been infiltrated but he has no doubt 
that Lord Saddler knows what he is doing. 
 
“As instructed by Lord Saddler, I have the agent in confinement, alive. Why keep him alive? I 
do not fully understand what the lord's intentions are. I would however think he'd keep them 
separate. Not confine them together as has been ordered. I do not believe Luis will trust a 
stranger but by chance they did cooperate the situation could get a bit more complicated. 
If for some reason, an unknown third party is involved, I don't think they'd let a chance like 
this slip by. But maybe it’s all Lord Saddler's ploy - leaving us vulnerable so this third party will 
surface, if they even exist that is... 
It is an unlikely possibility, but if a prowler is already amongst us then our plans could be 
ruined. I guess the lord thinks it’s worth the risk, if we're able to stop whatever conspiracy is at 
work. At any rate it’s the Lord's call, we will trust his judgement as always.” 
-RE4: Chief’s Note; undated. 
 
Sometime later, Leon awakens to find himself  
shackled to Luis in some kind of shed. Boxes and  
sandbags are piled everywhere and shafts of light  
pierce through a sloppily boarded up window. The  
wind whistles loudly outside and numerous insects  
scurry along the rafters. He shrugs Luis awake who  
is amused to find himself incarcerated once again  
and makes a remark about crawling out of one  
hole and straight into another. Leon asks what the  
hell is going on and Luis picks up on his accent,  
wanting to know why an American is all the way down here in this part of the world. Leon 
introduces himself and shows him the photo of Ashley. Luis asks if he is a cop, before quickly 
dismissing the notion. He does not look the type after all. But Leon is coy with his answer, 
refusing to confirm or deny. Luis looks at the picture again and ‘guesses’ she is the daughter of 
the President, explaining that he overheard one of the villagers talking something about the 
president’s daughter being held in the church. He introduces himself as Luis Sera and claims 
to be a former cop from Madrid. But now he is just a good for nothing guy who happens to be 
quite a ladies man. He explains he quit the force because you put your life on the line as a 
police officer, but no one ever appreciates you for it. Being a hero isn’t what it’s cracked up to 
be anymore. Leon reminisces and talks about how he used to be a cop too, but only for a day. 
Somehow he managed to get himself involved in the incident at Raccoon City on his first day 
on the force. Luis recognises the name and remembers it as the incident with the viral 
outbreak. He believes he has seen a seized sample of the t-Virus in the laboratory at his former 
police station. 
 
Suddenly, a Ganado with a bloodied face enters the shed, scraping a large axe along the floor. 
He has a look of murder on his face and raises the axe to strike. But his attack is a sloppy one 
and he only manages to smash the shackles holding Leon and Luis together. The Ganado 
attacks again, but Leon is able to kick him away and the villager lands awkwardly against the 
wall, breaking his neck. Luis panics and immediately takes off out of the door without saying a 
word. But instead of following, Leon decides to report in to Hunnigan and tells her about Luis 
and the intelligence that Ashley is being held in a nearby church. He doesn’t have an exact fix 
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on the location but apparently there’s a secret passage in the village that leads there. He will 
head back that way now. 
 
Leon heads outside to find the wind howling  
through the valley. Sheer rock faces on  
either side force the wind to blow harder and  
faster down the channel and a Los  
Illuminados flag flaps wildly in the gale.  
Many artificial wooden structures and bridges  
circumnavigate across the cavern and Leon  
starts to make his way across, avoiding several  
Ganado who are in the area. Some are armed  
with sticks of dynamite and toss them at him,  
further destabilising the rickety wooden  
structures. He quickly battles his way over to a locked gate at the other side which he cannot get 
through until he finds two halves of a Los Illuminados stone emblem. He is forced to head 
back and engage the Ganado whilst searching all the buildings and huts. The first piece is 
located inside a chest on the roof of a building built on wooden scaffolds above the chasm. The 
second is on a trail leading up the right hand side of the cliff face, in a chest next to some 
rusted oil drums and piled up sandbags. With both pieces soon in his possession and intact, he 
is able to unlock the gate and get out of this place. 
 
He is now on a trail sandwiched between two cliffs and the rising wind continues to howl and 
wail through the narrow confines. He approaches a large building with pockmarked doors and 
random crates and packing boxes outside near a rusted, abandoned water tank. The whole 
place is overgrown with weeds and in a shocking state of disrepair. 
 
Inside the building are storage spaces for old boxes  
and abandoned farming machinery. Many walls  
have collapsed and gaping holes are evident in the  
corridors. Ganado hide in the various rooms,  
wielding pitchforks and axes. Several hide behind  
sandbags and toss dynamite, forcing Leon to hide  
behind sandbags and anything else he can find for  
shelter. The Ganado have also laid out many bear  
traps making it hazardous to cross the rooms so  
Leon shoots the traps to disable them. The storage  
shed is very dilapidated and one room is partially  
flooded due to a leak in the old water tanks. A door at the end leads into a succession of old 
stone corridors that form part of an old sewer. A ladder leads down to a large pool below 
where several fish are swimming. Alternatively a ladder further down the walkway enables him 
to get back up to the surface. 
 
At that moment, Ada is battling her way back through the village square in a bid to return to 
Mendez’ house. During a fight with a large group of villagers, she kills a Ganado that is wearing 
Leon’s jacket and hopes he is still okay. 
 
Leon meanwhile emerges out of a circular stone well to find himself on another forest trail 
leading up to a large house on the hill. The trees are all devoid of leaves and their naked, 
gnarled branches twist and curl towards the sky like black, skeletal fingers. Crows pick the 
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gravel path on the floor and a golden coating of brown, dead leaves covers the land either side 
like a rustic blanket. He runs up the path to find himself outside a large stone cottage, much 
bigger than any of the houses he’s seen so far in the village. A log store is outside near a broken 
cart and its large wheels lean against the wall. He moves up the steps to the main door to find it 
locked. The door has a decorate crystal ball in a centre window that can be rotated. A strange 
symbol is etched onto the crystal and he manipulates the pattern until it matches the same cult 
symbol he’s seen numerous other times across the village. This unlocks the door and he is able 
to step inside. 
 
As Leon enters the house, Ada Wong catches a glimpse of Bitorez Mendez returning to his 
mansion accompanied by two Ganado subordinates. She quickly continues onwards. 
 
Leon is now in a luxurious bedroom which is  
elaborate and traditionally furnished. It is a  
complete contrast to the ramshackle, rundown and  
unhygienic state of the dwellings down in the  
village. A large bed sits next to a wardrobe and an  
antique bookcase is full of text books all written in  
English next to a desk in the corner. Inside a small  
jewellery case on a cabinet beneath a portrait of  
Lord Saddler is the insignia key he needs to  
unlock the door for the bell tower in the village  
square. On the bed he finds a note left behind by Bitorez Mendez which makes interesting 
reading. He has written about Leon’s capture and disagrees with Saddler’s decision to keep 
him alive. He also disagrees with Saddler’s decision to keep Luis and Leon together should 
they ever escape and decide to team up. Mendez also believes a traitor may be in their midst 
working for a currently unsurfaced third party looking to steal their precious gift. Conspiracy is 
afoot. 
 
Intrigued, Leon moves to the door ready to explore the rest of the house. He steps out into the 
corridor and can hear voices coming from downstairs. Although Leon cannot understand, they 
are talking in their native tongue about a rumour that a foreigner is among them, but that their 
boss will take care of the rat as his Plaga is superior to their own.  
 
At that exact moment, Ada also listens in on their conversation from the other side of the front 
door outside. 
 
As Leon tiptoes down the corridor to try and hear  
more, he is suddenly grabbed from behind by Chief  
Mendez who has been waiting for him all along. He  
hoists Leon up into the air by his neck ready to  
choke the life out of him. However, he changes his  
mind when he notices Leon’s pupils have turned  
red, an early symptom of Las Plagas infection. He  
tosses Leon to the floor and remarks how it appears  
he now carries the same blood as the rest of them.  
Nevertheless, he warns that if Leon ever becomes  
unpleasant to their eyes, he will suffer severe consequences. Mendez then retreats back into the 
master bedroom, leaving Leon wheezing for breath on the floor outside. 
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As Leon recovers on the floor of the corridor, Ada grapples up onto the roof above him. 
 
Leon gets a call from Hunnigan and she says she has been able to uncover some more 
information that may assist him in his investigation. A background check into the area reveals 
the presence of a religious group called the Los Illuminados. In turn, Leon explains he’s had 
an unexpected run-in with the village chief who could have killed him but strangely chose to let 
him live. He also mentioned something about him having the same blood as them, but he is 
unsure as to what that actually means. Hunnigan seems intrigued and is interested to know 
more, but Leon insists there are more important things to do besides solving riddles right now. 
She concurs and tells him to hurry and find the church before signing off. 
 
Now sufficiently recovered, Leon decides to  
interrogate some more information out of Mendez  
and bursts into the bedroom with his gun at the  
ready. But Mendez seems to have been expecting  
this visit and charges at Leon, sending him crashing  
down and his gun spinning to the floor. Mendez  
pins him to the ground and seems to be debating  
crushing the life out of him when he is suddenly  
shot twice in the shoulder. He turns round to see  
Ada Wong dangling down from the roof, pointing  
her weapon at him. Mendez runs at her and she  
grabbles back up to the roof just as the chief crashes out the window in an attempt to grab her. 
 
Leon gets up from the floor, a little dazed and wondering what just happened. He did not see 
Ada directly and just caught a glimpse of a woman in a red dress, an image somehow so 
familiar to him. He recovers his weapon and heads downstairs. 
 
Meanwhile, Ada runs down the trail that leads back to the main village square only to be 
stopped in her tracks by five Ganado. But as she prepares to engage them in combat, she is 
shot in the neck with a tranquiliser dart from one of the two Ganado that first accompanied 
Mendez back to his house. Ada falls to the floor unconscious and Mendez stands over her. 
Picking up her comatose form, they remove Ada from the area. She will be taken to the 
sacrificial area used to enlighten betrayers on the outskirts of the village. There her fate will be 
decided. 
 
Back in Mendez’ cottage, Leon notices a painting  
of a church on the wall at the bottom of the stairs  
and wonders if that is where Ashley is being held.  
The décor of the main room is splendid and a  
candlelight chandelier gazes down upon an  
immaculately presented dining table set out for  
five people with crockery and serving wine. A  
painting of a large lake hangs down above an  
grand fireplace and in the corner are two  
comfortable chairs next to a table with a  
typewriter on it. Another picture of Lord Saddler  
gazes menacingly from the wall and more bookshelves crammed with English language books 
suggest that Bitorez Mendez very much lives out his life like a normal human, unlike the rest of 
the villagers. The cottage even has a small kitchen by the front door. Outside, another gravel 
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trail leads back down to the main village and he has to fight past several Ganado along the way 
including another appearance from the Chainsaw Ganado. At the bottom of the track he is able 
to unlock the gate that leads back to the village square. 
 
Meanwhile, Lord Saddler visits the lake and conducts a ceremony to awaken the Del Lago; 
which is the result of Plaga experimentation on an aquatic salamander. This large creature is 
confined to the lake and will protect it from anyone who tries to cross. The body of the second 
police officer will be given to Del Lago as an offering to bring it to the surface. 
 
Chief Mendez locks the main door to the church for added security and informs the villagers 
that the apprehension of Luis Sera is their top priority and Leon only a distant second. The 
recovery of the Dominant Species sample and vaccines that Luis stole is even more important 
than what happens with Ashley Graham at this stage. If the sample were to fall into the hands 
of another organisation their plans would be in tatters. In the meantime, no one can currently 
access the church without approval from Lord Saddler. He also confirms Leon’s infection with 
Las Plagas and states it will only be a matter of time before he becomes one of them. 
 
Meanwhile, Leon reaches the village and there are  
still a few locals mulling around the square going  
about their business. He does his best to avoid  
them and uses the emblem key to slip inside the  
bell tower. From there he is able to access the  
trapdoor and use the underground tunnels to  
reach the church on the other side. He moves up  
the grassland path and spots the church on the  
hill, shrouded in mist and matching the image he  
saw on the painting in the village’s chief’s house.  
The sky is now incredibly overcast and visibility is  
fading. He notices some of the gravestones in the cemetery have the Los Illuminados insignia, 
meaning some of their age-old members must be buried here. There are also double 
gravestones where twins are buried, each with slightly different insignias. 
 
The door to the church is locked up tight with  
some sort of round indentation in the door. He  
contacts Hunnigan for assistance and she  
somewhat sarcastically refers back to his lock- 
picking training he should have received at the  
academy, but this lock is too heavy to crack. She  
tells him to find some way or something to  
unlock the door. It is vital he searches inside.  
Another door leads to a small courtyard but it is  
locked from the other side so he decides to  
head down a small path leading to the back of the church where he finds a green gem trapped 
inside a curious puzzle relating to the insignias he found on the gravestones. A trail next to a 
wrought iron fence leads down the hill to the right of the church, affording a beautiful view of 
the lake below. Wooden walkways have been built on scaffolds allowing travellers to move 
alongside the cliff above the water and here Leon engages several Ganado and knocks them 
over the edge and down into the water. He soon comes across a small hut where he finds 
another note left behind by Chief Mendez detailing current events. 
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“Regarding the two fugitives, the apprehension of Luis is our top priority; the American agent a 
distant second. What Luis stole from us is far more important than the girl. Unless we get it 
back, the girl will become useless to us. We must get it back to execute our plan to the end. If it 
gets in the wrong hands, the world would become a totally different place than what Lord 
Saddler has envisioned. 
At all costs, we mustn't let that happen. 
Nevertheless, we're not letting go of the girl. To ensure that the agent does not get to her, I 
have locked the church door where the girl is being held. Anyone who needs access to the 
church must first get approval by Lord Saddler. There is a key beyond the lake but it should be 
safe now that the "Del Lago" has been awakened by our Lord. No one will get across the lake 
alive. 
Plus, our same blood courses through the agent's veins. It'll be just a matter of time before he 
joins us. Once he does, there will be nobody else left that will come looking for the girl.” 
-RE4: Closure of the Church; undated. 
 
At the end of the wooden walkway a door takes him  
into the next area which has been fashioned into a  
large fighting pit with large wooden stakes forming a  
circular area containing three small huts. There is a  
large, securely locked gate inside the pit and on the  
other side Leon can hear something very large  
growling on and off. This is where the El Gigante  
B.O.W. is kept. A door at the end takes him out  
onto a narrow path running downhill between two  
cliffs. He notices the same sign with hanging skulls  
warning for traps in the area so remains on guard. Somewhere up above, three Ganado watch 
Leon pass by underneath before hauling a large boulder off the cliff behind him. The huge 
rock crashes down behind Leon and begins to roll after him, quickly gaining speed and 
momentum. Leon sprints for his life to the bottom of the trail and dives out of the way just in 
time as the boulder thunders past and smashes into the rocks below.  
 
The next area is a series of wooden walkways  
extending over a swamp. This place has been  
booby trapped with tripwires and guarded by  
several Ganado, but Leon’s training is able to see  
him through to the other side. He is now on  
another rocky and weed-ridden path leading up  
to the shore of the lake. Jagged rocks are on  
either side beside the odd, gnarled tree. The lake  
itself is every expansive and shrouded in a layer  
of mist. The occasional rotting tree trunk can be  
seen swaying on the surface and Leon uses his binoculars to pick out a small motor boat being 
driven by two Ganado. He watches in horror as they dump the body of the second police 
officer into the water and quickly drive away. Moments later, the body is devoured by the giant 
Del Lago who penetrates the surface like a huge whale before submerging once again. 
 
Leon heads down to the shore where he finds a rickety old boathouse and jetty leading out 
onto the water. A single small boat is moored up and he knows he is going to have to cross the 
lake if he wants to retrieve the item he needs to access the church. He sets off at a slow pace, 
keeping a close eye on the water around him. The lake is full of peat and floating leaves and 
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debris, making visibility difficult. So much so, he fails to see the large shape of Del Lago 
swimming past underneath him.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Suddenly the beast surfaces in an attempt to consume the boat and Leon is knocked backwards 
and struggles to keep the boat from capsizing. The anchor has gotten loose and as it sinks down 
to the depths, it becomes lodged on the scaled skin of the Del Lago, resulting in the boat being 
dragged behind the enormous creature. Luckily, a number of harpoons have been left inside 
the small vessel by the previous occupant and he is able to use them to spear the creature whilst 
trying to dodge floating tree trunks and other debris littering the surface of the murky lake. 
Every so often the Del Lago will disappear beneath the surface and Leon has to keep a keen 
lookout for disturbances on the water before it will suddenly reappear and try to swallow him 
whole. On one occasion he is knocked out of the boat and has to frantically swim back and 
only just manages in time before the giant creature catches him. Eventually however, he causes 
enough damage to kill the Del Lago and as its lifeless form sinks to the bottom of the lake, 
Leon’s foot gets entangled in rope connected to the anchor and he has to frantically cut the 
rope with his knife before he is dragged overboard. Once he is free, he navigates the boat 
towards the other side of the lake. 
 
He emerges onto a small jetty by the shore and begins to suffer convulsions and spasms in his 
chest. He coughs and retches and discovers he is bringing up blood. As his vision blurs, he 
spots a nearby cottage and only just makes it inside before he collapses and loses 
consciousness. 
 
Over the next several hours, Ingrid Hunnigan frantically tries to make contact with Leon but 
fails to establish his status. As darkness falls in the area, a thunderstorm rages across the region 
and a heavy rain falls. Nocturnal wolves infected by the Plaga known as Colmillos emerge from 
the darkness and begin their nightly hunts.  
 
NIGHT: 
At one point, and still on the run from the Illuminados, Luis Sera seeks sanctuary inside the 
cabin and comes across Leon’s comatose form. He can tell from the symptoms that Leon has 
been infected with the Plaga and leaves him a note detailing how he can help Ashley and warns 
of a ferocious new B.O.W. the villagers are preparing to unleash.  
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“There's an important item hidden in the falls. If you are able to get it, you might be able to get 
Ashley out of the church. But I'll warn you, the route to the church isn't a walk in the park by 
any means. They've deployed what's called an "El Gigante", so God bless. 
About what's been going on in your body...If I could help you, I would. But unfortunately it's 
beyond my power.” 
-RE4: Anonymous Letter; undated. 
 
Feeling a little bit better about himself, Luis once again takes off  
into the night. He still has to recover the sample and vaccines  
from their hiding place in the woods and meet up with Ada  
Wong. Without that bargaining chip, she won’t take him into  
protective custody and safely get him out of the area.  
 
Chief Mendez holds another meeting with his subordinates  
regarding their ongoing hunt for Luis and Leon. He is convinced Luis has hidden the 
Dominant Plaga sample somewhere in the forest and is troubled by the fact that he has 
somehow managed to remove the egg injected into his body. Mendez believes that once they 
recapture Luis and inject him with another egg, the mysterious third party watching these events 
from behind the scenes will be forced to surface. As Ada Wong still hasn’t regained 
consciousness and therefore cannot talk, he gives the order for her to be sacrificed. 
 
“The whereabouts of Sera are still unknown. 
Most likely he's using an old secret passage taught to him by his grandfather who used to hunt 
in this region long ago. 
I'm pretty certain that he's hiding our property somewhere in the forest. If his grandfather was 
still alive, I would have used him to find Sera... 
But how did he found out about the egg injected into his body? 
--And the fact that he was able to remove it before it hatched is concerning. 
Another factor that concerns me is that Sera escaped with our property just before the 
American agent arrived. I don't believe that was just a coincidence. There has to be another 
player involved in this. 
In order to settle this whole situation, we have to capture Sera and wait for the effects of the 
drug to wear off before we inject him with another egg.  
Once this is done, whoever is behind all of this will surface.  
Nobody shall interfere with our plans. Those who do shall suffer severe consequences.” 
-RE4: Sera and the 3rd Party; undated. 
 
Approximately six hours after he first left the lake,  
Leon regains consciousness suddenly after  
experiencing a horrific nightmare. He is still inside  
the cabin and looks out of the window to find that  
night has fallen and a heavy rainstorm has engulfed  
the area. He can hear the rain drumming on the  
roof above and thunder and lightning flashes every  
so often in the distance. His radio beeps and he  
answers to a very relieved Hunnigan who confirms  
six hours have elapsed since their last  
communication and she was starting to get worried. Leon shrugs it off and asks if she really 
means lonely before confirming he started to feel dizzy and must have lost consciousness. 
Hunnigan speculates whether his condition might have something to do with what the village 
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chief was talking about earlier and Leon admits he cannot say. But he’s ready now to continue 
with his mission.  
 
Looking around, the cabin is furnished simply with basic wooden furniture and an old iron 
stove. The bed is covered in old bloodstains and he soon spots the anonymous, unsigned letter 
warning about the ‘El Gigante’ and that the key to the church is hidden somewhere in the falls. 
The letter signs off with a rather ominous warning that it is too late to stop whatever is 
happening to Leon’s body.  
 
He steps out into the night air and is immediately drenched from the downpour. Amidst the 
sparse trees and bushes, he notices flaming torches have been lit up at scattered intervals to 
provide illumination. The boat is still moored up by the lake shore to his left and he spots a 
rickety old sign pointing the way to the waterfall.  
 
Meanwhile, in the old caves by the sky tram and  
village outskirts, Ada’s comatose form lays on a  
carved stone altar beneath a draped flag bearing  
the Los Illuminados symbol. Flames flicker  
from nearby lanterns and several Ganados are  
gathered around, heads bowed in prayer and  
muttering incantations. She comes too just as  
one villager raises his axe to kill her and she  
manages to leap out of the way just in time,  
suffering only a superficial cut to her leg. She  
quickly takes care of the Ganados and hurries on with her mission. She needs to find Luis. 
 
Back out in the storm, Leon moves up a weed-ridden path by some rocky bluffs and spots a 
villager coming towards him, eyes glowing ominously red in the dark. He watches in 
astonishment as the man begins to convulse before his head explodes and a writing mass of 
tentacles are left in its place. This is the Plaga; now able to reveal itself in all its glory in the 
darkness of night. As the now headless Ganado continues to advance, the tentacles swipe and 
swoop, as if reaching for Leon, but two shotgun blasts later, and the Plaga is destroyed.  
 
Disgusted, Leon quickly moves on, crossing a bridge over  
a fast flowing river and then using a rope to rappel down  
the side of a cliff next to the raging waterfall. At the  
bottom he notices the villagers have constructed a mass  
of wooden platforms and waterwheels to collect the water  
from the falls and manipulate its direction. It is all lit up  
with flaming torchlight and he can see several Ganado  
milling around. He shoots down wooden crates  
suspended on moving pulleys to cross over the various  
water channels and is able to pull a lever to redirect the water flow and lower the floodgates 
above, preventing water running down the cliff and therefore ceasing the waterfall. When the 
spray clears, Leon spots a concealed cave behind where the water was falling. 
 
Inside the sodden cave, water has formed in large pools on the floor and the walls are seeping 
and give off a strange stench. At the very back he finds numerous candles lighting up an ornate 
door full of strange markings. Placed into a round hollow is a circular crest bearing the Sigel of 
the Los Illuminados. Removing it triggers a hidden door and it retracts upwards, leaving Leon 
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free to move even deeper into the cave. He quickly contacts Hunnigan to update her on his 
progress, confirming he’s attained a round object that bears the cult group’s insignia. She is 
pleased and tells him to hurry back to the church ASAP. Ashley’s safely is their top priority.  
 
The cavern eventually leads into a large natural cave full of stalagmites and stalactites and 
partially submerged with water. Numerous bats are flying around and another small boat has 
been moored up here. More torches hang from the ceiling casting flickering shadows onto the 
walls and this must be a regular route of travel for the villagers. Leon is more than happy to 
ride the boat which takes him all the way back to the other side of the lake. 
 
After mooring up, Leon finds himself back in the area by the large, circular fighting pit he 
passed through earlier. As he moves inside to head back to the church, both wooden gates 
suddenly close and trap him inside. The main gate then opens to reveal numerous villagers 
tugging on something very large to try and lure it outside. A huge creature eventually makes its 
appearance by literally smashing its way out of the cave and massacring the villagers trying to 
control it. This is one of several El Gigante creatures developed by the Los Illuminados and is 
the result of experimenting on a human Plaga host with genetic manipulation, resulting in a 
creature four times its original size with brute strength and severely impaired intelligence. 
 
The El Gigante towers over Leon and stomps  
towards him, making the ground shake. Because it  
is so large, its movements are slow and Leon is able  
to dodge round its attacks and dash in-between its  
legs whilst firing back at its large torso. Suddenly, a  
canine-like howl echoes through the night and  
Leon looks up to spot the white wolf he rescued  
earlier observing the battle. It seems to recognise  
him and jumps down into the fighting pit to try and  
distract the Gigante. The ploy works enough for  
Leon do to enough damage and cause the enlarged  
Plaga within the creature to sprout out of the tissue on its back. Leon jumps up onto the 
creature and hacks away at the parasite with his knife, repeating the process several times until 
the large beast is eventually defeated. 
 
Quickly, Leon moves on, past the various bonfires and torches lit up around gathered sandbags 
and wooden barrels. He makes his way back up the wooden stilted area by the cliff face 
overlooking the lake, its water line dazzling with thousands of surface impacts from the driving 
rain. The wind rages and howls around him and lightning illuminates the distant treeline of a 
forest in the distance. Further on, he is attacked by a group of pack-hunting wolves known as 
‘Colmillos’. The Plagas within them has caused their front fangs to grow to such a length that 
they almost tear through their mouths. The parasites have sharpened their already impressive 
fighting abilities with increased aggression and cunning. But Leon is able to fight them off long 
enough to use the round insignia to unlock the main door and seek sanctuary inside the 
church. 
 
Because it is night, all the candles and lanterns have been lit up inside the church, creating a 
soothing aura. The place appears empty and above the altar he can see the Los Illuminados 
symbol shining brightly in the stained glass window. The cult’s insignia is everywhere and Leon 
wonders if it is a religion local to this region of Spain. He climbs up the ladder to the second 
floor but barred gates block the way to Ashley’s cell. He is forced to jump onto the large golden 
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chandelier and swing over to the other side. Like Ada before him, he is forced to solve a puzzle 
involving three coloured spotlights pointing at the glass window before the bars retract and he is 
able to get inside Ashley’s room. 
 
The cell is lit by candlelight and full of dusty old  
shelves containing rotting planks of wood, old boxes  
and some barrels. Ashley cowers at the sight of  
Leon, throwing sticks and shouts at him to get away  
and leave her alone. He holsters his weapon and  
introduces himself, explaining that he is under  
President Graham’s order to rescue her. Ashley’s  
eyes light up at the mention of her father and Leon  
explains they need to get out of here right away. He  
contacts Hunnigan and confirms he’s located his  
subject. Hunnigan is pleased and will send a  
chopper out to pick them up right away. There is another trail that leads out of the village and 
the extraction point is beyond there. Leon acknowledges and takes Ashley’s hand as they 
prepare to leave. 
 
However, they do not get very far and are stopped by Lord Saddler himself who stands by the 
altar downstairs. He is dressed in a purple cowl embroidered with the Illuminados Sigel and 
carries a staff with a living parasite embedded onto it. He calmly insists he will take the girl and 
formally introduces himself when Leon demands to know who he is. Saddler wishes to 
demonstrate to the world the astounding power of the Los Illuminados. No longer will the 
United States arrogantly believe they can forever police the world. This is why they have 
kidnapped Ashley, so they could implant her with their special ‘gift’ then send her back to her 
homeland; their gift being the Las Plagas parasite.  
 
At that revelation, Ashley has a brief flashback to  
where she was held captive on the island facility  
and tells Leon she believes the cult have injected  
something into her neck. Leon demands to  
know what it is but Saddler repeats his claim of a  
small ‘gift’, claiming there will be one hell of a  
party when she finally gets back to her loving  
father. But before he sanctions her release,  
Saddler plans to do some negotiating with  
President Graham for a ransom as he freely  
admits the church of the Los Illuminados  
requires a substantial amount of money to keep it up and running. He also adds that Leon has 
been given the same ‘gift’ and he realises it must have been when he was unconscious after 
being captured alongside Luis. Saddler hopes they both enjoy the Los Illuminados’ small but 
special contributions to their bodies. Once the eggs hatch, they will become Saddler’s puppets 
and will involuntarily do whatever he says. He will have total control over their minds and 
believes this to be a revolutionary way to propagate someone’s faith and beliefs. Leon dismisses 
the notion as more reminiscent of alien invasion just as two, pale-looking men wearing black 
cowls burst through the church doors armed with crossbows. 
 
Suddenly, Leon grasps Ashley’s hand and they dash over to the wall and dive through one of 
the windows, emerging into a small yard by the side of the church. Ashley asks what will 
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become of them both and he assures her that they both got into this mess, so they can get 
themselves out of it. Before Saddler and the others can catch up to them, they quickly head out 
into the storm. They run down the gravel path adjacent to the rain-sodden graveyard and spot 
numerous villagers all brandishing flaming torches. Leon shoots a wooden cart and ignites 
several barrels of gunpowder, using the distraction to get through the graveyard and drop back 
down into the tunnels beneath the well that will lead back to the main village square. When 
they emerge out of the bell tower, the driving rainstorm has settled into a drizzle, though the 
main bonfire in the village square has been extinguished. Sticking to the cover of darkness, 
Leon and Ashley sneak their way past several Ganado and head for the trail towards the farm. 
 
The farm has several more Ganado lying in wait  
and Leon realises he will have to take them out  
if they want to progress any further. He instructs  
Ashley to hide inside a rusted dumpster in the  
undergrowth as he silently prowls the farm,  
moving stealthily from structure to structure. In  
one of the cabins, he comes across notes left  
behind by Mendez as well as an ancient, hand- 
drawn map of the local area. Clearly Mendez  
and his men are having trouble locating Luis  
Sera who is using ancient hidden passageways  
taught to him by his grandfather to move around. He also remains convinced that a mysterious 
third organisation is at play here besides the Illuminados and Leon. Using his training, Leon 
stealthily navigates between the various sheds and barns, taking out the Ganado one at a time. 
The farm is an extremely sinister environment in the dark, with only Leon’s torch and the 
occasional flash of lightning illuminating the ominous scene. The ground is sodden underfoot 
and squelches with every step. There are no lights anywhere save for a single electric bulb in 
the main barn. 
 
Meanwhile, several miles away, a U.S. Government helicopter approaches the area ready to 
extract Leon and Ashley. However, Lord Saddler and his men are already tracking its progress. 
Using a rocket launcher, they shoot the helicopter down, killing all the extraction crew on 
board. 
 
Back at the farm and unaware his rescue has just been  
thwarted, Leon finishes off the last few Ganado before  
whistling for Ashley to emerge from her hiding spot  
and join him. Together they head for the gate on the  
opposite side but find it has been boarded up and  
they cannot get through. They search for an  
alternative and use a ladder to climb up to the second  
floor of the barn. From there they climb out the  
window onto an old wooden walkway leading over to  
another area beyond a wall where a bonfire has been  
lit and several more bear traps litter the ground. Leon  
jumps down to the floor next to a small windmill and catches Ashley when she follows him. 
There is a gate leading beyond the farm but it is locked so he gives Ashley a boost so she can 
climb over the top and open it up from the other side. 
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They emerge onto another rain-soaked trail filled with mud and wet leaves. The trees are 
densely packed in on both sides and the woodland trail is quite narrow. More torches have 
been lit to illuminate the way ahead and thunder and lightning still grind and crack in the sky 
above. Just ahead is a solid-looking bridge that crosses over the valley below. They are halfway 
across when Leon receives another call from Hunnigan. She has some bad news, they’ve lost 
contact with the extraction helicopter and conclude someone must have shot it down, although 
they cannot determine who. They will prep another helicopter immediately but it will take 
some time. In the meantime she wants them to carry on heading to the designated extraction 
point.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
However, they don’t get much further before they see torchlight up ahead and discover 
numerous villagers are advancing towards them. They start to retreat only to find dozens more 
crossing the bridge behind them, all armed with pitch forks and other tools. They are 
sandwiched in and their only option is to hide inside a large cabin up ahead. 
 
Meanwhile not too far away, Ada is making her way towards their position to meet with Luis 
only to find her progress thwarted by another El Gigante. He completely blocks the route 
ahead and this will slow her progress down somewhat. 
 
Leon and Ashley burst inside the cabin and Leon does  
a quick sweep with his weapon to make sure it is clear  
before he sets about barricading the door. Luis is also  
hiding in here and tosses Leon a wooden stake to  
secure it, musing that it is a small world after all. He  
looks Ashley over and makes a remark about the  
President equipping his daughter with ballistics which  
doesn’t go down too well. He enquires with Leon  
about whether she may be infected but Leon assures  
him she is fine. Luis seems satisfied, adding that there  
is supposed to be some kind of obvious symptom before you turn into one of the Ganado 
anyway. Ashley panics when she spots the Ganado horde advancing on their position through 
the boarded up window. Leon tells her to hide upstairs whilst he and Luis ready their weapons. 
It’s game time. 
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Although many windows in this abandoned cabin have been boarded up with hammer and 
nails, Leon pushes some old cupboards and bookcases to block off those that remain exposed 
and before long shouting and banging can be heard on the other side. Within moments, the 
villagers smash their way though and begin to climb inside in vast numbers only to be repelled 
back by gunfire from Leon and Luis. As the Ganado suffer damage, more parasites begin to 
emerge from their ruined neck stumps and Luis tells Leon they need to fall back and move 
upstairs. Ashley is hiding in one of the cupboards as the two men continue to fire down at the 
villagers advancing up the stairs, several of them throwing axes and hand scythes to try and 
cause damage. Suddenly the upstairs windows cave in as ladders are raised up from the outside 
as Ganado begin clambering up to get at them. Luis continues to fire as Leon shoots out the 
window and knocks the ladders back down, hearing the screams and howls of the infected as 
they plummet back down to the ground below. The Ganado continue to advance upstairs, 
muttering to themselves and showing no sign of fear or pain. Ammo is running low for both 
Leon and Luis but just as it seems they are about to be overwhelmed, the villagers are suddenly 
called off and bid a hasty retreat from the cabin, moving away in all directions. 
 
Leon heads downstairs and looks out of the window  
before confirming the villagers are backing off. As  
Ashley comes down Luis asks what they do next.  
Leon says the bridge he originally crossed to get to  
this area is out so believes they have no choice but  
to keep moving forward. At this point, Luis  
somewhat awkwardly says he has forgotten  
something and invites Leon and Ashley to go on  
ahead before leaving the cabin and stepping back  
out into the rain. Leon calls after him in confusion  
but gets no response. 
 
As he walks off into the gloom, Luis spots Ada standing  
by a copse of trees and walks over to her, asking if she  
has a light and some smokes to make his day. But she is  
in no mood for games and wants to know where the  
Dominant Plaga sample is. Luis takes the hint and says  
they will skip the foreplay. He is on his way to get it  
now but she wants him to be quick about it. He  
suddenly stops and asks what her stake is in all of this  
and the mysterious organisation she works for. Ada  
calmly replies that some things in the world are better off not knowing, and the answer to his 
question is one of them. Luis shrugs and takes the hint. He doesn’t care who she is so long as 
she keeps her promise to get rid of Osmund Saddler and his religious friends. With that, he 
ducks under a wooden fence and disappears into the woods. Alone once more, Ada takes off 
into the night before Leon sees her. A short time later, she records another progress report. 
 
"Among all the people involved in this, Luis Sera has the least entanglements. He works for no 
organisation, preferring to move on his own. I'm the one who told the organisation of his 
importance. I did it because I like him. His history betrays an enthusiasm I once shared. 
It was a stroke of luck that I happened to intercept his e-mail for help. It seems he can't trust 
the police, so he sent the e-mail to an old friend from college. He must have thought his friend 
was still alive. At any rate, that's how I managed to find him. 
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Apparently, he'd been conducting his own investigation of the cult while doing research on Las 
Plagas. A brilliant scientist. He's accumulated a pile of data and pieced it all together. Must be 
why Saddler hired him. Too bad Sera's snooping has aroused his suspicion. 
When I told him who I was, he practically begged to be taken into custody. He needed 
protection. He said, "I have no love for Las Plagas or this stupid cult. I want out. I just want 
peace and quiet again." I ordered him to bring me a Dominant Plaga specimen -- a sample -- 
for evidence. 
Looks like he's one of the few people whom Saddler actually trusts. Tracking him down and 
getting my hands on the sample shouldn't be difficult. I doubt the cult will take kindly to his 
escape, though. I'll have to guide this along if I want it to go smoothly." 
-BIO4: Ada's Report Part 2; undated. 
 
Leon and Ashley leave the cabin and in a nearby hut amidst several log piles, find a lantern and 
another note left behind by Chief Mendez who is obviously still somewhere ahead of them. 
 
“Just a while ago, I was informed by Lord Saddler that our men had shot down a United States 
military helicopter. 
There shouldn't be any more outside interference for a while now. Unless the United States 
government determines who the traitor is, they can only initiate very small covert operations. 
We must use this time to our advantage and recapture the girl. The two Americans can only get 
out of our territory by using one of two routes. This is where we will stop them. 
We shall make use of our forces to the greatest degree. 
We will deploy a large number of Ganados in one of the routes to ensure they do not slip by 
us. For the other rouse we shall leave the task to El Gigante. Whichever route they take, the 
agent will never leave here alive. Not with the girl at least.” 
-RE4: Two Routes; undated. 
 
Thinking over their options carefully, they elect to go left  
in order to avoid the second El Gigante. Finding a  
nearby lever raises the corresponding gate and they  
emerge out into a camp area full of mounted wooden  
platforms on stilts and reinforced with barrels, sandbags  
and numerous other materials. Flaps of dirty cloth hang  
down and the place is patrolled by a nest of Ganados,  
including two chainsaw-wielding women who chase Leon  
down in a frenzy. Leon fights through them all in the  
thick mud, using his expert training and superior  
weaponry to outwit the hapless Ganado. He is attacked once again by the Bella Sisters wielding 
their chainsaws and after taking care of them is able to retrieve the camp key to escape. This 
whole place has been fashioned into a trap with barbed wire and wooden stakes planted 
everywhere, including even the rock faces to prevent any escape. 
 
They emerge out the other side where a stone bridge crosses over a huge chasm leading 
towards the exit gate for the village area. The rain has now stopped completely but the wind has 
picked up considerably and howls and whistles around the area. To their left through the mist 
they can just make out the silhouette of a gondola system able to transport individuals further 
down into the valley. To their right is a rickety old shed made out of tin sheeting and further on 
is the door to another trail where the second El Gigante is deployed. They move through the 
dried leaves and overgrown bracken and investigate the shed first. It is abandoned and full of 
junk and old lockers. Inside they find yet another note from Chief Mendez: 
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“I clearly underestimated the American agent's capability. He's still alive. 
I thought that we could wait until the egg hatched, but at this rate, he could destroy the whole 
village before it does. We must take care of this nuisance. 
We shall change our priorities--for the time being, we will cease our hunt for Luis and ambush 
the two Americans. 
There is a building used to enlighten betrayers just beyond the point where you get off the lift. 
It's the perfect place for ambushing them. If all else fails, they still would need to face me in 
order to get past the last gate that leads out of the village. 
For only before my sight will the gate open.” 
-RE4: Village’s Last Defence; undated. 
 
They investigate the gate leading out of the  
geographical village area but it is heavily secured.  
A device carved into a relief on the door appears  
to be a retinal scanner, a curiously sophisticated  
piece of technology in stark contrast to the rest of  
the landscape. Quickly, they move on and head  
up the grassy hill towards the gondola. The  
machine is generations old, covered in rust and  
very primitive. Numerous tin sheets are missing  
from the garage and the whole thing is exposed to  
the elements. Cages on either side are mounted to  
bring people up and down sequentially via an automated system. In the gloom below they can 
just about make out the lights inside the other station far below. Trees are visible on top of the 
cliffs and through the thick fog they can make out the looming silhouette of Salazar Castle to 
their right. It looks extremely foreboding yet numerous lights are on inside. 
 
As they ride down Leon spots several Ganado travelling up the other side and he shoots from 
quite a distance to send them plummeting down into the abyss below. To their left they can see 
candlelight emanating from several natural caves built into the cliff face forming part of a 
ritualistic and sacrificial area used for anyone who defies the Los Illuminados order. Once they 
dock at the old station below they see the windows to the control room have been smashed so 
they jump inside and have a look around. The controls are all in working order and they 
decide against altering them because they will need a ride back up. Several boxes are scattered 
around and there is a bank of long-abandoned workers’ lockers but nothing of any major 
interest. 
 
Moving down some stairs they cross over into some  
of the old caves and find fresh blood on a slab of  
rock near some lit torches and a drape of the Los  
Illuminados emblem. This was where Ada was  
earlier and some ritual appears to have taken place  
here. Moving back outside, they head the opposite  
way down more steps and pass through some gates  
onto another forest trail. Leon uses his flashlight to  
navigate through the darkness as the blackened  
trees close in all around them. The path moves into  
a clearing containing another old shed standing alone in the darkness. Leon pauses by the door 
and tells Ashley to stay outside and hide whilst he checks it out. The girl nods and disappears 
into the nearby undergrowth. 
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Leon moves inside the building and sweeps for dangers. At first glance it appears silent and 
empty, just full of old boxes, crates, broken ladders and suchlike. However, he senses a 
presence behind him and whirls round only to be confronted by Mendez who hoists him off 
the floor by his neck and tosses him away. Leon  
bounces off one of the wooden support beams  
and crashes to the floor, dazed. Mendez turns  
and jams the metal handles for the door so he  
cannot escape before turning to face him. Leon  
rolls out of the way as Mendez charges and kicks  
over a barrel of oil which pools around the village  
chief. Leon shoots the oil to ignite it and  
momentarily Mendez is lost amidst a huge  
explosion that sets many parts of the barn on fire.  
But as Leon coughs and splutters through the  
thick smoke, Mendez reveals himself to be still alive, though the damage he suffered has 
caused him to trigger his Dominant Plaga mutation. His build increases as his torso shreds and 
expands, supported on an elongated spinal cord which has fused with the Plaga and resulted in 
scorpion-like appendages growing out of his back. Bone marrow now extends out of his 
overgrown, exposed spinal column resulting in a centipede-like appearance. 
 
Mendez strides towards Leon who fires back at his  
exposed spinal cord. When the chief gets too  
close, Leon climbs up a nearby ladder into the  
rafters and Mendez’ tail-like talons reach up to try  
and swat him back down. From up here, Leon is  
able to drop several grenades, damaging Mendez  
to the point where his legs are severed from his  
spine. The Dominant Plaga can now be seen  
exposed from his tailbone and it now resorts to  
using its arms and appendages to swing from the  
wooden beams around the room. The fire is  
spreading fast with the flames dancing higher into the air and the resulting smoke becoming 
thicker. Leon continues to fire, avoiding the attacks from Mendez until eventually the chief 
gives up the ghost and drops down to the ground dead, his false eye coming loose and rolling 
out onto the floor. Leon takes it believing it will operate the retinal scanner and allow them to 
finally escape this place. Through a fire-damaged hole in the wall he is able to get back outside 
and link up with Ashley who asks if he is okay. Together they make their way back up the hill 
towards the Gondola and ride back up to the top station at the top of the valley. Leon holds 
Mendez’ false eye up to the retinal scanner and the sturdy-looking gates unlock to let them 
pass. 
 
They are now on a road leading up towards Salazar castle. Moss-ridden dry-stone walls line 
either side of the road with trees and dried grass beyond. They can see lit torches in the 
distance as a welcoming committee of Ganado block their passage up to the castle. However, 
just as they start to make their way forward, a horn suddenly sounds and an out of control truck 
comes blaring round the corner driven by a villager who mows down several of his brethren. 
Leon fires off a few shots and the truck swerves into the wall and topples onto its side, scraping 
down the road in a shower of sparks before coming to a stop in a smoking heap.  
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With the road ahead now clear, Leon and Ashley don’t hang around and take the opportunity 
to sprint forwards. But they do not get far when they hear the gate behind them open and 
dozens more villagers emerge carrying flaming torches and all with glowing red eyes and crazed 
looks on their faces. Leon and Ashley sprint to the top and spot the drawbridge crossing over 
the chasm into the castle grounds. They both run across and Leon instructs her to turn the 
wheel to raise the bridge back up whilst he does the same on the other side. With the bridge 
raised, this prevents the Ganado from reaching them and they are left stranded and cursing in 
their native tongue on the opposite side. Quickly, Leon and Ashley disappear off into the 
grounds. 
 
They are now in a courtyard full of tall, imposing  
walls made of solid, weathered stone carved  
centuries ago. An old, gnarled tree grows next to a  
small guard’s tower and some steps lead up to the  
battlements. The whole place is lit up with flaming  
torches on the walls and looks very grandiose. As  
they move down the stone pathways and steps they  
can hear distant murmuring and chanting as if  
some kind of incantation is being performed. Near  
one of the towers, an old stone well is eviscerated  
when they come under attack from cowl-wearing Los Illuminados acolytes firing flaming rocks 
down from raised catapults. The whole place shudders as fire and stone collide and Leon and 
Ashley are forced down a side path where they are confronted by two men with pale faces and 
black hoods. They are infected just like the villagers and attack on sight. They come across an 
old canon which still works but they need to find the mechanism to pull it up to the roof. 
 
They continue onwards, dodging flaming catapult fire and reach the ramparts at the top. Leon 
uses his sniping skills to detonate several fuel drums conveniently placed next to the catapults 
before leaving Ashley in the safety of a candlelit outhouse full of shelves and boxes. He then 
dashes over to the upper level of the tower containing the canon and turns a crank to raise it up 
to the surface. Once in place, he lights the canon and fires at the heavy double doors restricting 
access into the innermost part of the exterior grounds. With the gate soon obliterated, they are 
free to move inside. 
 
They emerge into another outbuilding when Leon  
receives another call from Hunnigan. She asks their  
current location and Leon replies they have decided to  
lay low in a castle but it looks to be a bad move as this  
place is also connected to the Los Illuminados. They  
must not get many visitors here as they are giving them  
both one hell of a welcome. Hunnigan says she has an  
idea but the radio signal suddenly becomes corrupted  
and she is cut off before she can reveal her plan.  
Unable to re-establish contact, Leon curses his luck.  
The signal has been detected and scrambled by the Los Illuminados to prevent Leon from 
relaying his position and calling in any further outside help. It will also mean the cult members 
can now speak with him directly should they so wish. 
 
The building they are in is old with some fine portraits on the wall and gold and brass 
candlesticks standing in the corners. Ahead is a wooden table with an open book but it is so old 
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the writing is illegible. A platinum broadsword hangs on a golden plate on the wall behind. Up 
the steps the uppermost part of the room has many wall-hangings and drapes on display with 
the Los Illuminados emblem front and centre. Lances and spears hang in racks on the walls 
and a few decorative shields on the wall display the Salazar family crest. There appears to be no 
other way out of the room but another broadsword is placed into a door-sized relief on the 
wall, this one made of gold and mounted on a platinum plate. Suddenly the door downstairs 
opens and several cult members burst inside. They are all dressed in black cowls save for their 
leader who is dressed in blood red and wearing elaborate face paint. They wield spiked chains 
and other sharp implements but Leon is equal to them all. Once the coast is clear they each 
take a sword off the wall and mount it on the relief opposite so that each sword matches with its 
corresponding plate. This does the trick and triggers a mechanism to reveal the exit door. 
 
They are now back outside amidst the towers and  
battlements and approaching footsteps from  
behind reveals Luis Sera who has finally caught  
up with them. He has something for them both  
but suddenly realises he must have dropped it  
when he was running away from the Ganados.  
Ashley asks what it was and he explains it was  
medication that would stop their convulsions. He  
knows they are carriers of the Plaga and they both  
admit to coughing up blood. This means the eggs  
have already hatched and they don’t have much time. Luis needs to go back and find the 
medication but refuses Ashley’s offer to go with him. Leon is better with the ladies after all. 
Leon asks why Luis is helping them at all but he will only say it makes him feel better and 
respects that they just leave it at that. He then walks away, leaving a puzzled Leon watching him 
go. 
 
Sat in-between two flaming torches is the main entrance to the interior of the castle but it is 
tightly locked and they will need to locate a key. A door to the left takes them into another 
guard’s area with several outbuildings where more cultists lurk, including one on top of a tower 
with a flaming crossbow. But inside one of the guardhouses, Leon is able to find the castle gate 
key to unlock the main entrance. 
 
They soon emerge inside a huge and lavishly  
decorated hall lined with rich tapestries and solid  
gold torches blanketing a pristine stone finish of  
pillars, stairs and flooring etched with numerous  
decorative patterns. They don’t get far before they  
hear a sneer which quickly turns into a child-like  
giggle. They look up to see a small dwarf appear on  
a balcony up above through some blue curtains and  
flanked with his two Verdugo minders dressed in  
red and black cowls.  
 
The little man laughs and points down at Leon and Ashley, admitting he’d been wondering 
how long it would take before they started to notice this place. Leon demands to know his 
identity and he announces his name as Ramon Salazar; the 8th castellan of this magnificent 
architecture. He has been honoured with a prestigious power by the great Lord Saddler and 
has been expecting their arrival. Leon retorts that they are not interested and Salazar is tickled 
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at his feistiness. The little man suggests that if he cares for his own well-being, Leon should 
simply surrender himself to the Los Illuminados and become their hostage, or he can give 
them Ashley because he is not worth a penny to the cult. He can die. With those chilling 
words, Salazar turns and leaves. Ashley panics and tells Leon she will never turn into one of 
them and he agrees. He assures her they will find a cure.  
 
As they move forward, a wall suddenly comes down and blocks their path. Carved into the 
stone is a beautiful decoration of a knight on horseback fighting a two-headed serpent in 
combat, but the serpent relief is missing. A door to the left is also locked from the opposite 
side so their only option is a single door on the right. 
 
They are now in a corridor decorated with more  
drapes and decorative candlesticks. A painting of  
Lord Saddler is on the wall and a rug has been  
draped over the stone floor with wooden dressers  
and cabinets dotted about with ornaments and bits  
of pottery. A door to the left leads to the prison but  
is locked so they continue forwards where they find  
a note pinned to the wall. It is from Salazar. Clearly  
his network of spies are active around the castle  
grounds. 
 
“I have confirmation that Sera has entered the castle. 
Why he would return during his escape leaves me to question his motives. But we must seize 
this moment and capture him. 
We will get the other two Americans after we apprehend Sera. 
It appears he took some vaccines when he stole our "sample". The vaccines we can do without 
but we must retrieve the "sample" for it is our life blood. 
I feel there is somebody else or some other group involved in this whole affair. If the "sample" 
were to get into the hands of that other entity, the world which we seek to create will not come. 
We must apprehend Sera as quickly as possible.” 
-RE4: Capture Luis Sera; undated. 
 
The passage further down is blocked thanks to two horse busts spewing flame out of their 
mouths. However, to the right is a large painting of a nobleman carrying a hunting pistol and 
hanging from his other hand is the prison key. Leon takes it and they retrace their steps to 
check out the dungeon area. 
 
The dungeon is old and smelly with a large open space  
flanked with pillars, wooden beams and a few old  
crates. There is just one holding cell and it is occupied  
by the Garrador; a human-based Plaga experiment to  
conduct body and resilience strengthening. They are  
also equipped with body armour and claw attachments  
on each arm. Unfortunately what few test subjects were  
created became extremely hostile and would attack  
anything. This resulted in the researchers sewing up  
the Garrador’s eyes and locking them away in the  
castle. As a result they now hunt by sound, not sight. As Leon and Ashley move closer, the 
Garrador can hear them and claws itself free of its restraints. Leon shoots a nearby bell to 
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distract its attention then concentrates his firepower on the exposed Plaga on the Garrador’s 
back. Once the creature is dead they find a lever in its cell that deactivates the flame busts. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The next area is called the Hall of Water and is a beautiful chamber full of decorative water 
pools that sparkle in the flames given off by all the oil lamps and torches. Old red carpets run 
down the floor and tapestries and other fine decorations hang from the walls. There are a 
sizable amount of cultists in here, all brandishing spiked weapons and shields. Leon battles 
through them all before finding a hidden mechanism in a room downstairs to reveal a hidden 
crank Ashley has to turn to bring down the stairs to the next area. A large pool now blocks their 
path but Ashley spots another crank to raise the bridge on an elevated area to their left. Leon 
gives her a boost up and keeps watch from below as Ashley turns the crank. Several cultists 
appear through doors and try to get to Ashley but Leon’s covering fire keeps her safe. When 
both parts of the bridge are raised, Leon moves to catch Ashley as she jumps down from above 
and together they head over and through the doors on the other side. 
 
They are now in another large chamber full of  
weathered stone and candlesticks. Strange statues are  
suspended upside down from the ceiling and a red  
rug draped on the floor indicates the way ahead.  
Suddenly Ashley begins to cough up more blood  
and when Leon asks if she is okay, she pushes him  
away and runs off in a panic, only to trigger a trap  
that separates them both. Metal clasps restrain her as  
she reaches the back wall which then twists around  
and she is suddenly gone. Leon shouts that he will  
come for her. His radio beeps once again and he thinks it is Hunnigan until the distortion 
clears and Salazar’s face appears. He sniggers and confirms they have jacked the 
communications line. They don’t want him telling any outsiders any unnecessary information 
after all. Leon demands to know where Ashley is and Salazar is pleased she fell into one of 
their traps. He tells Leon not to worry and that the Illuminados will be sure to find her soon. In 
the meantime, he has released their ‘miserable insects’ out for some exercise down in the sewer 
to keep him company. He will look forward to their next encounter in another life. 
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The only way out is a door leading to another smaller room containing a trapdoor down to the 
sewer. It is dark and murky down here with dripping water everywhere. Leon can hear the 
scampering of some faraway creature and raises his weapon but cannot see anything. These 
sewers are infested by creatures known as ‘Novistadors’; the results of insect genes spliced with 
a human and then the Plaga parasite. It has developed an insect-like carapace and is able to 
camouflage itself at will. It attacks with talons on its limbs or spits a highly acidic corrosive from 
its mouth. They are practically invisible to the naked eye and only their breath can be seen. 
Leon takes extra care navigating around the dank sewer and is careful not to make too much 
noise. He soon comes across a prison area with several cells each containing a basic bunk and 
rusted toilet. In one he finds a memo from Luis Sera indicating this was where he was held 
when originally incarcerated. His memo compares the Las Plagas parasite to other known 
parasitic-organisms with similar traits. 
 
“There are some parasites that have the ability  
to control their hosts. 
It's basic knowledge among biologists but not  
much is known as to how the parasites do it.  
Studying these parasites specifically might  
reveal some clues as to how the powers of the  
Las Plagas work. And perhaps provide more  
insight on the victims of the Las Plagas, the  
Los Ganados. 
Here is a list of some parasites that have the  
ability to manipulate the behavioural patterns of their host. 
Dicrocoelium 
Once the larvae of this parasite migrates to the ant's oesophagus, it alters the behaviour of the 
ant. When the temperature drops in the evening, the infected ant climbs to the top of a plant 
and clamps onto a leaf using its mandible. It stays there immobile until the next morning, 
placing the ant where it's most vulnerable to be eaten by a browsing herbivore such as sheep. 
One could conclude that the parasite is manipulating the host's behaviour to make its way into 
the body of its definitive host. 
Galactosomum 
The larvae of this parasite makes its home inside the brain of a fish such as the yellowtail and 
the parrot bass. Once infected, the fish make their way up to the water's surface where they'll 
swim until eaten by seabirds. 
Once again, this peculiar behaviour can only be explained by the parasite's desire to get into the 
bodies of the seabirds. 
Leucochloridium 
This parasite's sporocysts develop in the snail's tentacles. The sporocysts are vivid in colour and 
pulsate continually somewhat like a worm. 
Surprisingly the infected snail makes its way to the top of a plant where it is more visible to the 
eyes of birds, therefore more likely to be eaten. 
Once eaten by a bird, the parasite will complete its metamorphosis into an adult.” 
-RE4: Luis’ Memo 1; undated. 
 
Only one of the four cells is occupied and the single villager he finds is already dead and lies 
slumped against the wall. It looks like he was alive until just recently but judging from his 
wounds it was a quick death. The only way out of the sewer is flooded and so Leon has to 
locate the drainage valve in a nearby room, having to pass through collapsed walls and old cells 
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to get to it. With the water drained he is eventually able to escape the sewer and leave the 
Novistadors behind. 
 
Back upstairs, the next chamber is full of  
sharpened swinging pendulums that will mean  
instant death should he mistime his  
movements, but fortunately he is able to get  
past without too much trouble. A ladder takes  
him up to the top level and he soon finds  
himself on the upper balcony overlooking the  
same chamber where he first got separated  
from Ashley. A group of cultists are engaged in  
some kind of ritual below led by one in a red  
gown with his face concealed by a goat’s mask.  
They are all praying in front of a blood-stained altar. The cultists soon spot him and make a 
quick escape, including their leader who has a Los Illuminados pendant around his neck. Leon 
uses a chandelier to swing to the other side of the balcony and locates a door leading into the 
next area. As he penetrates deeper into the castle, the décor changes and becomes almost like 
a mansion with expensive wallpaper and fine paintings in golden frames decorating the walls. In 
a drawing room on a circular oak table he finds another interesting document that elaborates 
on the scale of what he is up against. 
 
“For many years the Salazar family has served as the  
castellans of this castle. However, not everything is  
bright, for my ancestry has a dark past. Long ago  
there once was a religious group that had deep roots  
in this region called the Los Illuminados. Unjustly  
however, the first castellan of the castle took away  
their rights and powers. As a follower of this religion  
and as the 8th Castellan, I felt that it was my duty as  
well as my responsibility to atone for that sin. I knew  
the best way to atone for that sin was to give power  
back to those who we once took it away from, the  
Los Illuminados. 
As expected it took a little time, but we were able to rejuvenate the once sealed Las Plagas. 
With this success I was one step closer to the revival of the Los Illuminados. The reason why I 
released the Las Plagas from deep under the castle and gave them to Lord Saddler was not 
only to repay for the sins of my ancestors but I felt certain that the Lord would make better use 
of this power to help save the world. To save those that have sinned with the power of the Las 
Plagas and to cleanse their souls creating a world without sinners. The way it was meant to be. 
Once cleansed, they would become one of the many Ganados where they will find their reason 
to live. And after the Lord has succeeded in creating the world in which he has envisioned, 
then the sins of my Salazar family will be atoned for.” 
-RE4: Castellan Memo; undated. 
 
Leon moves on and spots another red cultist in the next room. The concealed man orders his 
acolytes to attack Leon whilst he retreats and what follows is a game of cat and mouse as Leon 
hunts him down through corridors, staircases and hidden rooms all built around an impressive-
looking art gallery lined with exquisite portraits and paintings. Once the red cultist is dead, 
Leon is able to retrieve the gallery key and head into the next area. Inside the gallery is a single 
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room with four paintings on the back wall depicting people either being hanged, crucified or 
beheaded in a rather gruesome manner. The paintings are illuminated in spotlight and an 
inscription reads; ‘The sacrifice of six lives shall make way the true path.’ There is also a 
mounted stag’s head on the left wall and some ornate chairs with various urns and bits of 
pottery on display. A wooden stand in front of the paintings contains four buttons and each one 
causes either one or two of the paintings to rotate and display a different image. Leon 
experiments until he has six deaths on display. This causes the wall to retract and reveal a small 
alcove containing the exit. 
 
Leon moves into the next room only to be  
confronted by Salazar and his minions once again.  
The dwarf remarks that although it is a pleasant  
surprise to see him alive, it is Ashley they need,  
not him. Leon retorts by telling the old man to get  
off his back if he’s not needed by them and this  
amuses Salazar even further. This may come as a  
surprise to Leon, but Ramon is only 20 years old,  
despite the grey hair and wrinkles on his face.  
Leon mocks him, saying he is just a puppet of the  
parasites like all the others but Salazar casts him  
down again. Surely Leon doesn’t really believe he is the same as those diminutive Ganados? 
The Las Plagas parasites are slaves to his well and he has absolute control. But Leon doesn’t 
give a damn. Rain or shine, Salazar is going down. 
 
At that moment however, two secret compartments open up revealing groups of cultists 
wielding scythes and crossbows. Salazar gives the order for them to get rid of their American 
friend before leaving the scene. Another battle breaks out and Leon dashes for cover into a 
nearby room that flanks the main museum area with its blue carpet and white painted walls. 
More cultists emerge from hidden rooms and another game of cat and mouse ensues. Without 
his superior weaponry, Leon won’t stand a chance. He has to activate switches in hidden rooms 
that raises a platform containing a chest. Inside the chest is a goat ornament; one of three 
pieces to fit the diorama in the central entrance hall.  
 
The museum exit takes him into a corridor lit only by  
the moonlight shining in from the many windows on  
the left hand side. The walls are etched and inscribed  
with numerous markings and up ahead the room  
opens up to present two doors. The one straight  
ahead is locked from the other side but the left hand  
door is open and leads to another passageway up  
several steps. Several crows fly through the open  
windows and another door at the end takes him back  
outside. From here he walks along the ramparts  
towards the next tower, passing a beautiful stone water  
fountain with numerous crows perched upon it. The storm clouds have long gone in the sky 
and the moon now shines brightly down on the whole castle and the numerous chirp of 
nocturnal insects can be heard. Soon he reaches the door into the next area. 
 
He now overlooks a very impressive looking hedge maze dominating a huge, torch-lit garden 
area flanked with stone bridges and water fountains. The door to the next building is locked 
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with an indentation reading ‘Two moons make one’. It requires a moonstone emblem so he is 
going to have to investigate the maze either for the missing emblem or to find an alternate exit. 
But just as he climbs down the steps onto the immaculately kept lawn he receives another radio 
call from Salazar. He seems mildly surprised Leon is still alive and asks if he likes his garden, 
to which Leon replies his twisted taste is certainly evident in its design. Salazar sniggers and 
admits, sagacious as he is, even he gets lost in there sometimes. Even if it takes his whole life to 
try, he is confident Leon will never make it out and will satisfy the stomachs of his cute pets. 
Salazar then asks to be excused as he still has several loose ends to tie up, like chasing down a 
couple of rats. He severs the link and Leon is left feeling confused at his remarks about two 
rats. If one’s Luis, then who is the other? He wonders if there is another intruder besides him 
involved in all this. 
 
He heads down the steps and into the pristinely  
kept hedges making up the garden maze. This  
place is infested with Colmillos. Some are still  
locked in their cages but others are roaming free  
and are hungry for blood. On top of one of the  
bridges by a goddess water fountain he finds the  
right side of the moonstone. He uses the shotgun  
to drive back several of the rabid dogs with  
hideous exposed tentacles and moves on, finding  
the second part of the moonstone near the back  
of the maze under a torch-lit water feature. 
 
After finding his way back out of the maze he combines the emblem to unlock the door and 
emerges into an exquisitely furnished master bedroom. Ada is waiting for him here and holds 
him at gunpoint from behind, telling him to raise his hands. Leon recognises the voice and 
responds that following a lady’s lead just isn’t his style and turns to suddenly restrain her. Ada 
displays some impressive acrobatics to get free and retrieve her weapon but Leon is marginally 
quicker with his combat knife. He promptly disarms  
her and offers a bit of advice to try using knives next  
time as they work better for close encounters. Ada  
removes her sunglasses and they set eyes on each  
other for the first time in six years. Long-time no see,  
is all she can say. Leon is not happy to see her here.  
He knows from his role in the government that she  
had survived Raccoon City and had joined up with  
Albert Wesker. He asks if it is true she is working  
with him and she compliments him for doing his  
homework. He wants to know why she is here and why she has suddenly shown up like this, 
but Ada is in no mood to answer. She drops her sunglasses and looks away as they detonate 
into a flash bang, distracting Leon long enough for her to retrieve her weapon. She promises to 
see him around before disappearing out of the window leaving him calling out after her. The 
more things change, the more they stay the same. 
 
Ada retreats back to the garden maze and stops by one of the torch-lit fountains as Wesker 
contacts her with an update. He confirms that Luis has successfully recovered the sample and 
is waiting for her inside the castle. She needs to get in contact with him ASAP. She 
acknowledges his order but is not prepared when he also says he has been watching Leon’s 
progress and must kill him if their paths cross. Wesker does not want any complications and 
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he cannot be allowed to interfere with their plans. Ada counters that Leon has no idea what’s 
really going on and therefore is nothing they need to worry about. But Wesker knows Leon is a 
survivor of Raccoon City and is not to be underestimated.  
He has also been reading Leon’s files stored on U.M.F.- 
013 and knows all about his formidable skills as a U.S.  
Government agent. They can do without the extra  
distraction and she is to take him out if seen. After he  
ends the call, Ada realises that with Wesker’s eyes  
everywhere thanks to his control of Umbrella’s Satellite  
Surveillance System, she is going to have to work doubly  
hard to avoid Leon. 
 
Meanwhile, Leon investigates the bedroom, wondering if it belongs to Salazar himself. A 
magnificent four-poster bed is at the head of the room with oak furnishings and a rich red 
carpet on the floor. Candlesticks glow soothingly on the walls, illuminating the patterned 
wallpaper and numerous antique trinkets are on display on the cabinet furniture. On the 
opposite wall sits a decorative fireplace and fireguard with some candlesticks and an 
ornamental plate on the mantelpiece. In a small room adjacent to the bed he finds another 
memo on a round table left behind by Salazar and two black and white photographs of Ada 
infiltrating the castle. 
 
“There seems to be a female intruder among us. We  
believe she's connected with Sera. 
We also believe that she was the one who removed  
the egg injected into Sera before it hatched. She may  
have had him retrieve the "sample" before the  
American agent's arrival. 
It's obvious that her objective is the "sample". We  
must get to her before she is able to re-establish  
contact with Sera. 
There's also reason to believe that she's working for somebody. We need her alive for 
interrogation. The female should be able to answer all our questions. After we have captured 
her, Sera will no longer be of any concern. 
As long as we retrieve the "sample", you may dispose of him as you see fit.” 
-RE4: Female Intruder; undated. 
 
A door takes him into another corridor where round the corner two candlelit dining tables are 
set up. Several framed inscriptions are on the walls reading ‘A desert to cherish our remaining 
years’, ‘Bread begins the meal of life’, ‘Meat to savour the time at hand’, and ‘One last drink 
and the bottle breaks, returning us to the dust from whence we came.’ It is a reference to the 
last supper and beyond is a locked gate leading to an exhibition room. Just around the corner is 
a shooting gallery. He has to ring a bell that brings up a picture of a feast and he has to shoot 
the wine bottle from a distance to shatter it and open up the locked gate.  
 
The exhibition room is another fine-looking area with orange carpet and wooden panelling on 
the walls etched with various patterns and designs. There are several carvings of a knight on 
horseback atop a stone plinth and marble pillars flanking either side. The room is empty save 
for a large treasure chest in the middle but when Leon gets too close he springs a trap that 
drops a cage down around him. Several cultists then file into the room with crossbows and a 
Garrador drops down into the cage beside him. Quickly, Leon detonates a flash grenade to 
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distract the cultists and uses his weapon to break the lock on the cage door. This causes the 
blind Garrador to go mad and start swiping wildly with his claws. Leon quickly darts out the 
cage and through the nearest door before the Los Illuminados can recover. 
 
The next area is another lounge area with an expensive taste in decoration. More cultists lurk 
in here and Leon has to turn a crank to raise a large platform to reach the door on the other 
side. Another gun battle plays out and he also finds several weapons including a rocket 
launcher on display in an antique glass cabinet.  
 
As Leon fights the cultists below, Ada enters the room. Gazing down she mutters an apology 
that she cannot help him and quickly runs along the raised platform and through the door on 
the other side. After taking out some more cultists in a long corridor, she emerges through the 
door of the upper mezzanine of another hall. A portrait of Saddler is on the wall in here. 
Moments later, she hears the door opening behind her and is forced to hide behind one of the 
marble pillars. It is Leon. 
 
Leon begins to explore the room when the door  
opens again and this time Luis walks in. He is  
pleased and says that he has recovered what he was  
looking for and holds up the Dominant Species  
sample and medication. However, at that moment  
he is stabbed in the back by a tentacle conjured up  
by a mutation from Osmund Saddler who has been  
hiding behind Luis all along. The tentacle  
penetrates his back and through his chest, causing  
Luis to drop the Plaga vial into Saddler’s hands.  
The Los Illuminados leader promptly retracts his  
tentacle and shoves a dying Luis to the ground. Now he has recovered the sample, Saddler tells 
Luis he no longer serves him any purpose. He looks accusingly at Leon and says his boy 
Salazar will make sure he suffers the same fate. Saddler then leaves the hall.  
 
Leon dashes over to Luis who is coughing up blood.  
His penetration wound is fatal and he knows it. He  
explains he is a researcher that was hired by Saddler  
to work on the Las Plagas parasite, but he soon  
uncovered the true goal of the Los Illuminados and  
turned against them. Unfortunately Saddler found  
out what he was up to. Leon tells him not to talk  
and tries to staunch the wound but Luis waves him  
away and hands him some tablets, telling him they  
will suppress growth of the parasite inside him.  
With his dying breath, he confirms that Saddler has taken the sample and Leon must get it 
back at all costs. He then bleeds out across the floor and Leon shouts his name in anger and 
distress, its echo reverberating off the ancient stone walls of the castle. 
 
Still hiding out of sight behind the pillar, Ada quickly contacts Wesker and confirms she has 
found Luis, just unfortunately a little too late. She still does not have the sample and it is now 
back in Saddler’s possession. Calm as ever, Wesker is patient and insists there will be another 
opportunity soon. He asks if she’s had the chance yet to eliminate Leon and she confirms she 
hasn’t. If that’s the case, Wesker enthuses, perhaps they can take advantage of his little lucky 
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streak and use of all the distraction he is causing for Saddler and his followers to buy her 
enough time to complete her mission. Relieved, Ada ends the call and slips silently away, 
shortly afterwards uploading the next update of her mission report. This entry focuses on Jack 
Krauser, her rival in the organisation and one of Wesker’s loyal followers. With things playing 
out the way they are, their paths will inevitably cross very soon. 
 
"Jack Krauser has been the subject of extensive study and research by the organisation. His 
skills and personality have been tested both on and off the battlefield. If he weren't the best, he 
would become a liability that would jeopardize the rest of us. 
My conclusion? He's a great soldier. No more. No less. As long as he's well compensated, he 
shouldn't cause any problems for us. If he does start to get restless, I can take care of him. I 
understand his behaviour patterns temporarily showed threatening movement to some extent. 
Wesker hands down all instructions for this operation directly. It was also Wesker who 
ordered Krauser to infiltrate the cult as a spy in order to obtain the "sample", and also opted for 
a united front with me. This was probably for the implication of monitoring each other. 
No doubt Krauser has already fallen to the temptation of Las Plagas and the power they 
represent. This could have dire consequences for the organisation. On some level, however, 
this may be a necessary development, as his role is to disrupt this farce of a play. 
That said, the stage and its players will ultimately come crashing down in the end. Bad luck for 
him, but he'll play the patsy in the end and take the fall for all of us. That's why I need to make 
sure things keep going exactly as they are." 
-Ada's Report Part 3: Jack Krauser 
 
Leon gets up, making a silent promise to Luis that  
he will make Saddler and his followers pay for his  
death. As he begins to look for a way out he hears  
Ashley calling for help from somewhere nearby.  
Looking down on the torch-lit hall below, he can  
see Ashley trapped by the wall with three metallic  
bonds. This must be the opposite side of the hall  
to where she originally first sprung the trap.  
Although he cannot get downstairs to her from  
here, Leon takes careful aim and shoots her  
bonds, setting her free. Ashley is grateful although  
Leon shooting at her made it feel a little like a near-death experience. Suddenly, several cultists 
burst into the room in an attempt to seize her. Leon shouts at her to get out of there and opens 
fire. Ashley runs to the nearest door but it is locked and she cannot get out. A cultist dressed in 
red robes and wearing a goat’s mask has a key around his neck. Once cultist grabs Ashley and 
scoops her over his shoulders but Leon shoots him down before he has a chance to leave the 
area. He then targets their leader in red so that Ashley can retrieve his key and escape through 
the door. 
 
Now alone, Ashley finds herself in a dimly lit room lit only by candlelight. These are the 
servant’s quarters and the walls are full of artistic markings and etchings with a stone bust of an 
influential figure sitting on display around a roped-cordon. A single cultist stands with his back 
to her by a fireplace with an antique clock on the mantelpiece surrounded by crammed 
bookshelves. As she has no weapons, she takes a lit oil lamp and throws it at the man, setting 
him on fire and watching him burn. Another cultist lurks nearby and he chants his incantations 
and laughs sinisterly as he walks towards her. Ashley ducks under book cases and crawls 
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beneath tables to get away from him, eventually finding another lamp to throw and get rid of 
him. 
 
Moving on down a dark stone passageway amidst  
the flickering candlelight and numerous cobwebs,  
she finds a blue door to her left etched with a  
coat of arms. Inside is a small room full of  
antique furniture. An old stone hearth sits against  
the wall with a leering portrait of Ramon Salazar  
above. Many other paintings line the wall but the  
lighting in here is too dim for her to make them  
out in any detail. On one of the cabinets she  
finds a note left behind by Salazar’s butler  
explaining his theory that Lord Saddler has  
manipulated the naive young Ramon into releasing the seal on the Plaga. His Castellan is being 
used as a pawn and the butler is angry at himself for not realising Saddler’s scheme sooner. It is 
also too late to stop him as the butler has confirmation that Salazar has already willingly taken a 
Dominant Plaga into his body. The butler ends his note by saying that he will continue to serve 
faithfully until the end. 
 
At the very back of the room is an old shield in front of two crossed swords affixed to a frame 
on the wall. Ashley can feel a draft down here and wonders if there is a secret passage on the 
other side. There is a wooden pedestal with a lever and a round hole in the centre for 
something that is currently missing. She moves back out into the corridor to find it. 
 
She finds another door with a cast-iron handle  
that takes her into a very dusty old room that  
has been used for storage. Huge clumps of  
dust rise up from the floor and all the furniture  
is covered in old cobwebs. Only a few candles  
are lit in here so Ashley pulls out her flashlight.  
She hits a series of switches to open gates to  
allow her passage through to the next area.  
Near a musky old disused fireplace she finds a  
square stone tablet which may be of some use.  
Through the next door is a pitch-black passage  
with bare stone walls that are cracked and weathered. More discarded, rotten furniture is laced 
with dust and cobwebs and several suits of armour are in a state of disrepair against the walls 
and rusting. The passage soon opens up into a room with a locked door bearing the same coat 
of arms she has seen several times before. A stone pedestal stands before her with eight 
movable blocks that need to be re-arranged to match the coat of arms on the door. When all 
are in the correct position, Ashley attaches the block she took from the fireplace to complete 
the puzzle and unlock the door. 
 
The room beyond is another storage room full of old boxes and sacks of grain and cement. An 
armour chestplate of a knight is affixed to the wall above an old fireplace full of human skulls. 
Inside the chestplate a circular emblem of the Salazar family crest can be removed. This will fit 
the wooden pedestal in the butler’s room. As soon as she takes it, the wall retracts to reveal a 
blue treasure chest containing a serpent ornament; the second of three pieces they need for the 
diorama way back in the main entrance hall. She suddenly hears a loud clanking in the 
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darkness behind her and is amazed to see her torch illuminate a walking suit of armour. These 
are Armaduras; where hibernating parasites have inhabited dormant suits of armour around 
the castle and used their tentacles to simulate the human muscular and nervous system, 
allowing them to carry out primitive motor functions. When they get too close, they attack with 
whatever weapon they hold but the shock of any impact causes the armour to fall apart. 
 
Terrified, Ashley sprints back the way she came,  
dodging the advancing Armaduras and those still  
waiting prone in the corners. When she  
eventually gets back to the butler’s room she  
inserts the Salazar family crest into the hole and  
turns the dais, revealing the hidden room behind  
where a ladder leads up to the next floor. She  
navigates down a long, twisting narrow  
passageway lit via candlelight and her footsteps  
reverberate off the stone floor until she reaches  
the door at the end. She unlocks it and emerges  
back onto the upper mezzanine where Leon still waits. She is overjoyed to see him and rushes 
into his arms. He tells her she did good and she apologises for her earlier behaviour. He says 
not to worry about it and together they can now move on and try to escape this hellish place. 
 
At that moment, Salazar calls over the radio and comments on their touching reunion which 
Leon claims is now spoiled thanks to his interruption. He tells Salazar to just leave before the 
audience gets pissed off but Salazar laughs off his remarks, saying Leon is nothing but an extra 
in his script and that his biggest scene is over. When Leon is thankful not to be part of his 
crappy script, Salazar challenges Leon to show him what a truly first-class script is like through 
his own actions before disconnecting once again.  
 
They quickly move on through a door at the end of the passage and into another large room 
with a monorail cart off to the left which enables faster travel around the various areas of the 
castle. Directly ahead pink flames emanate from large golden torches and below is a deep pit 
full of molten rock. Leon tells Ashley to wait here whilst he rides across on an elaborate 
platform connected to two large wheels on a track. 
 
The next area is blindingly hot above more molten rock flowing up from deep below ground. 
Several cultists are using flamethrowers disguised as flaming dragon monoliths to guard the 
final piece needed for the puzzle in the main entrance hall; the lion ornament. But thankfully 
Leon is able to eliminate them all, retrieve the emblem and safely return to Ashley.  
 
Together they ride a nearby tram all the way back to  
the start where they unlock a door to arrive back in  
the main audience hall where they first met Salazar.  
They fit the three emblem pieces into place and the  
wall retracts to allow them passage through to the  
inner sanctum of the castle grounds. More flaming  
torches burn brightly in their golden holders and  
more Los Illuminados drapes hang from the walls  
as they climb up a staircase and through a door to  
the next area where they find another tram. Outside  
they can see more towers and buildings in the distance, blanketed by the tree line of the forest 
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and the moonlit sky. The Salazar’s ancestral castle is much bigger than they initially thought. 
 
The tram takes them to another large building with cork flooring, immaculately kept furniture 
and a mixture of white marble and oak panelled walls, each filled with various paintings and 
portraits of past influential figures and Salazar family members. They move down a central 
hallway decorated with a number of goddess statues immaculately carved from white marble. 
All the windows are open and the wind blows the red curtains back into the room, making 
them dance and flap around like ghostly apparitions. The doors at the end of the corridor are 
guarded by a sturdy portcullis and they need to find a way to raise it. Either side of the doors is 
a statue with their arms outstretched as if ready to receive something. The statue to the left 
wears pink clothing and the one to the right blue. Both are inscribed; ‘A toast to our Royal 
Majesty.’ Leon and Ashley both backtrack to search around for clues. 
 
Near to the door they first arrived through, another  
door to the left leads to the weapon exhibition  
room where many old swords, shields and armour  
are on display flanked by two life-size statues of  
knights on stone plinths. There are two other doors  
in here, the first is locked from the other side and  
the second has the Los Illuminados symbol and  
the message ‘Four knights shall clear the path.’  
Ashley notices four pressure pads on the floor so  
Leon moves the knight statues onto two of them  
and he and Ashley stand on the others. This does  
the trick and the main door unlocks.  
 
The next room is practically empty and decorated  
with three large pictures of a crowd of mourners  
looking up to an influential female figure. They  
are surprised to find Salazar himself waiting for  
them in here. He believes they have now lived  
long enough and wonders if they will be able to  
survive this time. A flick of his hand results in the  
door closing behind them and suddenly spikes  
appear from holes in the ceiling which slowly  
begin to lower in an attempt to crush them.  
Ashley panics and Salazar giggles before making his escape through a secret door. Leon calmly 
surveys the scene, looking for any possible way out and notices four red lights on the ceiling. 
Shooting these shatters the glass coverings and automatically deactivates the trap, opening up 
the hidden door Salazar disappeared through. 
 
The door leads into another torch-lit stone passageway with some old bloodstains on the floor. 
A door at the end takes them into a cellar with some large barrels of wine on display as well as 
sacks of grain, bales of hay and some wooden barrels. Suddenly a latticework gate crashes 
down and separates Leon and Ashley once again, trapping Ashley out in the corridor where 
behind her the stone wall caves through and a huge wrecking machine emerges driven by two 
cultists. Ashley screams and Leon looks on in horror as the wrecking machine rides ever closer 
with a huge wooden drill attachment mounted to the front. He takes careful aim and is able to 
snipe the two cultists from a distance. This raises the gate and allows Ashley to get inside the 
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cellar as seconds later the out of control machine crashes into the doorway and comes to a 
standstill.  
 
A quick search of the room reveals an elegant chessboard of rare design in one of the 
cupboards and a treasure chest containing the queen’s grail. Leon shoots a rusty lock off a door 
which opens back into the weapons exhibition room and from there they return to the main 
corridor. They explore down the opposite side where once again the wind can be heard 
whistling through the exposed windows. Another note has been left behind on a table by the 
door. 
 
“As you may have heard, Luis Sera has been disposed of by Lord Saddler. The "sample" is 
back where it belongs. I had hoped that the whole matter could be resolved without troubling 
the Lord. However, as long as the "sample" is safe we can all rejoice, for our time is nearly at 
hand. 
Now that the "sample" is back in our safe hands, it'll be a bit more difficult for that troublesome 
woman to get it. In light of all this, it's unfortunate that Sera had to go. Like us, he had shown 
more faith in our beliefs. 
As for the other two Americans, the Lord has left the matter in our hands. 
We must not disappoint the Lord. We shall capture Ashley and take her to the Lord and 
dispose of the American agent.” 
-RE4: Sample Retrieved; undated. 
 
The door leads into another stately corridor with a rich red carpet flanked by suits of armour 
and lion statues. Some of these are Armaduras and Leon tells Ashley to wait behind as he 
cautiously navigates his way past. He soon emerges into a circular room with the king’s grail 
standing on a central table. However, an inscription reads; ‘May wrath of evil befall the one 
who disturbs this Holy Grail.’ Leon ignores the message and takes the cup, resulting in several 
more Armaduras launching an attack. Luckily several shotgun rounds soon leave nothing but a 
pile of broken armour on the floor. 
 
With both grails now in their possession, they return  
to the central corridor and place both grails into  
place which successfully raises the latticework gate.  
The next area is another long corridor flanked with  
ornate decoration and magnificent golden  
chandeliers hanging from the ceiling. All the  
windows on the right hand side have been smashed  
and the room is exposed to the elements, with the  
rasping gale of the wind having extinguished all the  
candles. The door at the end leads into a large  
circular ballroom although many sections of the  
floor have collapsed and a huge, pulsating Novistador hive hangs down from the ceiling. As 
they pass through the room one of the creatures swoops down and abducts Ashley, taking a 
tight grasp of her and flying out one of the nearby windows. Leon fruitlessly shouts out her 
name and is left to fend off several more of its brethren. 
 
The Novistadors delivers Ashley to Salazar and his minders. In order to slow Leon down, 
Salazar leaves instructions for cultists to jam the machinery inside the nearby clock tower that 
will prevent Leon from being able to realign the drawbridge over the chasm leading to the next 
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palace. This delay will give Salazar the necessary time to prepare the ritual to make Ashley an 
official member of the Los Illuminados. 
 
“Thanks to the efforts of the Novistadors, we have been able to recapture Ashley. 
We shall prepare for the sacred ritual as quickly as possible and make Ashley an official 
member of the Los Illuminados. 
While we prepare for the ritual, those of you who feel inclined can attend to our American 
friend. 
We should be able to hold off our friend for at least a little while by jamming the gears in the 
clock tower with something. 
I think if we jam the gears in 3 places, it should give us enough time to prepare everything for 
the ritual. 
Now go and entertain our American tourist.” 
-RE4: Ritual Preparation; undated. 
 
Leon meanwhile manages to fend off the rest of the  
Novistadors in the ballroom and tries to lower the  
drawbridge in order to reach the exit. However, the  
chains jam halfway down so he is forced to shoot  
the joins on the wall to snap them off. He soon  
finds himself back outside on the battlements  
overlooking the main clock tower. There is a large  
chasm to the right and beyond that is another  
palace, but there seems to be no way across to  
reach it. Just then, his radio beeps to announce  
another call from Salazar who wonders if Leon can see him right now. He uses his binoculars 
and can pick out Salazar and his guards escorting Ashley in the distance. Leon threatens to 
break his bones if he even so much as scratches Ashley but Salazar is not intimidated, instead 
telling Leon to just worry about making it to his position. He will be waiting. 
 
The clock tower is heavily defended by more zealots and as Leon crosses the bridge he is 
accosted by more flaming rocks launched from catapults on the battlements to the far right. 
The main door to the clock tower has been boarded up so he is forced to fight his way around 
to a side door. The interior is a hive of cogs and machinery and he climbs up several ladders to 
reach the very top where he finds Salazar’s note. The cogs have been jammed in three places 
so he spends several moments examining the machinery until he finds three planks of wood 
blocking the internal workings. Shooting them clear, he activates the mechanism which shifts 
the drawbridge across on a series of pulleys to connect with the palace on the other side of the 
chasm. 
 
Numerous zealots and cultists ambush Leon on the bridge and he is forced to revert to heavy 
weaponry to get by. The palace doors lead into the watchman’s hallway which is guarded by 
two Garrador that are roaming free. Leon sticks to the blue carpet draped down the centre of 
the marble floor to muffle his footsteps and keep as quiet as possible. There are two antique 
bells he can use to create a distraction so he hides behind a red marble-effect pillar and targets 
the exposed Plagas on their backs until both Garrador are dead on the floor. The next door 
leads to a staircase flanked on either side by statues watching closely from small alcoves and 
impressive golden chandeliers hanging from the ceiling. The same blue carpet leads up the 
stairs and there are wooden handrails on either side leading up to a set of double doors at the 
top. 
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He emerges through into a throne room, where Salazar himself is seated and awaiting Leon’s 
arrival with anticipation. Ashley is on her knees, her neck trapped in a vice from the crossed 
scythes of the two Verdugo bodyguards. Salazar asks Leon if he realises when it is time to just 
give up before hitting a switch that activates a hidden  
trapdoor beneath his feet. Leon realises a second  
too late what is happening and plummets down the  
pit. Thankfully, he has a mini-grapple attachment on  
his belt he uses to stop his untimely fall. Salazar  
listens intently through an ear trumpet for the sound  
of Leon’s impalement but it never comes. Instead,  
Leon fires a shot causing the vibrations to blast  
Salazar’s ear drums. Enraged, the little castellan  
stomps around and insists there will be no more  
games. He orders one of his Verdugo guards to kill Leon and the one in the red robe quietly 
leaves the room. Salazar orders the other to bring Ashley and they will prepare for the ritual. 
 
Leon is now somewhere underground in the traitor’s pit where Salazar rids himself of those 
who either steal or are of no further use to him. A pool of dirty, brown water has gathered and 
the skeletal remains of several bodies are present, including one impaled on primitive wooden 
stakes erected at the bottom of the pit. Several bats fly around in a frenzy and water flows down 
from somewhere up above. Salazar calls him up once again and accuses Leon of having nine 
lives. But it won’t matter anymore as he has sent his right hand to dispose of him. Leon mocks 
Salazar about his right hand being able to come off and the little dwarf angrily tells him to die 
like the worm he is. 
 
Leon climbs up a nearby ladder onto a water channel that makes up part of the sewer network. 
He sloshes past many outflow pipes and several passageways are gated off. He fails to notice 
the Verdugo watching him from the shadows. Eventually he reaches a door that takes him into 
another corridor with a humming sound coming from nearby machinery. The lights flicker and 
he is now standing on a grate above the water. An offshoot to the right of the passage leads to a 
small control room where a single candle burns brightly on a table. On the back wall is an 
elevator but there is no power being supplied. There are numerous machines in the room and 
also a liquid nitrogen tank standing in the corner. Curious, Leon leaves the room to try and 
find a way to re-activate the power. 
 
Further up the irrigation corridor he finds a few more  
rooms with more LN2 canisters. The Verdugo is now  
somewhere in the ceiling and launches random  
attacks with its barb-like tail and Leon uses a  
succession of acrobatic flips to avoid it. In the  
generator room amidst a hive of machinery he locates  
the switch to restart the power for the elevator,  
however, the car is deep underground and will take  
approximately 4 minutes to rise to this level. The  
Verdugo now makes its appearance, fully visible for  
the first time and resembling a large insectoid with sharp talons and barbed tail. This is the 
culmination of the Los Illuminados experiments with human and insect gene splicing using the 
application of the Plaga to fill in the gene sequence gaps. The result is a terrifying and 
extremely nimble creature with a hardened natural carapace capable of deflecting bullets.  
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The Verdugo hunts Leon down relentlessly, displaying astonishing speed and agility. In return 
Leon’s shotgun blasts barely slow it down and he is soon forced on the run. He kicks down 
several of the LN2 canisters and its liquid form soon crystallises and freezes the Verdugo, 
slowing it down considerably then concentrating his firepower whilst it is vulnerable until 
eventually it collapses in the throes of death. Leon is then free to ride the elevator deep down 
into the mines far beneath the castle. This is the source of where the Las Plagas came from. 
 
Meanwhile, several miles away on his island facility,  
Lord Saddler sits in his throne room where Leon’s  
former colleague Jack Krauser kneels before him  
and pledges his loyalty and service. The latest  
reports from Salazar castle do not please Saddler  
and he concludes young Ramon is having trouble  
containing Leon. He says that Salazar had his  
chance and orders Krauser to go and get Ashley  
and bring her back here. He is to dispose of Leon  
whilst he is at it. Krauser rises and tells Saddler to  
consider it done, sneering at the thought of a reunion with his former comrade. 
 
The elevator takes Leon deep beneath the castle and into a series of natural caverns that make 
up the mining area. Beside the entrance he finds some of Luis Sera’s research notes left behind 
on a pile of sandbags. 
 
“The first castellan buried the Las Plagas deep  
underground below the castle to hide their very  
existence. But when Salazar released the Las Plagas,  
no one thought he could bring them back to life.  
Because when Salazar found them they were all just  
fossilized remains. 
Everyone knew that the parasitic organisms could  
not survive without hosts. That they couldn't sustain  
life on their own. But when Salazar and his men  
excavated the remains, it almost appeared as if the  
Las Plagas were just waiting to be discovered so that they could resurrect. 
Several years later, unexplainable convulsions started occurring among the villagers who helped 
with the excavation of the Las Plagas. 
Then one day, all of a sudden, these villagers turned into violent savages. 
They later found out it was caused by the Las Plagas. Although they appeared fossilized, they 
were able to survive the long years by lying in a dormant state at the cellular level remaining in a 
spore-like form. 
Apparently, during the excavation, the villagers inhaled the spores within their bodies and the 
parasites became active again. This is how the Las Plagas were resurrected. 
Even as I'm writing, the excavation of the Las Plagas continues. 
God only knows how many of these Plagas have been resurrected. Not to mention the 
countless number of Ganados that have been created. 
Their inhumane activity must be put to an end. If they are not stopped, people around the 
world could turn into victims of this crazy cult organisation.” 
-RE4: Luis’ Memo2; undated. 
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The next door takes him into a narrow tunnel supported by structural beams and littered with 
rotting wooden barrels and old sandbags. Dusty, electric light bulbs hang from the ceiling and 
the whir of nearby machinery can be heard. Further down, he passes several old mine carts and 
a warning sign that reads; ‘Caution: Overloading  
dynamite on trolley will trip the circuit breaker.’ Soon  
the tunnel opens up into a large cavern where Ganado  
from the village are operating a huge mechanical drill  
that is digging down and churning up the rocks deep  
below. After clearing the area, Leon inspects the drill  
and the collected rocks from the pit. These rocks are  
all indented with fossilised Plagas, meaning the parasites  
could be centuries old at least. The microscopic spores  
given off by the hibernating parasites on these rocks  
triggered their resurrection following prolonged exposure to the workers conducting the 
excavation.  
 
A large boulder blocks his path so Leon is forced to bring down a mine cart with some 
dynamite, a motion delayed when the circuit breaker trips, forcing him to restart it and engage 
another Chainsaw Ganado. Once he clears a path, Leon heads to the next area. 
 
He is now in a large blast furnace standing above a grid  
where a lake of molten rock can be seen bubbling  
below. The heat is intense and steam rises up from the  
floor, bathing the whole cavern in a fiery orange  
colour. Several large crucibles are present and a lever  
activates a hidden door in the centre of the room. As  
Leon begins to cross over to the other side, two El  
Gigante’s suddenly come stomping into the room. A  
quick-thinking Leon does not panic and immediately  
activates the trap door, causing one of the colossal  
monsters to fall to a fiery death below. The other charges at Leon who ducks out of the way 
before running to the opposite side of the room and climbing a ladder up some old scaffolding. 
He fires at the Gigante until it gets too close, by which point he uses a zip line installed at the 
very top of the cavern to rappel down to the other side. Leon repeats the process several times, 
injuring the Gigante enough for the Plaga to sprout from its back. Once enough damage is 
caused, the large creature drops down dead. 
 
In contrast to the blast furnace, the next area is a dark and wet tunnel with pools of water and 
constant dripping that opens up into a huge chamber stretching out across a large chasm. This 
place has been turned into a breeding ground for the Novistadors and several are hovering in 
the air nearby. A sculpture sits on a stone pedestal with the inscription; ‘The two lights shall 
shine light on a new path.’ 
 
Avoiding the Novistadors and using flash grenades to disorientate them, Leon heads up the 
pathways across the abyss and enters a cave on either side, pushing a button that causes a 
powerful ray of light to reflect off a prism and burn a hole through the door at the far end. 
Once through this section, he then finds himself in a cave full of ancient paintings and 
markings on the wall depicting strange looking humanoid figures and their dog-like servants. 
Giant stones on chains mechanically rise and fall sequentially, looking to squash anyone that 
dares to get past, but Leon times his moves carefully and is able to get by. Beyond the cave is a 
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chamber containing a sarcophagus on a circular stone pedestal. A royal insignia lays upon it 
and a hidden switch causes the pedestal to rise up like a kind of primitive elevator and return 
Leon to the surface. 
 
Now back in the night air, he can hear the local wildlife chirping  
in the background as he makes his way through another  
courtyard full of gnarled old trees and high stone walls on either  
side. A large palace looms in the distance and beyond that is a  
circular tower that stands silent and ominous in the darkness.  
The remains of a crumbling wooden dwelling stand before him  
and pinned to the wall is a letter from Ada, signed off with a  
lipstick mark. Evidently she is still somewhere ahead of him. 
 
“Once a Plaga egg hatches, it's nearly impossible to remove it  
from the body. But if it's before it hatches, then it can be  
neutralized by medication. If it does hatch you might be able to get it out by surgery before it 
turns to an adult. But it won't be easy. There's a high chance you won't survive the operation. 
As far as I know the girl was injected with the egg before you. Her time is ticking. You should 
prepare yourself for the worst case scenario.” 
-RE4: Letter from Ada; undated. 
 
Exploring further, this place looked to have been a  
settlement at one time, likely for the workforce  
loyal to the Salazar family but is now left in ruin,  
with only partial stone remains of the old buildings  
and visible evidence of old furniture left long  
discarded. Several torches burn in the area and  
cast a warm glow off the ivy-strewn rocks. A little  
further down he finds a large group of Ganados  
gathered round a bonfire. The entrance to the  
palace is up ahead but the sturdy door is locked. A  
round hollow sits beneath a carving of a lion and  
another inscription reads; ‘Offer the sacrifice to the lion.’ Frustrated, Leon begins to search 
around for another way to progress and inside another ruined shack, finds a crank handle that 
opens up a hidden hole with a ladder leading deep underground. Cautiously, he descends 
downwards and finds himself in the entrance to a network of ancient ruins. Sand covers the 
floor under his feet and numerous relics and human skulls are scattered about. A flaming lamp 
hangs from a bowl in the ceiling, casting light onto a large stone slab with etched writing bearing 
the following inscription; ‘Up ahead rests the offering to the lion.’ 
 
Leon descends down a dusty tunnel up ahead lit by candlelight from the recesses until the cave 
emerges into a large chamber containing more ruins and remains from an ancient settlement 
and burial chamber. Evidently the villagers were excavating here as well as the mines beneath 
the castle. The Ganados turn to attack and the sandy floor has been laced with bear traps, 
forcing Leon to take the long way around. After taking care of the villagers he also has to take 
care of another chainsaw Ganado who holds onto the mine key. This allows him to unlock the 
door into the next area. 
 
Another darkened cave descends down some steps with alcoves containing flickering candles. 
At the bottom a torch burns fiercely next to another door leading into a chamber that 
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automatically springs a hidden trap when entering. The ceiling is covered in spikes and is slowly 
descending downwards. There are also several Plaga on the floor here, scuttling spider-like and 
free in their search for a new host. Quickly, Leon kills the parasites before shooting four 
glowing red points on the ceiling to stop the trap and unlock the door on the other side. Steps 
lead down into a circular pit by the sandstone walls. Numerous flames burn in caskets of oil 
suspended from the ceiling and great slews of sand rain down from cracks and holes in the 
ceiling. In the next room he comes across a rickety old mine cart track suspended over a large 
chasm and disappearing off into the tunnels beyond. Three rusted carts are docked at the 
station where a human skull is on display as if to warn people away. 
 
With no other way to progress, Leon climbs into the  
nearest cart and shoots the activation switch to  
disengage the brake. What follows is a twisting and  
turning mine cart journey through numerous tunnels  
and bridges, crossing chasms and differing ravines  
open to the night sky. Several Ganado lie in wait at  
pre-determined stop points and make a bid to jump  
into the carts as they pass by. Leon does his best to  
shoot them all down and towards the end of the ride  
the cart speeds up and descends downwards in a  
sharp spiral before levelling out. Unfortunately the  
track comes to an abrupt stop halfway across a canyon yet the sheer speed and forward 
momentum means Leon can throw himself clear and hoist himself up the cliff on the other 
side. Beyond is the final resting place of the stone of sacrifice. A tunnel further down leads to a 
ladder that brings him back up to the surface. The mine cart track must have taken him in a 
giant circle for he finds himself back in the courtyard of ruins next to the large bonfire. With 
the stone of sacrifice now in his possession, he slots it into the circular relief on the door to 
permit himself access to the palace. 
 
Once inside an elevator takes him into a corridor  
and then into a beautiful chamber full of fine  
tapestries, drapes and purple flames simmering  
in golden candelabras. Pristine marble pillars and  
structures fill the space which is dominated by a  
mechanical stone statue of Salazar himself. Here  
the cultists’ spring one final trap and drop the  
bridge suspended over the water pools leading to  
the exit on the other side. Leon has to battle the  
Illuminados and raise the bridge back up. But  
just when the path ahead is clear, the mechanical  
statue of Salazar breaks free of its holdings and tries to stomp him to death! Robo-Salazar is too 
big and knocks down several stone columns that come crashing down beside Leon, forcing him 
to duck and weave whilst desperately trying to stay ahead of the strange contraption. 
 
A door at the end leads out of the cathedral and he shoots the padlock out and kicks it open. 
He emerges onto a large stone bridge crossing over a deep ravine and grassed area where the 
final, circular tower stands before him. Suddenly, Robo-Salazar comes crashing through the 
wall in a shower of brick and mortar and continues to chase Leon before losing its balance and 
toppling over, destroying the bridge and plummeting down into the abyss below. Leon jumps 
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and dangles on the edge at the other side before pulling himself up to safety. Reloading his 
weapons, he enters the final tower. 
 
Waiting for him inside is Salazar and his one  
remaining Verdugo. Salazar mockingly applauds  
him for making it this far and comments how it is  
nice of Leon to join him. He explains that the  
sacred rite that is about to begin in this tower shall  
endow Ashley Graham with a magnificent power.  
She will join the Los Illuminados and become one  
of them. Leon retorts that this is no ritual, just  
terrorism, and Salazar’s eyes light up, admitting  
that seems to be a popular word these days. He  
tells Leon not to worry as they have prepared a  
special ritual for him as well. Suddenly, Leon catches Salazar off-guard and throws his combat 
knife, impaling the little dwarf’s hand on the wall. Salazar whimpers in pain and the Verdugo 
removes the knife and throws it back at Leon, who ducks and watches as the knife embeds on 
the wooden door behind him. Still crying, Salazar and the Verdugo enter an elevator and ride 
up towards the top of the structure and out of sight.  
 
Although still decorated exquisitely, this tower seems to be an unused part of the castle for all 
the corners are filled with boxes, sacks and various other materials suggesting this place is used 
exclusively for storage. Quickly, Leon begins to run up the spiral staircase towards the top of 
the tower. Numerous cultists lay in wait hiding in the woodwork with flaming crossbows and 
more ignite wooden barrels and roll them down the stairs in an attempt to crush him. 
 
As Leon is fighting up the tower, the cultists complete the ritual to inaugurate Ashley as an 
official member of the Los Illuminados. She is then handed over to Jack Krauser who returns 
her by boat to Saddler’s island. 
 
Leon battles his way across some wooden scaffold,  
shooting several Illuminados wearing purple cowls  
and branding scythes. In the centre of the raised  
chamber is a freight elevator used for transporting  
heavy goods up to the top of the tower. He has to  
reduce the weight by pushing several crates off the  
platform before thumbing the switch and riding  
very slowly to the top. Once there, he has to  
navigate round the outside of the tower on some  
rickety-looking wooden platforms suspended via  
chains. It is misty up here and blankets what would  
be a remarkable view of the entire region  
otherwise. Far below the perimeter walls of the castle grounds can just be made out. 
 
After circling round, another elevator takes him up to the very top where the entrance to the 
final chamber lies. Inside this whole place has been taken over by a huge plant-like growth. It 
secretes a sticky fluid and has deep roots embedded into the walls. This is the Plaga Queen; the 
only ever recorded specimen and with the ability to produce countless offspring in the form of 
adult Plagas. It has the appearance of a mollusc, with four large flaps and roots full of organs 
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able to release Plaga spores into the environment. It also possesses three large tentacles to act 
as a defence mechanism should it ever determine its life to be in danger. 
 
Standing before the queen on a small altar is Ramon  
Salazar and the Verdugo. Salazar chuckles and tells  
Leon he has just missed Ashley. The ritual has been  
completed and she left with his men to a nearby  
island. Salazar admits it’s time to pay his respects to  
Leon’s stubborn prowess of survival and stands on  
the top of the altar, allowing himself to be enveloped  
by the tentacles of the Plaga queen. Both he and the  
Verdugo are carried inside the growth and  
consumed, all three then fusing together as one,  
giant organism. The Queen’s three giant tentacles  
shoot out to attack Leon and within the heart of the plant, the humanoid remains of Salazar 
can be seen, now horribly mutated and disfigured. He screams with rage and his distorted voice 
tells Leon he wants him to suffer just like Ashley did. Leon concentrates his fire on the 
exposed eyeball of the first tentacle and when he causes enough damage, Salazar’s protective 
cocoon opens, leaving him vulnerable. Leon fires all the heavy weapons he has and Salazar says 
it just ‘tickles’. The tentacles are extremely dangerous and several times Leon has to drop down 
into a small pit below to avoid their grasp, running round and taking cover before climbing 
back up a ladder to resume his attack. 
 
After a long period of time, Leon finally does  
enough damage to Salazar to destroy him and the  
whole organism dissolves into a pile of slush,  
leaving only the remains of the now dead Plaga  
Queen stuck to the back wall. Disgusted, Leon  
quickly takes his leave. On the castle wall he finds  
a thick coil of rope attached to a joist he uses to  
rappel down to a lower level. From there he is able  
to ride an elevator all the way down to the bottom,  
emerging into a damp tunnel with dripping  
moisture and a small cellar with wooden crates, boxes, barrels of ale and bales of parcelled 
straw. Further down beyond more flickering gas torches on the wall he finds a small dock with 
Ada waiting for him in a speedboat. She asks if he needs a lift and a bemused Leon climbs on 
board as they prepare to ride over to Lord Saddler’s island. 
 
They ride in silence for a while in choppy waters towards the island. In the darkness and gloom 
ahead they can see large chimneys and factories indicating a large industrial presence. Leon has 
a million questions in his head about Ada and she smiles when she catches him looking at her. 
She suddenly twists the boat into a sharp turn and almost makes Leon fall off his seat as she 
prepares her exit. She fires her grapple gun up onto the rocks above and tells him that she has 
some business to take care of and will see him later. She rappels herself up onto the 
outcroppings above, leaving Leon in a struggle to regain control of the boat. ‘Women…’ he 
says. 
 
On a craggy pathway high up above, Ada prepares to begin her infiltration of the island when 
her radio beeps. It is Wesker once again, wanting to know if she has retrieved the sample. She 
hasn’t yet and he asks if there is some kind of trouble. She advises that Saddler knows about 
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them, referring to both her and Krauser. Wesker acknowledges, and says the extraction 
chopper will pick her up at the rendezvous point as planned. Quickly, she heads off into the 
night. The sky is beginning to brighten ever so slightly and dawn is only a few hours away. 
 
Leon meanwhile moors the boat and prepares to  
begin his own island assault. However it seems his  
presence has already been detected as Saddler  
himself calls him up over the radio. Leon takes  
satisfaction from telling him that Salazar is dead, but  
Saddler is already aware of this fact. Leon tells him  
to give up and let Ashley go home but Saddler  
accuses him of being disillusioned with  
overconfidence just because he killed one of his  
small time subordinates. He mockingly signs off by  
inviting Leon to writhe in his cage of torment. 
 
Leon runs down the bluffs on the foundations of the island, the choppy water below looking 
cold and uninviting. The wind whistles ominously and across the lake he can make out the 
silhouette of Salazar’s castle, now standing in darkness. He passes through some caves and 
emerges into a clearing where he can hear Ashley somewhere in the distance calling out for his 
help. He soon comes across the ruins of an old fort patrolled by some heavily armed Ganado 
and led by a huge man brandishing a Gatling gun smoking a cigar. Leon can just make out 
Ashley being carried inside a large building and the doors closing behind. A large sweeping 
searchlight rotates around the camp and Leon takes it out with his sniper rifle before engaging 
the Ganado. The Gatling Gun Ganado comes at him first and Leon hides behind a wall that is 
soon riddled with bullets. The Ganado are wearing body armour and some are armed with 
shock sticks. Leon takes them out from a distance whilst navigating his way around the ruined 
buildings and hiding behind rusted oil drums. The door where Ashley went won’t open and is 
etched with the Los Illuminados symbol. There are sensors on either side and Leon has to 
align prisms installed at strategic points to triangulate a laser beam so that it activates both 
sensors simultaneously, thus unlocking the door. 
 
The area beyond leads to the fortification cliffs and  
razor wired fencing has been installed alongside  
several fires burning in old fuel drums. A cave lies  
up ahead and Leon needs to be on his toes as  
several Ganado overhead try to crush him by  
pushing a large boulder off the edge above. A  
ladder leads up to the top where several tarpaulins  
have been set up to shelter a number of packing  
crates stored up here. Moving along the top of the  
bluffs, the wind is fiercer up here and he can see  
the fort ruins below to his left. All the Ganado up  
here wear boiler suits and strange goggles on their faces. Within the cave network he finds an 
old room with ancient paintings on the wall depicting ritual sacrifice where an individual has his 
heart ripped out in front of praying onlookers devoted to Los Illuminados. There is also a very 
old spike trap where the partial remains of a human skeleton still remain impaled. 
 
Outside the caves more crates and boxes are stacked up and another searchlight shines down 
from a watch tower up above. More Ganado lay in wait in the recesses of the cliffs ahead; some 
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standing on hastily constructed wooden bridges armed with crossbows and others hiding 
behind oil drums and tossing sticks of dynamite. Leon can see more structures high up to his 
right and a network of pipes has water spewing out of one end. At the top, he opens up another 
door with a narrow passageway running between natural cliffs before giving way to manmade 
structures on either side. After taking out a last few Ganado patrols, Leon enters the building 
on his left.  
 
The inside is dark and very grimy. His flashlight  
illuminates bare concrete walls full of patches of  
damp and mould. Boxes and kerosene cans are  
piled up and discarded in the corner next to a row  
of rusting lockers. A door on his left is locked from  
the other side and further down is a collection of  
old pipes and conduits. Water drips constantly  
from the ceiling alongside exposed electrical wiring  
and forms great pools on the floor. Through the  
next door he finds an old storeroom full of cans  
and jars of non-perishable foods, reminding Leon of his training days with Operational 
Readiness Exercises. Cleaning materials and mops lean on an old sink and in the main kitchen 
a heavy sound of buzzing flies can be heard. Huge slabs of meat hang from various hooks but 
they are all rotten. All the kitchen units are filthy and dirty utensils hang from the ceiling. 
Suddenly, the large oven door opens and a flaming Ganado bursts out. Leon quickly kicks it to 
the floor where it soon dies from severe burns, prompting Leon to wonder what it was doing in 
the oven in the first place. Several gas bottles are present and old shelf racks stack dirty plates 
and cutlery. At the back of the room two large sinks are full of filthy water. Hygiene is clearly 
not a consideration here. 
 
At the back of the kitchen is a door that leads into a dusty corridor with exposed brickwork. A 
large selection of red cowls hang from hooks on the wall and somewhere up ahead he can hear 
Ashley screaming for help. Here he is accosted by a large armoured Ganado wielding a 
sledgehammer but Leon is equal to him and several shotgun blasts to the face soon destroy his 
head and the exposed Plaga within. There is a door to the right and glancing downstairs he 
spots a small dining area full of rotting food on the table with maggots crawling all over. A small 
storeroom is at the back but holds nothing of interest. 
 
Moving on he opens a door into another storeroom  
with shelves and cupboards stocked up with  
cardboard boxes full of various materials. A  
noticeboard on the wall next to a small control  
station has photographs of Ashley pinned up  
beneath several clocks. A bank of CCTV monitors  
reveal Ashley banging on the door of her cell, only  
to be pushed away by two Ganado. One of them  
looks coldly at the camera and shouts to his  
subordinate in Spanish to turn the camera off.  
When the monitor goes blank Leon refers to them  
as amateurs and tells Ashley to hold on just a little longer, he is coming for her. Heading past 
two large pallets of boxes wrapped in cellophane, he moves through the next door. 
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He is now in another bland-looking corridor with some discarded wooden pallets and several 
heavy weapons cases full of Gatling gun ammunition. There are also some filing cabinets 
further down before the room opens up into a full-blown armoury. In the next area he is able 
to unlock the door that leads back to the corridor outside of the kitchen and doubling back, 
some concrete stairs lead up to the next floor. Bags of cement are stacked up on a wooden 
pallet next to two drums marked with the biohazard symbol. Dusty Los Illuminados drapes 
line the dirty walls and a sign on the wall points towards the operating room.  
 
At the top he emerges into an outer-laboratory area. Stacks of material are piled up everywhere 
including crates, boxes, drums of fluid and gas bottles. A large refrigeration compartment is 
locked and requires a key card for access. Another door round the corner is bathed in a dull 
red light and has a ‘flammable solid’ warning emblazoned upon it. It also requires a key card 
for access and a faint unpleasant odour comes from beyond the door, smelling like garbage. 
 
Doubling back, he follows the signs for the  
operating room, passing metal shelving racks  
full of medication and equipment. The lights  
flicker above and he passes a patient trolley  
before moving inside the operating theatre.  
Inside dry ice is being pumped into the room  
from a loose pipe connected to a liquid  
hydrogen tank in the corner. Computers and  
research equipment is set up everywhere and  
through a window into the room beyond he  
can see the body of a Regenerador which has  
been the subject of an autopsy. The door to the autopsy room is stuck but he is able to use the 
computer to deactivate the security system for the room opposite. The remains of another 
Plaga experiment are on a surgical trolley with a Plaga C attempting to bond with the spinal 
cord of a frozen human subject. Grime is running down all the walls and amidst some x-ray 
charts, Leon finds some more notes left behind by Luis. 
 
“The hideous creatures such as the El Gigante and the Novistadors are merely by-products of 
the diabolical and inhumane experiments conducted on the specimens that were once human. 
But there's one type of creature that clearly distinguishes itself from the rest. These creatures 
are called Regeneradors. 
Regeneradors have a superior metabolism that allows them to regenerate their lost body parts 
at an incredible speed. 
I've never seen anything like it... 
It is this characteristic that makes them almost invincible to conventional weapons. 
But unlike any living creature, there's a way to kill it. Apparently there are Plagas that live in its 
body somewhat like leeches. 
To stop its regeneration process, these leech-like Plagas must be located and then destroyed. 
But they can't be seen with the naked eye. They can only be located through thermal imaging. 
As far as I know, most of the Regeneradors host a number of leech-like Plagas. 
To kill the Regenerators, each one of these leech-like Plagas must be killed.” 
-RE4: Luis’ Memo 3; undated. 
 
Amidst all the monitoring equipment and surgical implements, Leon finds the bloodied body 
of a researcher on the floor and finds him to be in possession of the freezer card key. Suddenly 
there is a huge crash as the Regenerador in the autopsy room breaks free. It stumbles into the 
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operating theatre and swaggers after Leon, who shoots it down but cannot see where the Plagas 
are in its body. He watches in amazement as its severed limbs realign and connect back to its 
main body and instead decides to knock it to the floor and run past, leaving the operating room 
and the squirming Regenerador behind. 
 
In the corridor outside he can hear the  
terrifying breathing noises of more  
Regeneradors that are loose in the area.  
Leon sticks to the shadows and silently  
makes his way over to the freezer  
compartment, using the card key to gain  
access. It is freezing inside and everything is  
covered in a layer of frost. A human body  
lies tied down on a trolley with a frozen  
Plaga trying to climb out of his chest. These  
specimens must have been cryogenically frozen with the parasites still in their bodies. Racks of 
Regenerador cadavers hang from the ceiling, some fully intact and some horribly mutated in 
various stages of the Plaga trying to leave its host. On the back wall frosted glass cabinets 
contain all manner of medicines and specimen jars.  
 
In a back room he finds an infra-red scope that will  
fit his sniper rifle but unfortunately the valve wheel  
to open the cabinet is completely frozen over. In a  
small control room he finds a card key rewriter and  
is able to turn the freezer key into access for the  
garbage dump. There are shelves in here  
containing more frozen bodies, all tagged and  
tightly wrapped in burlap sacks. He finds the device  
for the cryogenic temperature controls and  
deactivates it. Immediately the room begins to thaw  
out and he is able to double back and open the  
frozen cabinet. He retrieves the infrared scope and is able to test it immediately as the rising 
temperature has caused one of the ‘dead’ Regenerador cadavers to come to life and attack. 
With infrared vision installed on his scope, Leon can now see the three Plagas within its body 
and target them accordingly, making the monster much easier to kill. 
 
Leon uses the key card to gain access to the garbage dump control room overlooking the pit 
below. There are several Militia Ganado hiding amongst the rubbish to ambush him so Leon 
uses the crane to hoist them into the air and drop them down into the depths of the pit. 
Moving on, he passes through another control room with a monitoring station and a table full 
of waste disposal records and other paperwork. Beyond that he finds Ashley’s cell being 
guarded by two large Ganado with sledgehammers. He uses a grenade to kill them but cannot 
free Ashley without a key card. 
 
He goes off in search and comes across another research area. This one is full of x-ray charts 
displaying unidentified organisms as well as shelving racks full of files, medication and 
paperwork. A whiteboard on wheels has numerous scientific scrawlings all over it and 
downstairs are more cabinets containing medicines and liquids. Several monitors have been 
piled up in the corner and one of them has toppled over. Further down he comes across 
another laboratory, full of state of the art computers and monitoring equipment. In here he is 
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attacked by an Iron Maiden; an improved variant of the original Regenerador model capable 
secreting countless needles from its body as an added attack mechanism. This particular 
specimen is holding the storage area card key and after using the infra-red scope to kill the 
individual Plagas inside the Iron Maiden; Leon retrieves the key. 
 
In one of the back rooms of the lab he comes across  
a refrigeration unit containing a number of living  
tissue samples taken from unidentified organisms.  
Further on are more tissue samples, although these  
are larger and more grotesque. At the back of the  
room are racks of petri dishes where unidentified  
samples are being grown and harvested. They are all  
kept in sealed containers regulated under strict  
lighting and temperature conditions. This lab is the  
genesis for many of the Las Plagas based B.O.W.s  
Leon has encountered thus far during his mission.  
An exterior door at the back of the lab takes him outside where once again the wind whistles 
and crows caw from somewhere nearby. He crosses over an iron bridge with factories and 
warehouses on either side before riding up an elevator at the end which leads to a 
communications tower. Up here he is afforded an excellent view of the island with the 
silhouettes of various buildings and chimneys present. Behind he can see across the vast 
expanse of the lake and view the coast and treeline beyond. Up above the sky is slowly 
beginning to lighten and dawn must only be a few hours away. 
 
The communications tower is empty inside and Leon tries to use the equipment to send out a 
call for back-up but the signal is being purposefully jammed and his transmission cannot get 
through. Looking around there are several chairs, a laptop, some notes, memos and a calendar 
pinned up on the wall but nothing useful. Dejected, Leon retraces his steps all the way back to 
where Ashley is being held.  
 
Using the card key, he unlocks the cell and finds her  
cowering in the corner near packages stacked up on  
numerous pallets. She is glad to see him and now  
they need to find a way off the island. But just as  
they prepare to leave, a paper airplane comes sailing  
through the barred window with perfect timing and  
lands on the floor. Leon recognises the lipstick mark  
immediately as being from Ada. 
 
“Perhaps you have figured it out already, but you  
might be able to get out of here by using the waste disposal vent.” 
-RE4: Paper Airplane; undated. 
 
In the corridor outside, Leon has to take care of another Ganado entourage before they head 
back through the dank passage amidst the peeling walls and flickering lights to the control 
room and monitoring station where more Ganado try to block their escape by hitting the 
security button to lock the door. Leon blasts them with his shotgun, destroying heads and 
causing hidden parasites to emerge but eventually they have the room clear and are able to get 
out. Leon peers over the edge of the pit overlooking the garbage dump and Ashley remarks 
that it stinks. She suddenly realises his intention and refuses to jump only for Leon to grab her 
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hand and drop down off the edge. They both land on the soft rubbish some twenty feet below 
which breaks their fall. Ashley asks him if he’s out of his mind but he insists he knew she’d be 
fine as long as she landed on her butt. As she gets up her hands feel a sticky substance and 
Leon realises a body of an Iron Maiden has been discarded on the waste dump. He quickly 
helps her up and suggests they get moving without wishing to alarm her. 
 
Looking back up they can see black bin liners,  
cardboard boxes, plastic tarpaulin and even old,  
rusted laboratory equipment have all been piled up  
into one giant stack. They raise a lever to open up a  
gate into the next area and this is when the Iron  
Maiden on the garbage dump decides to awaken  
and chase them. Leon closes the lever to trap it and  
uses the infrared sniper scope to target the five  
individual Plagas attached to its central nervous  
system. Once down, they move on and push a red  
steel crate into a sewer canal full of murky water  
and floating rubbish. Doubling back, they cross the  
bridge on the other side, deal with a second Iron Maiden and find a door into the next area.  
 
A few more Ganado lurk in here and they dodge round the stockpiles of collected waste and 
rubbish and move up some stairs to a higher level and into the remnants of a large circular 
ventilation tunnel with a broken extractor fan on the end. They climb down through a hole in 
the mesh and emerge into a small foundry with a circular pit of molten steel and a large 
wrecking ball suspended above. Ashley spots a door partially concealed behind the concrete 
foundation and dashes into the small control room to activate the mechanism for the wrecking 
ball whilst Leon provides cover. Several Ganado soon drop into the room, including big burly 
brutes wearing spiked armour and carrying heavy battle axes. Leon fends them off with his 
shotgun and after three attempts, the wrecking ball finally demolishes a crack in the wall big 
enough for them to reach the exit door. 
 
They are now in a bland, concrete utility passageway  
where the humming of generators can be heard and  
pipes and wires are exposed along the ceiling and  
walls. Although the corridor is empty, they are soon  
put on guard by that constant unsettling breathing  
sound from the Regeneradors. A shutter is blocking  
the corridor ahead and the creature lurks on the  
other side. But before they risk opening it up they  
explore a storage room to the right full of animal  
cages and shelf racks holding various miscellaneous  
items. Half-open tins of dog food are present and  
this room must be where the Colmillos were kept. With no other way forward they are soon 
forced to raise the shutter and take on the Regenerador. The monster is absolutely terrifying to 
look at and it twitches unsettlingly as it lurches towards them. But using his training, Leon 
keeps his cool and blows apart the three Plagas within its body thanks to the infra-red sighting. 
 
They take on another Regenerador further down the passage before coming to another locked 
shutter. This time they cannot open it as the power is down so they head down an offshoot to 
the left where a door leads to a conference room. A number of desks and chairs have been 
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pushed together to form one large meeting table where Saddler would chair meetings with his 
lieutenants. A few noticeboards are affixed to the cracked, bare concrete walls and a trash can, 
a shelving unit and a bank of two lockers stand in the corner. At the back of the room Ashley 
finds and activates the switch for the auxiliary power.  
 
They return to the outer corridor where the lever now works to raise the shutter but it jams 
halfway so Ashley crawls underneath and opens it fully from the other side. A little further 
down the passage opens up and they are blocked by heavy security on a door leading to the 
garage. There are levers on either side that need to be pulled simultaneously in order for the 
door to unlock. They take up positions and pull them down at the count of three and are 
rewarded by the lock flashing green and the door opening. 
 
Inside the garage is a large yellow bulldozer affixed to  
caterpillar treads amidst stacks of labelled boxes and  
packing crates. Ashley tells him to leave the driving to  
her and climbs into the cab so Leon jumps up into  
the trailer ready to provide covering fire. Starting the  
engine, Ashley uses the hydraulic-powered bucket to  
chew down the steel door of the garage and then guns  
the engine forwards into the tunnel beyond. A horde  
of Ganado soon appear and chase down the  
bulldozer and Leon fends them off with his shotgun  
as Ashley navigates around the tunnel. At one point they are attacked by an armoured truck 
that attempts to ram them off the road but Leon temporarily disables it. It tries again moments 
later only to fall foul of a large steel girder further down the tunnel. Soon the bulldozer docks 
inside a large freight elevator ready to be raised to the surface and Leon has to temporarily 
disembark and climb up to a higher platform to activate the elevator. 
 
The elevator raises up to surface level and they are  
able to follow a road out in the midst of the  
industrial zone full of chimneys spewing black  
smoke into the sky with large warehouses and  
cranes also present. A large wall with razor wire  
fencing is at the back and Ashley navigates the  
truck beneath numerous pipes and girders. More  
Ganado chase them on foot and she shouts a  
warning at Leon who quickly dispatches them with  
his TMP. They are soon blocked by a closed  
shutter but Ashley uses the powerful mechanical  
arms mounted at the front of the truck to chew through the steel door. As they begin to move 
up hill towards another large storage area full of crates and pallets of supplies, another 
armoured truck comes at them head on. Ashley wails and Leon fires off several rounds to 
damage its front grille. There is a small explosion and Ashley steers the truck off the road to 
the left where it crashes through the wall of a nearby building and comes to a stop in a cloud of 
dust and rubble. 
 
Leon and Ashley dismount the loader and take in their surroundings. The digger has destroyed 
most of the room they are in but a door leads into a room with a plate glass circular window in 
the ceiling and a strange iron sculpture on a plinth. Several chairs are dotted around and paint 
peels off walls decorated with several paintings in a state of neglect and disrepair. In the next 
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room they find Osmund Saddler himself waiting for them at the top of the stairs. He turns to 
face them and declares he can feel the Plagas growing ever so strongly inside both of them. 
Leon tries to jump him but Saddler holds out an outstretched hand, aggravating Leon’s Plaga 
and causing him to writhe in pain and agony. The  
old man laughs and says that although Leon can  
resist, he cannot disobey. He then turns his  
attentions to Ashley and commands her to come  
to him. Her head drops down before her pupils  
turn red indicating she is in the latter stages of  
becoming a full Ganado. She walks over to  
Saddler and Leon is powerless to stop her  
although he manages to throw a tracking device  
which sticks onto her back. Saddler leads Ashley  
out of the room and moments later his pain  
subsides and Leon is in control once again. He  
realises the transformation has already begun and he has little time left to save her. 
 
He runs up the steps where dust swirls in shafts of light from the musky, cracked windows 
above. There is a small altar with three unlit candlesticks and a dusty cloth bearing the Los 
Illuminados mark draped on the back wall. On the table he finds a recent file written by 
Saddler amongst photographs of Mendez’ corpse, the remnants of the Queen Plaga, and x-rays 
of a juvenile Plaga attached to the spinal column. 
 
“Our Plan: 
Because of that agent we lost Chief Mendez and Ramon. Nevertheless, everything will proceed 
according to plan. I must admit, however, the loss of my loyal men is a bit disheartening. But I 
will deal with it. 
Replacing that loss will not come easy. I must choose wisely; for the human consciousness 
remains with the Dominant Plaga. If chosen poorly, they could betray me. I need men who will 
swear their allegiance to me. 
I've learned my lesson when Sera betrayed me. I will not make the same mistake again. In this 
important hour, I cannot and will not have anyone stand in my way.” 
-BIO4; Our Plan; undated. 
 
At that moment, Jack Krauser and Ada are having a  
meeting in the radio tower where Leon earlier tried  
to send out an emergency distress call. Krauser toys  
with his combat knife and enquires as to the latest  
news regarding his former colleague. She replies  
that Leon is not making things easy and in return  
asks him about the Dominant Plaga sample.  
Krauser confirms Saddler still has it and believes  
the cult’s leader has sniffed out their little plan to  
steal it. Ada seems amused by this and Krauser  
makes it clear he does not trust her, and neither does Wesker. If she tries to do anything 
clever, he will kill her. Ada simply smirks and retorts that she met Wesker long before he ever 
did. But Krauser isn’t so sure and they both agree they will find out soon enough. She then 
heads back outside to leave him mulling over her true intentions. 
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As Ada crosses the metal bridge back across from the radio tower, Wesker contacts her once 
more. He has been very impressed with the mess Leon has been making across the island. 
Saddler’s people have fallen into a panic and their final destruction is only a matter of time 
now. Ada says that once he gets Ashley Graham back his job will be finished and he’ll no 
longer be a factor. But Wesker disagrees and says he will let Krauser deal with Leon before 
telling her to hurry up and recover the Dominant Plaga sample. But after ending the call Ada 
stops in her tracks and changes direction. She doesn’t always play by Wesker’s rules and will 
stop Krauser from harming Leon at all costs. 
 
She soon finds herself in the transport tunnel amidst  
all the wreckage left behind following Leon and  
Ashley’s trip through with the bulldozer. Rubble is  
strewn everywhere and sections are on fire. She  
takes out several Militia Ganado before heading  
down a side alcove into a small supply warehouse  
stacked floor to ceiling with crates and boxes. From  
here she is able to deviate round the crashed  
Ganado truck blocking the tunnel and emerge out  
the other side. From here she uses her grapple gun  
to rappel up to an upper walkway and through a  
door into the next area. 
 
She is now inside a huge underground dock and  
is amazed to see a decommissioned battleship  
anchored to the harbour. How Saddler and his  
followers acquired such an expensive piece of  
equipment is unknown but a significant slice of  
the Los Illuminados’ funding has been spent  
restoring it. The ship is swarming with Ganados  
and they activate the automated sentry turrets  
and canons on the decks to take her out. Ada  
uses the dock to hide in cover then her grapple  
gun to reach the higher areas. She finds the  
activation key card for one of the gun batteries mounted on the harbour and uses it to destroy 
the cannons on the ship. Eventually she causes enough damage to trigger a series of explosions 
and ignite the main ammunition dump, engulfing the ship in flame and causing it to sink 
completely. This has dealt a severe blow to the Los Illuminados secondary plan. She then 
quickly makes her way back outside and fights through the shipping yard and processing 
centre, full of crates, boxes, and fuel and construction supplies. 
 
Meanwhile Leon fights his way through a foundry beneath another large warehouse full of 
smelting pots and crucibles with molten steel inside. He takes out several Ganado in a room 
full of burned and seared pipework with steam emanating from the vats. Unbeknownst to him, 
Ada enters the same warehouse a few minutes behind him. 
 
As he moves further into the warehouse he rides an elevator to the upper level and starts to 
cross over a mess gantry when suddenly he senses a presence behind him. He draws his 
combat knife and turns just as Krauser attacks. Leon rolls to one side but not before the tip of 
Krauser’s knife grazes the skin on his cheek. Krauser mockingly refers to him as his comrade, 
suggesting it’s been a long time and Leon is shocked to discover the identity of his opponent. 
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The big man assumes the U.S. Government told Leon that he died in a crash two years ago 
and Leon quickly realises that Krauser was the one who kidnapped Ashley. Krauser is not 
surprised Leon has figured it out, after all they  
both know where they come from. They face  
off again, both ducking and diving with their  
knives at close range. Leon asks what Krauser  
wants and he suggests all he wants is the  
sample Saddler developed. Leon tells him to  
leave Ashley out of this but the former  
SOCOM man says he needed her to buy  
Saddler’s trust in him, as like Leon he is  
American and therefore not to be trusted. 
 
At the same time, Ada enters the room and can hear the two of them fighting. She uses her 
grapple gun to reach the higher gantry and looks down onto the battle below. 
 
Krauser kicks a barrel at Leon and the two of them go at it again before jumping down to the 
lower level. Leon is incensed Krauser got Ashley involved in this plot for such a trivial thing 
and attacks again, slicing a deep cut across Krauser’s chest. The big man retaliates and soon has 
Leon on the floor before revealing everything so far has been done for Umbrella’s sake. Leon 
is shocked to hear the name and Krauser suddenly realises he’s said too much before moving 
in for the finishing blow. 
 
However, Leon is saved at the last moment by Ada  
who shoots the knife out of Krauser’s hands. Leon  
kicks him off and they both look up to see Ada  
stood on a platform above, her weapon trained on  
Krauser’s heart. He is not surprised and refers to  
her as ‘the bitch in the red dress.’ But Ada believes  
they have the upper hand here and Krauser  
chuckles before vaulting up to a higher gantry,  
offering a stark warning to Leon that he may be  
able to prolong his life but he won’t be able to  
escape his inevitable death. He then leaves as Ada jumps down to meet Leon who picks up 
Krauser’s knife embedded in the floor. She is surprised they both knew each other but Leon 
suggests it’s now time for her to explain why she is involved in all this, but Ada is not in a mood 
and soon disappears out of sight once again. 
 
Once out of sight, Ada files her next mission update, explaining the importance of Leon and 
why she needs to keep him alive. 
 
“Leon S. Kennedy... perhaps the most essential part of this mission. 
This story wouldn't be complete without him and his formidable survival skills. 
He has what it takes to survive against overwhelming odds. I've seen him do it before. 
And he's improved since then. 
Practically a genius, he has smarts and knows how to use them. 
On top of that, his service as a government agent has toughened him up. 
I'll work behind the scenes to make him think he's the primary player here, though it may be 
naive of me to think that'll be easy. 
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Considering the involvement of both Saddler and Krauser, the possibility of unforeseen 
problems is there. 
But I need him in a supporting role for me to achieve my goals. I'll do whatever it takes to keep 
him in his place and make this all go smoothly. 
Of course, his role didn't exist at all until a few months ago. Back then, my role was much 
simpler, too. That was before the President's daughter was abducted and Leon was dispatched 
alone to find her. 
Talk about a major script revision... 
I don't think I need to worry. Leon's been through worse and always comes up smelling like 
roses. His consistent luck is part of the reason why I have absolute and unshakable faith in my 
vision of what's in store for him.” 
-Ada’s Report Part 5; 2004. 
 
Moments after Ada’s exit from the warehouse, Saddler calls to ask Leon if he enjoyed the 
reunion with his old friend and is pleased to find he did. After all, he doesn’t want his special 
guests on the island feeling unattended. He then has a cryptic idea to introduce Leon to 
something called ‘It’, suggesting that ‘It’ will keep him busy. Leon tries mocking his seniority 
but Saddler shrugs him off and tells him to enjoy the fun ahead. He exits the warehouse 
through the other side and finds himself in a sleek corridor with reflective chrome wall 
panelling and an elaborate laser security system based on motion sensors. He has to time his 
run and time his jumps perfectly in order to get past and unlock the doors at the far end. The 
system is brutal and only his superior athleticism sees him through unscathed. 
 
He is now in Saddler’s throne room which is bathed in red light. His seat is atop some stairs 
flanked by two candlesticks and behind is an elevator marked with the Los Illuminados 
symbol. This lift takes him down to an underground level where he finds himself surrounded 
by the natural rock of a large cavern. Water drips from the walls and pools up on the floor. 
Near a stack of crates by the wall he finds another memo left behind by Luis Sera detailing 
more information about the Plagas. 
 
“I'll report my findings about the Plagas here. The Plagas have 3 distinct characteristics. 
1. As mentioned previously, the Plagas have the ability to manipulate the behavioural patterns 
of their hosts. 
2. The Plagas are social organisms. By this I mean that instead of living individually, they live in 
perfect social harmony. It is believed that they have a collective intelligence. This type of 
behaviour can be seen among insects such as bees and ants. However this kind of social 
behaviour is rarely seen among parasitic organisms. Perhaps it was a learned behaviour by the 
Plagas. I'm finding out if this has any relationship with their first characteristic. 
3. The Plagas have exceptional adaptation skills. They are able to live off many kinds of 
organisms by creating a symbiotic environment quickly. This ability, when combined with their 
social behaviours, allows them to interact intelligently between hosts regardless of the host 
organism. 
I am ashamed to admit that my pure fascination with the Plagas, in hindsight, has blinded me 
to the true research objectives of the Los Illuminados. 
Even with the knowledge that Saddler was going to abuse the results of these experiments, I 
could not pull myself away from my research. As a result, I am just as responsible for this 
whole mess as he is. I see now that I was wrong, but can I stop their evil plans alone...?” 
-RE4: Luis’ Memo 4; undated. 
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Through a set of large double doors, Leon crosses  
over a large chasm and peering down the sides he  
can just make out an underground river flowing  
far below. This place is dark and lit only by a fire  
burning inside an oil drum. Soon he comes across  
a strange contraption suspended high over the  
chasm by numerous chains from the ceiling. It is a  
large cage, split into three sections and set out like  
a maze using old shipping containers and crates.  
This is a testing zone for the U-3; a strange  
biological weapon created using insect and reptile  
genes implanted into a human genome then introducing the Plaga. 
 
Further up the track is an elevator attached to a steel cable that looks to be a safer way of 
crossing the chasm. Just then, in a pool of water on the floor, he finds the tracking device he 
attached to Ashley. It has been placed down here deliberately to lure him to this spot. 
Suddenly, the wall behind him begins to vibrate and the U-3 crashes through, forcing Leon to 
jump off the edge and land into the caged, battle zone. The U-3 quickly follows and he can see 
for the first time just how hideous it is. The upper torso retains the human appearance, though 
its left arm has mutated into a large tentacle to be used as a whip. It walks on four legs and its 
lower body is scaly and reptilian-like.  
 
Quickly, Leon turns and runs. Each cage is small and compact, and he has two find two 
buttons to deactivate the lock to open the gate to the next cage. Once the gate is open, has 
thirty seconds to get through before the cage he is on is released and drops down into the abyss 
below. He has to do all this whilst avoiding attacks from the U-3. After the second rig drops, 
the U-3’s Plaga burrows its way out of its spinal cord, revealing itself as a large scissor-like 
appendage with a mouth used to cut victims in two. Leon manages to evade it long enough to 
open the third gate and is able to jump and catch onto a crane and hook as the third rig and the 
U-3 plummet down into the blackness below.  
 
He quickly climbs up onto the other side of the chasm  
and prepares to continue on but to his astonishment,  
the U-3 is still alive and scrambles up the cavern wall  
at an impossible pace before confronting Leon once  
again. Quickly he runs into a nearby cave and slams  
the barred gate shut, temporarily trapping the creature  
on the other side. He uses this time to blast it full in  
the face with the shotgun until it chews its way through  
the gate and resumes its pursuit of him. 
 
Eventually, Leon causes enough damage to effectively kill the human part of the U-3, leaving 
only the enlarged Plaga and the reptilian/insect hybrid controlling its motor functions. The 
Plaga snaps and chops at Leon, before using it to burrow underground and attack from within. 
Soon however, it cannot take any more damage and Leon’s guns destroy the Plaga and kill the 
U-3 for good. He finds a nearby door and follows the tunnel down, watching closely as the 
flickering flames from burning torches in alcoves flicker and cast shadows off the wet rock. The 
room opens up and he finds a ladder that will take him back up and away from the U-3’s 
domain. 
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He emerges into a small workshop with some  
wooden benches and tools. A rusted  
wheelbarrow leans against the wall and shafts of  
pre-dawn light shine in through the grimy  
window. A door leads back outside onto a rocky  
outcrop by the shore of the island. Through a  
chain-link fence he can see the lapping water  
stretching out back to the mainland several miles  
away. On the opposite side, a small pit drops  
down into a camp where numerous tents have  
been erected to shelter packing crates and other  
materials. A horde of Ganado are gathered round a small bonfire and Leon is able to take 
them all out with one shot when he shoots a nearby fuel drum. 
 
He drops down to explore the camp and finds the equipment to be mainly tools and 
ammunition. He finds a ladder leading back underground inside one of the tents and climbs 
back down and into a mine. A track leads down a narrow tunnel and he follows, passing 
underneath lanterns hanging from the ceiling. Soon the room opens up with a ladder leading 
back up to the surface but Jack Krauser has also been through here and left behind a note on a 
table addressed to his associates. 
 
“It turns out that old man Saddler wasn't buying me from the start. 
Even though I succeeded in kidnapping Ashley, I sort of sensed this when Saddler didn't 
completely let me in the loop. 
Under the circumstances, I had no other alternative but to call for her assistance. Perhaps she 
knew this was the way it was going to turn out all along... My guess is that her ultimate goal 
might be different from Wesker's and mine. This is just the perfect opportunity to find out. 
And after I get rid of Leon and retrieve the sample, I'll put her in a body bag along with Leon 
and send them both to Wesker.” 
-RE4: Krauser’s Note; undated. 
 
He emerges back to the surface to find the wind whistling all around him. Through the rusted, 
ruined fence the water below looks cold and uninviting and a low mist is beginning to form 
across the surface. Directly ahead in between two flaming torches is the ruins of an old temple. 
Marble columns still stand although a majority of the building is in ruin. Etchings on the wall 
reveal ancient peoples praying to some kind of superior being and moving through the doors 
Leon finds himself inside the ruins of an ancient settlement. The remains of an old fort can be 
seen and other dwellings and buildings are also present. Numerous fires burn from various 
pyres set out across the village and the whole picture is very serene and elegant. This place 
must be hundreds of years old. He drops down to explore, his feet muffled by the sandy floor 
and walks between the huge, ruined stone pillars, wondering what became of this place. The 
only thing he can hear is the whistling wind and the crackling and sparking on the nearby 
flames. It is all a bit eerie and unsettling. 
 
Suddenly Krauser appears out of the gloom, standing on the roof of one of the buildings higher  
up. He has ditched his combat vest completely and is covered in war-paint. He assumes now 
that Leon and Ada have joined forces but Leon just wants to know where Ashley is. Krauser is 
happy to explain that she is beyond the exit gate, though he’ll need three insignias to open it. 
There’s one in the north and one in the east, leaving Leon to correctly assume that Krauser has 
the last one. The big man concludes it means Leon is pretty much on a tight leash before 
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revealing his machine gun. Leon manages to distract him with a climbing spike long enough to 
dive for cover behind the nearby rocks as Krauser peppers the area around him with bullets. 
Leon tries to fire back but only succeeds in buying himself a few more seconds as Krauser 
laughs and goads him to run. Leon dashes to his left and make it into a nearby building where 
a solitary candle burns on the table. There is a gate into the next area but it is on a timer and 
will take several minutes to open. Just then, the other door is kicked through and Krauser 
appears with his knife. They briefly face off until Leon is able to kick him to the floor. Krauser 
uses a flash grenade to disorientate him before making a quick getaway. 
 
When the security gate opens, Leon moves further  
into the ruins. Krauser hides amongst the rocks  
and tries to surprise him but Leon manages to fend  
him off long enough to get away. Krauser simply  
laughs and commends Leon’s moves. After getting  
free, Leon heads to the ruined fort on the east side  
of the settlement, running up a spiral staircase  
before emerging onto the roof where the first piece  
of the holy beast emblem lays; the panther. As he  
picks it up, Krauser appears behind him, drawing  
his combat knife. Leon asks his reasoning behind trying to rebuild Umbrella and the big man 
replies it will restore order and balance to this crazy world of theirs, but Leon retorts that a 
psycho like him cannot bring order or balance. Krauser mocks and cannot believe Leon 
accepts conservative mind can chart a new course for this world. They briefly fight again before 
Krauser leaps up to a higher level and throws several grenades down. Leon takes cover until 
Krauser tells him to ‘not just stand there and to come out and fight like a man’, but Leon isn’t 
falling for that one. Krauser laughs and says he’s just trying to have a little fun. 
 
The battle continues until Leon starts to get a few  
attacks of his own in, causing Krauser to escape  
once again after tossing another flash grenade.  
Leon begins to track back through the ruins,  
heading for the north section and this time  
encounters numerous robotic-spider bots and an  
aerial drone deployed to track his location. This  
state of the art equipment is technology designed  
and developed by the rival company, an  
evolution of the automated surveillance device  
they devised for the Hunter II employed by  
Wesker on Rockfort Island six years ago. Leon hides amongst the rocks and the spider bots 
will detonate if he gets too close. He uses grenades to take a majority of them out before using 
the shotgun to destroy the aerial drone. Krauser soon spots him again and asks what it is that 
he fights for. Leon pauses for a moment and declares he fights for his past. For Krauser, it is 
now all about Umbrella. Leon suddenly realises he’s been distracted long enough for more of 
the spider-bots to gather around him and they all prime to self-destruct so he dives through the 
nearest gate just in time. 
 
He runs up the spiral steps and climbs a ladder to emerge onto the roof of the tallest building  
overlooking the entire settlement. On the battlements he finds the second piece of the holy 
beast emblem; the eagle. As he prepares to head back, Krauser is waiting for him once again. 
Leon declares two of the emblems are now his and there’s just one more to go. Krauser scoffs 
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and throws his gun away before triggering his Dominant Plaga mutation, wanting Leon to 
‘Witness the power!’ His left arm suddenly expands and the skin rips away to reveal a bladed-
claw, impervious to bullets. Leon regrets that Krauser has lost his mind completely but his 
former comrade is unperturbed and tells him to prepare for his death before jumping down to 
attack. 
 
As they fight, Leon realises the whole fort has  
been wired up with C-4 and he has less than  
three minutes to escape safely. Krauser is  
extremely fast and agile and the mutation on  
his left arm is capable of killing outright. He  
shoots but the bullets just bounce off and  
Krauser executes a series of backflips, rolls to  
get to safety and prepares his next attack. At  
one point, he knocks Leon off the edge of the  
building but he is able to slice his knife into  
Krauser’s leg and distract him long enough to  
climb back up. He quickly realises that his knife will work better than guns in this encounter. 
 
Soon enough he is proved right and Krauser finally falls, collapsing to the ground and laying 
still. Leon carefully comes over and removes the final serpent piece of the holy beast emblem 
and wonders whatever happened to his former colleague before quickly running back 
downstairs. He makes it to the worship area and finds the carving of the three holy beasts on 
the wall. He slots all three emblem pieces into place and watches as the stone wall slides to one 
side to reveal a hidden door. Quickly, he heads inside. 
 
The fort soon explodes and collapses in on itself, leaving behind a huge cloud of smoke and 
dust. From somewhere close by, Ada had witnessed the battle and now believes Krauser to be 
dead.  
 
After hearing the fort detonate behind him, Leon  
continues through the valley of rocks when he is  
contacted by Saddler over the radio who wants to  
know how he can show his appreciation to Leon  
for apparently killing Krauser. Leon is confused,  
believing Krauser was one of Saddler’s  
subordinates, but the Los Illuminados leader  
explains he’d never trust an American and was  
contemplating how to get rid of him, but thanks  
to Leon, it’s now no longer necessary. Leon is  
angry that Saddler had been just using his former  
ally from the start and the old man replies he has shown a lot of promise by killing Krauser. 
When Leon’s assimilation with Las Plagas is complete, he will have him serve as his personal 
guard. Leon respectfully declines, citing prior engagements and Saddler signs off by telling him 
to enjoy his smart mouthing while he can. 
 
However, Krauser is still not quite dead and managed to escape form the aftermath of the fort 
detonation. Seething with rage, he prepares to focus on his next target; Ada. 
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Leon continues up the hill and soon comes to a fortified camp swarming with heavily-armed 
Militia Ganado. Watch towers have been constructed and fitted with mounted Gatling Guns 
and trenches dug into the earth reinforced with wooden supports and beams. Fires burn in 
pyres and chimneys and numerous traps are set.  
There are far too many to handle and Leon is  
forced to hide until he is contacted by Mike; a U.S.  
attack helicopter pilot. Finally, his back-up has  
arrived just in time. Mike blames bad traffic for his  
late arrival and says he will provide covering fire.  
Leon takes shelter as Mike rams a water tower and  
bends the support struts enough to knock it down  
into a host of Ganados. He then takes aim at the  
main camp and uses his canons to obliterate dozens  
of the infected then strikes a flammable tank that sends up the whole camp in flames. Leon 
emerges from his hiding place and announces that this is what he calls back-up. Mike formally 
introduces himself and says Leon has come to the right place if he is looking for high-end 
firepower.  
 
As Mike continues to wreak havoc from the air, Leon takes the opportunity to charge through 
the camp. But a Ganado on a turret soon forces him to take cover amidst a pile of sandbags 
and crates. He fends off approaching Ganado armed with flaming cross bows and shock sticks 
until Mike fires a missile, obliterating the tower and the turret. 
 
Leon moves on, through the next gate and fighting off more Ganado as Mike’s canons ratter 
from up above and distant explosions see him take out key targets. It is pandemonium. Leon 
scrambles up a ladder and into a watchtower, using his shotgun to fend off any approaching 
Ganados. When he spots an opening he jumps down and runs down the track as Mike’s 
helicopter spits out another missile and destroys the tower behind him. Another Gatling Gun 
Ganado appears and Leon uses a hook-mounted zip line to rappel down and kick him in the 
face before finding himself outside the main fortifications which are crawling with more 
Ganado Militia, mounted turrets, sandbags and razor wire. 
 
Ada also arrives in the area and looks up to see  
Mike’s helicopter wreaking havoc in the air above.  
She gets another call from Wesker who demands  
a situation report, her mission time is almost up.  
She reports that Krauser is dead and he is  
impressed, citing Leon definitely doesn’t die  
easily. But it’s not to matter as it means they can  
now let Leon and Saddler fight it out in the final  
battle and neither one of them will emerge  
unharmed. She remarks that may be easier said  
than done and this irks Wesker who curtly  
reminds her that it’s her job to clean up what is left of them when the fight is over. He starkly 
suggests not to forget who is in charge. Whatever happens they cannot let either Leon or 
Saddler live to see tomorrow. Their goal is to retrieve the Dominant Species Plaga sample and 
anything that might interfere with that goal must be destroyed. He then cuts her off and she 
continues up the trail, engaging whatever Ganado have still survived Mike and Leon’s assault. 
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After negotiating his way past the various defences and opening the gate, Leon charges up the 
steps to the top of the cliff only to find himself ambushed by the final pockets of Ganado 
hiding amongst the pillars and relics of the ancient village. They all surround him with 
menacing glowing eyes and looks of pure hatred on their faces. Suddenly however, Mike’s 
helicopter rises up into view and the Vulcan canons obliterate each and every one of them as 
Leon dives for cover. Soon all that is left when the dust settles are dozens of bullet-ridden 
corpses. 
 
Leon soon emerges from his hiding spot and  
contacts Mike, promising drinks are on him when  
they get out of here. Mike is happy to oblige and  
says he knows a good bar, but their conversation is  
abruptly cut off when his helicopter is suddenly  
blown out of the sky by a rocket. Leon can only  
watch in horror as the flaming wreck crashes down  
onto the rocks below by the shoreline. He turns  
back around and catches a glimpse of Saddler on  
the roof of the temple walking away alongside a  
Ganado holding a rocket launcher. Seething, Leon makes a silent promise that Saddler will be 
the next one to die. As if on cue, Saddler suddenly calls him up and tells Leon that Mike’s 
death is nothing to get upset about and compares it to swatting a bothersome fly. The 
comparison of an insect’s life to a human’s only makes Leon even angrier but Saddler assures 
him he will understand once he too acquires the power of the Plaga. Leon responds that this is 
just one extra reason to get the parasite out of his body and Saddler sarcastically wishes him 
luck. 
 
Leon makes his way around the side of the temple and through a wooden gate with flaming 
torches on either side. He emerges inside the ruined temple with its missing roof leaving it 
totally exposed to the elements. As he runs along the sandy floor he finds a hole in the floor 
and a ladder dropping down to a room on the lower level. This is some kind of worship area 
with a small altar and remnants of scripture scrawled into all the walls. Sand drops down from 
holes in the roof like a small waterfall and he needs to use his torch to see.  
 
In the next room a sudden bolt of pain shoots  
through him as the Plaga shifts around his spinal  
cord. He struggles just as Ada appears behind him  
and asks if he’s okay. He says he is but then his  
pupils turn red and the convulsions stop. He turns  
to face Ada and suddenly grabs her around the  
throat, proceeding to choke the life out of her. Ada  
struggles back before drawing a flick knife and  
piercing his leg then kicking him in the chest. The  
sudden pain brings Leon back to his senses and he  
apologies before quickly taking some more of Luis’s tablets. She says they need to get that 
parasite out of his body as soon as possible. He agrees, but insists he save Ashley first. With 
there being no point in arguing, Ada simply nods and suggest they split up before she goes on 
ahead. Leon takes a moment to compose himself in the dim light of the swinging, squeaking 
light bulb up above before following. 
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Now ahead, Ada enters the next area which is a darkened, decrepit old prison. An old, dusty 
typewriter sits on the administrator’s desk and opposite is a rusted container containing some 
kind of meat sack. This place is old and in a sorry state of disrepair. Old jail cells on either side 
sit empty and abandoned, although she is sickened  
by the immobile body of a Regenerador lying on  
an old gurney. She takes out several lurking  
Ganado before the door on the other side leads  
out into the rear yard. Before she can move on  
however, she is forced to duck when a heavy steel  
girder is launched down at her from up above. She  
looks up to see the mutated and badly burned Jack  
Krauser standing up on the rooftop. She is  
surprised and obviously jumped the gun when she  
reported him dead to Wesker before rappelling up to confront him. Krauser turns to face her 
and Ada coyly suggests she doesn’t fancy filling out the reams of required paperwork should he 
unexpectedly return from this mission alive. Not saying a word, Krauser runs at her and they 
engage in battle. 
 
Not far behind, Leon enters the prison and starts to explore the musky old detention centre 
with its peeling walls and cracked flooring. He finds the bloodied meat sack in the rusted 
container and gets a shock when it suddenly starts moving and squirming, as if something living 
is trapped inside. He moves down the central wing, examining empty cells on either side with 
great clouds of dust swirling in the air beneath the glow of the overhead lights. He is soon 
stopped in his tracks by a Regenerador that shambles out of one of the cells. This is the 
creature Ada found lying on the gurney only moments earlier. Using the thermal scope on his 
rifle, he is able to take it out before it gets too close. 
 
Through the next door is the outside yard for the detention facility which is heavily fortified 
and the Ganado’s last line of defence. The yard is surrounded by a 20ft high perimeter fence 
with razor wire and sentries patrol the elevated control room and walkways. Down below 
sandbags have been set up to erect defensive barriers and machine gun nests. Leon takes cover 
as the numerous Ganado begin to converge on his location, unaware that high up on the 
rooftops of the compound, Ada and Krauser are battling to the death. 
 
Krauser continues to run at Ada, continually slashing with the blade extending from his 
transformed left arm then using it as a shield to deflect her gunfire. Whenever she does 
manage to hit him to cause damage, he releases a flash grenade to distract her and jumps over 
to the next tower, goading her to follow. Ada complies and uses her grapple gun to reach him, 
all the time hearing the battle and gunshots from Leon’s fight with the Ganados below them. 
Eventually, Ada manages to cause enough damage to kill Krauser for good and the Plaga bursts 
inside his chest. As he collapses to the floor, she watches as the blade on his arm begins to 
shrivel and retract. She complements him on its size, but says she doesn’t like it when men play 
rough. She rappels over to an adjacent building and finds an open ventilation shaft to infiltrate 
the main laboratory. 
 
Meanwhile after killing the remaining Ganado, Leon manages to deactivate the security lock 
for the building below the prison, and after taking out the last few guards armed with shields 
and spiked clubs, he emerges into the central laboratory where Ashley is being held. She is 
trapped inside a large capsule with a transparent dome and numerous wires and conduits 
linked up to various control stations and monitoring equipment. She doesn’t appear to be  
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conscious. As Leon runs towards it, Saddler appears  
behind him, promising he will soon harbour an  
awesome power and seems frustrated that Leon  
would rather seemingly choose death. Leon insists  
he is still going to take Ashley back home whether he  
likes it or not, but Saddler is not interested in his  
youthful audacity and slams into him with incredible  
force and power, sending him careering off Ashley’s  
capsule and crumpling to the floor with the wind  
knocked out of him. 
 
Saddler strides forward with his hand outstretched  
and prepares to take control of Leon’s parasite  
when he is suddenly knocked back by a volley of  
machine gun fire. Ada stands on one of the upper  
walkways and is firing down on the Los  
Illuminados leader. The bullets knock him back  
long enough for Ada to shout to Leon who hits  
the release button and frees Ashley from the  
capsule. However, Saddler soon recovers and  
they all watch with amazement as he secretes the  
bullets stuck in his flesh and drops them harmlessly to the floor. Ada yells at them both to get 
out of there and Leon takes Ashley’s hand and leads her to the nearest exit. Saddler calmly 
begins to follow and Ada fires at him again. With her bullets seemingly having to effect, she 
instead targets a number of explosive barrels stored on a gantry directly above the doorway. 
The resulting explosions block the corridor with fire and prevents Saddler from getting 
through. 
 
With the fire blazing behind them, Leon kicks the door open and leads them back outside 
onto the rocky bluffs by the coast with the wind whistling and howling around them. Near a 
generator housing and a building wall he finds the final memo left behind by Luis which details 
a special machine he designed to safely kill the Plaga through radiation exposure. It is 
dangerous and highly experimental, with a high chance the host could die. But Leon and 
Ashley are now almost out of time and have no other choice. 
 
Back in the laboratory, Saddler slowly turns around to  
see Ada and begins to laugh. She fires at him but he  
only absorbs the bullets at a rate fast enough to fire  
back at her. He is capable of morphing his right arm  
into a large, expandable tentacle used for piercing  
attacks. It takes all of Ada’s skills to avoid him but the  
few hits she does land causes an eyeball to be exposed  
at the back of his throat. Targeting this with her knife  
seems to be his only weak point.  
 
Eventually Ada does enough to incapacitate Saddler and he falls motionless to the ground. She 
breathes a sigh of relief and calmly walks over to where the Dominant Plaga sample lays on the 
floor. She picks it up and jokes about how hard it will be to explain at customs, all the time 
failing to notice a large sentient tentacle emanating from Saddler’s rising body. It quickly strikes 
her down and she falls unconscious. 
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Meanwhile, Leon and Ashley head into the next  
building and down the concrete corridors until they  
find the lab Luis worked in. They find his machine  
to remove the Plaga and Ashley doesn’t like the look  
of it at all. Leon insists there is only one way to find  
out if it works and wants her to operate on him. He  
sits down on the chair and is strapped in. Ashley can  
see the Plaga attached to his spinal cord through the  
scanner and asks if he is really wants to do this. He  
is adamant and she presses the button to activate the  
procedure. Leon is immediately blasted by two  
powerful beams of radiation. The procedure is painful and he struggles and writhes in pain for 
several moments until the Plaga is eventually destroyed and all traces of its existence have 
vanished from his system. Ashley was worried he was going to die but Leon insists he now feels 
‘like a million bucks.’ Ashley braces herself and sits down to undergo the same procedure. 
Again it is a painful experience but soon her Plaga is also dead. She begins to get tearful and 
hugs Leon tight when it’s over. He suggests it’s now time they both went home. 
 
He leads them both out of the lab and up some stairs to the higher level. Various materials are 
stacked up on a metal storage container including cans of kerosene and some traffic cones. 
Laying amongst them is a note left behind by Saddler with several black and white photographs 
of President Graham addressing the nation. The cult’s objective is to gain control of the United 
States by using the Plaga to influence the minds of those closest to the President, gaining 
influence in the Justice Department, Congress, the Military, Administrative bodies and 
corporate business giants. The Los Illuminados hope to use Subbordinate Plaga carriers to fuel 
a state of complete paranoia and destabilise democracy, then take advantage of the resulting 
chaos of America’s collapse whilst at the same time using its vast resources and status as a 
superpower to take control of the world. 
 
They head through the door and back outside onto a construction site. Numerous scaffolding 
poles and half-built structures have been erected and a wind turbine can be seen spinning in 
the distance. They head down the metal stairwell into a sand-ridden pit full of traffic cones and 
planks of wood, all illuminated by portable floodlights connected up to a generator. Soon they 
arrive at a freight elevator leading to the upper level of the construction rig. Leon senses a trap 
and tells Ashley to wait down here. 
 
He rides up alone and at the top finds Ada  
bound and unconscious, hanging via some  
rope attached to a crane. As he calls out to her,  
Lord Saddler emerges and calmly walks  
towards him, the sentient Plaga on his staff  
writhing and twisting menacingly. He holds up  
a hand to feel for Leon’s Plaga and is surprised  
when he senses nothing. Leon smirks and tells  
him to try a new trick as that one is getting old.  
He then expertly throws his knife to sever  
Ada’s bonds. She falls and lands harmlessly on  
some tarp. He asks if she’s okay and Ada admits that she’s been better. At this moment, 
Saddler begins to chuckle and Leon wants to know what is so funny. The cult leader is amused 
that this portrayal of the American prevailing is a cliché that only happens in Hollywood 
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movies. Leon entertains him and to show his appreciation he will now help him awaken from 
his world of clichés. Leon tells Ada to stand back as he realises Saddler is about to trigger his 
Dominant Plaga mutation. 
 
Before their very eyes, Saddler releases the full power of the Plaga and transforms into a 
massive, spider-like creature. Countless tentacles and four crab-like legs emerge from his head, 
leaving his body little more than a shredded husk. Gnashing jaws sit at the end of his extended 
neck, and each of his legs is mounted with an eyeball, affording him an unimpeded 360 degree 
view of the battlefield around him. 
 
Ada gets up and grapples up to the higher echelons  
of the scaffold. Still waiting anxiously down below is  
Ashley who catches a brief glimpse of Ada  
displaying her athletic prowess. A heavy rain begins  
to fall and Ada is soaked in seconds. The elevator  
has temporarily locked down and Leon is trapped  
with Saddler on the construction rig platform.  
Several Ganado patrol the scaffolding platforms  
and Ada dashes her way round, spotting a rocket  
launcher on the opposite side. 
 
Leon turns to run as the Saddler creature strides towards him. The rig is littered with 
construction materials, girders and several temporary bridges. Leon targets explosive barrels 
when Saddler walks near them, damaging him enough for his central eye to become exposed, 
this is his weak point. He needs to keep his distance, for up close Saddler is dangerous. His 
crab-like arms sever through steel and smashes loose debris towards Leon who dives out of the 
way. Around them wind turbines spin and the sun can be seen rising over the ocean around 
them. At one point Leon activates a crane that sends a collection of steel girders crashing into 
Saddler, damaging his carapace and exposing the main eye once again. Suddenly, Ada shouts 
down from an upper gantry and tosses down a rocket launcher. Leon runs for it and fires, 
sending the rocket hurtling straight at Saddler and destroying him for good.  
 
Leon walks over to his smouldering corpse and  
picks up the Dominant Plaga sample now lying  
on the floor. As he looks at it closely, he suddenly  
feels the cold steel of a gun being pressed against  
the back of his head. It is Ada, and she wants the  
sample. He holds up his hands and gives it to her,  
asking if she realises just what it is. Ada playfully  
acknowledges before turning and taking a flying  
butterfly leap off the end of the rig. Leon dashes  
over to suddenly see a helicopter rise up into the  
air with Ada sitting in the rear cabin. She  
promises to take good care of the Plaga sample and says it’s time to go. She advises Leon to get 
off the island before hitting a button to trigger a three minute countdown until the explosives 
her organisation planted on the island detonate. She tosses him a key for a jet ski parked in the 
caves underneath the island and suggests he get a move on before her helicopter turns and flies 
off into the distance. 
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Quickly, Leon dashes back to the freight elevator and rides down to the bottom where Ashley 
still waits. She grabs her and says they need to leave now as the whole island is going to blow. 
They run down into the caves where already the island is beginning to slowly vibrate and dust 
and small bits of rock rain down from the ceiling as various charges begin to detonate at key 
structural weak points. 
 
Soon they come to a small dock with a fast- 
flowing underground river and the Jet Ski  
waiting. They climb aboard and Leon tells her  
to hang on. Together they race through the  
water, negotiating their way through sluice gates  
and other obstacles. High above them a series  
of triggered explosions begins to decimate the  
island, causing large chunks of rubble to fall  
around them. The explosions have triggered a  
chain reaction and the water behind them has  
quickly built into a monstrous tidal wave. Leon  
guns the engine and they only just make it outside into open water before the wave reaches 
them. 
 
Ashley is thrown clear when they impact and sinks under the surface for several moments 
before popping up behind Leon, coughing and spluttering. He pulls her back on board and 
suggests they go home. Ashley says it is mission accomplished but Leon says not until he gets 
her home safe. She coyly asks if he’s up for any ‘overtime’ in a suggestive manner but he 
politely declines. Ashley doesn’t feel too disappointed as she had a feeling he would reject her 
and instead asks about Ada, but all Leon will say is that she is like a part of him he cannot let 
go of, and wants her to leave it at that. Together, they ride off into the distance, leaving the 
remnants of the island and the Los Illuminados far behind them. 
 
As Ada’s helicopter heads away from the island,  
Wesker contacts her once again and compliments  
her punctuality. He asks again about Krauser,  
presumably having seen his resurrection on top of  
the prison. She reports him dead, and this time she  
can say it with absolute certainty. Wesker sees it as  
a pity but acknowledges Krauser was never anything  
more to him than an expendable grunt. But thanks  
to Ada, Umbrella is now one step closer to its  
re-establishment. And once it is, there will be  
significant changes in the world. He begins to cackle to himself and Ada closes her eyes as the 
helicopter takes her further away from the island. The next decisive move has already been 
made. 
 
Leon returns to the United States and Ashley is reunited with her father, President Graham. 
 
Ada sends the Dominant Plaga sample to the upper hierarchy of the rival company as ordered, 
thus proving her loyalty to them over Wesker and his faction. She betrays Wesker by sending 
him the Subordinate Plaga instead. This one action will cause a split in power across the rival 
company that will have lasting repercussions. Ada’s actions will stall Wesker’s bid for ultimate 
control and may hasten his defection to Tricell. But the leaders of the organisation need to 
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remain vigilant whilst he is still among their ranks. He will not take this betrayal lightly and his 
goal of taking total control of the organisation and converting it into a reformed Umbrella is 
still intact.  
 
"It wasn't easy, but I'd say the mission has been a success. Getting my hands on the sample was 
my initial objective after all. But I've sent Wesker a different present, just as the organisation 
ordered. Pretending to work with him was entertaining. 
Albert Wesker... I wonder where he's headed next. Something tells me this whole affair was 
just a taste of what he's got in store. To him, Umbrella represented power. He used it to hide 
behind while he made plans of his own. And now the umbrella's been folded. 
With the sanctuary of their old Umbrella ruined, those in power struggle to erect a new one. 
They are aware of their own crookedness and deceit as they engage in their personal war of 
light and darkness. That's why Wesker will stop at nothing in opening his new Umbrella. 
The giant pharmaceutical corporation ‘S’ (Tricell) maintains medical and drug facilities the 
world over. We know for certain that Wesker has been in contact with them following 
Umbrella's demise. There's no doubt we'll next hear from him there. The organisation must 
remain vigilant. 
But Wesker's not stupid. He knows exactly what the organisation is thinking. He and I still 
have time to continue our little game of cat and mouse before the next move is played. This 
mission may be over, but the battle is just beginning." 
-Ada's Report Part 5; undated. 
 
Ada’s aim of proving her loyalty to the rival company at this time remains a key component of 
her ultimate objective which involves infiltrating the deepest levels of the B.O.W. underworld. 
Now she has secured that trust, she sends all five parts of her completed mission report to her 
true employers; those as of yet unidentified and working in the shadows helping her achieve 
her mysterious personal goal.  
 
Although disappointed by her betrayal of him, Wesker is not surprised by Ada’s actions and 
always knew it was a move he was half anticipating. To compensate for his loss, he uses the 
Umbrella Sat System to locate the corpse of Krauser on the ruins of Saddler’s island. He heads 
to the location and retrieves his remains. His plan is to extract the dead Dominant Plaga from 
Krauser’s body. 
 
Clean-up teams are sent into the region and the  
remaining Ganados are all destroyed. But  
because the region where the incident took  
place is so vast and rural, it is impossible for  
every Plaga to be destroyed. Instead the village  
and surrounding area is sealed off and left as a  
quarantine zone. No access is permitted, much  
to the chagrin of people wanting to return to  
their homes.  
 
The South Europe incident has all but destroyed the Los Illuminados, yet they still have 
factions working in the shadows and for now bid a hasty retreat, ready to emerge again when 
the time is right. They burn for revenge against the United States. 
 
Leon submits his official report into the South Europe incident which later becomes known as 
the 'Kennedy Report'. He reviews in detail everything he remembers about Las Plagas and 
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documents everything he learned about the Ganados. Among other information, Leon reveals 
the survival of Jack Krauser and his role in orchestrating the incident alongside the religious 
group Los Illuminados; drawing connections between the events in Europe and the remnants 
of the Umbrella Corporation. The report is highly classified and is accessible only to the U.S. 
Government with a confidential copy released to the B.S.A.A. due to the volatile nature and 
danger the Las Plagas organism represents. 
 
"REPRODUCTION PROHIBITED/SECRET 
Intelligence Report 
Rescue Mission of President's Daughter: 
We were successful in rescuing Ashley Graham,  
the President's daughter, who was kidnapped by  
some kind of cult religious group, calling  
themselves 'ILLUMINADOS'. It turned out to  
be more like a terrorist group. The group was  
destroyed by this mission, but a few things  
remain unknown. 
One thing is *** that all members of religious  
group have been infected by some kind of parasite. ******** the parasites still ** mission. 
**************** unknown enemy group of inteligence **********ed ** remnants of 
Umbrella Corp, or group of ******************* gather samples of the unknown 
********************* about ********** ******************** 
                                               ****** an ******** 
******************* Jack Krauser ****** was ** ********************* years 
************** 
Leon Scott Kennedy 
**st 2004." 
-RE4: Epilogue; Extract from Kennedy Report; 2004. 
 
“Listed below is what is currently known regarding the Las Plagas parasite:  
Though only recently discovered, the parasite known as Las Plagas was sealed away under the 
family castle of castellan Ramon Salazar for many generations. 
The parasite attaches itself to a human host and is assimilated by the central nervous system. 
Infected humans lose all rational thinking faculties and are wholly subject to control by another 
type of Plaga known as a control Plaga (usually another infected human). Hosts may lack 
rational though function, but they still retain human-level intelligence such as the ability to 
understand and communicate with each other. They can also use tools and are surprisingly 
crafty when working in groups against an enemy.  
Leon S. Kennedy documented his encounter with these infected humans in the Kennedy 
Report. In his report they were referred to as Ganados.” 
-RE5: Majini File; Archived 2009 
 
As work continues on a vaccine for the t-Abyss Virus, Morgan Lansdale takes steps to ensure 
the Queens’ Zenobia and Semiramis remain undetected on the Mediterranean. Research 
teams on board are still recording data on the controlled infection zones on each vessel and 
reporting back at regular intervals.  
 
Aware of the fallout the Plaga mission will cause within the rival company and with 
confirmation the rulers are working against him, Wesker presses forward with his plans to 
bring back a stronger Umbrella Corporation. His vision for their resurrection is based on the 
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private anti-virus research he has been performing, developing countermeasures and tactics 
against a variety of viral weaponry with the aim of total neutralisation. As well as the ongoing 
development of new biological weapons, if Wesker’s company also exclusively possessed these 
countermeasures for any scenario, then his Umbrella could stand at  
the top of the world and control the very flow of modern global  
warfare. Because of this vision, Wesker’s organisation would be  
more of a Private Military Company rather than a legitimate  
corporation trading in pharmaceuticals. With B.O.W.s and viral  
agents inevitably replacing conventional weaponry in world conflicts  
in the years to come, Umbrella PMC will be the best equipped to  
provide combat and protection forces and offering military services  
to national governments, international organisations and corporate  
sponsors. He also plans to resurrect the Close Quarters Battle  
Zone (C.Q.B.Z.) combat style originally conceived by Hunk to train  
and prepare the next generation of soldiers for the inevitable wars  
to come. This again demonstrates Wesker’s extreme forward planning and calculated thinking. 
 
By the end of 2004 the number of recorded bio-terrorism victims skyrockets to just under the 
one million mark largely because of the Terragrigia Panic. 
 
Following the end of its first year of existence, the infant B.S.A.A. has come under criticism for 
possessing excessive armaments and accusations of existing only to protect the corporate 
interests of the Global Pharmaceutical Consortium. There are also criticisms that its sole 
purpose is simply to manage accidents caused by the companies that invested in it.  
 
Although believed to be largely destroyed by the Plaga incident in Southern Europe, the cult of 
the Los Illuminados still exist, although it will take them many years to recover and rebuild. 
They still have agents and envoys associated with many organisations across the world. One 
such man, Patricio, who worked as an information broker on behalf of the cult, will find a new 
career over the next decade in narcotics, but his association with the group remains.  
 
 


